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CHAPTER II

The research described in this feasibility study concludes
that The Ocean Cleanup Array is likely a feasible and viable method to remove large amounts of plastic pollution
from the North Pacific Gyre. Computer simulations have
shown that floating barriers are suitable to capture and
concentrate most of this plastic. Combined with ocean
currents models to determine how much plastic would
encounter the structure, a cleanup efficiency of 42% of
all plastic within the North Pacific gyre can be achieved
in ten years using a 100 km array. In collaboration with
offshore experts, it has been determined that this array
can be made and installed using current materials and
technologies. The estimated costs are €317 million in total, or €31.7 million per year, which translates to €4.53 per
kilogram of collected ocean debris.
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CHAPTER V

“It is commendable that The Ocean Cleanup feasibility

“The Ocean Cleanup’s exploratory CFD simulations use

report brings together a vast array of concepts and dis-

measured and modeled plastic distribution and oceanic

ciplines that are brought across in an ordered and under-

conditions to determine the appropriate shape for their

standable way. The summarized description of the ocean-

passive barrier concept. They also determine reasonable

ography associated with the subtropical ocean gyres,

estimates for the efficiency of their design in collecting

where plastics are believed to be concentrated, is accu-

plastic debris of different sizes and densities. Although

rate, albeit it being generalized. The summary provides a

the design is unable to remove the smallest microplas-

good starting point of knowing where to focus the core of

tics from the ocean, the high efficiency of the barriers in

the project. Before full project implementation, I would

dealing with larger plastics would significantly reduce the

suggest that more regionally specific analysis is complet-

overall mass of plastic debris in the North Pacific Sub-

ed on the gyres that The Ocean Cleanup intends to target,

tropical Gyre.”

as this would provide efficiency to the cleanup process.”
Nicole Sharp, Ph.D.
Dr. Sebastiaan Swart

Aerospace engineer and author, FYFD

Senior Researcher – Southern Ocean Carbon and Climate
Observatory

“The strategy of the study is conventional and efficient,

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)

with a first two dimension analysis of the ocean flow
around the boom and the skirt, and a particle model to

“In the Ocean Cleanup report several options have been

have a first idea of the plastic parts potentially captured,

proposed for the boom, the skirts, the station keeping

depending on their size, density and depth. Despite some

system, and the installation procedures. Through a series

mesh size discontinuities, and the lack of boundary layer

of preliminary feasibility assessments, mainly through

on the skirt degrading the flow precision near the wall, the

simplified time domain dynamic models, the fundamental

results give a good idea of the efficiency of the system and

challenges of this novel concept have been individuated.

the influence of the parameters.

A series of conceptual/preliminary technical solutions for
these challenges are proposed, and most importantly the

Then two 3D studies are completed to analyze the effect

areas to be further investigated have been individuated.

of the boom angle on the flow and the catch probability.

As a result, a first methodology for the design and analysis

A large scale simulation is performed with COMSOL and

has been established.

gives the 3D flow with several boom angle. Some hypothesis are not clear (condition used on the boundary at the

Based on the conclusions on the report, the concept

end of the barrier and on the barrier, pressure gradient

seems to be challenging but technically within the capa-

due to gravity not present at the outlet), but the results

bilities of state of the art offshore engineering technology.”

give more information on the effect of the boom angle. The
finer study with CFX models the barrier more precisely, but

Maurizio Collu, PhD, CEng

with a too coarse mesh near the skirt and a domain too

Cranfield University, Offshore Renewable Energy Engi-

small to impose a pressure at the outlet. Nevertheless, the

neering Centre

3 studies give the same parameters range which allow the
particles to be caught, and a good idea of the efficiency of
the global system.”
Stéphane Dyen
Design team manager and CFD expert of Hydros / Hydroptère Suisse SA
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Every year we produce about 300 million tons of plastic,
a portion of which enters and accumulates in the oceans.
Due to large offshore currents, plastic concentrates in
vast areas called gyres, of which the Great Pacific Garbage Patch between Hawaii and California is the bestknown example.
The damage to sea life is staggering: at least one million
seabirds, and hundreds of thousands of marine mammals die each year due to the pollution. Even worse, the
survival of many species, like the Hawaiian Monk Seal
and Loggerhead Turtle, is directly jeopardized by plastic
debris.
Figure 1 Albatross with plastic in its stomach. Photo by Chris

Marine species often become entangled in larger debris,
leading to “injury, illness, suffocation, starvation, and
even death” (NOAA, 2014). Smaller fragments can be mistaken for food and eaten, causing malnutrition, intestinal
blockage and death. When marine animals eat plastic,
harmful chemicals move up the food chain. Ingestion of
and entanglement in marine debris by marine animals
has increased by 40 percent in the last decade. Furthermore, plastics can transport invasive species and toxic
substances over great distances.
The problem does not end there. Marine debris causes
an estimated $1.27 billion in fishing and vessel damage
annually in the region of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) alone. Moreover, the removal of garbage
from coastlines costs up to $25,000 per ton of plastic.
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Figure 2 Schematic overview of the five rotating currents, called

Figure 3 A preliminary design of a collection platform

gyres, where floating plastic accumulates

(Erwin Zwart – Fabrique Computer Graphics)

In search of a solution

The concept

Even if we manage to prevent any more plastic from en-

The Ocean Cleanup Array utilizes long floating barriers

tering the oceans, the natural loss of plastic from the

which - being at an an angle - capture and concentrate

gyres is likely low; therefore, a cleanup is still necessary.

the plastic, making mechanical extraction possible. One

Since the problem gained widespread attention at the

of the main advantages of this passive cleanup concept

beginning of this century, several cleanup concepts have

is that it is scalable. Using the natural circulation period

been proposed, each based on vessels with nets – essen-

of the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre, cleanup duration

tially, fishing for plastic. Unfortunately, even though the

could be reduced to a minimum of just 5 years.

concentration of plastic in these five subtropical gyres
is extremely high compared to the rest of the oceans,

Using a passive collection approach, operational expens-

plastic is still spread over millions of square kilometers.

es can potentially be very low, making the cleanup more

Hence, it would likely take many billions of dollars and

viable. Furthermore, converting the extracted plastic into

thousands of years to clean up such an area using those

either energy, oil or new materials could partly cover ex-

methods (Moore, 2011). By-catch and emissions would

ecution costs.

likely be problematic using this approach. Furthermore
the ocean is not a particularly friendly place to work. Why

Because no nets would be used, a passive cleanup may

move through the oceans, if the oceans can move through

well be harmless to the marine ecosystem and could po-

you?

tentially catch particles that are much smaller than what
nets could capture.

ABSTRACT
The world’s oceans are characterized by a system of
large-scale rotating currents, called ‘gyres’. The ocean
systems are constantly moving as a result of the turning of the earth and wind patterns. The five major gyres
are the Indian Ocean Gyre, the North Atlantic Gyre, the
North Pacific Gyre, the South Atlantic Gyre and the South
Pacific Gyre. If the ocean’s water is constantly moving
according to predictable patterns, so is the plastic pollution. This led to the idea of a ‘passive cleanup’: using
an array of floating barriers fixed to the sea bed to catch
the debris as it flows past on the natural ocean currents.
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Plastic
Organism

Mean current direction

Top view

Plastic
Figure 4 Simplified and schematic cross-section view of a floating barrier. The red dots represent plastic particles, while the green particles are organisms. Simplified and schematic top view of a floating barrier. The red dots represent plastic particles.

The feasibility study
Between April 2013 and May 2014, The Ocean Cleanup

This feasibility study examines the physical properties

has been investigating the technical feasibility and fi-

of plastic pollution; technical feasibility in terms of fluid

nancial viability of The Ocean Cleanup Array concept.

dynamics, structural engineering and operations; and

With costs covered by a crowd funding campaign, a global

describes the large-scale test that has been performed.

team of over 100 people, companies and institutes have

It assesses any possible negative environmental effects

collaborated to produce an in-depth study.

and legal consequences. Moreover, the study evaluates
the quality of ocean plastics, as well as possible methods
to process it - including a cost-benefit analysis. Finally,
the feasibility study outlines recommendations for future
work.
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Figure 5 Initial simulation plastic distribution. The locations

Figure 6 Map showing the areas in which the highest concen-

where plastic release begins are visualised in red and purple.

tration of plastic debris has been predicted by Maximenko et al.
,2012, Van Sebille et al.,2012 and Lebreton et al., 2012, in green.
The highest measured plastic concentration is displayed in blue,
while the areas containing favorable seabed conditions are depicted in red.”

Plastic pollution hotspots in ocean gyres

Environmental conditions in the North Pacific

Based on ocean surface current models indicating plas-

Gyre

tic pollution hotspots, the scope of the research was nar-

Using data from weather buoys and satellite recordings,

rowed down to the subtropical gyres. Subsequently, the

current, wave and wind conditions were estimated for the

focus was further narrowed to only include the North Pa-

area of interest, see Figures 6-8.

cific Subtropical Gyre through the use of measurement
data. The Ocean Cleanup conservatively estimates the

The following values have been used as input parameters

mean mass of floating plastic in the North Pacific ac-

for structural engineering and fluid dynamic chapters of

cumulation zone at 140 thousand metric tons: 21 thou-

the report: waves predominantly derive from the north-

sand tons of plastic smaller than 2 cm and 119 thousand

west (NW), and to a lesser extent also from the northeast

metric tons of plastic larger than 2 cm. However, more re-

(NE) sector. Waves from the northwest (NW) sector are

search is needed to increase the accuracy and reliability

swells generated in the North Pacific Ocean, and waves

of these figures. Sampling of ocean plastic is still limited

from the northeast (NE) sector are sea waves. Over 95%

- both spatially and temporally - particularly for large

of waves are lower than 4.5 – 5.5 m. The maximum signifi-

(centimeter/meter-sized) plastic items.

cant wave height (Hs) is 12.2 m with a 100-year return period. The wind predominantly comes from the northeast

Determination of location

to east (NE-E) sectors. A mean current velocity of 14 cm/s

On the basis of ocean current models, ocean depth and

has been calculated for the area.

measured plastic concentrations, The Ocean Cleanup has
chosen 30°N, 138°W as the preliminary coordinates for
placement of the Array.
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Figure 7 Wind from direction rose for NOGAPS reanalysis data

Figure 9 Significant wave height – wave from direction rose
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Figure 10 The multi-level trawl, used for sampling plastic concentrations

Vertical distribution of plastics
To measure the vertical distribution of the plastic debris,
a net system was created capable of sampling the oceans
from the surface to a depth of 5 meter. The plastic concentration (grams and pieces per m³) was measured in
the North Atlantic Gyre during two separate expeditions.
The observations indicate that plastic maintains a depth
profile of higher mass close to the water surface with
mass decreasing exponentially with depth. Therefore,
a floating barrier depth of 2-3 m was chosen because it
would be able to capture most of the total plastic pollution mass. The data also suggests there is a relationship
between wind speed and vertical distribution, but more
measurements are necessary to confirm this.

Figure 11 Depth profile of plastic pollution (N = 12 trawls) plastic
concentrations in mass per volume at different depth intervals;
plastic concentrations in pieces per volume at different depth
intervals.
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Figure 12 A graphic representation of the dependency between the field efficiency, total array length and deployment time. To increase
field efficiency, either the total array length or deployment time has to increase

Cleanup time and required array length
The Ocean Cleanup investigated the relation between

vertical distribution, a capture efficiency of 79% of mass

array length, deployment time and field efficiency. It fol-

was calculated. No micro plastics (particles smaller than

lows that to increase field efficiency, either the total array

2 cm) were captured under the modeled conditions. How-

length or deployment time has to increase. A deployment

ever, all medium and large size plastics (irrespective of

time of 10 years and an array length of 100 km was cho-

the depth within the top 3 m) are caught. Furthermore,

sen, resulting in a field efficiency of 40-45%

the capturing of large debris prevents the creation of
small debris by photo-degradation.

Investigating basic principles
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been used to

CFD simulations also showed that particles travel along

study the catch efficiency, the transport of plastic along

the boom when encountering a boom that is under an an-

the boom, and the forces acting on the boom.

gle relative to the direction of the surface current, meaning booms can concentrate plastic pollution. The veloc-

Variables such as particle size, density and release depth

ity of the plastic along the barrier depends on the boom

were taken into account in determining which particles

angle, but is about 40% of the initial velocity when placed

would be caught by or escape underneath the boom.

at an angle of 30°.

Combining this data with modeled mass distribution and
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Figure 13 Tension cable impression

Loads on the boom
A boom-and-mooring model was set up in Orcaflex to de-

In the above image, the boom can follow the shape of the

termine the mid-effective tension (the load on the boom)

wave, but in the second image the tension force spans

as function of boom length. Forces were determined for

the boom in such a way that it remains straight and waves

a generic boom with a draft of 3 m, at a significant wave

overtop it. If overtopping is to be avoided, it was found

height of 5.5 m, which was set as the maximum opera-

that the maximum length of an individual boom should

tional significant wave height.

be 1.4 km.

For boom lengths used in the simulation, the relation-

Tension cable concept design

ship between force and boom length was found to be es-

The Ocean Cleanup developed a boom design in which

sentially linear. The fact that for the Dyneema-tensioned

the boom and tension cable are separated. This design

boom the tension is higher than both neoprene and steel

allows the boom to move with the waves, rather than be-

boom is due to its high stiffness compared to the other

ing restricted by the load carrying part of the boom - re-

options. The steel boom has neoprene links that lower the

gardless of the stiffness of the tension cable. The boom

stiffness significantly. Although the boom likely would

is connected to the tension cable every 60 m, transfer-

not be entirely manufactured out of Dyneema, its read-

ring its load to the cable. Furthermore this design allows

ings were used during the dimensioning of the materials

the boom to move along with the rotational motion of the

as a conservative estimate.

waves, reducing the forces on the tension cable. The use
of a tension cable is also included in a patent application

Overtopping
Orcaflex also found that if the boom were too long, high
tension would prevent the boom from following the
waves, resulting in overtopping. This is an undesired effect, because plastic would likely be lost in the process,
impacting capture efficiency.
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Figure 14 Effect of a too high tension force along the boom: in the
top image, the boom can follow the shape of the wave, but in the
bottom image, the tension force spans the boom in such a way
that it remains straight

Mooring
The mooring systems required for station-keeping the

Figure 15 Preliminary design of a classic spar as a processing

structure are novel due to the unprecedented depths at

platform.

which they would be placed. Given an average depth of
about 4 km, a fiber rope mooring system is the only option
available. To ensure durability of the system, chain and

The plastic collection rate will total 65 m³/day, which

wire rope is used at the bottom and top ends. A Stevman-

means the plastic collected has to be picked up by a ship

ta Vertical Load Anchor (surface area 14 m²) is sufficient

every 45 days.

to withstand the design loads including the safety factor.
A three-line system was chosen for all mooring points.

The main deck features processing equipment, including the top of the mesh conveyor, a shredder for large

Vryhof Anchors confirmed that with current knowledge,

debris and electrical systems. Additionally, the deck in-

mooring at the given water depths is feasible and instal-

corporates a workshop and a 50-ton crane to lift spare

lation of all system components can be done from the

machinery. Photovoltaic panels mounted on the roof over

water surface. The mooring configuration is similar to

the main deck will provide the primary power supply. The

proven solutions at 2,500 m of water depth.

platform is equipped with a slurry pump to extract small
particles, coupled to a centrifugal separator for dewater-

The processing platform

ing purposes.

The platform design is based on a spar, being a stable,
cost-effective and proven hull-type. This design consists

Taking into account a cost of €5 per kg of steel (including

of a buffer for the collected plastic in the hull of the spar,

construction), and a total weight 2,800 tons of steel, the

with a processing-equipment deck as a topside. The

costs of the platform are an estimated €14 million (ex-

hull has a cylindrical shape with a diameter of 11m and

cluding equipment and mooring). For transshipment and

a height of 58m. For the storage of plastic, a volume of

transport of the collected debris a second slurry pump

3,000 m³ is reserved in the hull. Although for transport a

will be used. The costs to transport the garbage to land

volume of 6,000 m³ has been reserved, this includes the

have been calculated to be €1 million euro per year, or

added water necessary to pump it from platform to ship.

€0.14 per kg plastic.
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Figure 16 Mooring configuration. Schematic drawing of the planned mooring configuration of the booms and trawls

Environmental impact
Because they are effectively neutrally buoyant, both

The carbon footprint analysis showed the greenhouse gas

phytoplankton and zooplankton are likely to pass under-

emissions of the entire Ocean Cleanup project are 1.4-5

neath the barriers along with the current. But even as-

million kg of CO2, depending on the chosen scenario. To

suming the worst - The Ocean Cleanup Array would har-

put this into perspective, it is equal to the production of

vest all the plankton it encounters - this would constitute

only 370-1,400 cars based on an average consumption of

a maximum loss of 10 million kg of planktonic biomass

driving 20,000 km per year. The calculation of the carbon

annually. Given the immense primary production of the

footprint revealed that the life-cycle stage ‘Marine Trans-

world oceans, it would take less than 7 seconds to repro-

port’ has the largest environmental impact. This impact

duce this amount of biomass.

can be reduced by limiting the on-site time of the vessel,
as well as by using a highly energy-efficient vessel. The

With regard to vertebrates, harm caused by the barri-

transportation of more plastic per vessel and per cycle

ers seems unlikely because non-permeable barriers are

could lead to a longer cycle time and a smaller carbon

used, although some bycatch may occur in the near vicin-

footprint. The use of solar energy reduces the platform’s

ity of the platform’s extraction equipment. To prevent the

carbon footprint.

possible impact on vertebrates, active deterrent techniques could be implemented near the extraction equipment.

Figure 17 Cod ends. Cod ends with its zooplankton contents,
bottom one as control, and the top one from behind the boom
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Figure 18 Volunteers collecting beached debris. Photo by Megan Lamson / HWF

Proof of concept
A first proof-of-concept test performed at the Azores Is-

From the degradation tests, it can be concluded that the

lands validated the capture and concentration potential

polyolefin samples were less degraded than expected.

of a floating barrier with a skirt depth of 3 m, in moderate

The degree of degradation of high-density polyethylene

environmental conditions. In addition, qualitative data

(HDPE) appears particularly mild both when compared to

suggested that the barrier does not catch zooplankton

studies of accelerated aging under controlled conditions

as the net behind the boom appeared to have caught an

and when compared to the degradation found for poly-

equal amount of zooplankton as the net next to the boom.

propylene (PP) from the same sample origin.

Plastic material analysis and processing op-

Pyrolysis tests have showed that there is at least one

tions

method in which ocean plastic can be reused. According

Although the possibility of processing plastic into a use-

to the companies involved in the testing, the quality of

able and valuable material does not determine the fea-

the pyrolysis oil obtained from the polyolefin fraction of

sibility of the Array, a valid question would be: what The

marine debris is comparable to that obtained as regular

Ocean Cleanup would do with the plastic once this pro-

input in their pyrolysis plants. It appears that the pro-

cess has been completed.

duction of marine fuel is more attractive due to its substantially higher yield of 77% for the target fraction when

In order to investigate a representative sample of North

compared to the gasoline producing process with a final

Pacific Gyre debris, half a ton of plastic was collected on

yield of 53% for the gasoline fraction.

a remote beach on Hawaii Island. See figure 18.
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Legal issues

Financials

This study also provides a high-level overview of key legal

The Ocean Cleanup Array is estimated to be 33 times

issues that may impact The Ocean Cleanup.

cheaper than conventional cleanup proposals per extracted mass of plastics. In order to extract 70 million

First, concerning the question of who owns the plastic in

kg (or 42 percent) of garbage from the North Pacific Gyre

the oceans, there are three different legal constructs in

over 10 years, we calculated a total cost of 317 million

play. As most plastic is unlabeled and degraded before

euro.

being caught, the owner of the plastic cannot be traced,
and therefore salvage is not possible. Laws of abandon-

In the calculations, a limited lifetime of 10 years is ap-

ment cannot be used, as virtually all the traces, including

plied instead of a general economic lifetime (for most

owner information, are lost in the high seas. This leaves

equipment 20 years). This is because projections indicate

the law of the finds, that is based on the following princi-

the mean amount of plastic mass will decrease with time.

ples: i) intent of the finding party to establish possession

Thus, the average mass of plastic that will be collected

over the property in question; ii) actual possession as in

per year will likely be lower than what has been calcu-

exerting physical control over the property; and iii) a de-

lated using the 10-year deployment time. As expected

termination that the property has been abandoned by the

with the passive cleanup concept, capital expenditures

owner. Based on this law, it is assumed that The Ocean

outweigh the operating expenditures. The total annual

Cleanup can take ownership of the plastic collected in

estimated operating expenditures is estimated at five

the high seas.

million euro.

Second, because The Array presents a unique situation

A break-even cost of €4.53 per kg of plastic collected

that poses questions regarding shipping right-of-ways

must be realized in order for The Ocean Cleanup Array

and hazards to shipping traffic, it may have to abide by

to be profitable. This amount falls in the range of beach

additional safety regulations from either the flag-state

cleanup costs, estimated to be €0.07 – €18.0 per kg. This

or the International Maritime Organization (IMO). For

is also less expensive than the plastic-caused damage to

this feasibility study The Ocean Cleanup assumes that

the maritime industry in the APEC region.

platforms will not be flagged by a state and will thus not
be subject to state law. The question remains if the UN

Based on the current estimates of costs and the amount

would have some jurisdiction over the platforms, either

of plastic in the oceans, the costs outweigh the profits

by flagging or otherwise.

generated by high-volume solutions, like incineration or
pyrolysis, but it is unknown what the financial prospec-

Third, as the Ocean Cleanup Project has the objective

tive would be for mechanical recycling. This should be

of passive collection of floating plastic waste, it would

investigated in a later phase.

not qualify as a fishing activity. Therefore it does not fall
under the current by-catch laws or the laws addressing
“taking” of endangered migratory species. While assessing that The Ocean Cleanup bycatch will likely be minimal, the mere prospect of bycatch might bring The Ocean
Cleanup into the realm of regulatory oversight.
Last, a proposal for a legal framework is postulated for
international ocean rehabilitation projects.
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Figure 19 Estimated initial Base Capital Expenditure in euro ‘000s

Figure 20 Break-even analysis in price per kg for each Array length in km.
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Figure 21 OpEx in relation to CapEx, euro (best-, base-, and worst-case) over ten years.

Figure 22 A comparison of cleanup costs per concept per kg
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Figure 23 Phasing of The Ocean Cleanup project

Looking ahead
To address the remaining uncertainties identified in the

In terms of research, the two essential elements in the

feasibility study, a second phase of the project is pro-

second phase of the project are:

posed to prepare for implementation. In this phase, The
Ocean Cleanup would develop a series of up-scaling
tests, working towards a large-scale operational pilot in
3 to 4 years.

1 The in-depth engineering and optimization of the
structure;
2 Improving the plastic mass estimate, by taking spatial
and temporal variability, as well as measured vertical

The scale of these tests will likely range from ~10m at

distribution into account.

the scale model test (1:1000) to ~10km at the large-scale
operational test (1:10). Besides assessing new engineer-

To be more cost-efficient, The Ocean Cleanup will act as

ing results in a real-world environment, these tests also

a facilitator of the research, outsourcing most of the fun-

serve to uncover any unforeseen interactions between

damental research to institutes, and collaborating with

the structure and the environment, while allowing for the

offshore and engineering companies to cover most of the

practicing of operational procedures.

tests’ costs.
Conclusions
Based on this collected evidence, it is concluded that The
Ocean Cleanup Array is likely a feasible and viable method for large-scale, passive and efficient removal of floating plastic from the North Pacific Garbage Patch.
However, for this project to be successful in reducing the
amount of plastics in the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, it
is essential for the influx of new plastic pollution into the
oceans to be radically reduced.
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INTRODUCTION

What are the causes and effects of plastic
pollution? What are the potential benefits of
a cleanup operation? What work has already
been done in the field, and why haven’t they
succeeded? How does The Ocean Cleanup plan
to change this? These questions are covered in
the first chapter of this feasibility study.
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The Plastic
Lifecycle
is broken
Bonnie Monteleone • Bill Cooper

Plastics are highly valued for their light and
durable qualities, and are widely used not
just in packaging but also in consumer goods,
building and construction, electronics, medical supplies, and transportation. Most plastics
are made from non-renewable petroleum and
natural gas resources, and contain chemical
additives that have a significant impact on the
environment and human health. Unfortunately,
despite efforts to reduce their use and recycle, humanity uses increasingly more plastic,
and much of it ends up in our oceans. This is
not just an eyesore, it is a threat to the world’s
biodiversity. Plastics do not biodegrade, rather
they break down into minute pieces, releasing
their chemical additives and masquerading as
food to marine life. In fact, in 2011 the United
Nations Environment Program listed plastic
pollution in oceans as a top priority issue, citing
its potential impact on ecosystems and human
health.
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Figure 1.1 Plastic debris on Kanapou, Hawaii, USA, 2006 (Courtesy NOAA, Marine Debris Programme)

1.1.1 A Brief History of PlastiC

1.1.2 Plastic in the Oceans

The end of World War II marked the start of the modern

Plastics are made of essential polymers, synthetically

plastic era, or “Our plastic age” (Thompson, Swan, Moore,

produced from petroleum, natural gas, or coal, and mixed

& vom Saal, 2009). Derived from oil or gas, plastics pos-

with a complex blend of chemicals known as additives.

sess properties that are ideal for the manufacture of

These additives have the ability to alter or improve the

many everyday items: they are light, cheap, flexible,

polymers’ properties. For example, polyethylene tereph-

strong, and durable (Thompson et al., 2009).

thalate, or PET, is the nearly indestructible plastic used
to make most containers and bottles. Other common ad-

Not surprisingly, global plastic production has grown ex-

ditives include: UV stabilizers, antioxidants, brominated

ponentially. From 1950-2007 plastic production rose from

flame-retardants, and bisphenol-A. Some of these chem-

1.5 million tons to 270 million tons per year, an expansion

icals are known endocrine disrupters or carcinogens and

which kept pace with the simultaneous global population

can seriously affect the health of organisms.

growth from 2.7 to over 7 billion (Rochman, Browne, et al.,
2013). In 2012 alone, 288 million tons of plastic were pro-

Plastic is unlikely to biodegrade, yet does photo-degrade.

duced (PlasticsEurope 2013), which is approximately the

However, this requires prolonged exposure to ultra-violet

same weight of the entire human biomass (Walpole et al.,

light. Physical abrasion also contributes to its decompo-

2012).

sition (A. L. Andrady, Hamid, Hu, & Torikai, 1998; D.K.A.
Barnes, Galgani, & Thompson, 2009; Colton Jr., Knapp, &

Two specific issues are associated with this sharp rise in

Burns, 1974; Gregory, 1977; Thompson et al., 2004). Still,

plastic production: impacts on human health, such as in-

it can take 400 to 1000 years, and even longer in a marine

creased risk of cancer and neurological problems (Breast

environment for plastics and their chemical additives to

Cancer Foundation 2013); and the growing amounts of

break down into carbon dioxide, water, and small inor-

plastic debris entering the marine environment (United

ganic molecules, a process called mineralization.

Nations Environment Programme 2013).
2

Marine debris is defined as “any persistent solid material that is manufactured or processed and directly or indirectly, intentionally or

unintentionally, disposed of or abandoned into the marine environment.”
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4

Figure 1.2 Pathways of plastic pollution. Plastic enters the ocean from coastal urbanization (1), through rivers (2), from beaches (3), and
from ships (4). Through currents and wind, plastic gets transported through the ocean or sea (5), finally ending up on coastlines or in a
gyre. Heavier-than-water plastics are likely to sink not far from the coast (6), unless the plastic encapsulates air. Possible sinks for the
plastic in the gyre include sinking due to loss in buoyancy, ingestion, biodegradation, and natural loss onto coastlines due to currents (7).

1.1.3 Breaking the Cycle
The discovery of fragmented plastic during plankton

Even though the monitoring of plastic debris in the ocean

tows of the Sargasso Sea in 1971 led to one of the earli-

began over 40 years ago, volumes are difficult to estimate

est studies of plastic in the marine environment. Using a

as conditions vary across different bodies of water and

333 micron surface net trawl, Carpenter and Smith col-

over time. However, it is known that while marine debris2

lected small fragments of plastics in 1971, resulting in

may be made up of a variety of materials, including glass,

estimates of the presence of plastic particulates at an

rubber and Styrofoam, the majority of it (60% to 80%) is

average of 3,500 pieces and 290 g/km2 in the western

plastic. (EPA, 2011)

Sargasso Sea (Carpenter and Smith, 1972). Shortly after,
Colton et al., (1974) surveyed the coastal waters from

Plastic pollution has two major sources, 80% is esti-

New England to the Bahamas and confirmed distribution

mated to come from land and 20% from shipping, and

of plastic all along the North Atlantic. These studies have

is most commonly the result of the improper disposal

been recently updated in two comprehensive studies of

of single use plastics and manufacturing materials (All-

the North Atlantic gyre (K. L. Law et al., 2010; Moret-

sopp, Walters, Santillo, & Johnston, 2000; D.K.A. Barnes

Ferguson et al., 2010). Indeed, plastic is found in most

et al., 2009). Plastic enters the marine environment via

marine and terrestrial habitats, including bays, estuaries,

runoff, rivers, beach litter, lost cargo, direct dumping, and

coral reefs, lakes and the open oceans. (Rochman et al.,

episodic events. The ocean is downhill from everywhere;

2014, Wright et al., 2013)

therefore, plastic waste can be washed down streams
and rivers from mountains, hills, and valleys. It can enter
waterways via storm drains and runoff. Riverine transport
contributes substantially to the proportion of land originating plastic pollution (Ryan, 2008).
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Once plastic is in the ocean, wind, currents, and wave

These adverse effects are concentrated in the conver-

action disperse it both laterally and vertically through

gence zones, where marine species tend to congregate

the water column. At the same time, currents and wind

and plastic debris tends to collect. (A more detailed re-

tend to concentrate debris into accumulation zones, of-

view of the scope of the problem is presented in the fol-

ten referred to as “garbage patches”. This is a misleading

lowing section.)

term, because it evokes images of a large floating plastic
island, when in reality much of the plastic is in small frag-

So far progress towards halting the rise of marine plastic

ments mixed into the top layer of water (NOAA, 2014).

pollution has been limited. Important short-term mitiga-

Perhaps the most telling research and modeling of how

tion strategies include beach cleanup activities, which

plastics travel in the ocean is the Ocean Surface Cur-

are performed on the shorelines of many countries, and

rent Simulator (OSCURS). To develop this model, tracking

ocean cleanups on coastal and oceanic regions where

devices were released into the North Pacific and their

high levels of plastic pollution are affecting many spe-

movements observed over a 12-year period. OSCURS re-

cies.

vealed that marine debris would eventually accumulate
in the mid-latitudes after traveling for nearly six years

The long-term solution for this environmental issue in-

around the North Pacific gyre (Arthur, 2009).

volves decreasing plastic waste and creating better disposal practices on land and at sea, at an international

1.1.4 What is the Problem

level. MARPOL 73/78 is the international convention for

Being lightweight, durable, strong, and inexpensive, the

the prevention of marine pollution, and prohibits the

very properties that make plastic so useful are also re-

disposal of plastic from ships anywhere in the world’s

sponsible for its large negative impact on marine envi-

oceans. However, its enforcement varies globally, and

ronments. Today, plastic marine debris is found in oceans

clearly this regulation effects, at most, only 20% of all

and sediment worldwide and affects marine life along

plastics entering the seas. Other measures to reduce the

most of the food chain (Wright, Thompson, & Galloway,

detritus of plastics in the environment are ordinances

2013).

banning plastic single use items such as plastic bags and
polystyrene3.

Marine species can become entangled in larger debris,
leading to “injury, illness, suffocation, starvation, and

Despite these efforts, the use of plastic worldwide con-

even death” (NOAA, 2014). Smaller fragments can be

tinues to grow.

mistaken for food and eaten, which can cause malnutrition, blockage and death, as well as provide a pathway for
transport of harmful chemicals up the food chain (Teuten,
Rowland, Galloway, & Thompson, 2007). Ingestion of and
entanglement in marine debris by marine animals has
increased by 40% in the last decade (GEF, 2012). Furthermore, plastics can transport invasive species and toxic
substances great distances. (D. K. A. Barnes & Fraser,
2003)
3

Currently, 29 countries have plastic bag legislation, 14 U.S. States with at least one county ordinance and 26 States with proposed leg-

islation. Hawaii is the first State to ban plastic bags countywide. (Duboise, 2014).
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Observations
of Oceanic
Plastic
Pollution
Julia Reisser

Plastics are transported from populated areas
to the oceans by rivers, the wind, tides, rainwater, storm drains, sewage disposal, and flood
events. They can also reach the marine environment from boats and offshore installations.
Surface net tows and visual observations from
vessels show that although marine plastics are
widespread across all oceans, their concentration levels vary. Hotspots occur close to populated coastal areas, in the Mediterranean Sea,
and in offshore, subtropical areas associated
with large-scale oceanic gyres.
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Figure 1.3 Examples of surface nets used to sample plastics at the ocean surface. Left: Neuston Net; Right: Manta Net.

1.2.1 Plastic Pollution as Quantified by Net Tows

1.2.1.1 Marine plastic pollution as quantified by

Plastics that float in seawater will either be cast ashore

net tows

by inshore currents and winds, or accumulate in con-

Zooplankton nets, such as Neuston and Manta nets are

vergence zones such as the five large-scale subtropical

by far the most common devices used to sample small

gyres (South and North Pacific, South and North Atlantic,

plastics in the open sea (Hidalgo-Ruz et al., 2012). Towed

and Indian). To gain a better understanding of the envi-

from vessels, the surface nets systematically sample

ronmental hazards associated with marine plastic pollu-

buoyant plastics at the air-seawater interface where

tion, several studies have attempted to quantify marine

floating plastics tend to gather (Kukulka et al., 2012). The

plastic debris ranging from 0.001 millimeter to several

main advantage of such nets is their capacity to concen-

meters in size (Hidalgo-Ruz, Gutow, Thompson, & Thiel,

trate buoyant material from a relatively large volume of

2012; W. G. Pichel et al., 2012). Floating marine plastics

water (Hidalgo-Ruz et al., 2012). After each net tow, the

have been quantified through visual counts from vessels

content captured by the net is carefully examined to sep-

and airplanes sampling (I. A. Hinojosa, M. M. Rivadenei-

arate plastics from biological material. Detected plastics

ra, & M. Thiel, 2011; Ivan A Hinojosa, Marcelo M Rivade-

are then counted and/or weighed and usually reported in

neira, & Martin Thiel, 2011; William G Pichel et al., 2007;

pieces per area (Hidalgo-Ruz et al., 2012), although piec-

W. G. Pichel et al., 2007; William G Pichel et al., 2012; W.

es per volume, mass per area, and mass per volume are

G. Pichel et al., 2012), and by sampling devices that col-

also used.

lect plastics from the oceans. Such instruments include
Plankton Recorder Bottles (Ng and Obbard 2006), and
zooplankton nets (Carpenter & Smith, 1972).
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Table 1.1 shows the findings of 17 empirical studies that

REFERENCE

conducted surface net tows, all reported in pieces per

YEARS OF
SAMPLING

km². Fragmented pieces of larger plastics were by far
the most common plastic type described in the “net tow”
reports. Plastic pellets, the raw material used to make

Carpenter and Smith 1972

1971

larger plastic items, were very common in reports from

Shaw 1977

1974-75

the 1970s and 1980s.

Shaw 1977

1974-75

Ryan 1988

1977-78

Marine plastics, mostly smaller than 5 mm, were wide-

Morris 1980

1979

spread in the sampled marine regions and mean concen-

Wilber 1987

1984

trations higher than 10,000 pieces per km² were found in

Wilber 1987

1984

the Mediterranean Sea and oceanic subtropical areas of

Wilber 1987

1984

the North Pacific, South Pacific, and North Atlantic (Fig-

Wilber 1987

1984

ure 1.4) at the sea surface as estimated by net tows. Cir-

Gregory 1990

1984

cle positions show approximate location of each meas-

Gregory 1990

1984

urement and letters next to circles indicate the study that

Gregory 1990

1985-88

reported each mean value: a)Carpenter and Smith 1972,

Day et al., 1990

1985-88

b)Shaw 1977, c)Ryan 1988, d)Morris 1980b, e)Wilber 1987,

Day et al., 1990

1985-88

f)Gregory 1990, g)Day et al., 1990, h)Moore et al., 2001, i)

Day et al., 1990

1985-88

Law et al., 2010, j)Yamashita and Tanimura 2007, k)Col-

Day et al., 1990

1985-88

lignon et al., 2012, l)Van Cauwenberghe et al., 2013a, m)

Dufault and Whitehead 1994

1990

Eriksen et al., 2013, n)Reisser et al., 2013b, o)Reisser et

Moore et al., 2001

1999

al., 2013a, p)Zhou et al., 2011, q)Dufault and Whitehead

Law et al., 2010

1986-2008

1994.).

Law et al., 2010

1986-2008

Law et al., 2010

1986-2008

At the present, several gaps exist in the global dataset,

Yamashita et al., 2007

2000-01

particularly in the Indian Ocean. However, this is likely to

Zhou et al., 2011

2009-10

decrease in the near future, as some studies on global

Collignon et al., 2012

2010

observations of marine plastic debris collected by net

Van Cauwenberghe et al. 2013

2011

tows are currently being conducted. Taking into account

Eriksen et al., 2013

2011

the findings of such observations and the global models

Reisser et al., 2013a,b

2011-12

of plastic dispersal (Lebreton, Greer, & Borrero, 2012;

Reisser et al., 2013a,b

2011-12

Maximenko, Hafner, & Niiler, 2012; van Sebille, England,

Reisser et al., 2013a,b

2011-12

& Froyland, 2012), it can be concluded that small marine

Reisser et al., 2013a,b,c

2011-13

plastics are concentrated over large subtropical areas of
the oceans, i.e., oceanic gyres, as well as in the Mediterranean Sea.
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CS

MARINE REGION

SAMPLING DETAILS PROVIDED

PIECES
PER KM²

3537

Sargasso Sea
Bering Sea
Gulf of Alaska

11 0.5–5.7h tows using a 1m diameter mouth, 0.33mm mesh net

68

20 15min tows using a 0.4m wide mouth, 0.33mm mesh net

132

51 15min tows using a 0.4m wide mouth, 0.33mm mesh net

Eastern South Atlantic

3639

1224 2min net tows using a 1.57x.42m mouth, 0.36mm mesh Neuston Net

Eastern South Atlantic

1874

10 20–45min tows using a Neuston sledge (0.32mm mesh)

Sargasso Sea

11000

78 1 Nautical Mile tows using a 1x.5m mouth, 0.33 or 0.50mm mesh Neuston net

Sargasso Sea

2500

127 1 Nautical Mile tows using a 1x.5m mouth, 0.33 or 0.50mm mesh Neuston net

Caribbean Sea

1400

154 1 Nautical Mile tows using a 1x.5m mouth, 0.33 or 0.50mm mesh Neuston net

Gulf of Maine

700

72 1 Nautical Mile tows using a 1x.5m mouth, 0.33 or 0.50mm mesh Neuston net

North New Zealand

1000

“Neuston net tows”

South New Zealand

20

“Neuston net tows”

100

66 10min tows using 1.3 m ring net or a Sameoto Neuston sampler (both 0.55 mm mesh)

Western North Pacific

12800

64 10min tows using 1.3 m ring net or a Sameoto Neuston sampler (both 0.55 mm mesh)

Western North Pacific

57000

60 10min tows using 1.3 m ring net or a Sameoto Neuston sampler (both 0.55 mm mesh)

Eastern North Pacific

61000

2 10 min tows using 1.3 m ring net or a Sameoto Neuston sampler (both 0.55 mm mesh)

Japanese waters

74700

11 10min tows using 1.3 m ring net or a Sameoto Neuston sampler (both 0.55 mm mesh)

Nova Scotia

67150

25 20 min tows using a 0.4x0.4 m mouth, 0.30 mm mesh net

Bering Sea

Eastern North Pacific

334271

11 5-19 km tows using a 0.9x0.15 m Neuston net

Caribbean Sea

1414

30 min tows using a 1x.5 m mouth, 0.33 mm mesh Neuston net

Gulf of Maine

1534

30 min tows using a 1x.5 m mouth, 0.33 mm mesh Neuston net

20328

30 min tows using a 1x.5 m mouth, 0.33 mm mesh Neuston net

Western North Atlantic
Japanese waters

174000

South China Sea

3165

Mediterranean Sea

116000

Belgian waters

3875

76 10 min tows using a 0.5x.5 m mouth, 0.33 mm mesh net
“Trawl net method”
40 20 min tows using a .6x.2 m mouth, 0.33 mm mesh net
24 1km tows using a 2x1 m mouth, 1 mm mesh Neuston net
48 60 min tows using a 0.61x0.16 mouth,0.33 mm mesh Nesuton net

Eastern South Pacific

26898

Western South Pacific

4305

33 15 min. tows using a 1x.17 m mouth, 0.33 mm mesh Manta net

Southern Australia

5353

27 15 min. tows using a 1.2x.6 m mouth, 0.33 mm mesh Neuston net

Eastern Australia

6267

54 15 min. tows using a 1x.17 m mouth, 0.33 mm mesh Manta net

North-western Australia

7344

57 15 min. tows using a 1x.17 m mouth, 0.33 mm mesh Manta net

Table 1.1 Details of “net tow” studies reporting plastic concentrations (pieces per km²) at different marine regions of the world’s ocean.
This compiled data is presented in chronological order (sampling years; from older to newer) shows the findings of 17 empirical studies
that conducted surface net tows4, all reported in pieces per km². Fragmented pieces of larger plastics were by far the most common
plastic type described in the “net tow” reports. Plastic pellets, the raw material used to make larger plastic items, were very common in
reports from the 1970s and 1980s.
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REFERENCE

YEARS

CS

SAMPLING DETAILS

OF

PIECES

PROVIDED

SAMPLING

PER KM²

MARINE REGION

2.24

Strip transect

Venrick et al. 1973

1972

Eastern North Pacific

Morris 1980

1979

Mediterranean Sea

Dixon and Dixon 1983

1982

North Sea

0.85

Strip Transect of 100m

Dahlberg and Day 1985

1984

Eastern North Pacific

3.15

Strip transect

Dahlberg and Day 1985

1984

Eastern North Pacific

0.1

Strip transect

Dahlberg and Day 1985

1984

Western North Pacific

3.15

Strip transect

Day and Shaw 1987

1985

Bering Sea

0.23

Strip transect of 50m

Day and Shaw 1987

1985

Eastern North Pacific

0.94

Strip transect of 50m

Day and Shaw 1987

1985

Eastern North Pacific

1.83

Strip transect of 50m

Ryan 1990

1987-88

Eastern South Atlantic

0.06

-

Dufault and Whitehead 1994

1990

New Scotia

21.3

Strip transect of 50m

Alani et al 2003

1997, 2000

Mediterranean Sea

8.8

Strip transect of 100m

Shiomoto and Kameda 2005

2000

Japanese waters

0.37

Strip transect of 100m

Barnes and Milner 2005

2002

Western South Atlantic

0

Strip transect

Barnes and Milner 2005

2002

Western South Atlantic

0.1

Strip transect

Barnes and Milner 2005

2002

Western South Atlantic

0.16

Strip transect

Barnes and Milner 2005

2002

Central South Atlantic

1.15

Strip transect

Barnes and Milner 2005

2002

Central South Atlantic

1.5

Strip transect

Barnes and Milner 2005

2002

Western South Atlantic

3

Strip transect

Barnes and Milner 2005

2002

Eastern North Atlantic

4.2

Strip transect

Barnes and Milner 2005

2002

Western South Atlantic

4.28

Strip transect

Barnes and Milner 2005

2002

Eastern North Atlantic

5.5

Strip transect

Barnes and Milner 2005

2002

Eastern North Atlantic

5.6

Strip transect

Thiel et al 2003

2002

Chilean waters

11.15

Strip Transect of 10m

Hinojosa and Thiel 2009

2002-05

Chilean waters

20

Strip transect of 20m

Thiel et al 2013

2002-05

Chilean waters

21.89

Strip Transect of 10m

Williams et al. 2011

2004-06

Inside Passage, Canada

1.48

Line Transect

Titmus and Hyrenbach 2011

2009

Eastern North Pacific

2.89

Line Transect

Titmus and Hyrenbach 2011

2009

Eastern North Pacific

4.97

Line Transect

Titmus and Hyrenbach 2011

2009

Eastern North Pacific

Titmus and Hyrenbach 2011

2009

Eastern North Pacific

Titmus and Hyrenbach 2011

2009

Eastern North Pacific

Zhou et al 2011

2009-10

South China Sea

0.02

Strip transect

Reisser 2014

2011

Tasman Sea

0

Strip transect of 20m

Reisser 2014

2011

Southern Australia

2.3

Strip transect of 20m

Reisser 2014

2012

Fijian waters

17.16

Strip transect of 20m

Ryan 2013a

2012

Bay of Bengal

8.7

Strip transect of 50m

Ryan 2013a

2012

Strauts of Malacca

s.Ryan 2013b

2013

Eastern South Atlantic

Ryan 2013b

2013

South African waters

1300

Strip Transect of 10m

110.9

Line Transect

111.66

Line Transect

2330.2

578
2.9
67

Line Transect

Strip transect of 50m
Strip transect of 50m
Strip transect of 50m

Table 1.2 Details of “visual surveys” studies reporting plastic concentrations (pieces per km²) at different marine regions of the world’s
ocean. This compiled data is presented in chronological order (sampling years; from older to newer).
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Figure 1.4 Mean plastic concentration (pieces per km²) at the sea surface as estimated by net tows. Circle positions show approximate
location of each measurement and letters next to circles indicate the study that reported each mean value: a)Carpenter and Smith 1972,
b)Shaw 1977, c)Ryan 1988, d)Morris 1980b, e)Wilber 1987, f)Gregory 1990, g)Day et al., 1990, h)Moore et al., 2001, i)Law et al., 2010, j)
Yamashita and Tanimura 2007, k)Collignon et al., 2012, l)Van Cauwenberghe et al., 2013a, m)Eriksen et al., 2013, n)Reisser et al. 2013b, o)
Reisser et al., 2013a, p)Zhou et al., 2011, q)Dufault and Whitehead 1994.

Figure 1.5 Mean plastic concentration (pieces per km²) at the sea surface as estimated by visual surveys. Circle positions show approximate location of each measurement and letters next to circles indicate the study that reported each mean value: a)Venrick et al., 1973,
b)Morris 1980a, c)Dixon and Dixon 1983, d)Dahlberg and Day 1985, e)Day and Shaw 1987, f)Ryan 1990, g)Dufault and Whitehead 1994, h)
Alani et al., 2003, i)Shiomoto and Kameda 2005, j)Barnes and Milner 2005, k)Thiel et al., 2003, l)Hinojosa and Thiel 2009, m)Thiel et al.,
2013, n)Williams et al., 2011, o)Titmus and Hyrenbach 2011, p)Zhou et al., 2011, q)Reisser 2013b, r)Ryan 2013b, s)Ryan 2013a
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1.2.2 Plastic pollution as quantified by visual observations
Counting floating objects while aboard vessels is the
most common method for estimating the number of large
plastics in surface waters. Generally, an observer stands
on the flying bridge looking for floating objects as the
ship moves through the area. Binoculars are sometimes
used to confirm the characteristics of the sighted objects
(e.g. material, size, color)..
Table 1.2 summarizes the findings of 19 empirical studies5 that conducted visual surveys in the course of four
decades. In these studies, plastic pollution levels have
been reported in pieces per km². Many factors influence
the reported means, such as the state of the sea, distance from which objects were observed, minimum plastic size and so forth. As such, comparison between studies should be done cautiously. Nevertheless, such pooled
data may still adequately capture plastic pollution trends
over large spatial scales.
Generally, centimeter-sized fragments resulting from
the disintegration of larger plastic objects were the most
common type of debris observed, particularly during offshore surveys (Dahlberg & R.H., 1985; Titmus & Hyrenbach, 2011; Venrick et al., 1973). Plastic items, such as
bags, Styrofoam blocks, bottles, packaging, and fishing
gear were also common, especially in coastal waters (Reisser, Shaw, et al., 2013; Thiel et al., 2003; Williams et al.,
2011)

5

Venrick et al., 1973; Morris 1980a; Dixon and Dixon 1983; Dahlberg and Day 1985; Day and Shaw 1987; Ryan 1990; Dufault and Whitehead

1994; Aliani et al., 2003; Thiel et al., 2003; Barnes and Milner 2005; Shiomoto and Kameda 2005; Hinojosa and Thiel 2009; Titmus and
Hyrenbach 2011; Williams et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2011; Reisser et al., 2013b; Ryan 2013a; Ryan 2013b; Thiel et al., 2013)
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Large marine plastics were widespread in the sampled

Vast areas of the oceans are yet to be sampled and more

marine regions and mean concentrations higher than 10

data is required to better our understanding of specific

plastics per km² occurred close to populated coastal ar-

regions where large-scale concentrations of plastic de-

eas (e.g. Indonesian, Fijian, Chilean, Canadian, and South

bris accumulate. Many of the plastic objects observed

African waters), oceanic subtropical waters of the North

during visual surveys have a relatively large surface ex-

Pacific (North Pacific “Garbage Patch”), and the Medi-

posed to air. Therefore their movements and distribution

terranean Sea (Figure 1.5 Mean plastic concentration

are likely to be influenced not only by surface ocean cur-

(pieces per km²) at the sea surface as estimated by visual

rents, but also by wind (Richardson 1997). The develop-

surveys.

ment of global models accounting for such wind forces is
pivotal to better foresee the distribution of large floating

Circle positions show approximate location of each meas-

items at the oceans’ surface (Kako, Isobe, Seino, & Ko-

urement and letters next to circles indicate the study that

jima, 2010).

reported each mean value: a)Venrick et al. 1973, b)Morris 1980a, c)Dixon and Dixon 1983, d)Dahlberg and Day

Studies performed at different marine regions reported

1985, e)Day and Shaw 1987, f)Ryan 1990, g)Dufault and

distinct trends when examining temporal patterns of

Whitehead 1994, h)Alani et al. 2003, i)Shiomoto and Kam-

plastic pollution levels. For instance, in the North Pa-

eda 2005, j)Barnes and Milner 2005, k)Thiel et al., 2003, l)

cific Gyre, plastic debris concentrations were estimated

Hinojosa and Thiel 2009, m)Thiel et al., 2013, n)Williams

to have increased by two orders of magnitude between

et al., 2011, o)Titmus and Hyrenbach 2011, p)Zhou et al.,

1972-1987 and 1999-2012 (Goldstein, Rosenberg, &

2011, q)Reisser 2013b, r)Ryan 2013b, s)Ryan 2013a).

Cheng, 2012), while no trend was observed between 1986
and 2008 (Law et al., 2010).
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1.1

Plastic
in the
Marine
Environment

There are three main types of impacts of marine
plastic pollution: ecological, economic and ecotoxicological. First, plastics are light and durable, and discarded objects can thus easily be
transported long distances from their source. It
is therefore not uncommon for marine wildlife
to come into contact with these materials, even
in the most remote locations. The most visible
ecological impact is entanglement, but ingestion and the transport of invasive species are
also observed in studies.
Determining the full economic cost of marine
litter is challenging. While the expense of fixing
or replacing damaged equipment can be directly measured, it is more difficult to calculate
all of the costs resulting from impaired ecosystem services.

HOW THE OCEANS CAN CLEAN THEMSELVES

Finally, plastic is made of essential polymers
mixed with a complex blend of chemicals
known as additives that can have serious impacts on the health of an organism. Moreover,
plastics may also “adsorb” contaminants in the
marine environment, such as insecticides and
pesticides. For microplastics in particular, absorption of contaminants and the leaching of
additives receive great attention since these
particles are easily ingested and form a pathway for chemicals to enter an organism.
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SPECIES

TOTAL

NUMBER &

NUMBER &

GROUP

NUMBER

PERCENTAGE OF

PERCENTAGE

OF

SPECIES WITH

OF SPECIES

SPECIES

ENTANGLEMENT

WITH INGESTION

WORLDWIDE

RECORDS

RECORDS

SEA TURTLES

7

6 (86%)

6 (86%)

SEABIRDS

312

51 (16%)

111 (36%)

PENGUINS (SPHENISCIFORMSES)

16

6 (38%)

1 (6%)

GREBES (PODICIPEDIFORMES)

19

2 (10%)

0

99

10 (10%)

62 (63%)

51

11 (22%)

8 (16%)

CHARADRIIFORMES)

122

22 (18%)

40 (33%)

OTHER BIRDS

-

5

0

MARINE MAMMALS

115

32 (28%)

26 (23%)

BALEEN WHALES (MYSTICETI)

10

6 (60%)

2 (20%)

TOOTHED WHALE (ODONTOCETI)

65

5 (8%)

21 (32%)

FUR SEALS & SEA LIONS (OTARIIDAE)

14

11 (79%)

1 (7%)

TRUE SEALS (PHOCIDAE)

19

8 (42%)

1 (5%)

MANATEES & DUGONGS (SIRENIA)

4

1 (25%)

1 (25%)

SEA OTTER (MUSTELLIDAE)

1

1 (100%)

0

FISH

-

34

33

CRUSTACEANS

-

8

0

SQUID

-

0

1

136

177

ALBATROSSES, PETRELS, SHEARWATERS
(PROCCLLARIIFORMES)
PELICANS, BOOBIES, GANNETS, CORMORANTS,
FRIGATEBIRDS, TROPICBIRDS (PELICANIFORMS)
SHOREBIRDS, SKUAS, GULLS, TERNS, AUKS

SPECIES TOTAL

Table 1.3 List of marine species with entanglement and ingestion records (Reprinted with permission from Laist 1997)

1.3.1 Ecological Impacts

1.3.1.1 Entanglement

Jort Hammer • Stella Diamant

Entanglement can cause suffocation, strangulation or

The properties that make plastics so desirable in the

starvation of marine organisms (Allsopp et al., 2007). En-

modern world can make them lethal for marine wildlife

tanglement itself is the most visible effect of plastics on

(Hammer, Kraak, & Parsons, 2012). Marine species can

organisms in the marine environment and thus ought to

either get entangled in plastic nets, fishing wire or other

be easily observed and studied. However, entanglement

objects, or ingest plastics when the material is mistaken

of marine organisms often occurs in remote areas and is

for food. Laist et al., (1997) argues at least 267 marine

therefore hard to monitor. Laist et al., (1997) estimates

species worldwide suffer from entanglement and inges-

that a total of 136 marine species are affected by entan-

tion of plastics. Moreover, the proliferation of floating
plastic debris in the marine environment has caused an
increase in marine rafting of many species, which has
been identified as a threat (Barnes 2002).
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glement in plastic debris (Table 1.3).

coast (Camphuysen 2001). According to Laist (1997) en-

The “accidental” entanglement of fish species in plastic

tanglement is most common for gannets and albatrosses.

debris such as discarded fishing nets is hard to quan-

A more tropical species often affected by plastic debris

tify since most organisms that die in the these nets do

is the sea turtle. Juvenile sea turtles are easily caught

quickly degrade and leave no trace of their entanglement.

in discarded fishing nets. Larger marine animals are of-

Lost or discarded nets, i.e. ghost nets, continue to ‘fish’

ten capable of swimming with plastic debris attached to

for many years while never being emptied. Fish entangled

their fins. However, this affects their ability to feed and

in these nets die and attract bigger predators that in turn

can result in starvation. Sea turtles are known to feed on

get stuck. The dead fish degenerate but the nets cannot

jellyfish and easily mistake plastic bags for food. Orós et

biodegrade and thus will keep catching fish (UNEP, 2009).

al., (2005) attributed 25 percent of observed sea turtle

Another way to quantify accidental entanglement of fish

deaths in the Canary Islands to discarded fishing nets.

in plastic debris is by-catch. While by-catch is mostly not
caused by plastic debris, it can still emphasize the im-

For marine mammals, drowning is the most common

pact of discarded fishing nets on different fish species.

death caused by entanglement in plastic debris. While

For instance, between 1978 and 2000, 28,687 sharks were

marine mammals such as seals, whales and dolphins can

caught in nets that were used to protect people at popu-

generally dive longer and deeper than most marine birds,

lar swimming spots in South Africa. A small percentage

they still need to surface once every 20 minutes and en-

of these sharks were also found with plastic strapping

tanglement in plastic debris such as discarded fishing

bands around their bodies (Cliff et al., 2002).

lines or nets can be fatal.

Entanglement in plastic debris also impacts bird species

The pinniped is a marine mammal that often falls vic-

that forage in waters at great distances from the coast.

tim to entanglement. Due to their curious and playful

These birds tend to dive for food and when diving six-pack

nature, especially with young seals, they are quickly at-

rings and discarded fishing lines can easily be mistaken

tracted to floating plastic debris. By swimming through

for a small fish or jellyfish (Allsopp et al., 2007). Just as

or poking their heads trough loops, they get stuck, and

marine mammals, birds need to surface every couple

removal is very difficult due to the backward direction

of minutes, making them susceptible to drowning. The

of the seal’s hair (Hammer et al., 2012). When the seal

gannet is a common victim. Studying their death in rela-

grows, the plastic tightens and can inhibit eating or even

tion to plastic debris, researchers attributed 29 percent

breathing. Unlike bigger organisms such as whales, seals

of total deaths on Helgoland, Germany (Schrey & Vauk,

are not strong enough to escape from submerged fishing

1987), and 5.9 percent of deaths along the Dutch coast

nets when entangled. A seal in such a situation is not able

to entanglement (Camphuysen, 2001). These gannets

to reach the surface and will drown. In the Dutch coastal

most likely died from exhaustion caused by the effect of

waters, where visibility is limited due to sediments from

the entanglement while transmigrating along the Dutch

nearby rivers, entanglement in fykes causes the death of
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Figure 1.6 A stranded humpback whale on the Dutch coast (a). The whale was entangled in a nylon rope which had cut into its body (b-c-d)
causing its death (Photos from Bruin (2004))

15 gray- and harbor-seals yearly (Ecomare, 2010).

gional trawl fisheries (Page et al., 2004).

Unlike cetaceans, most seals tend to stay relatively

Besides pinnipeds, cetacean species have also been ob-

close to their haul-out site when foraging (McConnell et

served as affected by plastic debris. The larger size whale

al., 1999). The material responsible for entanglement of

species often drag fishing gear along with them, which

seals therefore mostly originates from local fisheries. A

can cause strangulation and can affect the feeding ability

study at Farallon Island, California, observed a total of

of the animal, causing it to starve (Figure 1.6). Johnson et

914 pinnipeds with indications of entanglement or impli-

al (2005) observed in a study in the North Atlantic ocean

cations from past entanglement. The majority of victims

that whales mostly get entangled around the mouth and

were California sea lions and these were mostly observed

tail area. The authors also found that the highest per-

with neck constrictions. The plastic debris in this area

centage of entangled gear (89 percent) originated from

primarily consisted of packaging material, and many pin-

pots and gill nets. Such fishing gears are located on the

nipeds were also seen with fishing hooks hanging from

seafloor and have surface buoys attached to them. Of-

their jaws (Hanni and Pyle, 2000). The Farallon Islands are

ten large whale species become stuck between the buoy

well-known fishing grounds and this is an example of the

and pot structure, and drag the fishing gear away while

impact of debris originating from local activities. Page et

getting entangled in the connection lines (Johnson et al.

al., (2004) studied the deaths of pinnipeds on the shores

,2005). Between 1983 and 2009, 83 cases of entangled

of Australia and New Zealand, and estimated that 1,478

whales were reported along the Atlantic coast of the USA

fur seals and sea lions annually die from entanglement.

and Canada (PCCS, 2010). Another case of entanglement

In the Australian region entanglement was mostly caused

was reported in 2004 when a humpback whale stranded

by monofilament gillnet originating from shark fishery,

on the Dutch coast. The whale was entangled in a nylon

while in New Zealand entanglement was often caused

rope that was wrapped around the head, probably caus-

by packaging material and trawl net fragments from re-

ing the death of the animal (Hammer et al., 2012).
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Figure 1.7 The unaltered stomach contents of a dead albatross chick photographed on
Midway Atoll National Wildlife Refuge in the Pacific in September 2009 (Photo taken by
Chris Jordan, Source: Wikimedia Commons).

1.3.1.2 Ingestion

and 24,000 ton/year (Davison and Asch, 2011).

While plastic debris in the marine environment is easily

While it is difficult to monitor ingestion by fish spe-

detected in the case of entanglement, ingestion of plas-

cies, this is generally easier in the case of marine birds.

tics by marine organisms, although common, is difficult

As chicks are fed with fish or other food from the open

to observe. Ingestion primarily occurs when plastics are

sea, monitoring their food intake may give an indication

mistaken for food. The smaller fragments mostly pass

of plastic ingestion by certain species. Moreover, marine

through the gut without hurting the organism. However,

birds not only ingest plastic particles directly, but also

when a larger fragment becomes trapped inside the stom-

receive a proportion through the guts of their pray (Ham-

ach or digestive tract, it can cause damage or induce star-

mer et al., 2012). A study from Robarts et al., (1995) in the

vation.

Subarctic North Pacific Ocean, observed 4,417 plastic
particles in the gut contents of 1,799 birds, 76% of which

Little is known about the impact of plastic ingestion

consisted of plastic pellets.

among smaller fish species because it is hard to determine if ingestion is an important cause of mortality.

A marine bird species well known for being a good bio-

Various larger fish species, however, have been known to

monitor for plastic ingestion is the northern fulmar. This

ingest many items of plastic debris including plastic bot-

planktivorous bird species feeds on plankton and small

tles, bags and caps (Randall, 1992). Studying flounders

fish. Studying the rate of plastic ingestion by the northern

in the Bristol Channel, the authors observed plastic frag-

fulmar in the Davis Strait, Canada, revealed 36 percent

ments in 21 percent of the examined organisms (Derraik

of the examined birds had at least one piece of plastic in

,2002). Along the coast of New England, USA, plastic frag-

their guts (Mallory, Roberston, & Moenting, 2006). Other

ments were found in 8 of 13 (62 percent) fish species that

studies on the North Pacific and the North Atlantic Ocean

were examined (Derraik, 2002). Some larvae and small fish

showed ingested plastic particles in 79% to 99% of the

species in the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre were found

examined northern fulmars (Moser & David, 1992). The

to have plastic pellets or small fragments thereof in their

OSPAR commission, aiming to protect and conserve the

guts. The ingestion rate of plastic particles by mesopelag-

North-East Atlantic Ocean, defined an acceptable eco-

ic fish species in this area is estimated between 12,000

logical quality when no more than 10% of fulmars exceed
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the weight of 0.1 g plastic in their stomach; (Hammer et

loggerhead turtles.

al., 2012; OSPAR 2008). In their study of 1,295 dead ful-

Plastic ingestion is less reported than plastic entangle-

mars that were washed ashore in het North Sea, Franeker

ment by pinnipeds since the former is harder to observe.

et al. (2011) found that 58% of the birds exceeded the

Most ingestion studies involving pinnipeds show a rela-

minimum of 0.1 g of plastic particles in their stomach.

tive small sample size (Baulch & Perry, 2014; Derraik,

Another study on northern fulmars in the eastern North

2002). Furthermore, since pinnipeds are higher in the

Pacific found plastic particles in 92.5% of the examined

trophic food chain it is more difficult to distinguish direct

fulmars, with an average of 0.385 g per specimen (Avery-

ingestion from ingestion through the seal’s pray. Eriks-

Gomm et al., 2012).

son and Burton (2003) examined the feces of fur seals at
the Macquarie Island, Australia, and found a total of 164

Another species infamous for their ingestion of plastic

plastic fragments in the excrement of 145 seals, i.e.more

debris is the Laysan Albatross. These birds pass plastic

than one fragment per seal.

debris to their chicks through regurgitation. A study including 251 Laysan Albatross chicks from Midway Atoll,

As is the case for pinnipeds, reports of plastic inges-

USA, revealed that only six specimens did not contain

tion by cetaceans are very limited. Whale species that

plastic fragments in their guts. Most fragments, e.g.,

ingest plastic debris live in remote areas and may sink

buttons, cigarette lighters, PVC fragments, light sticks

after they die. Moreover, many cetaceans are protected,

and markers, were stuck in their digestive paths, caus-

which makes it difficult to study their plastic intake. The

ing starvation of the chicks (Auman, Ludwig, Giesy, &

sample size of studies that focus on ingestion is mostly

Colborn, 1997). Many bird species, including fulmars and

very small and limited to specimens washed ashore. A re-

albatrosses, are known to feed selectively on plastic frag-

port from Texas, USA, concluded a sperm whale washed

ments with a specific color or shape. Therefore, ingestion

ashore had died from ingesting a corn chip bag, plastic

can often be directly related to their feeding habits and

sheets, a garbage can liner and a bread wrapper (Derraik

foraging techniques.

,2002). Similarly, Walker and Coe (1989) reported 30 p%
of stranded toothed whale species died due to the inges-

For sea turtles, plastic debris is a great concern as trans-

tion of plastic debris, mostly plastic sheeting and bags.

parent plastic bags or sheets are easily mistaken for food

According to the authors the ingestion was primarily in-

(Bugoni, Krause, & Petry, 2001; Derraik, 2002; Oros et al.,

cidental and probably occurred while consuming benthic

2005).. Studying the green turtles in southern Brazil, re-

prey. Denuncio et al., (2011) studied the stomachs of 106

searchers observed that 60% of the examined turtles

Franciscana dolphins in Argentina and found plastic de-

had ingested plastic particles, and this had caused the

bris in 28.1% of the specimens, mostly plastic packaging

death of 13 percent of the turtles (Bugoni et al., 2001). In

and fishing gear. An interesting conclusion of this study

a different study in the Mediterranean Sea, Tomás et al.,

was the increase in ingested plastic debris by younger

(2002) found plastic debris in 60% of examined juvenile

dolphins in their weaning phase, during which the mammals are yet to learn what is edible. A more recent study
shows anthropogenic debris, mainly plastic, was found in
at least 48 cetacean species (Baulch and Perry, 2014).
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1.3.1.3 Invasive species

1.3.2 Economic Impacts

Natural debris, such as tree trunks or volcanic rocks, has

Pierre-Louis Christiane

always provided a way for organisms to be transported

Determining the full cost of marine litter is challenging.

far from their original habitat. The introduction of floating

While the expense of fixing or replacing damaged equip-

plastic debris into the marine environment has caused

ment can be directly measured, it is more difficult to cal-

an increase in marine rafting of many species and is con-

culate all of the costs resulting from impaired ecosystem

sidered a serious threat (Barnes 2002). Mussels and al-

services (Mouat, et. al., 2010). And, according to UNEP

gae are often found as exotic species when attached to

Scientific and Technical Advisory Panels the true costs

plastic fragments and washed ashore (Aliani and Molcard

are likely underestimated due to a lack of available data.

2003; AMRF 2010; Goldstein et al., 2012).

(STAP, 2011). Like many other types of pollution, the impact of plastic in the marine environment is a negative

Most natural debris is heavy and carried by currents.

externality – the costs are not borne directly by plastic

Wood also tends to sink after being exposed to seawa-

producers or consumers, but instead are transferred to

ter for a long time. In contrast, plastic debris is light and

unrelated third-parties.

often not totally submerged. It can therefore easily be
transported in any direction by the wind, which creates

1.3.2.1 Direct and Indirect Costs

new paths for organisms to colonize other areas. Due to

The costs of marine litter can be categorized as direct or

its non-biodegradable nature, plastic can be used as a

indirect. Direct effects are those that impact marine-re-

raft for a very long time (Hammer et al., 2012), although

lated markets; in other words, where the market activity

biotic rafts like wood and kelp provide a food source for

has an immediate connection to the marine environment.

organisms, and increase their chance of survival (Bravo

One example of a direct cost would be the fishing oppor-

et al., 2011). Interestingly, a piece of floating debris was

tunities lost when gear must be cleared of, or is damaged

recently discovered at the Dutch coast which contained

by, plastic debris. Another is fish that cannot be sold be-

tropical biota, including self-fertilizing corals (Hoeksema

cause they were contaminated or killed by plastic waste.

et al., 2012).

Fisheries can also experience a reduction in stock due
to by-catch in lost nets, which can in turn lead to further

Many different plastic substrates with various forms and

costs caused by interference with reproduction (US EPA).

surface topography are used as rafting materials by vari-

The Scottish fishing fleet loses 5% of its total annual

ous organisms. It has been observed that the type of plas-

revenue, or $15 to $17 million as a consequence of ma-

tic and the form of the fragments strongly influence the

rine litter (Mouat, et. al., 2010). In addition, rescue ves-

kind of species that are harbored by the rafting material

sels are disabled due to fouled propellers, damaged drive

and also host different communities than natural sub-

shafts, or blocked engine intakes. In the waters of the

strates (Pister 2009; Bravo et al., 2011). Large amounts of

United Kingdom alone, recovering these vessels cost $2.8

plastic debris found ashore the Pacific Islands are a great

million in the year 2008, excluding related repairs (Ker-

concern in terms of invasive species due to the vulner-

shaw, 2011). Additionally, there is the cost of accidents

ability of these relatively small ecosystems (McDermid

from SCUBA diving and snorkeling accidents caused by

and McMullen 2004; Goldstein et al., 2012).

submerged debris; lost tourism revenue due to littered
beaches, bays and diving areas; and the expense of
cleaning up polluted areas.
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Figure 1.8 A visualization of impacts of plastic pollution to fisheries and shipping industries

The North Pacific gyre, which is the focus of this feasi-

The indirect effects of plastic pollution in the oceans in-

bility study, lies within the Asia-Pacific Economic Coop-

clude lost ecosystem functions and reduced biodiversity.

eration Region. Here, McIlgorm found: “From data on the

For example, plastic marine debris that enters the food

marine economy, the damage from marine debris on the

chain can indirectly result in increased human medical

fishing, shipping and marine tourism sectors has a dam-

expenses. There are also costs tied to invasive species

age value of $1,265 billion (U.S.) per annum in the APEC

transported by plastic waste “rafts” (U.S. EPA). Persis-

region. The marine debris damage is estimated at US$364

tent Organic Pollutants attach to floating plastic pellets

million to the fishing industry, US$279 million to shipping

and become part of the food chain when marine animals

and US$622 million to marine tourism.” (McIlgorm, F., &

ingest them. Unfortunately, these costs are difficult to

J, 2009, p. 19).

quantify. In strict economic terms, an incentive exists to
implement an ocean cleanup strategy if the cost to do so
is less than the direct and indirect costs combined. Using
the precautionary principle, we believe it is preferable to
develop such a solution rather than wait to measure and
quantify the full economic impact later, when it could already be too late for the effort to succeed.
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1.3.3 Ecotoxicological impacts
Jort Hammer • Stella Diamant

Flame-retardants are added to plastics to inhibit the pro-

Plastics are made of essential polymers mixed with a

duction of flames in the material. The first generation of

complex blend of chemicals known as additives. Addi-

flame retardants, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), were

tives have the ability to alter or improve the polymer´s

banned in 1977 after the compounds proved to be haz-

properties. The essential polymers in plastics have a rela-

ardous to organisms. Due to their hydrophobic charac-

tively large molecular structure and thus are often con-

teristics they accumulate in fat when ingested. PCB’s are

sidered to be biochemically inert. Given their small mo-

found to damage the liver and stomach, and may induce

lecular size, added chemicals are often not bound to the

acne-like skin conditions. Today, most flame-retardants

polymer and are therefore able to leach from the mate-

are brominated flame retardant (BFRs). BFRs are not only

rial. Since most of these additives are lipophilic, when in-

very effective in preventing fires but they also have a min-

gested they adsorb to cell membranes and remain inside

imal impact on a material’s other properties. Their wide-

an organism rather than being excreted. These chemicals

ranging popularity poses a serious threat to the world’s

may cause biochemical interactions and affect the health

environment. BFRs are found in rivers and waters up to

of an organism.

the arctic regions, and are reported in organisms such as
the Canadian Arctic belugas (Tomy et al., 2008) and blue

Besides additives, plastics in the marine environment

mussels (Gustafsson et al., 1999). Some chemicals re-

may also contain adsorbed chemicals from the surround-

lated to BFRs are known reproductive and carcinogenic

ing water. Since plastics are hydrophobic, other hydro-

disruptors and can cause neurotoxicological effects on

phobic (or lipophilic) chemicals have an affinity for the

organisms (Darnerud 2003; Legler 2008).

polymer. Most contaminants in the marine environment,
such as insecticides and pesticides are hydrophobic and

A well-known constructive monomer that is used in plas-

therefore tend to accumulate at plastic surfaces (An-

tics as a plasticizer, stabilizer and antioxidant is bisphe-

drady 2011). For microplastics in particular, adsorption of

nol A (BPA) (Yamamoto & Yasuhara 1999). Several studies

contaminants and the leaching of additives receive great

have observed this compound to be leaching from PVC or

attention since these particles are easily ingested and

other plastics into the aquatic environment (FDA 2010).

form a pathway for chemicals to enter an organism.

BPA is a known endocrine disruptor – it closely mimics
the structure of the hormone estradiol and is able to acti-

1.3.3.1 Toxic Additives in Plastic

vate the same receptors.

The use of common plastics in today’s user products is
not possible without the use of additives. Some polymers,

Studies have linked prenatal exposure to physical and

such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC), are known to be very

neurological effects (Okada et al., 2008; Rubin 2011). The

sensitive to thermal- and photo-degradation and can-

leaching rate of BPA, and probably of other additives, is

not be used without the addition of stabilizer additives

dependent on the temperature and may be higher in trop-

(Andrady 2003). UV stabilizers and antioxidants are ad-

ical regions (Sajiki & Yonekubo 2003).

ditives that prevent polymers degrading due to sunlight.
Stabilizers prevent UV rays degrading the polymer, as the
rays may cause a free radical chain reaction, and antioxidants prevent oxidations caused by any free radical chain
reactions that do occur. However, when ingested some
of these additives are toxic to organisms (Lithner et al.,
2012).
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Phthalates are a group of plasticizer chemicals that are

Besides PCBs, plastic pellets are also able to adsorb oth-

added as an additive to polymers. Leaching of phthalates

er contaminants including hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH),

from the plastics causes the material to become more

dichloride diphenyl trichlorethane (DDT), and aromatic

brittle, making it more susceptible to fragmentation.

hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Teuten et al., 2009). Rios et al.,

These chemicals are ubiquitous in the environment and

(2007), found the presence of PCBs in 50 percent of the

in humans (Diamanti-Kandarakis 2009; Sax 2009). Phtha-

floating marine plastic debris studied in the North Pa-

lates can induce genetic aberrations (Teuten et al., 2009).

cific Gyre, pesticides (DDT and its metabolites) in 40 per-

Moreover, their adverse impacts in the developmental

cent, and PAHs in nearly 80 percent of the fragments. The

and reproduction phase of several fish, crustacean and

plastic was mostly made of polyethylene and remained

amphibian species has been documented (Oehlmann et

on or near the ocean surface. In another study by Van et

al., 2009).

al., (2012), PCBs, DDTs, PAHs and Chlordane were found
on plastic debris collected from Californian beaches. The

1.3.3.2 Absorption of Contaminants by Plastic

observed PAH concentrations on polystyrene foam in this

Most insecticides, pesticides and herbicides are hydro-

study were much greater than for other persistent or-

phobic compounds, which means they are repelled from

ganic pollutants (POPs). The authors suggest that PAHs

water and often cluster together when in water. Plastics

may be a byproduct, produced during the production of

are more hydrophobic than most natural sediments and

PS foam, since pre-production pellets of PS did not show

therefore hydrophobic contaminants (such as polyethyl-

such high concentrations of PAHs. This means that it is

ene, polypropylene, and PVC) tend to adsorb onto plastics

possible that some plastics may also be a source of PAHs

(Teuten et al., 2009). Adsorption to plastics is primarily

in the environment.

studied in relation to small fragments of plastics such
as microplastics and plastic pellets. For these fragments
the adsorption of several environmental contaminants
has been observed.
Although banned more than 30 years ago, polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) – once used as coolants, insulating fluids and flame-retardants – are present in waters all over
the world due to leakage, dumping, and leaching. PCB
concentrations found adsorbed to plastic pellets along
the coast of the USA, Japan and Europe, were shown to
be much higher than anywhere else in the world. In these
areas, PCB concentrations can be directly correlated to
past use (Teuten et al., 2009).
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1.3.3.3 Transfer of contaminants to organisms
Adsorption of contaminants seems to be different for dif-

As previously explained, contaminants such as PCBs,

ferent plastic materials. For example, Mato et al., (2001)

DDTs, and PAHs have an affinity for hydrophobic plastic

found polyethylene pellets adsorb four times more PCBs

material and adsorb onto their surface rather than re-

than polypropylene pellets. A recent study into the ad-

main in the water. However, when plastic fragments are

sorption of different contaminants onto different plastic

ingested by organisms and end up in the digestive tract,

materials showed that high- and low- density polyethyl-

this change in environmental conditions may cause the

ene (HDPE and LDPE), and polypropylene (PP) contained

contaminants to desorb from the plastic material and ac-

much greater concentrations of PAHs and PCBs than

cumulate in tissue or blood.

plastics like polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and PVC
(Rochman et al., 2013).

The concentration of these contaminants may increase
with progression through a food web, also referred to as

Thus, since the concentration in the water is usually too

bioaccumulation. Organisms from a higher trophic level

low to be measured directly, plastic pellets can function

are exposed to enriched concentrations of contaminants

as a solid-phase extraction substrate for contaminants,

via their prey (Hammer et al., 2012). Although not all con-

and can be used as a cheap and fast sampling approach

taminants accumulate through the food web at the same

to determine contamination in coastal areas (IPW 2010).

rate (biomagnification), many compounds are found in
marine organisms at high trophic levels (De Laender
et al., 2011). A few studies have shown a positive correlation between the concentrations of PCBs found in
streaked shearwaters and the ingestion of plastic fragments (Tanaka et al., 2013). Browne et al., (2013) found
that microplastics, when ingested by worms living in marine sediments, can cause an increase in concentration
of additives and adsorbed contaminants in the organisms. However, some additives may be more problematic than adsorbed contaminants and at times leach at a
higher rate than adsorbed chemicals desorb from plastic
(Browne et al., 2013; Teuten et al., 2009). Another study
concluded that fish, exposed to a mixture of polyethylene
with contaminants adsorbed from the marine environment, bioaccumulate these chemicals and suffer liver
toxicity and pathology (Rochman et al., 2013).
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While the previous studies contain evidence that contaminants and additives have the ability to indeed desorb and leach from plastics into organisms, the overall
magnitude of the effects is reported to be fairly low and
may not be relevant from a risk assessment perspective
(Koelmans et al., 2013). However, more research on this
topic is needed as there is little known about the impact
on organisms higher in the food chain and the susceptibility to biomagnification. Contaminants are transferred
within food webs over the world and the oceans are often a sinkhole for dumped and leached pollutants, which
makes the marine food web especially vulnerable.
Many mammals, such as polar bears, dolphins, seals
and humans, are at the top of the marine food chain and
therefore susceptible to pollutants that have accumulated through organisms in the marine food web. Several
studies observed the transfer of contaminants form seafood to humans. Mezzetta et al., (2011) investigated concentrations of dioxin-like PCBs in fish found on an Italian
fish market and observed the overall concentrations to
be relatively low (meaning, under acceptable concentrations) for most species. However, concentrations found in
eel and few other species exceeded the limit. This may
be related to the fact that eels tend to live in sediments
on the seafloor, where hydrophobic pollutants are more
present than in the water phase. In a study of the relation between seafood and infant size at birth, it was observed that higher maternal intake of canned tuna and
crustaceans could be associated with increased risk of a
small size for gestational age births (Andrady et al., 1998;
Mendez et al., 2010). Some population groups regularly
consume high quantities of certain fish species and this
could significantly impact their health due to intake of
contaminants (Bocio et al. 2007). However, total human
exposure is difficult to measure since data concerning
levels of contaminants in marine organisms is very specific to region or country and varies by the way food is
prepared.
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Arguments
for
a cleanup
Sebastiaan van Schie • Wouter Jansen • Kathleen
Laura Stack • Jan de Sonneville • Boyan Slat

The global general public is increasingly aware
of the problem of marine plastic pollution. Since
the turn of the century, many initiatives aimed
at helping address it, were set up or proposed
by individuals, academics, NGO’s, corporations,
and governments. An overview of initiatives is
shown in Table 1.4. Given that an estimated 8
million pieces of plastic enter the oceans each
day (McIlgorm et al.,, 2008), preventing plastic
from entering the oceans should be a top priority. This report shows what the costs of cleaning
are when such prevention has failed and plastic waste has reached the North Pacific gyre, as
it does today.

HOW THE OCEANS CAN CLEAN THEMSELVES

Plastic takes thousands of years to degrade
(see Chapter 9), therefore plastic waste in the
Ocean has a long time to cause harm if not
cleaned up. Cleaning and prevention reinforce
each other, as one without the other will not
lead to a clean ocean in the foreseeable future.
To strengthen this argument, we examine next
the increase of plastic consumption and marine plastic pollution, and natural plastic loss
from the ocean gyres.
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Measure

Examples

The introduction of alternatives to plastic

Bio-plastics

Prevention of pollution by producer

Nurdle spillage prevention (nurdles are pre-production microplastic pellets)

The reduction of the use of plastics through sustainable prod-

Reusable or sustainable products, reduction in the amount of

uct design

packaging

Prevention of pollution by consumer through legislation

Banning or increasing tax on high-risk products such as plastic
bags or micro beads

Prevention of pollution by consumer through social change

Education, awareness

Prevention of pollution by improvement of collection infra-

Garbage cans, garbage collection, closed landfills

structure
Adding value to plastic waste

Development of profitable recycling methods, deposits,
post-consumer responsibility

Prevention of pollution entering the oceans

River interception techniques, filters in water treatment plants,
beach cleanups

Collection of pollution from the oceans

The Ocean Cleanup

Table 1.4 An overview of proposed and implemented measures to help reduce the amount of plastic in the oceans through both prevention and extraction.

1.4.1 Trends in Plastic Usage

One can also note that the total plastic consumption of

As discussed previously in this chapter, ever since the in-

Europe has been relatively stable the last couple of years.

vention of the first plastics, a variety of new plastics have

This is in contrast to the global (non-biodegradable) plas-

been formulated, each with its own unique properties. In

tic production, which is still increasing steadily, despite

the early days, plastic use was limited to luxury products.

the economic crisis of 2008.

Nowadays, plastics are an indispensable part of society
and are used in almost every industry imaginable. For a

Sampling plastic debris suggests that plastic debris con-

long time, plastics were thought to be an ideal material:

centrations have increased by two orders of magnitude

able to be tailored to the specific needs of a specific ap-

between 1972-1987 and 1999-2012 in the North Pacific

plication, relatively cheap to produce, and lightweight. As

Gyre (Goldstein et al., 2012). During the same period the

a result, plastic consumption has grown steadily, as il-

annual plastic production has increased six-fold, from

lustrated in Figure 1.9. Currently, the greatest increase in

roughly 50 to 300 million tonnes. This discrepancy can

yearly plastic consumption comes from developing econ-

partly be explained by the time needed for the plastic de-

omies where people are rapidly gaining more wealth and,

bris to reach the gyre, as will be explained in more detail

in turn, increasing their consumption of plastic. In these

with plastic flow simulations in Chapter 2.7. This delay

areas, the waste collection infrastructure is less efficient

also means that a continuous rapid increase is expected

than in for example European countries. (OECD, 2010)

in the years to come. In this respect, the trends in plastic
production can serve as an indirect indicator of the release of plastic into the environment.
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Figure 1.9 The amount of plastic production for each year, both for Europe and worldwide (PlasticsEurope, 2013)

1.4.2 Natural Plastic Loss from the Gyres
There are several ways for plastic to escape from the

It is likely, however, that the natural plastic loss from the

subtropical gyres, including A) sinking (due to a loss of

North Pacific Gyre due to beaching is low. One explana-

buoyancy, either because of biofouling, or caused by a

tion could be the lack of landmass in the area of highest

reduction in particle size), B) biodegradation, C) inges-

concentration, the Hawaiian Islands being the closest. In

tion by organisms and D) the natural loss of plastics onto

waters just south of the island of Hawaii island, of the 33

coastlines.

net tows taken between 18-19° N, 150-160° W by K.L. Law
et al., only one (3%) indicated a concentration of greater

There is some evidence for biodegradation by micro-or-

than 100,000 parts per km², while in the center of the high

ganisms living on the surface of plastic debris, but this is

concentration area (between 30-35° N, 135-145° W) 25

yet to be confirmed and quantified (Zettler et al., 2013).

out of 42 tows (60%) contained concentrations of greater

When organisms like fish and birds ingest plastic, die

than 100,000 parts per km² (Law et al., 2014).

and sink, the organism sinks (Pierce 2004) and thereby
removes plastic from the surface. The ingestion rate of
plastic by lantern fish in the North Pacific gyre has, for
example, been estimated to be between 12 and 24 kilotons annually (Davidson and Asch 2011). However, no
studies have yet attempted to quantify the natural loss of
plastics through beaching. Our simulations confirm this
effect, however the software is currently not able to reliably quantify the amounts.
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1.4.3 Moral arguments
Besides the technical challenges (outlined in Chapter

Finally, a cleanup project contributes to the scientific

1.5), some have argued that cleanup propositions are in-

understanding of the oceanic plastic pollution problem.

compatible with other (primarily prevention) efforts, and

Both the research in the R&D phases before a cleanup as

thereby only serve as a distraction, and perhaps even as

well as a large-scale cleanup itself would provide much

a reason to continue polluting.

better insights into the amount and composition of plastics in the oceans. Most recently for example, it has been

There are several arguments against such criticisms of

recommended reducing the uncertainties of debris mass

moral hazard:

estimates “by developing large-scale, cost-effective
techniques to monitor subtropical gyre accumulation

Firstly, cleanup concepts have demonstrated the poten-

zones that are millions of square kilometers in size” (Law

tial to attract attention, including the concept that is the

et al., 2014).

subject of this feasibility study as introduced in Chapter
1.7 (Slat, 2012). If used wisely, this attention could not

1.4.4 Conclusions

only emphasize the scale and urgency of the plastic pol-

Many initiatives have been set up with the aim of try-

lution problem, but can also be used to help preventive

ing to combat plastic pollution (especially in the past

measures, by stressing the importance of closing the tap

10-15 years), ranging from prevention to extraction. Al-

first. And since the cost of preventing and cleaning plas-

though not completely understood, the currently known

tic pollution on land is likely to be lower than offshore,

sinks of the North Pacific gyre are likely to be small, and

this could also quantify the financial incentive for im-

a large and continuous increase in plastic pollution has

proved pollution control on land.

been measured over time (see Chapter 2). Given the implications for ecology, economics and human health as

Secondly, a cleanup would be able to make the problem

explained in Chapter 1.3, a cleanup would reduce these

more visible. Although the numbers (by both mass and

negative impacts. Based on the counterarguments out-

particle count) are large, it is hard to visualize, because

lined in 1.4.3 above, the statement that the solution to the

the debris is dispersed over a vast area, with concentra-

plastic pollution problem should be either prevention or

tions ranging from 0.01 to 10 parts per m³ (Goldstein et

cleanup is not valid. A cleanup could also benefit preven-

al., 2013). However, by concentrating and/or extracting a

tive efforts as well. Hence, the effect of a combination of

significant percentage of plastic from the oceans, cover-

both prevention and cleanup will be greater than either

age of this collection process could help in raising aware-

of them alone, and this combination is the only solution

ness about the problem as well.

that could reduce the amount of plastic pollution in the
oceans within our lifetimes.
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Challenges
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Boyan Slat
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1.5.1 Scale and Depth

1.5.3 Destructive Marine Environment

An ocean clean-up attempt may seem daunting simply

The environment in any of the oceanic gyres presents

due to scale. The amount of plastic in the oceans is enor-

many challenges for any potential clean-up concept. The

mous, estimated in the order of millions of tons (Clark,

structure must continue to function despite strong cur-

1997). Yet, with the oceans as vast as they are, this can

rents, waves, and winds, while avoiding wear and tear

be difficult to accurately measure. Most plastic marine

from various abiotic and biotic factors.

debris has accumulated in the five oceanic gyres (Moore
et al., 2001), with one the size of an entire continent. A

Currents will place heavy loads on any system designed

successful clean-up concept must be effective at this

to resist it. Winds can be high in the open ocean and have

immense scale.

a tendency to blow in a direction not parallel to the currents. Perpetual wave motion will keep all components

Another complication is the local depth of the sea. For

moving, especially stressing joints., see Figure 1.11.

example, the depth at the North Pacific Gyre is approximately 5,000 meters, as shown in Figure 1.10. This pre-

These mechanical complications can drastically increase

sents a challenge to any clean-up concept that relies on

during storms, during which 13 to 14 meter waves can be

moorings. Moorings have been placed at greater depths

reasonably expected (Met Office, 2010), putting heavy

(National Data Buoy Center), but no large structures have

strain on any ocean structure. If the structure remains

been placed at depths greater than 2.5 km (Reuters,

at sea during a 100-year storm, it will experience waves,

2010).

winds, and currents five to ten times greater than their
average values (See Chapter 2.6 – Wave, wind, and cur-

1.5.2 Plastic Size and Depth Distribution

rent data). An effective clean-up concept must be able to

Plastic particles in the ocean can be quite small. Plastics

withstand or avoid such storms.

released into the marine environment degrade over time,
become brittle and break down into smaller and smaller

In addition to the stresses and strains from these me-

pieces. Even particles too small to be seen by the naked

chanical factors, the structure must also be designed to

eye continue to fragment (Andrady, 2011). There are also

resist degradation of its exterior from solar radiation and

medium sized pieces and large debris such as ghost nets

saline water corrosion, among other things. The build-up

(Pichel, 2007). Thus, a successful clean-up scheme must

of underwater organisms on the structure, also known as

be able to deal with a wide range of debris sizes.

bio fouling, can exacerbate). Bio-fouling is problematic
not only because it degrades the structure but also be-

There is little quantitative data available on the vertical
distribution of plastic particles in the gyres, but these
particles are generally considered to be ‘neustonic’ (i.e.
present in the top layer of the sea). The distribution may
vary though, due to factors such as local wind speeds
(Kukulka et al., 2012), suggesting that turbulent water
movement can mix the plastics below the surface. Any
potential clean-up system must account for uncertain
plastic distributions in varying weather conditions.
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Figure 1.10 Ocean depths across the North Pacific along the latitude of 31 degrees North, ranging from 0 m to 9000 m (source: GeoMapApp)

UV radiation

Wind
Waves
Structure
Current

Bio fouling

Corrosion

Figure 1.11 Diagram showing the different environmental influences on a structure floating on the sea surface.
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1.5.4 Environmental Impact

1.5.5 Legal Challenges

Any ocean clean-up project should be designed to avoid

Aside from mechanical and environmental challenges,

harming the environment while in the process of cleaning

there are many legal questions to be considered. A more

it. Care must be taken to avoid by-catch of marine life, as

detailed discussion of the legal issues identified thus far

well as minimize the carbon footprint of the construction,

can be found in Chapter 8. The following is a brief review.

use, and eventual deconstruction of the structure.

Resolution of these legal ambiguities could be key to a
successful clean-up effort.

By-catch is an enormous problem for filtration-based
ocean clean-up strategies. A device which filters water

To start, there is possibility that sea traffic could be ob-

to extract plastics in the commonly reported size range

structed by such an operation. It would be vital to know

of 0.3 to 4.7 mm (Moore et al., 2001) would also filter out

whether international laws exist concerning the block-

similarly-sized plankton species. Other species remain at

age of sea lanes that could complicate or block an ocean

risk of becoming by-catch with a larger net-based solu-

clean-up effort. There is also the matter of the legal

tion. The sea creatures can be attracted to the organisms

designation of a platform located in the ocean, with un-

growing on an ocean structure, as well as to the plastics

certainty as to whether it should be registered as a ship

themselves, raising the incidence of by-catch.

under a nation-state flag, or if some other designation is
more appropriate.

An ocean clean-up project is created primarily for its
environmental benefit, and for that reason, negative

Another question is one of ownership. Who owns the

environmental consequences of its production and op-

plastic that would be collected? Do the customary rules

erations should be minimized. Sustainable fabrication

of salvage apply? Once collected, the plastic material

of the components and environmentally friendly decon-

must be transported to shore. It should be understood

struction at the end of the functional lifespan should be

which – if any - international and bilateral treaties apply

planned. Consideration should also be given to environ-

as the material passes from international into territorial

mental impact during operation, including minimizing the

waters. And once imported to land, would it be consid-

production of greenhouse gases in powering the system

ered a hazardous material? Would it be taxable as an im-

and transporting collected plastic. Once the plastic has

ported good? What other national laws would apply?

been removed from the ocean something must be done
with it; if it is not burned on the platform, it will be brought

Out at sea, there is a possibility of by-catch – or the unin-

to land, where it still must be processed or stored.

tentional capture of marine species – by the system. National and international laws and treaties exist to protect
threatened and endangered species, such as sea turtles.
It is important to know which of these apply in the case
by-catch does occur.
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Since the marine plastic pollution problem has
become known, many possible solutions have
been proposed and this section will discuss
some of these. The concepts can be broadly divided into three technical based sections: autonomous drone-based systems, ship or vessel based systems and ‘floating islands’. Each
type’s conceptual strengths and weaknesses
will be assessed separately in the following
sections, although the reader should be reminded that each of these theoretical concepts
are still in their preliminary design phases.
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1.6.1 Drone-based Concepts
Several ocean cleanup concepts employ the use of auto-

However, there are also potential problems. First of all if

mated drones to remove ocean plastics, including Drone

the drones were required to travel at a high speed in re-

1-001-1 proposed by Elie Ahovi, the Oceanic Cleaning

sponse to currents etc., the combination of a high drag

System by Erik Borg, Cesar Harada’s Project Protei, the

caused by fine-meshed nets and the limited energy ca-

Pod Project by the Abundant Seas Foundation and Pro-

pacity of batteries would likely require many pit-stops or

ject Floating Horizon, by Ralph Schneider. Renderings of

other charging moments. Furthermore, both the drones

some of these concepts mentioned are shown in Figure

and the mother-ship would have a limited capacity, re-

1.12.

quiring the ship to frequently travel great distances between the cleanup location and land to empty its buffer.

The general premise behind a drone-based concept is

Due to the small span of each drone, it is likely a certain

to deploy a large number of small floating or neutrally

area will be covered more than once, reducing field ef-

buoyant vehicles to collect plastic, which would eventu-

ficiency. It is also unknown how the small drones would

ally return to a central mother-ship. The drones would be

be able to deal with large debris, like parts of vessels or

equipped with batteries or photovoltaic (PV) systems as a

ghost nets. Most importantly however, the areas in which

power supply and would be able to operate autonomous-

plastic tends to concentrate are large, and, in conjunction

ly. Using a propulsion system, the drones would move

with the above impediments, covering these areas would

through the water and collect plastic that they encoun-

likely require a combination of many units and hundreds

ter. When full they would either return to the mother-ship

to thousands of years (Charles Moore, 2012)

or be picked up by a maintenance vessel, where repairs
could take place and batteries could be recharged or replaced.
An advantage to this method over vessel-based concepts
is the drones’ deployment flexibility. If there is a location
where the concentration of plastic is very high, it is easy
to move drones accordingly. Furthermore, in the case of
a breakdown impact to the system as a whole may be
minimal and small units may be relatively inexpensive
to replace. As a whole, operational expenditures could
be lower than vessel-based concepts, with the potential
for lower fuel and employment costs. While the drones
could be fitted with small-meshed nets, enabling them
to catch small particles. These may present an advantage
over conventional nets that pose a risk to sea life through
entanglement.
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Figure 1.12 Drone concept renderings, from top to bottom: Drone 1-001-1 of Elie Ahovi (Elie Ahovi, 2013), Oceanic Cleaning System of Erik
Borg (Erik Borg, 2010) and Project Floating Horizon of Ralph Schneider (Ralph Schneider, 2012)

1.6.2 Vessel-based Concepts
Ship-based solutions, whether sailing or industrial vessels, have been frequently proposed. This is generally a
more conservative approach to the issue at hand as it
mostly uses existing technology. Variations commonly
include using modified ships fitted with nets or other
extraction equipment. Examples of this are Project Kaisei, Bo Atkinson’s Plastic Baler, the Clean Oceans Project
and Saraswater. Generally, the cleaning method consists
of sailing through the oceanic gyres and using nets attached to the ships to skim the surface for plastics, just
like a fishing vessel, but often with a finer mesh.
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Figure 1.13 The Plastic Fish Tower as seen from under the sea sur-

Figure 1.14 “Seawer: The Garbage-Seascraper” is the name of

face (eVolo, 2012)

another floating skyscraper design filtering plastics (eVolo, 2014)

1.6.3 Floating Islands
A major benefit to using ship-based concepts is that al-

The last, and most exotic, group of concepts consists of

most all the technology involved already exists. This re-

‘floating islands’. A further distinction between two types

moves the need for extensive research in the field of en-

of proposals can be made here: 1) ideas of constructing

gineering, which can cut pre-costs. Furthermore, the use

floating skyscrapers with the added function of filter-

of mass produced or second-hand vessels could also cut

ing the water for plastic, and 2) floating habitats created

capital expenditures.

from ocean plastics itself. Examples of the floating skyscrapers are the Plastic Fish Tower (designed by Hong-

However, vessel-based cleaning concepts generally face

seop, Cho Hyunbeom, Yoon Sunhee and Yoon Hyungsoo),

the same challenges and risks as drone-based concepts.

the Seawer: The Garbage-Seascraper (by Korean design-

Again, problems of scale mean that either thousands of

er Sung Jin Cho), and Rudolph Eilander’s Plastic Island.

vessels or thousands of years (or a balance between the

An example of the latter type is Ramon Knoester’s Gar-

two) would be required. These concepts would have the

bage Island.

added disadvantage that these vessels would need to be
manned (for both practical and legal reasons) and would

Both the Plastic Fish Tower and the Seawer concepts

burn more fuel, increasing expenditure. Furthermore,

plan to use an underwater superstructure, anchored to

these vessels would probably release atmospheric emis-

the seafloor. While not primarily designed to clean ma-

sions, and hence the end net balance of environmental

rine-borne plastics, the designers claim that this is also

impacts must be considered. It is furthermore unlikely

one of the possibilities of the concept. The ‘seascrapers’

that small particles could be caught, due to the large drag

would be like a small city at sea, providing living and lei-

force created by large area, fine-meshed nets.

sure space.
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1.6.4 Comparison of Concepts
Using plastics fished out of the ocean to build an artificial

As can be seen in the table below, there are a number of

island has been proposed on multiple occasions. The po-

reasons that make the implementation of these concepts

tential advantage would be that there is no need to trans-

impractical. Most of these arguments stem from the fact

port the captured plastics back to land. However, due to

that the gyres have a large surface area, and the plastic,

various environmental impacts, for example UV degrada-

even though it has been concentrated in these areas, is

tion, the plastics loose some of their material properties,

still dispersed. In terms of engineering, these devices

potentially making it unsuitable for mechanical recycling.

would also have to overcome challenging offshore envi-

Moreover, an added challenge would be that the same

ronments – structural details of these concepts have not

degradation processes that once broke down the plastics

been published. However, it is quite possible that active

would again be working on the ‘island’, potentially creat-

methods to remove plastic through drones and vessels

ing a source for more marine debris. Further still, com-

may be more suitable (and commercially viable) for rivers

pressing the plastic into a floating habitat is a way to deal

and coastal areas, where several of these limiting factors

with the plastics once it’s out of the ocean, but it does not

are reduced.

address the step of extracting the plastic from the ocean.
No technical details of these concepts have been released, and their technical feasibility cannot be judged.
Moreover, these structures face the same problem as
drone-based and vessel-based concepts, as the area
that would be covered is (almost) negligible compared to
the area of the gyres.
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PROS
DRONES

CONS

+ units are inexpensive to replace

- will take very long time

+ can potentially catch small particles

- potential for by-catch

+ unmanned

- high operating expenditure

+ deployment flexibility

- logistically impractical
- low field efficiency
- frequent pit-stop necessity likely
- unable to catch very large debris

VESSELS

+ existing technology,
so low capital expenditures

- will take very long time
- potential for by-catch
- atmospheric emissions
- high operating expenditure
- logistically impractical
- low field efficiency
- catching small particles unlikely
due to drag

FLOATING
ISLANDS

+ cleaning plastic is often its secondary
goal, i.e. there is a different ‘business plan’
involved

- costs
- similar challenges as vessel-based and
drone-based concepts, but technical
details to confirm this are unknown

Table 1.5 Comparison of plasting capturing methods
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Boyan Slat • Jan de Sonneville

The Ocean Cleanup concept consists of an array of floating barriers (or booms) and platforms, moored to the seabed, where buoyant
plastic particles can be caught, while neutrally
buoyant marine organisms remain underneath
the boom in the flow of water. Through this concept, plastic can efficiently be extracted from
seawater in three phases. In the initial phase,
the particles are caught in front of the boom, by
rising from the main ocean flow into the almost
stationary water in front of the booms. During the second phase, the particles accumulate while slowly progressing along the boom
towards the platform, and new particles are
continuously added to this stream. In the final
phase, streams of particles from both sides of
the array meet in front of the platform and the
increased concentration allows for efficient
collection. These three stages are explained in
more detail below.
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3 Collecting
2 Concentrating

1 Catching

Mean current direction

Figure 1.15 Simplified and schematic top view of an Ocean Cleanup Array. The line represents floating barriers, the small dots are buoys
(where moorings attach), and the large dot represents the collection platform.

Figure 1.16 Schematic representation of two moorings, attached to buoys, between which booms are spanned.

1.7.1 The Array
The floating barrier spans across a hundred kilometers
so that a vast area can be covered (see Figure 1.15). To
ensure that marine plastic debris can be collected passively by using the natural rotational current of the gyre,
a difference in velocity between the floating barriers and
the water needs to be created. This will be achieved by
fixing the array to the seabed, which also ensures that
the loads on the floating barriers are transferred through
these moorings.
Buoys will be used to compensate for the downward pull
of the mooring lines, as shown in Figure 1.16. Because
the mid-ocean depths can exceed 4,000 meters, large
amount of lightweight fiber cables are required.
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1.7.2 The Catching Phase

1.7.4 The Collection Phase

During the accumulation of plastics no nets are used in

Plastic debris, accumulated at the center of the array in

order to avoid entanglement of marine organisms. It is

very high concentrations, can be extracted using con-

imperative to note that this concept is based on the no-

ventional techniques including scoops, conveyor belts,

tion that surface currents propel the plastic pollution to-

pumps or similar techniques. It is important to highlight

wards the floating barrier. The upper part of the boom is

here that the Array is designed such that plankton will

designed in a way to keep the entire structure afloat and

not be accumulated by it; this is also discussed and as-

prevent over-topping of water and accompanying plastic

sessed within the report.

debris. The lower part consists of a skirt that stretches
several meters, catching near-surface plastic debris.

After removal from the ocean surface, the plastic debris

Neutrally buoyant organisms are carried underneath the

arrives inside the platform where it is filtered out of the

booms by the current, thus preventing by-catch, while

water. This will be done by allowing the polluted water

positively buoyant plastic particles are separated from

to pass through a series of self-cleaning filter screens.

this flow by rising to the surface in front of the boom.

Hereafter, the discharge fluid containing the smaller par-

Since the skirt is made of non-permeable material, the

ticles will run through a centrifugal separator, reducing

size of the plastic debris that can be captured is only lim-

the amount of water. The volume of the collected debris

ited by the particle’s buoyancy force. Following this logic,

can be reduced by compressing and/or shredding, after

it is likely that microplastics, i.e., particles smaller than 5

which it can be stored internally (e.g. within a silo) or ex-

mm, may get caught.

ternally (e.g. a barge or vessel), before being transported
to land. The platforms could be autonomous, operating

1.7.3 The Concentration Phase

without any personnel on board, and for extended periods

Arranging the booms in a V or U-shape with the opening

through the employment of renewable energy sources.

against the water flow, allows a small force of the current

By separating the two actions of plastic collection and

to transport the debris towards a central collection point.

transportation to land, the removal of debris can contin-

While directly removing debris from the ocean could be

ue unhindered, thereby increasing efficiency.

considered inefficient due to the relatively low concentration of plastics and the vastness of the gyres, the accumulation of the particles along the booms results in
an area of high concentration, from which debris can be
removed more effectively.
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Plastic
Organism

Mean current direction

Figure 1.17 Simplified and schematic cross-section view of a floating barrier. The blue dots represent plastic particles, while the grey
particles are organisms

Top view

Plastic

Figure 1.18 Simplified and schematic top view of a floating barrier. The blue dots represent plastic particles.
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Figure 1.19 A preliminary design of a collection platform (Erwin Zwart – Fabrique Computer Graphics)

Figure 1.20 Early conceptual designs of The Ocean Cleanup Array, wireframe, August 2012. (Erwin Zwart – Fabrique Computer Graphics)
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1.7.5 Main Advantages
The main advantage of passive cleanup is that it is scalable. Using conventional ship-and-net methods, it has
been estimated that it would take about 79,000 years to
remediate the Great Pacific Garbage Patch (Moore and
Philips 2011). And that estimate assumes that vessels
cover the entire oceanic area, and that the plastic pollution is spatially static. While the former assumption is
perhaps naive or unrealistic, the latter is false. Ship-andnet methods are less efficient as the high variability in
current directions caused by eddies makes them either
repeat their run on the same patch of the sea or to miss
some of the plastics.
In contrast, our concept uses the natural movement of
the water to its advantage. In combination with the circulation period of the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre, the
cleanup duration could be drastically reduced (a minimum of 5 years).
Due to the passive collection approach, operational expenses can potentially be very low, making the cleanup
more cost-effective. Furthermore, converting the extracted plastic into energy, oil or new materials could cover (a
large part of) the costs of the execution.
Furthermore, passive cleanup poses less harm to the marine ecosystem, and can potentially catch plastic particles that are much smaller than what nets could capture.
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Feasibility
Study
Objectives
Boyan Slat

The Ocean Cleanup Feasibility Study investigated the technical feasibility, financial viability, and scalability of large-scale passive plastic removal from the North Pacific Gyre using
the Ocean Cleanup Array concept. The concept
has been analyzed from several perspectives
including oceanographic, engineering, fluid dynamics, ecology, legal, processing, and financial.
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1.8.1 Definition of Feasibility
‘Feasible’ is a quality of a proposed concept that is hard

Solving engineering challenges is heavily dependent on

to define. The Oxford English Dictionary defines feasible

the available budget. Hence, it is essential to combine the

as “Of a design, project, etc.: Capable of being done, ac-

technical, ecological and legal investigations with an in-

complished or carried out; possible, practicable.”

dication of the financial viability of the project. To do this,
the total costs per ton will be determined based on the

Since a similar concept has never before been proposed,

input of the technical development groups. The cost per

100 percent certainty on the ability of the concept to exe-

ton can then be compared to other values, like revenue,

cute the plan can only be given after the project has been

current plastic pollution remediation efforts, direct and

realized. Hence, the aim of a feasibility study is to prove

indirect costs, and other concepts. Based on this com-

with a high degree of certainty that a project can realisti-

parison, an assessment of the financial viability will be

cally be executed. This investigation is based on existing

made.

knowledge and supplemented with empirical evidence.
The questions that are covered in the Feasibility Study

It should however be noted that the cost per ton is heav-

can be divided into two sets. The first set of questions

ily dependent upon the scale of the project execution.

focus on whether the concept works, e.g., “Can plastic

Due to economies of scale, the cost per ton will initially

debris get caught by a floating barrier, and is collection

decrease as the scale of execution increases. However,

possible?” The second set of questions is directed at the

after a certain peak size, the cost per ton will increase,

execution of the concept and questions its viability, e.g.,

since the array will be expanding away from the area of

“Can the structure survive the extreme conditions faced

ocean with the highest concentration of plastic.

during the chosen deployment time?”

Hence, along the way, assumptions will have to be made
on variables where no optimum exists, e.g., deployment

While the first set contains questions that can be an-

time and array length, which will ultimately depend on

swered with a yes or no, this is (nearly) impossible with

the available budget, but do not influence the core prin-

the questions of the second set. Continuing with the

ciples of the concept. Nevertheless, a minimum scale will

above-mentioned examples, fluid dynamics determines

be established for the requirements of capture efficiency

if the plastic is transported along the boom. However,

so as to help determine the required scale.

whether the structure survives extreme weather conditions not only depends on fixed values (environmental
conditions and material limits), but also on the available
budget.
In other words, two kinds of answers can be expected
as a conclusion to the study: a simple yes or no as to the
projects theoretical feasibility and then a more qualified conclusion considering real-world requirements and
limitations.
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CosT per
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LOW

HIGH

1.8.2 Main questions
Although many other questions will be answered throughout the feasibility, the results of the following questions
directly lead to conclusions influencing the feasibility

MEDIUM

and financial viability of the proposed concept.
For a system capturing at least 25 percent plastic available in the North Pacific Gyre in 10 years,
Is the concept feasible to be executed?

LOW

Technical
HIGH

• Can the boom skirt stretch deep enough to cover the
highest concentration of plastics?

Figure 1.22 Scheme of cost considerations

• Do the surface currents transport the plastic into the
array?
• Does a floating barrier capture plastic?
• Does plastic get transported along a floating barrier?

ToTaL CosT

• Can the structure survive the extreme conditions faced
during the chosen deployment time?

eConoMies of sCaLe

• Can the structure be placed and operated?
• Can the large floating structure be moored at midocean depths?
Ecological
• Is the overall balance of impacts of our passive
cleanup on the environment positive or negative?
Legal
• Will it be legally permissible to place and operate The
Ocean Cleanup Array in international waters?
reduCTion in
ConCenTraTion

FINANCIAL
• Is the concept financially viable, and is the concept a
time-efficient way of significantly reducing the amount

ToTaL Mass CoLLeCTed
Figure 1.23 Relation between mass of plastic collected and total
cost

of plastic in the oceans?
• Cost per ton compared to revenue
• Cost per ton compared to current plastic pollution
measures
• Cost per ton compared to direct costs of plastic
pollution
• Cost per ton compared to indirect costs of plastic
pollution
• Cost per ton compared to other cleanup concepts
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assessment

System
development

Cost of
execution

System
requirements

Proving
underlying
principles

Does it work?
Yes/no

Figure 1.21 Scheme of the steps taken during feasibility study

1.8.3 OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
In Chapter 2, an overview of the current oceanographic
knowledge (supplemented with new fundamental knowledge) will be provided, investigating the technical feasibility from an oceanographic perspective.
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 will built upon the environmental conditions mapped in Chapter 2, and cover the technical feasibility in terms of fluid dynamics, structural engineering
and operations.
Chapter 6 investigates whether or not the negative environmental effects of the operation are negligible.
Chapter 7 describes the performed large-scale test, serving as a validation for fluid dynamics simulations.
Chapter 8 investigates the feasibility of implementing
and operating the system from the perspective of maritime and environmental law.
Chapter 9 outlines our investigation into the quality of
ocean plastics, as well as possible methods to process
it.
Chapter 10 will feature a calculation of the projected cost
of the cleanup, as well as a cost-benefit analysis.
Finally, all results of the research will be concluded in
chapter 11, where also recommendations for future work
will be outlined.
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In order to be able to formulate the system requirements for an engineering solution to concentrate and capture floating plastic debris
from the oceans, both the physical properties
of the plastic pollution problem, as well as the
present environmental conditions, must be determined. This chapter covers the vertical and
geographical distribution of plastic pollution,
the determination of a preliminary location,
and two computer simulations that show the
cleaning effect of an ocean cleanup array.
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CHAPTER 2.1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
TO The
Subtropical
Gyres
Julia Reisser • Christian Göbel • Maira Proietti

The subtropical gyres are the five largest systems of rotating ocean currents (Talley, Pickard, Emery, & Swift, 2011) that combined cover
about 40% of the Earth’s surface (Figure 2.1)
Their horizontal extension occupies an area
approximately 10° north to 10° south of the
equator to 45° east and west in each hemisphere, while in terms of depth they can extend
to nearly 2 km beneath the sea surface (Pedlosky, 1990). The gyres in the Northern Hemisphere (North Pacific and North Atlantic Gyres)
rotate clockwise, while those in the Southern
Hemisphere (South Pacific, South Atlantic, and
Indian Gyres) spin counter-clockwise.

HOW THE OCEANS CAN CLEAN THEMSELVES

Wind driven surface circulations form a strong
and narrow western boundary current, and
a weak and broad eastern boundary current,
shaping these ocean systems. The ocean surface interiors of these gyres have low concentrations of nutrients and biomass throughout
the year (Figure 2.2). However, their immense
size makes their total biological productivity
significant in the context of the world’s ocean
ecosystem (McClain, Signorini, & Christian,
2004).
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Figure 2.1 World ocean surface circulation. Source: (Talley et al., 2011).

The detection of very high concentrations of plastic in the

begins to flow eastward into offshore waters of the North

subtropical waters of the North Pacific – with a mass of

Pacific. This portion of the current is referred to as the

plastic six times that of plankton (Moore, Moore, Leecast-

Kuroshio Extension, and it connects the Kuroshio Current

er, & Weisberg, 2001) – caught the attention of research-

to the broader, weaker, eastwards-flowing North Pacific

ers and the general public. Subsequent modelling work

Current. When the North Pacific Current reaches waters

and at-sea surveys confirmed that such oceanic mid-

off California, the flow turns southwards into the Califor-

latitude plastic hotspots occur within all five subtropical

nia Current. At around 10°N this current separates from

gyres (Eriksen et al., 2013; K. L. Law et al., 2010; Lebreton,

the eastern boundary and starts to move westward, flow-

Greer, & Borrero, 2012; Maximenko, Hafner, & Niiler, 2012;

ing into the North Equatorial Current. When this current

van Sebille, England, & Froyland, 2012).

reaches waters off the Philippines, at about 14°N, it bifurcates into two separate flows, one being the Kuroshio

This chapter reviews how subtropical gyres are formed,

Current, and the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre loop is

explains the surface currents that shape each of them,

closed. The area to the east of the Kuroshio Extension is

and describes identified hotspots of plastic pollution.

characterized by two meanders and a recirculation gyre
to the south. While a semi-permanent feature, the overall

2.1.1. The North Pacific Subtropical Gyre

strength of the recirculation gyre is related to fluctua-

The North Pacific Gyre is one of the largest oceanic gyres,

tions in the wind stress field.

covering a vast surface area of the ocean. This gyre extends from slightly above the equator (around 10°N) to

2.1.2. The South Pacific Subtropical Gyre

the Subarctic Frontal Zone (around 42°N), has a circu-

The South Pacific Gyre extends from the equator to ap-

lar clockwise-spinning flow, and is formed by four main

proximately 45°S. Since it is located in the Southern

oceanic currents, including the Kuroshio Current, North

Hemisphere, it rotates counter-clockwise. Four main

Pacific Current, California Current, and North Equatorial

ocean currents form this gyre. These include the East-

Current (see Figure 2.1).

ern Australian Current, South Pacific Current, Peru-Chile
Current, and South Equatorial Current (see Figure 2.1).

The Kuroshio Current is a strong, narrow, northwards-

The Eastern Australian Current, which is the western lim-

bound current that is formed at approximately 14°N

it of this subtropical gyre, flows southwards along Aus-

latitude. It changes direction at around 35°N, where it

tralia’s east coast. When this current reaches approxi-
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Figure 2.2 Global distribution of chlorophyll concentration. Map derived from a January 1998 – December 2000 SeaWiFs (http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/SeaWiFS/) composite. Crosses show estimated location of the minimum chlorophyll concentration and boxes represent
the main region of each subtropical gyre. Source: (McClain et al., 2004). Permission requested.

mately 30-35°S it flows eastwards towards New Zealand,

2.1.3. The North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre

where it then flows to the south of New Zealand’s east

The North Atlantic gyre extends from the equator to ap-

coast (East Auckland Current). This current system is very

proximately 45°N, and rotates clockwise. This gyre con-

dynamic and produces a series of smaller gyres known as

sists of mainly four oceanic currents, including the Gulf

eddies, which can rotate clockwise, i.e., cyclonic, or coun-

Stream, North Atlantic Current, Canary Current, and

ter-clockwise, i.e., anti- cyclonic (Mata, Wijffels, Church,

North Equatorial Current (see Figure 2.1).

& Tomczak, 2006). At about 40°S this western boundary current departs the waters off eastern New Zealand

This gyre presents the largest western boundary current,

and begins flowing eastwards; it is then called the South

the Gulf Stream System, which transports large amounts

Pacific Current. This broad eastern flow delimits the

of heat to medium and high latitudes. This current is fast

southern border of the South Pacific Gyre, and crosses

and narrow, with a north-eastern flow off the North Amer-

the South Pacific Ocean associated with the Antarctic

ican coast until it reaches around 45°N. Here, the Gulf

Circumpolar Current. When the South Pacific Current ar-

Stream is divided into two branches, one of which forms

rives at waters off Chile, it turns northwards, becoming

the eastwards-flowing North Atlantic Current. This is a

the Peru-Chile Current. This current system forms the

wider and more diffuse eastward flow that turns to the

eastern boundary of the South Pacific Gyre, flowing along

south upon reaching waters off the European continent,

the coast off South America until reaching the Equato-

forming the Canary Current. The eastern boundary Canary

rial region, when its direction turns westwards. Such

Current flows towards the equator until reaching around

westward flow is the South Equatorial Current, which is

15°N, where it turns westwards joining the trans-Atlantic

located between 20°S to approximately 5°N. This current

North Equatorial Current. This current flows to the west

reaches waters off eastern Australia, where it bifurcates

until reaching the Caribbean region where it turns north-

and feeds the East Australian current; and the loop is

wards into the Florida current, which in turn becomes the

closed.

Gulf Stream and closes the subtropical gyre.
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2.1.4. The South Atlantic Subtropical Gyre
The South Atlantic gyre extends from the equator to ap-

The Agulhas Current is a strong, narrow current flow-

proximately 40°S, and rotates counter-clockwise. It com-

ing southwards, delimiting the western portion of the

prises four surface currents, including the Brazil Current,

Indian Gyre. It is a unique western-boundary current in

South Atlantic Current, Benguela Current and South

the sense that it surpasses the end of the African coast,

Equatorial Current (see Figure 2.1).

creating a retroflection south of Africa, and turning eastwards at approximately 40°S. This eastward flow is the

The Brazil Current is a relatively weak western bound-

South Indian Current, which is connected to a broad

ary current that runs southwards along the coast of

northward flow in the eastern part of the gyre, usually

Brazil to about 38°S, where it meets the north- flowing

called the West Australian Current. The northern limit

Falklands Current. This is known as the Brazil-Falklands

of this subtropical gyre is the South Equatorial Current,

Confluence Zone, one of the most energetic regions in the

which transports fresher water from the Indonesian ar-

oceans. The Brazil Current is then deflected to the east,

chipelago to the west, resulting in a front with high vari-

feeding the South Atlantic Current, which is the south-

ation in salinity. The Indonesian archipelago is an impor-

ern branch of the subtropical gyre. It is difficult to dis-

tant connection to the Pacific Ocean. In the tropics and

tinguish between this southern boundary of the gyre and

the northern Indian Ocean, surface ocean circulations are

the northern boundary of Antarctic Circumpolar Current.

strongly seasonal, forced by the reversing Southwest and

When reaching waters off the southern tip of the African

Northeast Monsoons (see Figure 2.3 to visualise seasonal

continent, the South Atlantic Current partially deflects

winds of this region).

northwards into the eastern boundary Benguela Current,
which flows along the African coast until reaching approximately 20°S, where it turns westward and feeds the
South Equatorial Current. The South Equatorial Current
is a broad, westward flowing current that extends from
around 15 - 20°S to 4°N. The westward flowing transAtlantic South Equatorial Current bifurcates as it approaches the continental shelf around 10°S, with waters
flowing north becoming the North Brazil Current, which
joins the North Equatorial Current linking the two Atlantic
gyres. Meanwhile, the branch flowing south turns into the
Brazil Current, which closes the South Atlantic Gyre.
2.1.5. The Indian Subtropical Gyre
The Indian Ocean is quite unique, as it has no northern
latitudes higher than 25°N. As a consequence, it only
has one subtropical gyre, located in the Southern Hemisphere. The major currents that form the Indian Subtropical Gyre include the Agulhas Current, South Indian
Current, West Australian Current, and South Equatorial

Figure 2.3 Satellite-tracked buoy being released in Australian wa-

Current.

ters aboard the Solander research vessel. Photo by Julia Reisser.
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Figure 2.4 Mean wind stress (arrows) and zonal wind stress (color shading) in N m-2 from NCEP reanalysis (esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/
gridded/data.ncep.reanalysis.html). a. Annual mean (1968 - 1996); b. February mean (1968 - 1996); c. August mean (1968 - 1996). Source:
(Talley et al., 2011).
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Figure 2.5 Mean streamlines calculated from (a) 0.25° ensemble-mean velocities of satellite-tracked drifting buoys drogued at 15 m
depth (1979 – 2007) smoothed to 1°, and (b) a combination of the mean geostrophic and Ekman velocities using method described in
(Maximenko et al., 2009). Colors are magnitude of (a) mean drifter velocity and (b) mean geostrophic plus Ekman velocity to compute the
streamlines; units are cm / s. Source: (Maximenko et al., 2009). Permission requested
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d

Tracer accumulation after 50 years

Figure 2.6 The locations of six plastic pollution hotspots as predicted by (Erik van Sebille et al., 2012) after 50 years of tracer (“debris”)
movement from coastal sources.
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Figure 2.7 Plastic accumulation zones as predicted after 30 years of simulated plastic input and circulation. Source: (L. C. M. Lebreton et
al., 2012). Permission requested.

2.1.6. Plastic Pollution Hotspots
As demonstrated in the previous chapter, a great amount

Studies modelling the pathways of plastic debris at the

of plastic debris ends up in the oceans. There is an in-

world’s sea surface have predicted the existence of plas-

creasing need to remove the debris from the marine

tic pollution hotspots at these convergence zones (Maxi-

environment, particularly at areas with high concentra-

menko et al., 2012). Data on quantities of plastic debris

tions. In order to figure out where plastic accumulates, it

collected by net tows have consistently confirmed the

is necessary to understand where currents at the upper

occurrence of plastic pollution hotspots at some of these

layer of the oceans converge, as floating plastic debris is

five convergence zones (Eriksen et al., 2013; K. L. Law

concentrated at these areas. The dynamics of the upper

et al., 2010; Moore et al., 2001). Other recent modelling

ocean, where most plastics float, is very complex. Signifi-

studies that take into account sources and quantities

cant improvements on databases from satellite-tracked

of plastic debris at different coastal and oceanic zones

buoys (NOAA, 2014) as shown in Figure 2.4 and satellite

have predicted that other large-scale plastic hotspots

altimetry (GRACE) have led to a far better understand-

may occur (Lebreton et al., 2012; van Sebille et al., 2012).

ing of the near-surface ocean currents. Through maps

There is still a need to perform further at-sea surveys

derived from such datasets, visualization of important

with better spatiotemporal coverage to validate and cali-

convergent zones in the subtropical oceans has been im-

brate such plastic concentration predictions (Figure 2.6

proved (Maximenko et al., 2009), see Figure 2.5.

and Figure 2.7).
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Modeling predictions and sampling data suggest that

In this section we make an estimate of the total mass of

the five subtropical gyres form large-scale accumula-

plastic currently floating in the North Pacific accumula-

tion zones with distinct plastic pollution levels, spatial

tion zone. This is only an approximation, hopefully within

and temporal dynamics, and extensions (K.L. Law et al.,

the same order of magnitude of the actual amounts. How-

2014; K. L. Law et al., 2010; Lebreton et al., 2012; Maxi-

ever, that may not be the case given that many approxi-

menko et al., 2012; van Sebille et al., 2012). For instance,

mations and assumption were taken. There is limited

some models predict that the three accumulation zones

information on the mass of ocean plastic, both spatially

formed by the southern hemisphere subtropical gyres

and temporally, particularly for large (centimeter/meter-

are smaller, with lower concentrations of plastic, and

sized) plastic items. Furthermore, there are no compre-

with a higher degree of connectivity due to the eastward

hensive datasets on microscopic plastic concentrations

transport of plastic by the Antarctic Circumpolar Current,

(smaller than 0.5 mm), mostly due to the difficulty of

which runs completely around the globe and is associ-

sampling microscopic particles using zooplankton nets

ated with high eddy activity and mixing (Lebreton et al.,

(333-335 micron mesh) and identifying the material type

2012; van Sebille et al., 2012).

of microscopic particles (i.e. differentiating polymer micro-particles from organic matter, inorganic marine dust,

The accumulation zone formed within the North Pacific

and contamination from air dust).

subtropical gyre is relatively well studied, both through
model predictions (Kubota, Takayama, & Namimoto,

2.2.1 Mass of Millimeter-sized Plastics

2005; Lebreton et al., 2012; Maximenko et al., 2012; van

An extensive survey of floating plastic debris in the east-

Sebille et al., 2012) and sampling (Dahlberg & R.H., 1985;

ern North Pacific from more than 2,500 surface net tows

Day & Shaw, 1987; Day, Shaw, & Ignell, 1990; Goldstein,

has just been published (K.L. Law et al., 2014). In this

Rosenberg, & Cheng, 2012; Goldstein, Titmus, & Ford,

study, the authors defined the North Pacific accumula-

2013; K.L. Law et al., 2014; Moore et al., 2001; Titmus &

tion zone to occur from 25° to 41°N latitude and from 130°

Hyrenbach, 2011; Venrick et al., 1973). Due to hydrody-

to 180°W longitude. It was within this accumulation zone,

namic processes and spatial distribution of major plas-

the so-called North Pacific garbage patch, that 93% of all

tic pollution sources, the North Pacific “garbage patch”

plastic pieces of this survey were collected (2001 – 2012).

seems to possess relatively high plastic concentrations

The median plastic concentration of all tows within this

when compared to the other four large-scale accumula-

accumulation zone was 3,309*104 pieces per km², while

tion zones formed by subtropical gyres (K.L. Law et al.,

outside this zone the median value was 0 pieces per km².

2014; Lebreton et al., 2012; van Sebille et al., 2012). For

Global models predict similar centers of plastic accu-

that reason, it has been decided to narrow the scope of

mulation within the North Pacific gyre and they strongly

this feasibility study to the deployment of a The Ocean

correspond to the area of accumulation described in Law

Cleanup platform within the large-scale accumulation

et al. 2014 (Figure 2.8).

zone of the North Pacific.
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Figure 2.8 North Pacific accumulation zone, the so-called North Pacific garbage patch. Dark grey asterisk displays proposed location for
installation of the Ocean Cleanup Platform, and gray square shows plastic accumulation zone as defined by Law et al. 2014 and used here
to calculate mean mass of plastic within the North Pacific accumulation zone. Centers of plastic accumulation as previewed by different
models are indicated by a dashed black line (N. Maximenko et al., 2012), dashed gray line (E. van Sebille et al., 2012), and continuous
black line (L. C. M. Lebreton et al., 2012). Gray background indicate area sampled by Law et al. (2014) and blue dots show locations of net
tows that sampled waters with plastic concentration higher than 200,000 plastics per km².

2.2.2. Mass of Centimeter to Meter-sized Plastics
Law et al. 2014 utilized all available net tow data col-

Currently, there are no published estimates of centime-

lected in the eastern Pacific Ocean since 1999.They used

ter/meter-sized plastic mass within the North Pacific ac-

this data to estimate the average mass of floating plastic

cumulation zone. As such, an estimate was made based

by integrating the plastic concentration over the areas

on reported numerical mean values of centimeter/meter-

where it exceeds 25,000 pieces km-2. They then multi-

sized plastic concentrations (in pieces per km²), as es-

plied this by the average particle mass (1.36*10-5 kg), as

timated by visual searches (Titmus & Hyrenbach, 2011).

estimated by (Moret-Ferguson et al., 2010) (Figure 2.9).

Titmus and Hyrenbach (2011) conducted visual searches

This resulted in a total mass estimation of at least 18,280

from around 30° to 46°N and from 115° to 145°W, sighting

metric tons. When data was adjusted for wind- driven

3,868 pieces of marine debris. More than 95.5% of this

vertical mixing (Kukulka, Proskurowski, Morét‐Ferguson,

debris was identified as plastic. While some intact ob-

Meyer, & Law, 2012), the estimate increased by 17 per-

jects were seen, fragments were the most dominant type

cent to 21,290 metric tons.

of plastic debris (90% of total, N=3,464). Their work used
correction factors to calculate plastic concentration
(pieces per km²) at three debris length classes: 2 – 10 cm,
10 – 30 cm, and larger than 30 cm.
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Figure 2.9 Size and mass of marine plastic collected by net tows in the North Atlantic. Bars indicate number of plastic pieces within each
size (a) and mass (b) category and dotted lines represent cumulative percentage. (Morét-Ferguson et al., 2010). Permission requested.

Using these concentration values and the mean weight

spectively. The higher mass of larger items (larger than 30

of beached plastic fragments with similar dimensions

cm) when compared to medium-sized items (10-30 cm)

(Table 2.1), we estimated mean plastic concentration in

may be a consequence of the fact that some items, such

grams per km² for these three debris size classes: 5,650 g

as Styrofoam objects and closed PET plastic bottles, sink

per km² of plastic with length between 2 and 10 cm, 3,806

to the seafloor after there is no air within its heavier-

g per km² of plastic with length between 10 and 30 cm,

than-seawater polymer.

and 4,986 g per km² of plastic longer than 30 cm. Assuming these are the mean mass concentration of centimeter/meter-sized plastic within the North Pacific accumulation zone (25°- 41°N, 130° - 180°W), we then multiplied
the area of this zone (8.3 million km²) by these estimated
mass concentrations (Table 2.2). Using this method, we
estimate that the mean mass of small (2-10 cm), medium
(10-30 cm) and large (larger than30 cm) plastics to be
equal to 46,656 tons, 31,431 tons, and 41,168 tons, re-
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SIZE CLASS

LARGE

MEDIUM

Surface Area (cm²)

2500.0

500.0

50.0

22.0

7.0

Weight Fragment 1

142.0

74.0

16.0

Weight Fragment 2

220.0

70.0

14.0

Weight Fragment 3

116.0

83.0

7.0

Weight Fragment 4

194.0

70.0

15.0

Weight Fragment 5

140.0

67.0

6.0

Weight Fragment 6

100.0

40.0

19.0

Weight Fragment 7

152.0

45.0

11.0

Weight Fragment 8

26.0

38.0

16.0

Weight Fragment 9

694.0

117.0

27.0

Weight Fragment 10

1300.0

40.0

7.0

Weight Fragment 11

1317

83.9

10.3

Weight Fragment 12

946

50.4

28.3

Weight Fragment 13

34

127.7

18.5

Weight Fragment 14

161

119.3

26.8

Weight Fragment 15

174

301.7

10.8

Weight Fragment 16

47

49.8

2.4

Weight Fragment 17

53

52.3

12.2

Weight Fragment 18

105

68.5

6.2

Weight Fragment 19

83

372.3

9.0

Weight Fragment 20

81

46.5

13.0

304.3

95.8

13.8

Approximate Length (cm)

Average Weight (g)

SMALL

52.0

Table 2.1 Mass in grams of randomly selected plastic fragments recovered from a remote beach in Big Island, Hawaii. To come up with
an average sized fragment, we took the lower and higher boundary of the size range used in Titmus and Hyrenbach (2011) , converted
that to an area (assuming a square fragment), and averaged. The square root of that average surface area was used as a target length of
the fragments weighed. Please note that for the size class smaller than 30 cm there is no upper boundary, and hence simply measured
particles that were longer than 30 cm (for the 30+ diameter, on average it was 35 cm).

SIZE CLASS

PIECES/KM2

MEAN WEIGHT

G/KM²

TOTAL MASS (TONS)

>30 CM

16.40

304

4,986

41,168

10-30 CM

39.65

96

3,806

31,431

2-10 CM

403.59

14

5,650

46,656

Table 2.2 Numerical concentration (pieces per km²), mean weight (grams), mass concentration (grams per km²), and total mass of floating
plastic within the North Pacific accumulation zone. Values are given for floating plastic (1) longer than 30 cm, (2) with length between
10-30 cm, and (3) 2-10 cm.
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2.2.3. Total mass of floating plastic in the North
Pacific garbage patch
Our estimate of the mean mass of floating plastic in

Dangerfield, & Ross, 2014).

the North Pacific accumulation zone is of 140,546 met-

Marcus Eriksen and collaborators estimated that the

ric tons: 21,290 metric tons of plastic smaller than 2

current global mass of floating plastic is 500,000 tons

cm and 119,256 metric tons of plastic larger than 2 cm.

(Parker, 2014). As such, our mass estimate for the North

However, we acknowledge that more research is needed

Pacific garbage patch corresponds to 28% of this global

to increase the accuracy and reliability of these results.

mass of floating plastics. By way of comparison, recent

There is limited sampling of ocean plastic, both spatially

modeling studies predict that 12 to 20 percent of ocean

and temporally, particularly for large (cm/m-sized) plas-

plastics older than 30 years is within this North Pacific

tic items.

accumulation zone (Lebreton et al., 2012; van Sebille et
al., 2012).

Nevertheless, we believe that ours is more likely an underestimate of the actual amounts rather than an overes-

In the following chapters, the mass estimates reported

timate. One of the reasons for this is that mass of plastics

here are used for various efficiency and dimensioning

longer than 30 cm may be higher than estimated here:

problems. For example, the mass of plastic of differ-

we assumed that all the plastic within this category are

ent sizes will dictate the percentage of plastic that will

fragments of about 50 cm in length and items far much

be caught by the structure (Chapter 3.3). The estimated

heavier than this, such as ghost nets and floats, occur

amount of plastic to be captured by the platform will then

in this area (Pichel et al., 2007). Additionally, Law et al.

be used to dimension various processing and transport

(2014) did not quantify amounts of microscopic plastic,

processes (Chapter 4), and estimate how much it would,

which are likely to occur in the area (Desforges, Galbraith,

on average, cost to remove a certain mass of plastics
from the oceans using the proposed system (Chapter 10).
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CHAPTER 2.3
1.1

Depth Profile
of Plastic
Pollution:
A Pilot Study
Julia Reisser • Hyke Brugman • Boyan Slat

Plastics with a diameter of less than 5 mm,
coined microplastics, formed from the fragmentation of plastic objects, are abundant at
the ocean surface. As previously explained in
section 1.2, concentrations of this type of pollutant are commonly estimated using data collected by surface nets that only sample the top
few centimeters of seawater. Only recently did
a study based on data from a series of 12 surface and subsurface trawls comprehensively
demonstrate that small plastics are vertically distributed within the ocean’s water column due to wind-driven mixing (Kukulka et al.,
2012). The findings showed that the amount of
microplastics at the air-seawater interface is
inversely proportional to wind stress. In other

HOW THE OCEANS CAN CLEAN THEMSELVES

words, as a portion of the plastics is transported by turbulence to greater depths, the higher
the wind speed, the less plastic is located in
the area sampled by surface nets. Therefore
studies must take into account the effects of
wind-driven vertical movement and previous
estimates of plastic concentration may be biased (Kukulka et al., 2012; Reisser et al., 2013).
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Figure 2.10 Location of the net tows undertaken during this study (N = 12). Dot colors indicate the voyage in which the location was
sampled and numbers follow the chronological order of sampling. The Multi-level Trawl developed and used during this study is shown
in subsequent pictures.

It is also essential to know the vertical distribution of

2.3.1. Materials and Methods

plastic as, besides making it possible to accurately calcu-

During two voyages to the North East Atlantic, 12 net tows

late total plastic pollution levels, this will directly affect

sampled from the surface to a depth of 5 meters using a

the efficiency of The Ocean Cleanup Array. This informa-

Multi-level Trawl designed by the Ocean Cleanup team

tion will greatly influence design choices, as it is needed

(Figure 2.9 – 2.11). Tow durations ranged between 59-124

to understand the relationship between the depth of the

minutes and were all undertaken while the vessel was

boom used and the volume of plastics captured. However,

travelling at a speed of 0.6 – 1.8 knots. During each net

as currently plastic depth profile observations are scarce

tow, a shipboard anemometer located at approximately

and the phenomenon is still poorly understood, the Ocean

25 meters above mean waterline measured wind velocity

Cleanup team decided to design a net system capable of

and direction. The net system is composed of 11 nets with

sampling the oceans from the air-seawater interface to a

rectangular openings (0.5 m H x 0.3 m W) towed by several

depth of 5 meters. This Multi-level Trawl is capable of ob-

ropes that ensure its stability in the water column. During

taining high-resolution data (with net dimensions of 0.5

the tows, the top 1 - 1.5 net remained above mean water-

m H x 0.3 m W) on plastic pollution depth profiles, from

line, while the other nets were submerged. As such, the

0 to 5 m, under different environmental conditions. This

sampled depth intervals considered were at (i) 0 - 0.5 m,

section outlines the depth profiles of plastic concentra-

(ii) 0.5 - 1 m, (iii) 1 - 1.5 m, (iv) 1.5 - 2 m, (v) 2 - 2.5 m, (vi) 2.5

tion (g and pieces per m³) observed under wind speeds

- 3 m, (vii) 3 - 3.5 m, (viii) 3.5 - 4 m, (ix) 4 - 4.5 m, and (x) 4.5

varying from 2.6 to 12 m/s (5 – 23 knots). These obser-

- 5 m. Table 2.2 contains more data about the sampling.

vations indicate that while plastic particles can be well
mixed throughout the water column, plastic maintains a
depth profile of higher mass close to the air-water interface and exponentially decreases with depth. As such, it
was inferred that a 3 meter-deep boom would be able to
capture a large proportion of the total plastic pollution
mass floating in the oceans.
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VOYAGE

DATE

START TIME

DURATION

WIND SPEED

VESSEL NAME

(UTC)

(UTC)

(MIN)

(M/S)

START LATITUDE

START LONGITUDE

1 SEA DRAGON

18.11.13

15:52

60

1 SEA DRAGON

19.11.13

11:17

123

10

21.765ºN

64.482ºW

3

19.937ºN

1 SEA DRAGON

19.11.13

13:37

64.599ºW

124

2.6

19.964ºN

64.586ºW

1 SEA DRAGON

20.11.13

2 RV PELAGIA

21.11.13

9:04

63

5

18.276ºN

64.849ºW

20:22

72

9

29.589ºN

2 RV PELAGIA

61.109ºW

22.11.13

16:33

84

10

29.753ºN

58.843ºW

2 RV PELAGIA

23.11.13

11:36

67

10

29.782ºN

57.109ºW

2 RV PELAGIA

24.11.13

13:14

65

4

32.341ºN

57.169ºW

2 RV PELAGIA

25.11.13

12:15

59

12

33.157ºN

54.493ºW

2 RV PELAGIA

27.11.13

16:26

76

9

34.004ºN

47.718ºW

2 RV PELAGIA

28.11.13

12:23

69

10

34.154ºN

44.325ºW

2 RV PELAGIA

29.11.13

15:21

69

11

34.400ºN

39.726ºW

Table 2.3 Information of the Multi-level Trawl (0 to 5 m) conducted during this study (N = 12): Voyage number and Vessel Name; date in
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC); start time in UTC; duration in minutes; wind speed in meters per second; start latitude and longitude,
both in degrees.

Figure 2.11 Multi-level Trawl attached to the spinnaker pole of vessel Sea Dragon, for the first expedition through the North Atlantic Gyre.
Picture by Allard Faas [Figure 1b.] Courtesy of of Allard Faas. Please note that the boxes in front of the top two nets were removed after
testing, and hence were not used during trawling.
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Figure 2.12 Multi-level Trawl in action during expedition 1 (left) and 2 (right). As can be seen, the trawl was higher in the water due to the
angle from which it was pulled. Picture by Allard Faas

All net frames were fitted with 2.1 meter-long polyester

We arrived at an estimate of plastic concentrations at

nets, initially with a 70-μm mesh. This mesh was shown

each of the sampled depths, by dividing the number of

to be too fragile, leading to the loss of some samples due

plastic pieces and the total plastic mass of by the vol-

to net damages. To solve this, 150-μm meshes were used

ume sampled (reported in pieces per m³ and grams per

in the second expedition. After each tow, the collected

m³). Towed volume was estimated using net opening di-

contents were transferred to a 63-μm sieve and kept in

mensions and readings from the mechanical flow meter

sealed bags or tubes for transportation. Once in the labo-

(Goldstein et al., 2013) attached to the Multi-level Trawl

ratory, samples were washed in petri dishes using a spray

at a depth of approximately 3.75 meters.

bottle and plastics were separated from organic material
with the aid of a microscope (10x eyepieces), tweezers,

Finally, the mean and standard error of plastic concen-

and dissecting needles. The plastic pieces found in each

trations (grams per m³ and pieces per m³) were calcu-

sample were counted, air-dried in a flow cabinet for 24-72

lated for each of the depth intervals. To investigate how

hours, weighted on a 1/1000 gram sensitive scale, photo-

the depth profile of plastic concentrations changes with

graphed using a microscope-mounted camera, and then

wind speed, these mean and standard error values were

stored in sealed bags. To compare plastic pollution levels

calculated considering all trawls (N = 12), as well as only

observed in this study with those from other areas of the

data from trawls conducted under “low” and “high” wind

globe (see section 1.2), the sea surface plastic concentra-

speeds (< 10 m/s and ≥ 10 m/s, respectively).

tion was estimated in pieces per km². To do so, the number of plastic pieces found in the top 2 nets (0 - 0.5 m)
was divided by the sampled area, which was estimated
by multiplying net opening width by tow lengths (determined by GPS position data; (K. L. Law et al., 2010).
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Figure 2.13 Depth profile of plastic pollution (N = 12 trawls) (a) plastic concentrations in grams per volume at different depth intervals; (b)
plastic concentrations in pieces per volume at different depth intervals. Bars represent mean values and lines standard errors

2.3.2. Results and Discussion
All 12 trawls collected plastic and this study registered

water sampled (≥ 10 m/s, N = 6 trawls, Figure 2.14c). As

587 plastic pieces with a total mass of 1.2 grams. The col-

such, these preliminary findings are in accordance with

lected plastic pieces where less circular in shape when

previous studies indicating a strong association between

compared to manufactured plastic particles (e.g. indus-

surface plastic concentration and wind speed (Kukulka

trial pellets), thus strongly suggesting they are a result

et al., 2012; Reisser et al., 2013).

of the fragmentation of larger items. Mean sea surface (0
to 0.5 m) plastic concentrations ranged from 0 to 41,774

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study as-

pieces per km² (median = 9,205.4 pieces per km², mean

sessing the depth profile of plastic concentration in

± standard error = 12,472.8 ± 3,717.95 pieces per km²).

terms of mass. Even at “high” winds, the plastic mass

Such values are similar to those reported by previous

peak remained at the sea surface, exponentially decreas-

studies sampling oceanic waters at intermediate lati-

ing with depth. This, it was deduced, is a consequence of

tudes (see Figure 1.2 of section 1.2).

larger plastics being more resistant to turbulent transport due to their higher mass, and therefore higher buoy-

Mean plastic mass concentration (grams per m³) was

ancy values. The preliminary results presented here, to-

higher in the top 0.5 m of the sampled locations and

gether with the fact that large buoyant plastic objects

seemed to decrease exponentially with depth (Figure

(e.g. buoys, large fragments) are relatively resistant to

2.13 a). Interestingly, the pattern of higher mass concen-

wind-mixing processes, indicate that a platform fitted

trations at the sea surface was present not only at “low”

with a 2-3 meter-deep boom would capture the majority

wind conditions (< 10 m/s, N = 6 trawls, Figure 2.14a, but

of the plastic mass present at its deployment location;

also at “high” winds (≥ 10 m/s, N = 6 trawls, Figure 2.14c).

at least when within the wind speed range experienced

In contrast, mean plastic count concentration (plastic

during this experiment. Further sampling using this new

pieces per m³) did not present a consistent depth profile

Multi-level Trawl, together with the development of mod-

shape (Figure 2b). Plastic particles were concentrated

els able to predict plastic mass depth profiles under

at the sea surface at “low” wind conditions (< 10 m/s, N

different environmental conditions and plastic charac-

= 6 trawls, Figure 2.14b), but at “high” winds these plas-

teristics, will enhance our ability to quantify the capture

tics were equally distributed throughout the 5 meters of

efficiency of the proposed Ocean Cleanup Array.
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Figure 2.14 Depth profile of plastic pollution observed during “low” and “high” wind speed conditions. (a,b) plastic concentrations when
wind speed was lower than 10 m/s (N = 6 trawls); (c,d) plastic concentrations when wind speed was higher or equal to 10 m/s (N = 6
trawls). Bars represent mean values and lines standard errors.
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1.1

Determination
of location
Boyan Slat • Ezra Hildering van Lith
Jan de Sonneville

The choice of a preliminary location for our
feasibility study will enable us to determine
environmental conditions, seabed conditions,
ocean depth and plastic finding efficiency;
parameters essential as input data for later
chapters concerning structural requirements,
mooring configurations and logistics.
So far, we have been able to identify the North
Pacific Subtropical Gyre as the focus area for
this study, but since the region of highest plastic concentration has an estimated area of 1.5
million square kilometers, a more specific location is needed to be able to determine the
above parameters.

We identified the following factors that influence decision-making, in approximate order
of importance: Plastic pollution flux, ocean
depth, shipping traffic density, environmental
conditions and jurisdiction. However, changes
in shipping traffic density and environmental
conditions within the area of focus (which are
within a significant wave height of 1 meter (Cox
& Swail, 2001) will not be taken into consideration for determining a suitable location. Since
the plastic accumulation zone within the North
Pacific is, as a whole, located outside of national jurisdictions, this is also not a variable for the
determination of the position.
Hence, in this chapter our understanding of
plastic flux simulations, ocean depths and
plastic sampling data will be combined to determine a suitable preliminary location.
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2.4.1. Possible Locations Based on Distribution

2.4.3. Possible locations based on plastic meas-

Models

urements

In the past few years, 3 models have been produced pre-

During their 1999 expedition Charles J. Moore et al. meas-

dicting the concentration of plastic debris in the world’s

ured an average plastic concentration of 334,271 plastic

oceans (Lebreton et al., 2012; Maximenko et al., 2012; van

particles per square kilometer in the top 15 cm of the wa-

Sebille et al., 2012). All of them show a high concentration

ter column (Moore et al., 2001). Based on 2,529 net tows

of plastic debris in the North Pacific subtropical gyre, but

during 2001- 2012, Law et al. mapped the concentration

all show slightly different areas of highest concentration.

of plastic across the Northeast pacific, measuring a high

Based on the images in their papers, Maximenko et al.’s

concentration of plastics between approximately 28-35°

model defines the area between 27-37° N and 130-150°

N and 135-145° W. The highest concentration was found

W, Van Sebille et al.’s model shows that the highest con-

to be around 31°N, 139°W. All measurements with 106 or

centration is between 27-36° N and 130-149° W, while

more particles km-2 were found within 1,100 km from this

Lebreton et al.’s model shows that it is between 27-33°

point, as seen in Figure 2.16 (K.L. Law et al., 2014).

N and 135-155° W.
2.4.4. Choice of Location
2.4.2. Possible Locations Based on Ocean Depth

Plotting the search areas from the three plastic distri-

The average ocean depth is around 5,000 meter for the

bution models, the two relatively shallow areas, and the

area between 20 and 40 degrees North and 125 and 160

area in which the highest concentration of plastic was

degrees West. As depth has enormous consequences for

measured, the map in Figure 2.17 was produced.

mooring costs, it is of great value to review shallower locations. With this in mind, looking at the map shown in

It can be seen from Figure 2.17 that all three parameters,

Figure 2.15, it can be seen that two areas in this wide

the computer models of high concentration areas (green),

range are of potential interest; one featuring two closely

the measured high concentration area (blue), and an area

located high mountains around 39° N, 147° W, and a larg-

with favorable seabed topography (red), intersect in an

er area featuring many smaller mountains between 132-

area stretching from 28° N to 31° N and from 135° W to

142° W and 27-33° N, especially between 28-31° N and

142° W. Based on the underwater topography in this area,

135-142° W. In both detailed maps the Ocean Cleanup Ar-

the coordinates 30° N, 138° W have been chosen as the

ray is plotted to visualize the scale. At the bottom of this

preliminary coordinates for this project.

figure two height profile graphs are visible, taken from the
dashed line, demonstrating the underwater topography.
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Figure 2.15 Combined satellite and bathymetric maps of A) the North Pacific Gyre, B) the Kermit Roosevelt Seamount and C) area between
132-142° W, 27-33° N, followed by depth profiles of D) the Kermit Roosevelt Seamount and E) area around 30° N, 138° W.
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Figure 2.16 Map of microplastic concentration measurements by count, taken between 2001 and 2012. (Source: Law et al., 2014)

Figure 2.17 Map showing the areas in which the highest concentration of plastic debris has been predicted by Maximenko et al., Van
Sebille et al. and Lebreton et al. (green), the highest measured plastic concentration (blue) and the areas containing favorable seabed
conditions (red).
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1.1

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS
Jaime López • Elena Pallares • Edward Hornsby

It is important to understand the meteo-oceanographic conditions the Array will be exposed
to on site. The local environment will have a
high potential to impact the efficiency of the
system. This will occur in two ways; either due
to extreme weather causing physical damage
or, as the Array is static, currents, winds and
waves determining the rate at which plastic is
collected. Data for the waves, wind and currents at 31°N, 142°W was analyzed. However,
due to the lack of specific measurements at
this location (excluding remote sensing data),
reliable data from numerical modeling reanalysis was used. The results of this chapter will be
used for engineering decisions like the calculation of the forces and dimensions relevant for
the boom and platform designs. The results will
be also used to calculate the predicted movement of plastic along the booms.

HOW THE OCEANS CAN CLEAN THEMSELVES

Please note that the location examined here
(31°N, 142°W) was a preliminary location early
in the study and is not the same preliminary
location used in other sections (30°N, 138°W).
However, although the site examined here lies
400 km to the west of the current preferred
location, conditions are presumed to be fairly
similar and the conclusions drawn are still
viewed as appropriate.
The scope of this chapter will be the waves,
winds and currents. However, we are aware
other environmental influences are relevant,
such as UV radiation (110-150 J/cm²) and salinity (36.8 g/kg). These factors will not be further explored in this chapter.
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2.5.1. Waves
Wind waves can be described as a vertical motion of the
free surface at one horizontal position. These waves are
present in the surface of oceans, seas, lakes or any water
mass, and are generated by the wind. The duration, intensity and fetch (longitude) of the blowing wind will determine wave characteristics.
When the wind starts blowing the waves appear on the
free surface and continue interacting with the wind and
growing until they reach a maximum possible size for
those conditions or until the wind stops. These waves
are called wind sea or just sea. Once the winds stop no
more waves are generated, but only propagated along the
ocean. These waves, generated elsewhere and not affected by the local wind at that time, are called swell.
The characteristics of both types of waves are different.
Wind sea is more energetic and irregular, with a greater
wave height and shorter wave period. As waves propagate
away from the generation area (become swell), they split
into groups of common direction and wavelength, resulting in more regular waves, with longer periods.
Wind waves can be described as a stochastic process,
however, they have been widely studied and this knowledge makes it possible to predict the sea state with numerical models.
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(H)

ƛ

Figure 2.18 Wave parts

Wave characteristics

Wave generation

There are several factors that can influence the genera-

The generation of surface wind waves (Figure 2.20) can be

tion of waves (see Figure 2.18). The most important are

explained by the following mechanism:

wind speed, fetch (defined as the distance of open water over which the wind blows constantly) and duration.

1 Wind flows over the ocean surface

Some other factors that can be considered are the width

2 Wind turbulence results in pressure fluctuations

of the area affected by the fetch and the water depth.

over the surface
3 The surface rises and falls to account for these

The characteristics of the waves are determined by these
factors:

pressure changes
4 As the wind continues to blow a positive feedback
between surface roughness and pressure fluctuations

• Wave height: the vertical distance between the highest
(crest) and the lowest (trough) surface elevation in a

occurs. This shear instability means the surface waves
grow exponentially.

wave
• Wave length: the horizontal distance between two
consecutive crests

Waves are therefore generated by wind-induced surface
pressure, not by wind- induced surface friction.

• Wave period: the time interval between the start and
the end of the wave - wave direction: the propagation

Orbital motion

direction of the waves in degrees

Wave velocity can be calculated as a function of the force
of gravity, the wave length and the depth (Figure 2.21).

Since wind waves are a stochastic process, the wave

The relationship between wave length and depth (wheth-

characteristics vary from one wave to another. However,

er the wave is in shallow, intermediate or deep water) is

in a given area a typical range of heights and periods are

important for the calculation of speed.

present. It is commonly accepted to use a mean value
that represents all the waves for a period of time. Those
variables are known as the significant wave height and
significant wave period, and are obtained as the mean of
the highest third of the values.
Figure 2.19 represents an average height of the highest
one-third of the waves in a given time period.
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Figure 2.19 Statistical wave distribution

The velocities of particles of water are called orbital ve-

Conventions

locities because they correspond to the motion of the

Directional values are given in 16 equal sectors of 22.5°

particles in closed, circular or elliptical orbits. It is impor-

centered on 000°, 022.5°, and 337.5°.

tant to note that the velocities in the crest of the wave are

Directional conventions are those commonly used in off-

always oriented in the down-wave direction of the wave

shore engineering: wind and wave directions are taken

propagation, while the velocities in the trough of the wave

from the approach; current directions are those towards

are always oriented in the up-wave direction. Wavelength

which they flow.

determines the size of the orbits, but depth determines
the orbits’ shape.

Extreme values are given for a selection of return periods
(2, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200 and 500 years). These periods

In deep water, the orbital radius decreases and particles

have been calculated through the adjustment of a Gum-

move in circular paths. The particle velocities decrease

bel distribution function. It is important to note that the

exponentially with the distance to the surface. On the

extreme values are usually calculated with long time se-

other hand, the orbits of water molecules in waves mov-

ries of instant measures. In this report, due to the lack of

ing through shallow water are flattened by the proxim-

these measures in the area, the records contained in the

ity of the sea surface bottom, generating ellipses and, if

different model data sets, which correspond to 1-hour

shallow enough, the waves to ‘break’.

average values every 3 hours, have been used. Therefore,
some maximum values may have been missed due to

Stokes drift

working with partial samples. Consequently, this effect

In general, the particles move in closed orbits. However,

would lead to an underestimation in the extreme analy-

as the wave height increases the orbits are no longer per-

sis. This underestimation is even more noticeable in the

fectly closed, and particles are displaced slightly from

case of waves and currents where time series are shorter

their previous position. This phenomenon is known as

than desirable for this analysis.

Stokes drift.
In Figure 2.22 and Figure 2.23, representations of this
phenomenon are presented for both deep and shallow
waters.
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aTMosphere
Ua, Mean Wind velocity profile
1. Pressure fluctuations

P (-)
Z

Wave propagation

2. Shear instability

P (-)

P (-)

P (+)

P (+)

Sea level at rest
Fluctuation of sea surface
oCean

Figure 2.20 Wave generation

Wind values at 10 m height have been used in the analy-

Wave source

sis, due to the difficulty of taking surface winds, and also

Data from the USGODAE project (http://www.usgodae.

as the 10 m height level is frequently used in offshore en-

org) was used for the wave analyses. GODAE stands for

gineering.

Global Ocean Data Assimilation Experiment and is a practical demonstration of near-real-time, global ocean data

Units of variables

assimilation that provides, regular, complete descrip-

The units of the variables used throughout the document

tions of the temperature, salinity and velocity structures

are:

of the ocean in support of operational oceanography,
seasonal-to-decadal climate forecasts and analyses, and

Direction

Degrees (o)

Wind velocity

Meters per second (m/s)

oceanographic research.

Current velocity

Meters per second (m/s)

Wave fields calculated with the Wave Watch III - NOAA/

Significant wave height (Hs)

Meters (m)

NCEP 3rd Generation Wave Model are available in the

Mean wave period (Tz)

Seconds (s)

project server (Sharfstein, Dimitriou, & Hankin, 2005).
Time series of significant wave height, primary wave di-

The following analyses have been performed with numer-

rection and primary wave period every 3 hours, from 16th

ical model data results at the location: 31oN-142oW.

September 2003 to 25th January 2014 are also available
there. However, after a first inspection of data, only data
since 22nd January 2009 was analyzed.
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Figure 2.21 Orbital motion in deep water, intermediate-depth water, and very shallow water
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Figure 2.22 Stokes drift in shallow water waves

Figure 2.23 Stokes drift in a deeper water wave
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Time series statistical description

RETURN

A significant wave height (Hs) and mean period (Tz) statis-

PERIOD

HS (M)

TZ (S)

tical description obtained for the Wave Watch III reanalysis, is shown in Table 2.4.

MEAN

2.31

8.36

STANDARD ERROR

0.76

1.21

Wave rose

MEDIAN

2.09

8.09

Figure 2.24 calculated with the Wave Watch III reanaly-

STANDARD DEVIATION

1

1.76

sis, shows predominant waves from the NW sector, and

VARIANCE

1.01

3.11

also some importance of the NE sector. Taking into ac-

KURTOSIS

3.09

6.75

count the wind analysis (Section 2.4.2), it can be said that

SKEWNESS

1.49

-0.91

waves from the NW sector are swells generated in the

RANGE

8.61

15.67

North Pacific Ocean, and that waves from the NE sector

MAXIMUM

8.61

15.67

are sea waves.

MINIMUM

0

0

Table 2.4 Significant wave Height (Hs) and mean period (Tz) statistical description

Figure 2.24 Significant wave height – wave from direction rose
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Dir./Wind speed (m/s)

0.0 - 1.5

1.5 - 3.0

3.0 - 4.5

4.5 - 6.0

N

0.49%

4.17%

1.02%

0.11%

4.5 - 6.0

> 7.5

Total
5.79%

NNE

0.47%

3.42%

0.35%

0.01%

4.24%

NE

0.81%

5.02%

0.22%

6.04%

ENE

1.52%

6.55%

0.21%

8.27%

E

1.58%

3.91%

0.09%

5.58%

ESE

1.71%

1.82%

0.08%

3.61%

SE

1.84%

1.72%

0.12%

SSE

1.99%

1.08%

0.14%

0.01%

3.22%

S

1.68%

1.07%

0.16%

0.01%

2.92%

SSW

1.07%

0.94%

0.20%

0.03%

0.03%

2.27%

SW

0.79%

1.23%

0.23%

0.06%

0.02%

2.32%

WSW

0.76%

1.62%

0.55%

0.23%

0.01%

3.18%

W

0.77%

2.79%

1.23%

0.45%

0.11%

5.35%

WNW

0.78%

8.00%

3.80%

1.07%

0.27%

0.03%

13.96%

NW

0.84%

11.98%

4.67%

1.05%

0.17%

0.04%

18.74%

NNW

0.73%

6.67%

2.91%

0.46%

0.06%

Sub-total

17.83%

61.99%

15.95%

3.48%

0.68%

3.67%

10.82%
0.07%

99.99%

Calms

0.00%

Missing/Incomplete

0.01%

Total

100.00%

Table 2.5 Significant wave height/wave from direction joint frequency distribution
Dir./Wind speed (m/s)

5.0 - 7.0

7.0 - 9.0

9.0 - 11.0

11.0 - 13.0

>= 13.0

Total

N

0.21%

3.16%

2.11%

0.29%

0.03%

5.79%

NNE

0.40%

2.68%

1.01%

0.15%

4.24%

NE

0.82%

4.16%

0.98%

0.08%

6.04%

ENE

1.06%

5.73%

1.38%

0.11%

E

0.92%

3.81%

0.77%

0.08%

0.01%

5.58%

ESE

0.22%

2.16%

1.18%

0.03%

0.02%

3.61%

SE

0.16%

1.63%

1.76%

0.12%

SSE

0.16%

0.94%

1.74%

0.38%

S

0.07%

0.73%

1.45%

0.66%

0.01%

2.92%

SSW

0.10%

0.83%

0.90%

0.38%

0.06%

2.27%

SW

0.08%

0.92%

0.90%

0.37%

0.05%

2.32%

WSW

0.10%

1.29%

1.44%

0.28%

0.08%

3.18%

W

0.10%

1.72%

2.52%

0.88%

0.13%

5.35%

WNW

0.08%

2.46%

7.10%

3.55%

0.76%

13.96%

NW

0.14%

3.50%

10.74%

3.93%

0.45%

18.74%

NNW

0.27%

3.82%

5.34%

1.24%

0.14%

10.82%

Sub-total

4.91%

39.53%

41.31%

12.53%

1.72%

99.99%

8.27%

3.67%
3.22%

Calms

0.00%

Missing/Incomplete

0.01%

Total

100.00%

Table 2.6 Mean period/wave from direction joint frequency distribution table
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Joint frequency distribution tables

RETURN

The joint distribution table significant wave height vs di-

PERIOD

HS (M)

TZ (S)

rection is shown in Table 2.5.
2

6.71

14.77

The joint distribution table mean period vs direction is

5

8.19

15.58

shown in Table 2.6.

10

9.16

16.12

25

10.39

16.79

Both Table 2.5 and Table 2.6, summarizing the Wave

50

11.31

17.29

Watch III reanalysis data, confirm the predominance of

100

12.21

17.79

waves from the NW and the adjacent sectors, with more

200

13.12

18.29

than 43% of the total waves. More than 60% of the sig-

500

14.31

18.94

nificant wave height records are included in the range
between 1.5 and 3m, and more than 95% of the waves are
smaller than 4.5 m. More than 80% of the analyzed mean

Table 2.7 Return periods for significant wave heights (Hs) and

wave periods, are in the 7 to 11 seconds range.

mean periods (Tz)

Extreme waves
Different return periods for significant wave height and
mean period are shown in Table 2.7.
As explained before, these values have been calculated
with the available data (Wave Watch III reanalysis). Real
values for the different return periods, calculated with
wave buoys measurements, should be higher than those
presented here.
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WIND SPEED (m/s)
MEAN

6.23

STANDARD ERROR

2.12

MEDIAN

6.05

STANDARD DEVIATION

2.74

VARIANCE

7.52

KURTOSIS

1.14

SKEWNESS

0.65

RANGE

21.88

MAXIMUM

21.95

MINIMUM

0.07

Table 2.8 Wind speed statistical description for the NOGAPS reanalysis data

Events

Number of events where Hs > 5 m and duration.

For design purposes it is important to know the number
of times that certain values of significant wave height are

2009. 12 events. Duration (h): 15, 6, 12, 45, 24, 15, 9, 6, 39,

exceed, and the duration of those episodes. For the pre-

9, 12, 45

sent study, values of 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7 and 7.5 m of Hs have

2010. 18 events. Duration (h): 12, 21, 63, 3, 126, 12, 18, 27,

been chosen.

30, 12, 24, 30, 12, 12, 21, 45, 6, 36
2011. 5 events. Duration (h): 9, 15, 9, 45

Criteria to set the events duration:

2012. 9 events. Duration (h): 18, 33, 3, 93, 21, 18, 39, 42
2013. 4 events. Duration (h): 9, 6, 3, 18

1 Eight records per day are available, so 1 record
corresponds to a 3 hour time interval. This way, each

Number of events where Hs > 5.5m and duration.

time the threshold value is exceeded, the duration will

2009 . 8 events. Duration (h): 3 , 12 , 15 , 6 , 3 , 18 , 3, 24

be increased in 3 hours.

2010 . 11 events. Duration (h): 12, 39, 120, 15, 6, 15, 24, 27,
3, 15, 21 2011 . 2 events. Duration (h): 12, 36

2 Single peak events duration will be counted from the

2012. 7 events. Duration (h): 12, 9, 54, 21, 15, 27, 30

first value over the threshold to the last value over the

2013 . 1 events. Duration (h): 9

threshold.

Number of events where Hs > 6m and duration.
2009. 4 events. Duration (h): 6, 3, 12, 12

3 During the event, if Hs falls under the threshold value

2010. 8 events. Duration (h): 21, 114 , 6 , 12 , 12 , 18 , 12 , 6

minus 10% of the threshold value, the event is closed,

2011. 1 event. Duration (h): 3

however, if the value decreases under the threshold

2012. 5 events. Duration (h): 12, 12, 3, 15, 21

value but not under the threshold value minus 10% of

2013. 1 event. Duration (h): 6

the threshold value, and after that the threshold is
exceeded, only one double peak event would be

Number of events where Hs > 6.5 m and duration.

counted with the total duration. The duration will be

2010. 5 events. Duration (h): 21, 24, 39, 6, 9 2012. 2 events.

counted until the last value over the threshold (not

Duration (h): 9, 9

the value over the threshold minus 10% of the

Number of events where Hs > 7m and duration.

threshold value).

2010. 4 events. Duration (h): 9, 9, 36, 9
Number of events where Hs > 7.5m and duration.
2010. 1 event. Duration (h): 30
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2.5.2. Wind
Wind source
WIND source link can be found in USGODAE website (USGODAE, 2014) http://www.usgodae.org/pub/outgoing/fnmoc/models/nogaps
As in the case of waves, data from the USGODAE project
have been used for this analysis.
Wind fields from the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS) model of the Navy’s
Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center
(FNMOC) are available on the project server.
Time series of wind at 10 m height (u and v components)
from 1st January 2004 to 12th March 2013, with a record
every 3 hours, have been analyzed. However, since the
boom only stretches up to 1 m to 1.5 m above the water
surface, a power law can be calculated with v = v10 m*( z
/10 )alpha, where alpha is the shear coefficient.
In the literature, the wind shear coefficient is generally
approximated between 0.14 and 0.2 (Sen, 2012). This way
a wind of 10 m/s at 10 m over the sea level, should represent a wind between 6.3 and 7.24 m/s at 1m height. This
way the results obtained and shown in this section, can
be transformed for necessary purposes.
Time series statistical description
Wind speed statistical description for the NOGAPS reanalysis data is shown in Table 2.8.
Wind rose
Figure 2.25 calculated for the NOGAPS reanalysis data
shows that predominant wind blows from the NE-E sectors.
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Figure 2.25 Wind from direction rose for NOGAPS reanalysis data
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Dir./Wind speed (m/s)

0.0 - 4.0

4.0 - 8.0

8.0 - 12.0

12.0 - 16.0

16.0 - 20.0

>= 20.0

Total

N

1.40%

2.19%

0.98%

0.15%

0.02%

0.02%

4.73%

NNE

1.49%

3.65%

0.96%

0.12%

6.22%

NE

1.78%

10.07%

2.72%

0.17%

14.74%

ENE

1.88%

12.01%

3.45%

0.09%

17.42%

E

2.01%

7.02%

1.76%

0.09%

10.89%

ESE

1.22%

3.18%

0.82%

0.03%

SE

1.06%

2.20%

0.74%

0.09%

0.02%

4.10%

SSE

1.04%

2.46%

0.86%

0.09%

0.02%

4.46%

S

0.98%

2.02%

1.12%

0.34%

0.03%

4.49%

SSW

0.87%

1.92%

1.48%

0.51%

0.08%

0.01%

4.87%

SW

0.81%

1.90%

1.28%

0.39%

0.10%

0.02%

4.50%

WSW

0.93%

1.76%

0.94%

0.20%

0.03%

W

1.12%

1.46%

0.60%

0.19%

0.02%

WNW

0.91%

1.49%

0.69%

0.22%

0.03%

3.35%

NW

1.12%

1.82%

0.72%

0.19%

0.04%

3.88%

NNW

1.11%

1.77%

0.86%

0.12%

0.00%

Sub-total

19.70%

56.91%

20.00%

2.95%

0.40%

5.25%

3.85%
0.01%

3.40%

3.87%
0.04%

100.00%

Calms

0.00%

Missing/Incomplete

0.00%

Total

100.00%

Table 2.9 The wind speed vs wind direction joint frequency distribution

Joint frequency distribution tables
The wind speed vs wind direction joint frequency distribution is shown in Table 2.9
Table 2.9, summarizing the NOGAPS reanalysis data,
shows that more than 55% of the analyzed winds blow
with a speed between 4 and 8 m/s, and more than 95%
of the wind speed records are lower than 12 m/s. 43% of
wind records blow from the ENE and adjacent sectors.
Extreme winds
Different return periods for wind speed are shown in Table 2.10.
As explained earlier, these values have been calculated
with the available data. Real values for the different return periods, calculated with wind measurements, should
be higher than the ones presented.
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RETURN

WIND SPEED

SURFACE

2M DEPTH

PERIOD

(M/S)

LAYER

LAYER

2

19.1

MEAN

0.14

0.14

5

22.63

STANDARD ERROR

0.06

0.06

10

24.97

MEDIAN

0.13

0.13

25

27.93

STANDARD DEVIATION

0.08

0.08

50

30.12

VARIANCE

0.006

0.006

100

32.3

KURTOSIS

0.24

0.26

200

34.47

SKEWNESS

0.61

0.61

500

37.33

RANGE

0.52

0.51

MAXIMUM

0.52

0.51

MINIMUM

0

Table 2.10 Return periods for wind speed

0

Table 2.11 Statistic values for the current speed at the surface
and the 2 m depth layers.

2.5.3. Currents
Currents source

Time series statistical description

Currents source link can be found in (Ecowatch, 2014)

Current speed (m/s) statistical description for the

http://ecowatch.ncddc.noaa.gov/thredds/catalog.html

NCOM reanalysis data at surface layer and 2m depth

The U.S. Navy Operational Global Ocean Model (NCOM)

layer are shown in Table 2.11.

was developed by the Naval Research Laboratory Journal and is maintained by the Naval Oceanographic Office.

Statistical results are similar for both layers. That im-

It includes OSU Tides (http://volkov.oce.orst.edu/tides/)

plies that, as expected, the first few meters layer of the

forcing (C. N. Barron, Kara, Hurlburt, Rowley, & Smedstad,

ocean show barotropic behavior at the analyzed point,

2004; C.N. Barron, Kara, Martin, Rhodes, & Smedstad,

and it is possible to venture that these currents are gen-

2006).

erated due to wind effects.

Surface currents and currents at 2 m depth have been
analyzed for the period: 2009/05/04-2013/03/18 with a
record every 3 hours.
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Figure 2.26 Surface layer current rose

Figure 2.27 2 m depth layer current rose

Current roses

Joint frequency distribution tables

Current roses for the NCOM reanalysis data, at the sur-

The surface current speed vs surface current direction

face and at 2 m depth are shown in Figure 2.26 and Figure

joint frequency distribution is shown in Table 2.12.

2.27.
The 2 m depth layer current speed vs 2 m depth layer curThese current roses agree with the wind rose, where

rent direction joint frequency distribution is shown in Ta-

NE-E winds cause currents in the ocean (at least at the

ble 2.13.

surface) to the W-SW sectors. Main winds main are from
ENE, which corresponds to a main current to the WSW,

For both tables, obtained with the NCOM reanalysis data,

however, and due to the Ekman (NASA, 2014) spiral, the

the current speeds at the surface and at the 2 m depth

main current direction shows an angle to the right (W)

are between 10 and 20 cm/s in almost 50% of the data

with regard to the wind direction.

sets, and 90% of current speeds are less than 30 cm/s.
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Dir./Wind speed (m/s)

0.0 - 0.1

0.1 - 0.2

0.2 - 0.3

0.3 - 0.4

0.4 - 0.5

>=0.5

Total

N

0.55%

3.66%

1.73%

0.30%

0.04%

0.02%

6.21%

NNE

0.54%

2.90%

1.67%

0.27%

0.04%

5.36%

NE

0.61%

2.63%

1.49%

0.31%

0.03%

5.01%

ENE

0.53%

2.11%

1.63%

0.42%

0.06%

4.69%

E

0.59%

1.86%

1.25%

0.31%

0.03%

3.99%

ESE

0.42%

1.64%

1.03%

0.25%

0.04%

3.34%

SE

0.42%

2.05%

0.97%

0.38%

0.02%

3.79%

SSE

0.55%

2.01%

1.06%

0.25%

0.07%

S

0.61%

2.66%

1.72%

0.53%

0.09%

0.01%

5.55%

SSW

0.62%

3.04%

2.42%

0.79%

0.28%

0.03%

7.10%

SW

0.54%

3.55%

3.29%

1.10%

0.22%

0.02%

8.60%

WSW

0.70%

3.99%

4.02%

1.39%

0.06%

10.02%

W

0.69%

4.33%

3.71%

1.45%

0.10%

10.15%

WNW

0.60%

3.86%

2.70%

0.87%

0.06%

7.99%

NW

0.57%

3.37%

2.37%

0.47%

0.02%

6.71%

NNW

0.58%

3.18%

2.31%

0.36%

0.02%

Sub-total

8.97%

46.24%

32.96%

9.33%

1.18%

3.89%

6.37%
0.06%

98.74%

Calms

0.00%

Missing/Incomplete

1.26%

Total

100.00%

Table 2.12 Frequency distribution of surface current speed vs surface current direction
Dir./Wind speed (m/s)

0.0 - 0.1

0.1 - 0.2

0.2 - 0.3

0.3 - 0.4

0.4 - 0.5

>=0.5

Total

N

0.56%

3.92%

1.96%

0.21%

0.02%

0.02%

6.59%

NNE

0.56%

3.30%

1.70%

0.16%

0.01%

NE

0.71%

2.83%

1.55%

0.26%

ENE

0.51%

2.28%

1.69%

0.32%

0.02%

4.77%

E

0.62%

1.92%

1.28%

0.19%

0.02%

3.98%

ESE

0.58%

1.67%

1.03%

0.22%

0.04%

3.50%

SE

0.50%

2.22%

0.91%

0.29%

0.02%

3.90%

SSE

0.59%

2.26%

0.99%

0.25%

0.04%

S

0.48%

2.78%

1.67%

0.53%

0.07%

0.01%

5.47%

SSW

0.58%

3.15%

2.29%

0.72%

0.28%

0.02%

6.96%

SW

0.65%

3.64%

3.32%

0.96%

0.15%

0.01%

8.62%

WSW

0.72%

4.02%

3.68%

1.13%

0.05%

0.01%

9.48%

W

0.81%

4.59%

3.38%

1.23%

0.06%

9.94%

WNW

0.58%

3.92%

2.68%

0.79%

0.04%

7.91%

NW

0.71%

3.29%

2.07%

0.49%

0.02%

6.49%

NNW

0.57%

3.24%

2.11%

0.27%

0.01%

Sub-total

9.58%

48.41%

31.91%

7.94%

0.85%

5.29%

4.09%

6.12%
0.05%

98.74%

Calms

0.00%

Missing/Incomplete

1.26%

Total

100.00%

Table 2.13 Frequency distribution of 2 m depth layer current speed vs 2 m depth layer current direction
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RETURN

SURFACE

2M DEPTH LAYER

PERIOD

CURRENT SPEED

CURRENT SPEED

(M/S)

(M/S)

2

0.48

0.45

5

0.53

0.51

10

0.56

0.55

25

0.60

0.60

50

0.63

0.64

100

0.66

0.68

200

0.68

0.71

500

0.72

0.76

Table 2.14 Return periods for current speed at the surface and at 2 m depth

Extreme currents
Different return periods for current speed at the surface

In order to know the importance and, mainly, the duration

and at 2m depth are shown in Table 2.14.

of these events, the mean current direction has been calculated with the full time series. The resultant mean cur-

As explained earlier, these values have been calculated

rent velocity and direction obtained for the full analyzed

with available data. Real values for the different return

period is 0.038 m/s to 265°.

periods, calculated with current meter measurements,
should be higher than the ones presented.

For this analysis, the episodes of currents with directions
under 175° or over 355°, from the NCOM reanalysis data,

Countercurrent events

have been used, and their duration has been calculated

Due to the presence of eddies or other phenomena, dur-

and the results are depicted in Figure 2.28.

ing some time periods currents in the operation area can
flow in a direction that does not match with the expect-

More than 90% of the countercurrent events have dura-

ed. These countercurrent events, mainly in case of long

tions of 18 hours or less and for almost 60% of the events

events, are an important problem because during these

the duration is shorter than or equal to 9 hours.

events the plastics do not reach the booms.
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Figure 2.28 Countercurrent frequencies at various durations

2.5.4. Plastic Drifting Causes
Plastics in the ocean are exposed to winds, waves and

As explained, the interaction between winds, waves and

currents. These forces are strongly related and the inter-

currents is significant, and so, all these forces act on the

action between them is not negligible.

plastics and contribute to the plastic drift. However, the
main forces involved in plastic drift are winds and cur-

Wave conditions, by means of the Stokes drift, the radia-

rents, where winds would be the dominant drifting force

tion stress and wave breaking, can modify the currents.

for larger plastics with an emerged part, and currents

For nonlinear and periodic water waves, accurate results

would be dominant for submerged microplastics. In or-

on the Stokes drift have been computed and tabulated (J.

der to confirm this hypothesis and also to quantify the

M. Williams, 1981; J.M. Williams, 1986). Currents also have

contribution of each force, laboratory experiments are

a contribution on waves, basically due to wave refraction.

required.

The interaction between surface winds and waves was
studied by Charnock (1955) who proposed an estimation
of the surface drag created by the waves as a function
of the wind speed (Charnock, 1955). More recent studies
have revisited the topic proposing new parameterizations
(e.g. (Johnson, Højstrup, Vested, & Larsen, 1998)). Windstress is also altered due to sea surface roughness, Taylor
and Yelland (2001) proposed a dependence of the surface
roughness on the wave height and the wave length (Taylor
& Yelland, 2001).
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Determination of
array length and
cleanup time

Although the amount of plastic that will be
captured depends on many efficiency factors
(including boom capture efficiency and collection efficiency), field efficiency is probably the
most dominant factor. Field efficiency is defined as the percentage of plastics that will be
caught by the cleanup array during its deployment time within the gyre, assuming that boom
capture efficiency and collection efficiency are
both 1. This factor is determined by two parameters; the total length of the structure perpendicular to the dominant direction of the current
(referred to as total array length or total collection width), and the deployment time. When
either one or both of these variables increase, it
should result in an increase in field efficiency.
To study the relation between the field efficiency, total array length and deployment time, two
different computational models predicting the
geographical distribution and trajectories of
plastic pollution in the oceans have been used.
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2.6.1. Van Sebille model
Alexander Rau • Maximilian Michels
Tim Landgraf • Jan de Sonneville • Leonid Pavlov
Near-surface debris flows in the oceans are used as the
basis of this model. The used model was provided by Eric
van Sebille, and is based on previous published work (Eric
van Sebille et al., 2012).
Van Sebille and coworkers used observational drifter (a
type of buoy) data from the Global Drifter Program to create the model. In their paper (van Sebille et al., 2012) the
results from global flow simulations over a period of 1,100
years are presented. After the first 10 years of simulation,
the model confirms high plastic concentrations in five
subtropical gyres. The simulation also predicts a sixth
garbage patch forming in the Barents Sea. For the following years the simulation suggests a dynamic process
of patch shrinking and growing. The simulation shows
that within 500 years, patches reach their maximum size
and begin to shrink afterwards, with the exception of the
North Pacific patch, which is said to be the largest attractor of global debris.
2.6.1.1. Model explanation
The Van Sebille model uses the drifter data, and calculates predictions based on the chance that a drifter buoy
will arrive in another place two months later. As the starting place is not a single point, but an area of 1° longitude
x 1° latitude, two buoys in this starting area can end up in
two different locations after two months. These possible
end- location areas all receive a certain probability of occurrence, the sum of all probabilities always being equal
to unity up to 1, see Figure 2.29.

Figure 2.29 From within one area of 1° longitude x 1° latitude, two
example drifter buoys’ trajectories are recorded for a period of
two months. These end locations then obtain an occurrence probability of 0.5 each.
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Using repeated prediction, one can look at the probability
of a drifter buoy ending up at a certain location after two
iterations (four months) or longer. As ocean flows are different throughout the year, the probability scores, based
on the drifter buoy data, are estimated six times, each
time representing a two month period - thus amounting
to a whole year. One degree of latitude corresponds to
approximately 111 km everywhere on the planet, but 1°
in longitude has a metric distance of something between
111 km at the equator and 0 km at the poles. Since the
five large gyres are located relatively close to the equator,
the estimated average grid cell area used in the computations was set to ~10,000 km².
Introducing the Ocean Cleanup Array
The Ocean Cleanup array is modeled as a line with a specific position, orientation and length. More precisely, the
position and length were translated into two points rep-

Figure 2.30 Schematic representation of The Ocean Cleanup array

resenting the ends of the line segment. With respect to
the initial position, orientation, length and especially longitude the calculated two points tackled the mentioned

2.6.1.2. Methods

problem of non-linear longitude distances. The line ex-

The plastic is released into the model at different start-

tremities are placed in the centers of the cells. See also

ing locations corresponding to the coastal areas (see Fig-

Figure 2.30.

ure 2.31). In the current implementation of the model the
global mass of plastic is not expressed in quantities such

Plastic capture

as mass or volume, but instead an equivalent value of

Each non-zero probability for an end position corre-

unity is used to represent the total amount of plastic par-

sponds to plastic flows that are assumed to be linear.

ticles in the model. The results of all efficiency calcula-

Plastic debris that crosses the cleaning array line is as-

tions in turn are given as fractions of the total amount of

sumed to be captured by the array. For this process it is

particles. Based on the drifter buoy data, the location of

irrelevant:

certain plastic particles in the ocean is predicted based
on the recorded paths of the drifters. Each path can be

a from which side of the cleaning array line the flow of
debris passes;

visualized as a line, and caries a certain fraction of total
debris.

b what is the incidence angle at which the debris
approach the array;and
c what the absolute mass or volume of the plastic
flowing through the array is.

An example of debris capture is shown in Figure 2.32. As
the particle flow is predicted the intersection/collision
with the array can be detected. The equivalent plastic
content corresponding to each equivalent particle allows
monitoring the plastic capture over time. All lines with a
color other than blue intersect the array.
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°

Figure 2.31 Initial simulation of plastic distribution. In red and light-blue the start locations of plastic release are visualized.

E
Figure 2.32 The debris flow within a certain area around the ocean cleanup array is depicted as dashed blue lines. Caught debris is bold
red. Debris originating from the area where the array is placed is colored green (those are modeled to be captured as well). The line segment that defines the ocean cleanup array is shown in orange.
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GYRES

MIN LATITUDE (º)

MAX LATITUDE (º)

MIN LONGITUDE (º)

MAX LONGITUDE (º)

NORTH PACIFIC

18

45

180

240

SOUTH PACIFIC

-40

-20

230

280

NORTH ATLANTIC

14

40

275

340

SOUTH ATLANTIC

-40

-20

320

359

SOUTH INDIAN

-40

-20

30

90

Table 2.15 Overview of gyre boundaries used for the automated search of optimal cleaning array configurations.

Implementation in MatLab
Since the locations of the five gyres are roughly known

The flow model was implemented in Matlab. A single

the search for optimum array positioning was reduced to

simulation run used an Ocean Cleanup Array position,

these known areas in order to save computational time.

orientation and length as a fixed four parameter array

(see Table 2.15). The given boundaries were chosen manu-

configuration. The initial plastic distribution was mostly

ally on the basis of van Sebille’s simulation. Within these

released from the coast. For each array configuration the

borders, a grid of 1° x 1°, was used; array lengths were

debris flow for every two months of the 20 years of total

varied in steps of 50 km and various array orientations

simulation time was calculated. Debris that crossed the

were investigated in steps of 15°. A typical optimization

array line is removed, reducing the total amount of debris.

run would test all configurations within the defined gyre

The overall efficiency of a given cleaning array configura-

area bounds and pre-defined steps and increments.

tion was computed as the difference between the final
(relative) amount of plastic after 20 years of simulation

For the sake of simplicity, each gyre was handled sepa-

time and the initial concentration.

rately with only one array at a time.
With an estimate of 1 minute per simulation run approximately 330 days for the entire search process would be
needed. A parallelized computation was therefore implemented with the support of the Computer Science
Faculty of the Freie Universitat Berlin. About 50 Linux
machines were utilized during night times in order to execute distinct parts of the total global computation. In
the end, a final script has verified that all data has been
analyzed and extracted the best configurations.
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Figure 2.33 Accumulation of the plastic contained within the gyre limits as % from the total amount of particles in the model. The NPSG
shows the largest accumulation of plastic over time, The South Indian gyre shows an increase, followed by a natural decrease of plastic
over time.

2.6.1.3. Results
The plastic accumulation per gyre can be used to normalize the efficiency results per gyre. It is important to
note, that gyres might exchange particles over the course
of time. This effect has been taken into account by this
model, hence that is why the NPSG continues accumulating plastic, while the South Indian gyre plastic concentration decreases after some time, as is apparent in the
Figure 2.33.
To find the optimal location for the cleanup array in the
North Pacific gyre debris reduction for each possible location the global was measured. Figure 2.34 vizualizes
an example of the results obtained by using the model.
The example is based on an array of 350 km length and
0° orientation. White area in the top right represents the
coast. The obtained efficiencies reach their maximum at

Figure 2.34 Efficiency map of a cleaning array of length 350 km,

a position relatively close to the coast; in this case over

oriented vertically (0°), within the boundaries of the north pacific

20% of the global plastic debris can be collected over the

garbage patch. All locations (except the white areas) were tested

20 years simulation time.

by running a full simulation over a 20-years period. The resulting
total efficiency is color-coded. Dark red are very efficient (maximum value is 21.6 % global plastic reduction, with respect to the
total plastic content in the world ocean) and dark blue are close
to zero.
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Figure 2.35 Monthly efficiency of a cleaning array centered on (31°N, 218°W) over a total simulation duration of 120 months.

If one were to plot the monthly field efficiency over time

The cumulative efficiency of different array lengths at

for a given location and a given orientation, an oscilla-

one location in the NPSG is plotted in Figure 2.36. As

tion of the array efficiency would be visible for every two

expected, longer arrays have higher total efficiencies.

months (see Figure 2.35). Since the simulation starts

However, there is practically no difference between the

with most plastic distributed near the coasts, only very

two longest arrays, which suggests that there is a limited

low amounts of plastic can be caught in the first 26 simu-

volume of plastic contained within a gyre, irrespective

lation months. After this “start-up” period the field ef-

of continuous new debris flowing in from other gyres.

ficiencies for all array lengths increase and periodically

When the efficiency of the 100 km array in the North Pa-

oscillate with a further decay of average monthly field ef-

cific Gyre is evaluated over time, compared to the total

ficiency. Note that the field efficiencies of the arrays do

amount of plastic within this gyre itself (not the global

not differ proportionally to their lengths partly due to the

plastic content), it can be seen that after a model setup

cell nature of the model used.

time of 26 months, the efficiency after ten years is about
45 percent (see also Figure 2.37).
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Figure 2.36 Total efficiency of cleaning arrays centered at (31°N, 218°W) as a fraction of the particles contained within the bounds of the
gyre (not the global plastic content)

As can be seen in Figure 2.33, the total amount of plastic
contained in NPSG compared to the total amount of plastic contained in the model asymptotically reaches the
value of ~21.4 percent, which is why the total efficiency
shown in Figure 2.36 seems to have an upper limit. This
can be seen in the fact that the arrays of 450 and 500 km
length catch the same amount of particles over time. This
implies that these arrays can already extract close to 100
percent of gyres plastic and thus their efficiency is limited by the amount of plastic contained in the gyre.
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Figure 2.37 A graphic representation of the dependency between the field efficiency, total array length and deployment time. To increase
field efficiency, either the total array length or deployment time has to increase

By combining the data of the total collection efficiency
(Figure 2.36) with the proportion of global plastic contained in the NPSG (Figure 2.33) a plot of relative collection efficiency can be obtained. This is visualized in
Figure 2.37. Here the efficiency is visualized starting from
month 26 up to month 146 (10 years) since before month
26 virtually no plastic is caught due to the “start-up” cy-

• The measured drifter motion can be generalized to
affect smaller (plastic) particles similarly.
• The plastic debris motion repeats periodically (gyres
have periods of rotation)
• The actual mass or volume of the debris has no effect
on the movement.
• Particle movement is assumed linear from cell to cell.

cle of the model.
The model can be evaluated very quickly and is based on
Discussion

real-world observations. The gyre predictions match ob-

The model is a fit to a rather coarse data set. The Global

servations. However, the assumptions made and the low

Drifter Program logs the positions of many thousands

spatial resolution have implications for the obtained re-

of drifters in all oceans. Drifters are buoys that float in

sults.

the upper layer of the water and are moved by a sum of
influencing forces, such as wind and ocean currents. By
design, the transition matrix can only reflect the general
motion which was interpolated from the observational
data. The model relies on the following assumptions:
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The model described in this section simplifies a rather

indicating where plastic is likely to cross a certain linear

complex process. To begin with, the transition model of

space. Since our simulations result in rather minor differ-

van Sebille and colleagues is a two-dimensional model

ences in efficiency over a range of different orientations,

and so is the model of the cleaning array. Flow direction,

lengths and locations it might make sense to implement

orientation and debris mass are ignored in this model, but

an array model that is sensitive to flow direction. This

all are likely to have an influence on the amount of plastic

might help in pinpointing locations that have a strong

being caught. The current implementation thus yields an

unidirectional flow.

upper limit of cleaning efficiency, i.e. it is very unlikely to
achieve better results than those computed by the cur-

2.6.2. Lebreton model

rent model. It is very likely that the arrays are indeed less

Wouter Jansen • Leonid Pavlov

efficient. Plastic might not be caught for various reasons.

Jan de Sonneville • Stephan Koch

A likely one is that particles pass either above or below

The Lebreton model (Lebreton et al., 2012) is based on a

the array. Plastic particles that hit the array at its tips

slightly different set of assumptions than the Van Sebille

take longer to be caught at the center and therefore are

model and is of a higher resolution, both spatially and

more probable to pass. Also the shape of the array, in the

temporally.

original idea V-shaped, is modeled as a line segment. In a
realistic model the direction from where the plastic hits

A global ocean circulation model was coupled to a parti-

the array would determine whether the respective parti-

cle tracking model to simulate 30 years of input, trans-

cle is caught or not. Other efficiency losses will be ad-

port and accumulation of floating debris in the world

dressed in chapter 3.

oceans. The working principle of this model is schematically represented in Figure 2.38. The input of new plastic

However, on a coarse scale this model should capture

debris comes from either marine or land based sources.

the order of magnitude of array efficiency. The results of

Faris and Hart (1994) estimate that 80 percent of the total

our simulations point to locations within the gyres to be

plastic mass enters the ocean by land and it is assumed

optimal with respect to efficiency, as shown in the next

that the remaining 20 percent is derived from maritime

section.

activities such as commercial and recreational fishing,
cruises and shipping. The release of plastic debris in-

It has been shown how the model of van Sebille et al.

creases over time to represent the growth in worldwide

(2012) was augmented in order to simulate the process

plastic consumption and waste. The rate of increase in

of filtering marine plastic debris. We have run an exhaus-

particle release was built on the assumption that the re-

tive search over all feasible combinations in the space

lease of marine debris worldwide doubles every decade

parameter and have reported a list of locations and con-

(Halpern et al., 2008).

figurations of cleaning arrays that yield high efficiencies.
Our analyses yield realistic optimal locations within the
gyres. However, there are large assumptions and simplifications used in modeling the plastic flow and the
Array. As discussed above the actual efficiency values
should be understood as upper limits. It is unlikely that
this model captures the seemingly complex spatial and
temporal dynamics of the process of catching plastic. The
numeric values that we have produced rather give a hint
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2.6.2.1. Working principle
The model consists of a two-stage process; first a hy-

There is a fixed number of particle release points defined,

drodynamic model solves the equations of motion to de-

which can be divided in two main categories: land-based

scribe water movement throughout the model domain. In

and ocean-based release points. Land-based release

the second stage, virtual particles are introduced into the

points are mainly locations at the coastline but also con-

flow field and move through hydrodynamic forcing.

tain locations inland which contribute to ocean pollution
through rivers and urban runoff. Ocean-based release

In the first stage sea surface currents are extracted

points represent marine input i.e. plastic debris dumped

from the oceanic circulation modeling system HYCOM/

overboard on the high seas. Each release point is denoted

NCODA (Cummings, 2005). The HYCOM model includes

by a specific number, which is assigned to each particle

wind stress, wind speed, heat flux and precipitation. The

that is released from this point (see Figure 2.40). Hence

model provides daily ocean circulation on a global scale.

every particle can be tracked to where it originally came

In the second stage the velocity data extracted from HY-

from. Apart from this ‘release point’ ID number, each par-

COM was coupled to a particle tracking model ‘Pol3DD’

ticle is weekly assigned x and y coordinates. Unlike the

(Black & Gay, 1990) and used to drive the dispersion of

release point number, the x and y coordinates change

floating material across the ocean surface. The HYCOM

every week as the particle moves through the ocean. Fi-

model contained 32 vertical layers, but only the velocities

nally it is also possible that particles are removed from

in the surface layer were used as the principal driver of

the model because they are washed ashore.

floating particles.
2.6.2.2. The goal
Particles were tracked on a Meridian grid between 78 °S

The 30-year simulation of the Lebreton model resulted

and 47 °N (North Pacific Gyre). The grid consists of 1500

in a large dataset containing weekly x and y coordinates

x 1100 grid cells at ~21 km resolution and was later con-

for an increasing amount of particles. Now the goal is to

verted to a 2D grid as it is illustrated in Figure 2.39. The

use this data to provide the information that relates the

simulations were run at hourly time steps for a period of

amount of caught particles over time to the array length,

30 years. The model output updated particles position

array orientation and array deployment time.

and the history of particle visits per cell on a weekly basis.

2.6.2.3. Optimal Location
The determination of the optimal boom location would be

The model deals with ‘particles’, which do not relate to

a very expensive optimization process, because a 10-year

real individual plastic particles, but have a more abstract

simulation for only a single boom length already takes 8

representation. Since it is not known exactly how much

computer cores around one week to solve. However for

plastic mass is added to the oceans, these particles rep-

the ‘best’ location, besides the optimal location in terms

resent a relative amount of plastic mass instead of an

of boom efficiency, there are other factors that should

absolute value.

be considered. These factors are, for example, the sea
depth, the local climate and the average flow velocity.

Every week new equivalent particles are added to the

As sea depth is one of the factors with the greatest eco-

model. The exact source and quantity of input material

nomic impact, this was considered to be one of the most

varies depending on the coastal population density at the

important requirements for the selection of the boom lo-

given location.

cation. First, a region of the gyre with an acceptable current speed and plastics flow was selected and then the
final location (31°N-142°W) was selected based on a low
seabed depth, but still good catch efficiency. This location was then simulated in order to determine the array
orientation, length and deployment time.
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Figure 2.38 As an example, 5 particles (I,II,III, IV, andV) are represented on a x- y grid for 4 weeks. Particle V is washed ashore after week
3 and particle IV is released in week 2. The dashed line represents the boom and it can be seen that particle III would have been caught

47°N

X

1100

between week 2 and 3

78°S
1500
Y

Figure 2.39 Conversion from a Meridian grid to a 2D grid
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Figure 2.40 Schematic representation of particle release points. Each point is denoted with a specific number.

2.6.2.4. Optimal Orientation
In order to find the best boom location in terms of effi-

The first step in the simulation is to determine the opti-

ciency, the plastics flow is the most interesting aspect

mal orientation of the boom. It is assumed that the op-

to consider. The plastics flow is defined as the amount

timal orientation is constant for different boom lengths

of particles that cross a grid cell over a certain time in-

and perpendicular to the flow direction in the selected

terval, and is therefore directly related to the quantity of

point. A simple method to approximate the direction of

plastics that can be caught. In order to analyze the flow,

the flow in a point is illustrated in Figure 2.42.

the model was used to quantify, how many particles cross
each grid cell over a certain time interval. The direction of

A circle of radius ‘r’ is defined around a location ‘P’. Every

a particle crossing a grid cell was not taken into account

week all the particles that are located within this circle

here. In Figure 4 the results are represented for a time in-

are tracked to determine their individual direction. By av-

terval of 5 years.

eraging the flow direction of all the individual particles
over a certain time interval, the flow direction is approxi-

In Figure 2.41, the North Pacific Subtropical Gyre (NPSG)

mated. The direction of the flow is expressed in the angle

is marked by a yellow dashed line. A boom of 200 km

α, which is defined as the angle with respect to the equa-

is represented by the black line at the location (31°N

tor. An angle α of 90o is for example in the direction of the

142°W). It can be seen that the location of the boom is in

meridians (North).

a region with a large particle flow, but it definitely is not
the optimal location in terms of efficiency.

In order to check the variation of the flow direction, α was
approximated on a weekly basis for 5 years. The result of
this analysis is visualized in Figure 2.43. It can be seen
that the flow direction actually varies a lot. Even between
two consecutive weeks the direction can change drastically, with a total range variation of between +90 and -90
degrees. This variation corresponds to the observations
in chapter 2.6 about the varying surface currents.
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Figure 2.41 Plastics flow based on a five-year time interval. The NPSG is marked by the yellow dashed line and a boom of 200 km is
represented by a black line at 31°N 142°W. The figure does not contain a legend, because the particles in the model do not represent an
absolute value of plastic mass.

Figure 2.42 Schematic representation of the determination of the average plastic flow direction in a point P
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Figure 2.43 Weekly plastic flow direction ª where ª is defined as the angle with respect to the equator

Still, an average flow direction can be determined for the

Initially only one location was investigated: 31°N 142°W.

simulation; however, the result will depend strongly on

For this location, first the optimal boom orientation was

the start and end point of the chosen time interval. For

determined and then simulations were performed for the

the simulation the flow direction was approximated by

following boom lengths: 50, 100 and 200 kilometers. Al-

averaging the flow direction over a 5 year time interval

though 30 years of data was available, a simulation was

using a circle of radius r of 1 km around the location P

only done for 10 years due to computation time. As ini-

(31°N 142°W). This resulted in an average flow direction α

tially in the model there is no plastic in the oceans, the

of 0.6 degrees. The boom is therefore placed perpendicu-

simulation was started after the first 15 years of the

lar to the direction of the flow at an angle of 90.6 degrees,

available data to give the model time to settle from its

which is almost parallel to the meridians.

initial conditions.

Once the boom location and orientation were determined,

In the simulations the boom is described as a simple line

simulations were done to determine the ‘efficiency’ over

as it is illustrated in Figure 2.38 by the dashed line. Each

time for different boom lengths. The efficiency was de-

particle travels in a straight line between two consecutive

fined as the amount of particles caught by the boom over

weeks and if this line intersects the line of the boom it is

the total amount of particles that would be present in

assumed that the particle is caught, independent from

the NPSG if no boom were present. The area defining the

the angle at which the particle approaches the boom.

NPSG is marked by the yellow dashed line in Figure 2.41.
It is stressed again that these particles represent a rela-

All the particles that intersect the boom line are counted

tive amount of plastic mass instead of an absolute value.

and removed from the data in subsequent weeks. The

So this model can only be used to quantify a percentage

result of the 10-year simulation is represented in Figure

of plastic that is caught and not the actual amount of

2.44. In Figure 2.44 the efficiency is obtained by normal-

plastic mass.

izing the amount of caught particles by the amount of
particles that would have been in the NPSG if no boom
were placed.
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Figure 2.44 Boom efficiency (normalized with respect to the increasing amount of particles in the NPSG)]

2.6.2.6 Conclusions
First of all, as expected, it can be seen that the efficiency

Hence, just placing a boom of 100 kilometers in the ocean

of the boom increases positively with boom length. The

cannot solve the problem; it is essential to also pre-

efficiency also increases over time. One would expect

vent new plastic particles to enter the oceans. The blue

that after some time the efficiency of the boom would

dashed line in Figure 2.45 represents this case. Here it

reach a steady state value. Initially this seems to happen

can be seen that the total amount of plastic is reduced by

after 2.5 years, but then suddenly the efficiency increas-

almost 50 percent in 10 years.

es sharply. Six years later more or less the same feature
occurs. The cause for is assumed to be, that the available

In the rest of the report it is assumed that no more new

6 years of ocean circulation data was looped 5 times to

plastic particles will enter the oceans by the time the

represent 30 years of ocean circulation, assuming that

boom is deployed. As this probably is not a very realistic

global circulation patterns have not changed significant-

situation, the transport and processing costs in Chapter

ly in recent decades. It is not clear if the efficiency has

4 and 9 will become higher in reality, but the cost per kilo-

reached an equilibrium state after 10 years or that it will

gram of extracted plastic in Chapter 10 will be very con-

increase even further after 10 years.

servative as a consequence.

The efficiency plot alone presents a very good result,
however, if the total amount of particles in the NPSG is
considered, the result looks less positive. In Figure 2.45
it can be seen that the total amount of particles is still
increasing over time, even if a boom of 100 km is placed.
This is because, apparently, more plastic is added to the
oceans than is caught by the boom. The red line in Figure
8 represents the case where no boom is deployed, and
an even steeper increase in particles in the NPSG can be
seen as a consequence.
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Figure 2.45 Comparison of the amount of particles in the NPSG in case of a 100 km boom and no boom. The blue dashed line represents
the case when no new particles are added to the ocean and a boom of 100 km is placed.

2.6.3. Consideration between array variables
Boyan Slat • Leonid Pavlov
The variability in the directions of incidence of the flow

Since no optimum can be found in the relation between

with respect to the selected orientation of the array

deployment time, array length and the amount of plas-

(shown in Figure 2.43) is contradicting one of the as-

tic collected (see Figure 2.36 and Figure 2.44, the ac-

sumptions used in the study. This variability is likely to

tual deployment time and array length will only depend

be applicable to both models. The periodicity of the gyre

on the available budget. Hence, for this feasibility study

is therefore questionable and so is the assumption about

assumptions for these parameters will have to be made,

having a predominant direction of the flow at the select-

since a budget has not been defined in advance. These

ed location. The periodicity of the gyre does not seem to

assumptions are:

be a problem per se since its periods might still exist, but
just span a longer time interval than the one investigated.

Total array length

100 kilometers

However, the inexistence of predominant flow direction

Deployment time

10 years

could become an additional complication where special
attention needs to be paid in the selection of the array
layouts and orientations. At the moment, this issue is the
main recommendation for future work since an in depth
investigation into it might change some of the fundamental assumptions and increase our understanding of the
Ocean Cleanup Array concept.
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Based on the work in 2.6.1, if the first twenty 2-month
periods are not taken into account (since no plastic is
collected in that period according to the model), after 10
years (at ‘80’ on the vertical axis in Figure [Gyre accumulation]), 20 percent of all plastic in the model would be
within the area defined as the North Pacific gyre. After 10
years, Figure 2.36 indicates a field efficiency of 9 percent
of all particles in the model. To calculate the field efficiency relative to the amount of plastics in the area defined as the North Pacific gyre: 0.09/0.20 = 0.45, resulting
in a theoretical removal of 45 percent of the plastics in
that accumulation zone. According to the results of 2.6.2,
a 100 kilometer array would collect 40% of the debris in
the North Pacific gyre in 10 years.
It’s difficult, however, to compare the results of the two
models. First, although the boundary coordinates of both
models include the area of high concentration they did
not define the same area as the North Pacific gyre. Furthermore, the location of the area of highest concentration in the Lebreton model does not exactly correspond to
the measured area of highest concentration (see Chapter
2.5) and the chosen coordinate (30˚N 138˚W), and hence
the 40 percent could be an underestimation. For the use
of material flow calculations in this feasibility study, we
will therefore work with a field efficiency of 0.45.
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Booms
and
Moorings

The most critical elements of the passive concept described in chapter 1 are the floating
barriers and moorings. Currents and waves
subject structures near the sea surface to
great forces. Furthermore, the structure will
have to be placed in an area where depths average about 4 km. This chapter describes the
engineering process of these novel elements,
chosen concepts and cost estimates.
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Basic Overview
Joost de Haan • Jan de Sonneville • Boyan Slat
Kathleen Laura Stack

Before the plastics can be extracted and transported to land, they must be caught in front
of the booms and migrate along the booms to
concentrate near the center platform. For this
to occur, the boom design must overcome certain environmental and structural challenges.
Other design challenges relate to the moorings,
as the structure will be bound to the seafloor
at record depths. Analysis must be conducted
to ensure that the booms will capture the majority of plastic down to the defined depth and
transport it to the collection platform while
withstanding the forces upon them.
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Figure 3.1 Chapter structure

3.1.1. Chapter Contents
Chapter 3 presents the concept as developed in the fea-

Subchapter 3.4 continues with 3-dimensional CFD to in-

sibility study. The focus here is on the boom and mooring

vestigate the particle velocity parallel to the boom with

design. The chapter first presents the initial iteration of

varying angles of incidence. This velocity is required for

concept options. It is followed by multiple calculations

transportation of plastic particles towards the collection

regarding particle flow and forces. Using the (qualitative)

platform.

results from these studies, the most promising concept
is outlined. The chapter closes with a presentation of

Subchapter 3.5 outlines force calculations executed in a

the mooring system and system cost optimization using

3-dimensional multi-body dynamics computer program.

parameters from the calculations. Figure 3.1 shows the

This program simulates a structural boom model exposed

chapter structure, containing concept development and

under environmental forces. Besides obtaining resulting

the supporting studies, and also shows the three compa-

forces, simulations are run to optimize the boom design.

nies who supported the development of Chapter 3.
Using the outcomes of the studies, subchapter 3.6 preContent per subchapter

sents the building blocks of the most promising boom

Subchapter 3.2 discusses multiple boom concepts. First,

concept in more detail.

important design requirements are outlined. The presented concepts include rigid steel floating barriers and

Subchapter 3.7 closes with a presentation of the mooring

flexible polymer based barriers.

and anchoring concept. This concept is briefly described
and cost optimization is discussed. The subchapter ends

Subchapter 3.3 shows a 2-dimensional CFD (Computa-

with an outline of the design steps required for the final

tional Fluid Dynamics) approach for simulating the ve-

design.

locity profile of water near the boom. Simulations are
performed using different current speeds, plastic parti-

3.1.2. Concept Introduction

cle density and size. The study gives an estimate of the

The Ocean Cleanup concept is composed of three main

boom’s capture efficiency at these different conditions.

parts: the booms, the mooring system and the collec-

The skirt length can be designed according to the desired

tion platform. It was briefly introduced in Chapter 1.7. The

efficiency.

booms and mooring system are discussed in this chapter,
while the collection platform will be discussed in Chapter
4.
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Figure 3.2 Concept terminology

The floating structure is V-shaped with an opening per-

Each boom section is composed of three elements (Figure

pendicular to the current. It is composed of two long

3.3). The buoyancy element / freeboard remains over the

booms (Figure 3.2), in front of which the plastic is cap-

sea surface and provides buoyancy. It also serves to fun-

tured, and a collection platform, where the plastic is re-

nel floating plastic towards the collection platform. It is

moved and stored until it can be transported to land. The

designed to help prevent overtopping, when water passes

number of platforms is a consideration between collec-

over the top of the structure and leads to likely loss of

tion efficiency and costs, but for simplicity a configura-

trapped plastics. The bottom weight element / ballast is

tion containing just a single platform has been chosen for

used as a ballast for the boom, keeping it upright and in

this feasibility study. The boom angle, measures the angle

position. The skirt is a non-permeable but flexible sheet,

between one arm of the boom and the direction perpen-

which spans the distance between the freeboard and

dicular to the mean current and wind. Each arm of the V

ballast and serves to direct plastic towards the collection

will have a determined boom length, and is divided into

platform. In the final concept a tension member is used to

many smaller boom sections, the repeating unit of the

provide required axial stiffness.

booms. There will be moorings at various points along the
boom length to maintain the array’s position and shape,

The structure is kept in place by moorings, permanent

while also serving to limit the forces endured by the float-

structures attached to the seabed using anchors. The

ing barriers. The distance between mooring points may

mooring lines are connected to the boom via submerged

vary based on the seabed geography. The total collection

buoys.

width of the structure is defined as the width over which
plastic is captured by the booms, equal to the distance
between the outer ends of the V.
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Figure 3.3 Boom’s main components

3.1.3. Input Parameters
In this chapter the decisions made in chapter 2 will continue to be used, including the skirt depth of 2-3 meters,
95 percent operational time, a placement at 30˚ N, 138˚
W, a significant wave height of 5.5 meters at 95 percent
conditions, a total collection width of 100 kilometers and
a minimum operational time of 10 years.
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Boom concepts
Joost de Haan • Stefan van Ruyven • Sam van der
Horst • Emile Arens • Boyan Slat

The floating barrier functions as a structure to
intercept and concentrate plastic debris, and
can be considered the most important element
of the array. It is also the most challenging element, in terms of surviving the environmental
conditions, as it is in the splash zone of the
ocean. This subchapter will briefly go over the
design process performed to get to the most
suitable boom design concept, and consists
of three main parts. First, a selection of the
most relevant design requirements is presented. Second, with these requirements in mind,
conceptual ideas are briefly described. Finally,
concluding remarks on the preliminary concepts will be given, and the supporting studies
will be introduced.
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3.2.1. Design Requirements

In subchapter 3.5, multiple skirt weights and different

Concept development is guided by the design require-

amounts of ballast weight are simulated to give a first es-

ments. Note that not all requirements are included below;

timation on the influence of these properties.

only the most relevant ones are discussed here, as they
relate to the boom.

Structure’s axial stiffness
Axial stiffness of the structure is required to limit its de-

Buoyancy

flection under load. At maximum capture efficiency, en-

Buoyancy is required for the structure to float at the

vironmental loads act (near) perpendicular to the boom’s

ocean surface. It must compensate for the deadweight

longitudinal direction. Under load, when seen from above,

of the structure, as well as possible vertical loads in-

the boom will look like an arc, rather than the ideal

troduced by a mooring system. The required amount of

straight shape. With the arc shape becoming too large,

buoyancy can be created by the structure itself or by us-

plastic transport towards the collection platform can be

ing attached buoyancy elements.

disturbed significantly. Plastic will simply stay ‘trapped’
in the arc.

Capture efficiency
For the booms to collect substantial amounts of plastic

3.2.2.Boom Concepts

debris, the capture efficiency must be considered. This

The boom concept is developed with the design require-

efficiency depends on geometry, and structural response

ments listed above in mind. The engineering software

to environmental loads. Structural response depends on

company Solidworks organized a contest among its us-

several physical properties described below.

ers, which resulted in multiple suggested boom concepts.
Two submitted designs are presented first. In addition,

The ability to transport plastic

two in-house developed concepts are briefly explained.

Besides capturing the plastic particles, the boom design

Using these concepts, computational models were built

should transport them in the direction of the collection

to gain more understanding of the structural response to

platform. Hence, its shape should not stall fluid motion

the environment. Guided by the simulation results, the

towards this platform. A smooth straight fluid stream is

most promising concept was hence developed, and sub-

preferred. Furthermore, overtopping of waves should be

sequently detailed and dimensioned in cooperation with

prevented as much as possible.

Huisman Equipment, Schiedam (NL). This concept is outlined in section 3.6.

Bending stiffness
Boom response to changes in water levels results in the
requirement of limited bending stiffness. This requirement can be met by using flexible floating modules or
rigid members with repeating flexible hinges. Ideally, the
relative motion of the boom with respect to the water
level is zero.
Skirt orientation
Skirt response to waves and current impacts depends
on factors such as skirt dimensions, bending stiffness
and weight. To maximize efficiency, the skirt’s orientation should remain close to vertical during operation.
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3.2.2.1. Solidworks contest concepts
The design contest organized by Solidworks resulted in a
dozen design proposals from around the globe. The two
most promising concepts are outlined in the report. The
winning concept (Figure 3.4) was submitted by Amir Sadjadpour from the USA.
The concept uses a series of identical, repeating, plastic
floats partially filled with seawater. Each is a Z-shaped
skew polyomino; two stacked horizontal dominoes with
the top one offset to the left, much like the Z-shaped
pieces in Tetris. This geometry allows each buoy to connect to its neighbors via a self-locking mechanism that
runs through a vertical pin (see yellow highlights in the
figure above). The proposed dimensions are 10 m x 5 m x
1.6 m. Every tenth module is bigger to allow for a mooring point, and the use of identical, detachable modules

Figure 3.4 Sketches of the winning concept

allows for easy manufacture, deployment, exchange and
repair.
Another interesting concept was submitted by Jose Garcia (Figure 3.5). The concept is named Vortex boom. The
boom is modularly formed as well. The draft can be adjusted by filling the caissons with water and sand. The
upright position of the boom is ensured by the ballast
weight. The designer expects that due to the shape, water forms a vortex that enhances flow of the fluid towards
the platform.

Figure 3.5 Vortex boom render

Figure 3.7 Spherical bearing connection
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Figure 3.6 Rigid boom with flexible members - impression

3.2.2.2. Rigid Steel Boom
This concept’s main structural part is a tubular steel

The connection elements are the main challenge when

boom, which acts as a buoyancy element. Due to the rel-

using a steel boom. The first concept consists of eyed

atively high bending stiffness of the steel tube, flexible

plates placed between the pipe sections, which are con-

connecting elements or hinges are added to ensure oper-

nected by a pivot connection with spherical bearing (see

ability when exposed to ocean waves. Obviously, a reduc-

Figure 3.7). The downsides of this concept are the high

tion in tube length increases the number of connecting

costs of the bearings, limited rotation angle and high ser-

elements and results in higher capital and operational

vice rate.

expenditures.
A variation of the concept uses a connection with univerTo enhance collection of plastic debris, a skirt is placed

sal joints (Figure 3.8). In the design two perpendicularly

below the buoyancy bodies. Ideally, the flexible skirt

placed pivots replace the expensive bearing. The concept

remains vertical during current and wave impact. To in-

is partially inspired by the Pelamis® wave power project

crease skirt stability, a chain or wire rope can be placed

where a steel floatation boom is placed in the ocean to

on the bottom of the skirt. A second option is to have

generate electricity from waves.

lump weight mass placed at defined intervals. This allows
for mass placement below the skirt via a rope element.
Figure 3.6 shows an impression of the steel boom with
flexible members. Dimensions are added for illustration
purposes.
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Figure 3.8 Universal joint concept

The third option that was considered to connect the steel
tubes involves using rubber flanges (Figure 3.9). The rubber flanges are normally used to deal with expansion of
steel pipe. However, rubber joints will likely not survive
long, due to fatigue and other environmental influences.
3.2.2.3. Flexible Polymer Boom
This concept is almost identical to the steel boom. The
main difference is that all elements are able to move
along with the motion of the waves, similar to how oil
containment booms work. The flexible boom concept allows for deformation to follow the wave elevation. The
buoyancy body is made out of an elastic material. Below
the body, a skirt is attached. Due to the low bending stiffness, this concept does not require hinges (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.10 Flexible boom concept

3.2.3. Conclusions
The concepts presented thus far can be seen as the first

More promising concepts are the rigid and flexible booms

iteration step in concept development. Because of the

discussed in the second part of the subchapter. The rigid

lack of further technical details, the Solidworks contest

steel boom and flexible polymer boom concepts are both

concepts have not been further developed in this feasi-

modeled using the computer program Orcaflex, as can be

bility study. Furthermore it’s unknown how the first con-

seen in Chapter 3.5. The program is considered to be the

cept would be able to follow the waves, because of the

world’s leading package for dynamic analysis of marine

hinges used as integral part of the concept, while the

offshore systems. The final concept and its properties

second concept does not seem to incorporate any hing-

will be covered in Chapter 3.6.

ing parts.
In order to confirm the essential properties of a boom (its
plastic capture and transportation abilities), a generic
boom cross-section will be used in the next two chapters.
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Boom
Capture
Efficiency
Bruno Sainte-Rose • Jan de Sonneville
Agnes Ardiyanti • Leonid Pavlov

The aim of this part of the study is to determine
the efficiency of the boom capture. This capture efficiency is used to quantify the amount
of plastic caught (efficiency of the system), for
the debris rate that is determined in chapter
4. The boom capture efficiency can be defined
as the probability of a plastic particle flowing
towards a boom to be captured. The study is
performed by modeling the behavior of plastic micro-particles in the flow of water flowing
under the boom with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).
One important aspect to address, in order to
analyze the efficiency of the boom configuration, is the flow dynamics around it. When a
flow hits the skirt, it is deviated downwards and
the intensity of the suction force created by the
presence of the skirt can lead to the escape of
some less-buoyant plastic debris.
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In the following CFD study, two problems were
addressed: first, the flow dynamics around the
submerged part of a buoyancy body (a boom)
was simulated in two dimensions in the plane
perpendicular to the span of the boom for different velocities. Second, the velocity fields
obtained in the first part allowed the numerical simulation of the trajectories of plastic debris of different sizes and buoyancy, and their
interaction with the skirt. Finally, based on the
input parameters stated in section 3.3.2.1 (see
below), the boom capture efficiency can be estimated.
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Figure 3.11 Sketch of the problem considered

3.3.1 Problem Description

Particle transport and interaction with skirt

The problem and geometry considered are sketched in

In order to simulate the trajectory of particles that would

Figure 3.11. The boom is represented by a half disk of ra-

mimic the behavior of plastic debris of a given size and

dius R of 0.5 m, which corresponds to a rough value of

buoyancy, the trajectory of spherical particles are consid-

the submerged section of the buoyancy body in the plane

ered in order to simplify the problem as a first assumption

perpendicular to the boom span. A thin obstacle of 2.5 m

without a deeper knowledge of realistic debris character-

depth corresponds to the skirt, thus yielding a total draft

istics. These particles are injected at a fixed distance (10

H of 3 m. In the simulation, a skirt thickness of 1 cm is

m) from the boom and barrier arrangement.

used. This results in a 1/250 aspect ratio for the skirt. No
ballast representation was included in the simulation.

One-way coupling between the particle and the flow is
considered and the equation of motion for the center of

In the simulation, the skirt and buoyancy body are fixed.

gravity (CoG in Figure 3.12) is solved. A description of the

This means that neither the rigid motion induced by the

forces in free stream and wall interaction conditions is

current nor the elastic deformation of the skirt is taken

given in Figure 3.12

into account. Moreover, the effect of waves and wind on
the flow is not taken into account. Two angles are considered with respect to the vertical, first a 0° angle (the
skirt is entirely vertical), and a 10° deflection of the skirt
downstream.
The capture efficiency of the boom depends on the size
of the plastic particles, the buoyancy and the local flow
velocity.
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Figure 3.12 Sketch of forces on particle in free stream (left) and with wall interaction considering equilibrium of stream-wise forces (force
of the fluid on the particle + barrier reaction) (right). CoG = center of gravity.

As the drag force depends on the particle’s relative ve-

3.3.2.1. Simulation model

locity with respect to the water flow (relative velocity), a

The simulations are carried out using the ANANAS code

water velocity field around the boom must be established

(team, 2013) developed by LEMMA, which solves the in-

first. The buoyancy force depends on the particle size and

compressible Navier-Stokes equations. Given the ve-

material. Based on oceanographic measurements, an in-

locities considered and the characteristic dimension of

put range of particle sizes can be chosen that are rep-

the problem (the height of the obstacle), the Reynolds

resentative for the ocean gyres. As these measurements

numbers that are at stake correspond to fully turbulent

are relatively sparse, an interpolation model is used to

flows. As a consequence, beside the mass and momen-

estimate the particle properties. Lastly, the skirt interac-

tum equations, the code also solves the two equations of

tion, reaction force, and dynamic friction are estimated

the k-ε turbulence model (Launder & Spalding, 1974) in

based on general knowledge.

order to take into account turbulence. In addition, a law
for the wall is applied to account for the non-slip condi-

The factors affecting the forces acting on a plastic parti-

tion at the wall. However, regarding the particle-skirt in-

cle are particle diameter (D, m), current speed (U0, cm/s),

teraction, a friction coefficient (Cf) between 0.04 and 0.1

particle friction coefficient (Cf, dimensionless), and parti-

is considered. The algorithm used for space integration is

cle drag coefficient (Cd, dimensionless).

of third order accuracy.

3.3.2. Simulation Methods

Computational modeling: Boundary conditions

The numerical simulation of the current around the sub-

The computational domain is a rectangular box of dimen-

merged buoyancy body and skirt is carried out with a

sions [-20 m, 60 m] x [0 m, -40 m] in the XY plane with Y be-

2D CFD approach. This simulation uses oceanographic

ing the depth, and the center of the domain being located

weather data, as well as measured particle sizes, to

at the center of the buoyant body. These dimensions were

simulate the flow and the virtual particle behavior in this

chosen to allow the flow to be fully established, but at the

flow. In addition, interactions with the boom are taken

same time to assure that the inlet and outlet boundaries

into account as well.

would not be so close as to influence it. Indeed, downstream of the skirt, it is important that the computational
domain is long enough for the flow to reattach before the
outlet section.
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Figure 3.13 Location of the boundary conditions

The boundary conditions are defined as described in Fig-

Therefore, a finer mesh is required to accurately distin-

ure 3.13. At the inlet, the flow velocity is imposed and hy-

guish the velocity gradients appearing near the skirt.

drostatic pressure is imposed at the outlet. The following

The mesh considered in the computation is unstructured

current velocities are used in the different computations

fully triangular as depicted in Figure 3.9. The mesh size

U0 = 5 cm/s, 7.5 cm/s, 10 cm/s and 15 cm/s (see also sec-

ranges from 5 mm near the walls to 0.8 m in the far field.

tion 3.3.2.1)

A fine grid resolution is compulsory to capture the velocity gradients in the boundary layers and early separation

Both the far field and water surface are considered as

whereas a coarser mesh is sufficient in the far field.

slip walls. A no-slip condition is set at the submerged
buoyant body and skirt surface in order to impose zero

Figure 3.14 below represents how the mesh cells are

velocity at the wall.

arranged within the boundary conditions and several
zzoom-levels of the mesh are given below

Computational modeling: Mesh
For computational modeling, the computational domain
is divided into elements of simple geometry, also called
mesh. The meshing strategy aims at capturing the evolution of the quantities resolved by the algorithm (velocity,
pressure). This is done within each cell, for each timestep of the simulation. Smaller cells allow for smaller,
more detailed changes, and higher accuracy. A sufficient
small change across a cell, i.e. small cell size, is required
for the algorithm to give a correct result.
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Figure 3.14 Views of the mesh with a progressive zoom on the plastic barrier from top to bottom for the vertical case
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Computation procedure and algorithm characteristics

Quantity

Value

on a Cartesian grid of dimensions [-10 m, 0 m] x [0 m, -10

Wind velocity at height 10 m

6.05 m/s

m] and 1cm mesh size in order to simplify the numerics

Significant wave height

2.09 m

and optimize the accuracy of the interpolation. Then the

Current speed

0.13 m/s

First, the steady state velocity flow field is interpolated

time integration of the equation of motion is carried out
using a Runge-Kutta first order scheme with a CFL num-

Table 3.1 Median values of applicable parameters in the selected

ber below 0.2. At each time-step, the velocity of the sur-

location (31°N – 142°W) used in the calculation of capture effi-

rounding fluid is interpolated on the Cartesian grid with

ciency. More details are given in section 2.4.

the neighboring cells. The algorithm source and input parameters are free to use and modify.
3.3.2.2. Input values for the model

Median values

As a consolidation of the knowledge obtained from the 2D

The median values corresponding to the selected loca-

CFD analyses, a total CFD capture efficiency figure was

tion (31°N – 142°W) are given in Table 3.1. More details of

computed. The computation was based on certain as-

the location selection can be seen in section 2.4.

sumptions, listed below:
Based on the median value of the current speed in Table
• The plastic particles are spherical.

3.1, the current velocities U0 ranging from 5 cm/s to 15
cm/s are applied for the computations.

• The vertical distribution of the plastic particles can
be estimated using the approach provided in Kukulka,

Particle size distribution across the depth

Proskurowski, Morét-Ferguson, Meyer, & Law (2012).

A similar definition of plastic size scales as in Section
2.2.3 is adopted here. An average rise speed (wb) of 0.01

• For the approach given in Kukulka (2012), median

m/s for microplastics and 0.07 m/s for small to large-

values for the significant wave height and wind

scale plastics is applied. The average rise speed for mi-

velocity at height 10 m above sea surface are used to

croplastics is assumed based on estimation of the buoy-

representatively estimate the capture efficiency.

ant rise velocity given by Kukulka et al. The rise speed
level for small up to large scale was estimated based on

• Weight distribution of the plastic class sizes as

multiple experiments featuring two plastic coupons from

measured and given in Section 2.3 is representative

the small plastic size range. This figure was further taken

and applicable to the investigated location in the gyre.

as applicable rise speed for the plastics in the small to
large scales.

• Normal velocity component (perpendicular to the
array skirt) of the incoming plastic particles is

Using the two different rise speeds and climate data ap-

approximately equal to the current speed (see Section

plicable to the selected locations, the height-wise dis-

2.5).

tributions of plastic were generated. These are given in
Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15 Estimated height-wise distribution of floating plastic using the approach from (Kukulka et al. 2012). wb = average rise speed,
n = number of plastic particles at a certain size and depth, n0 = total number of plastic particles.

Following the distribution calculations, these results

As can be seen in the case of small plastics, there is a

can be integrated to obtain the total amounts of plastic

significant amount of particles distributed throughout a

contained within a certain range of depths. The results of

2-meter water column. In the case of medium and large

this integration are given in Table 3.2. In the table and in

plastics, however, almost all particles are concentrated

the text further the size classes from Section 2.2.3 are

above the depth of 0.5 m. Combining the depth-wise

adopted. The large plastics class is defined as particles

distribution of the particles with the information on the

of sizes >30 cm. The medium size class is formed by par-

particle densities and sizes, conclusions on the capture

ticles of sizes in the range 10-30 cm and the particles of

efficiency of the array can be drawn based on the results

the size 2-10cm form the small size class. All sizes below

of the conducted 2D CFD study.

are defined as microplastics.
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Depth range

Small plastic

Medium and

(2-10 cm) and

large plastics

Particle

Contribution

microplastics

(10-30 cm and >30

size range

by weight to

(<2 cm)

cm)

(D, mm)

the total plastic

Particle type

content (%)
0 – 0.25 m

26.10%

87.90%

0.26 – 0.5 m

19.30%

10.60%

Microplastics

<20

15.1

0.51 – 1 m

24.80%

1.40%

Small plastics

20-100

33.2

1.1 – 2 m

20.90%

0.02%

Medium plastics

100-300

22.4

8.90%

0.00%

Large plastics

>300

29.3

Below 2 m

Table 3.2 Total calculated plastic distribution per depth range for

Table 3.3 Contribution of the plastic size groups to the total mass

the different plastic sizes. Distributions are given in percentage

of plastic in the world ocean (Section 2.2.3). Total mass of parti-

of the total weight of the plastic.

cles in the NPSG is estimated at 140,546 metric tons.

For the computation of the CFD efficiency values, the results from the simulations with the barrier tilted at 10°

Density

Dynamic

k0

E0

were used. Given that the median current speed at the

(kg/m³)

viscosity

(m2/s2)

(m2/s3)

2.5*10-5

3.75*10-8

selected location (31°N – 142°W) is 0.13 m/s, the data ob-

[Pa·s]

tained from the simulations with 0.10 m/s and 0.15 m/s
was used to obtain (and interpolate) the corresponding

1025

1*10-3

capture efficiencies.
Table 3.4 Physical properties of sea water considered in compu-

Sea water physical properties
The physical properties of the fluid considered (sea water) (density, viscosity and far field turbulent quantities)
are given in Table 3.1, which corresponds to 10 percent velocity fluctuations for k and to a turbulent length of H/10
for ε.
The input parameters used in this 2D CFD study are summarized in the Table 3.4 below.
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Notation

Parameter

Value range

Dimension

D

Particle diameter

<5 (micro) and >5 (meso and macro)

mm

ρ

Particle density

920 - 1000

kg/m3

cf

Particle friction coefficient

0.04 and 0.1

-

u

Current speed

5/1/2015

cm/s

Skirt tilt

0 and 10

°

Sea water density

1025

kg/m3

Sea water dynamic viscosity

1*10-3

Sea water turbulent kinetic energy

2.50*10

m2/s2

3.7510-8

m2/s3

0

k

0

ε

0

Pa.s
-5

Sea water turbulent energy
dissipation

Table 3.5 Summary of input parameters for 2D-CFD modeling of the plastic particle movement around the boom and skirt.

3.3.3. Results and discussion
3.3.3.1. Velocity flow fields
Figures 3.16 and 3.17 depict flow velocities around the
skirt and boom, as represented by longitudinal velocity
flow fields, streamlines, and velocity iso-lines, for vertical and 10o tilt cases.
These figures show that there is no significant difference
between the flow pattern encountered for 5 cm/s and 15
cm/s cases. At these viscosities, the Reynolds numbers
considered are highly turbulent, hence the only difference comes from the length of the downstream recirculation bubble, which is longer as the velocity rises. Further
calculation (see supplemental information) proved that
Reynolds number weakly affects the forces around the
buoyancy body and skirt. Moreover, the tilt angle has a
very weak influence on the flow characteristics as well.
It also appears that the recirculating region is very long
in comparison with the skirt length and that the velocity
upstream of the skirt starts decreasing well upstream.
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Figure 3.16 Longitudinal velocity flow fields normalized by U0 the current velocity, streamlines (grey) and longitudinal (black) and vertical
(pink) velocity iso-contours for 5 cm/s (top) and 15 cm/s (bottom), view of the boom vicinity (left) and global view of the flow field (right)
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Figure 3.17 Longitudinal velocity flow fields normalized by U0 the current velocity, streamlines (grey) and longitudinal (black) and vertical
(pink) velocity iso-contours for 5cm/s (top) and 15cm/s (bottom), view of the boom vicinity (left) and global view of the flow field (right)
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Figure 3.18

3.3.3.2. Particle transport and wall interaction
In this first series of trajectory simulations 5 densities ρ

From Figure 3.18 it appears that for all diameters and

(930 kg/m³, 955kg/m³, 965 kg/m³, 975 kg/m³ and 990 kg/

density, all the particles reach the skirt for the vertical

m³), 5 diameters D (1*10-4 m, 3*10-4 m, 5*10-3 m, 0.01 m

case between -1 m and 0 m depth and most of them for

and 0.1 m) and 5 initial depth h (-2 m, -1 m, -0. 5 m, -0.25

the tilted case. However, it appears that only the particles

m and 0 m), for 5 cm/s and 15 cm/s current velocity and

of 0.1 m are completely trapped (from the sizes shown in

vertical and tilted skirt.

Figure 3.18). A further investigation in the transition region is given further. It also appears that the density and

The issues of the trajectory simulations for the 5x5x5x2

velocity do not significantly affect the simulation results

cases are depicted in Figure 3.18 This figure is read as fol-

(for the interval scrutinized). In the following paragraph,

lows: each triplet (D, ρ, h) corresponds to a point on the

the influence of the parameters on particle trajectories is

graph with the color code blue for the particles which are

further addressed.

sucked underneath the skirt without touching it, green
for those who reach the skirt but which still escape, and
red for the trapped particles.
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Figure 3.19 Influence of depth on particle trajectory for U0 = 5 cm/s, D=0.01 m, p = 960 kg/m³

Figure 3.20 Influence of density on particle trajectory for U0 = 5 cm/s, D = 0.01 m, Z (depth) = -0.5m
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3.3.3.3. Influence on parameters on particle trajectories
The influence of initial depth on the particle trajectory is
showed in Figure 3.19. In this, figure it appears that the
particles follow parallel tracks, if they do not reach the
surface. It is also important to notice that even though
the particle hits the skirt at mid-height (red line for instance) it will still escape from the skirt.
The influence of density on the particle trajectory is
showed in Figure 3.20 and appears to be of minor influence on the interval considered
The influence of diameter is illustrated in Figure 3.21.
For a given combination of [depth, density] one can estimate a “buoyancy limit” when the particle is not buoyant
enough to go up when it reaches the skirt. It appears that
the “buoyancy limit” is located between D = 1.2 cm and D
= 1.3 cm, which is when the particles start moving up as
they touch the barrier. An equivalent effect can appear by
varying the density with a given combination of [depth,
diameter].
From the results shown in Figure 3.18, it can be seen that

Figure 3.21 Illustration of the “buoyancy limit” for U0 = 5 cm/s, p

particles with diameter of 10 – 35 mm lay in the transi-

= 960 kg/m-3

tion area as part of these articles are trapped, and the
rest escaped the skirt after touching it. Therefore, and
additional trajectory simulations in the diameter D range
of 10 mm and 35 mm range are conducted for the 4 velocities on the tilted case and depicted in Figure 3.20. In
this figure, the effect of density and current velocity are
highlighted. This has been done to accurately identify at
which particle size exactly the transition to caught/noncaught is happening to allow for further easier capture
efficiency calculations.
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Influence of the friction coefficient
The trajectory simulation of the particles in the transi-

The coefficient that characterizes the dynamic friction

tion area (D = 10 – 35 mm) as given in Figure 3.22 shows

between the particle and the skirt has a great influence

that the particle movement in this diameter region are

on the outcome of the particle trajectories simulation. The

significantly influenced by the U0 and ρ. Difference in the

influence of the friction coefficient (by changing Cf=0.04

number of particles trapped is obvious when the current

to Cf=0.1 on the results is given in Figure 3.23. Where the

speed increases from 5 to 15 cm/s. Large difference in the

results from the computation with Cf=0.04 are reminded.

number of particles trapped is also observed between

The objective was in fact to show that by using a higher

particle density of 930 and 990 kg/m³. These observations

value of the friction coefficient some particles that would

suggest that for the range of diameters 10 – 35 mm within

have escaped with a lower value of Cf are now trapped.

the investigated range of densities and current speed the

The accurate estimation of this friction coefficient will be

buoyant forces become dominant over the viscous ones.

required for most advanced studies. In particular given

The particle catch probabilities obtained from this range

the surface state of the skirt and the plastic debris that

of particle sizes is defining the catch probability for the

will be considered. From this figure it appears that with a

small plastics group.

higher friction coefficient most of the 0.01 m particles are
trapped whereas it is not the case for Cf=0.04.
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Figure 3.22 Trajectory simulations in the transition area (D = 10 – 35 mm)
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Figure 3.23 Comparison of the particle trajectory outcome with Cf = 0.04 (left) and Cf = 0.1 (right) on the vertical skirt
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Figure 3.24 is an illustration of a case where for the same
particle characteristics (in that case D = 0.01 m, ρ = 960
kg/m³ and a depth of -1 m) a higher friction coefficient
will prevent the particle from escaping.
Given the findings of the previous trajectory simulations
a last analysis is made considering U0 = 10 cm/s for a
density range of [960,1000] in the [10mm, 100mm] diameter range and is depicted in Figure 3.25 and for a friction
coefficient Cf of 0.1.
One important remark that has to be made is first that
the friction coefficients employed in this study are rather
small and consider lubricated conditions. Second, the
particle-particle interaction is not considered, nor the
particle accumulation. Third, no ballast nor protuberances are considered in the bottom part of the skirt. The
addition of these features should allow fewer particles to

Figure 3.24 Zoom on particle trajectory when it hits the barrier for

escape from the skirt.

Cf=0.04 and Cf=0.1 for the vertical skirt

tilted U0=10cm/s higher friction Cf=0.1
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Figure 3.25 Trajectory simulations for U0=10 cm/s [10mm,
100mm] range
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3.3.4. Conclusions
Based on the densities and depths of the particles and

Due to the limited amount of simulation data available

the conclusions on whether the particles were caught or

certain assumptions about the catch probability of small

not the CFD capture efficiency was estimated.

plastics were taken:

The following generic conclusions can be drawn about
the particle catch probability:

• It was assumed that mass of the particles is evenly
distributed between across the entire range of sizes of

• No microplastics (particles < 2 cm) can be caught with

the small plastics group. That is: the total mass of

the proposed solution irrespective to any variations in

particles in the range 20-30 mm is the same as the

friction coefficient of the barrier, particle density or re

total mass of particles in the range 30-40 mm

lease depth.
• It was assumed that the catch threshold for plastic
• Most of the small sized plastics can be caught;

particles for the current speed of 13 cm/s and skirt

depending on the particle density the size threshold

tilt angle of 10° is 35 mm. Simulations have confirmed

above which the particles will be caught is around

that most of the 35 mm particles are caught, however

35mm.

in some specific simulation cases this did not hold. On
the other hand this is counteracted by the fact that

• All medium and large size plastics (irrespective of the
depth wise position) are caught

some of the smaller particles (30 mm) were caught
under certain conditions.

Combining the results from the distribution of the plas-

Therefore, all particles in the range of 35-100 mm are as-

tic particles on scales of depth, density and sizes with

sumed to be caught which constitutes 81.25 percent of

the results obtained from the CFD simulation a total CFD

the small plastics range and thus 27 percent of the total

capture efficiency of 78.6 percent was obtained.

plastic content.

The large and medium scale plastics contribute 51.7 percent to the efficiency since all of them are captured.
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1.1

Modeling of
Boom Angle

This part of the study can be seen as an extension to the 2D CFD Model. The 2-dimensional
CFD model study is performed to investigate
the fluid and particle flow perpendicular to the
boom sections. The presence of the boom barrier will direct some portion of the ocean flow
downwards. This creates a drag force on the
plastic particles, which can lead to the escape
of the particles that are not buoyant enough.
Results showed the capture efficiency for different flows, particles and skirt angles.
The current chapter shows the investigation
into the of fluid and particle flow in 3 dimensions. This allows for showing the relation between the ocean current flow and transport
of plastic particles towards the sink. Here, the
sink is the location where plastic debris is collected and separated from the water.
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The main focus of this study was to investigate the trans-

One of the main limitations of the both models, however,

portation rate of the particles along the boom towards

is that wind and waves are not taken into account. Fur-

the sink. In addition, the capture efficiency was investi-

thermore, the rigidity of the Ocean Cleanup Array is ne-

gated in a 3D setup.

glected. Simulations including wind and waves, or where
the array could be made flexible in either direction have

However, fewer parameters are varied compared to the

proven require more than the available amount of time.

2D study. Three questions addressed are:

Due to the significant differences in size scales between
thickness or draft of the boom on the one hand and the

• How is the flow of the ocean current affected by a

entire array on the other hand, the 3D volume was signifi-

barrier/boom? What is the velocity distribution in

cantly reduced to look at a small part of the array. It was

steady-state condition?

estimated, however, that the scaled down computational
volumes would allow for capturing the behavior of the ar-

• How do parameters such as barrier angle and the

ray and the flow in an adequate manner.

interaction of the flow with the barrier influence the
transportation rate of the plastic particles along the

The conclusions regarding catch probability obtained

boom towards the collection station?

during the 3D CFD modeling in both cases support the
findings of the 2D CFD models. The results do not match

• What is the catch probability of the plastic as a
function of particle size, density and array geometry?

perfectly, but within the range of the highest significance
(macroplastics); partially for mesoplastics, the results of
the 2D and 3D CFD studies are in agreement. Since the

For solving this problem, two models were set up us-

2D CFD study covered a wider range of simulation setups,

ing two distinct commercial software packages: Comsol

the results of the 3D CFD catch efficiency were used for

Multiphysics 4.4 and ANSYS CFX. Both problems featured

reference, benchmarking and comparison, but not in the

the same simplified problem setup, but the assumptions

catch efficiency calculations.

taken and the ways in which the models were set up were
different in the two cases. The differences mostly relate
to the use of periodic and open boundary conditions as
well as model locations where particles were released
and the way velocity calculations were performed. Periodic boundary conditions model an infinite long barrier, whereas open boundary conditions can only model
a fraction of the final barrier length, in our case 100 m.
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Figure 3.26 General structure layout - top view

3.4.1.Comsol Multiphysics 4.4 3D CFD model

3.4.1.1.1 Geometry for catch probability

Niklas Wehkamp • David Kauzlaric • Boyan Slat

The first setup models the behavior of particles located

Jan de Sonneville • Leonid Pavlov

close to the collection station. This setup is used to calculate the capture probability for different particles. For

3.4.1.1.Model Summary

this purpose, a “small” setup with a simulation domain of

The program used for modeling is Comsol Multiphysics

50 x 6 x 20 m³ is used. The small setup makes computa-

4.4. Two different geometric setups were used to analyze

tion faster, allowing for more parameter variations. The

the catch probability and the transportation rate of the

setup is displayed in Figure 3.28. The V shape of the bar-

particles. The catch probability indicates the probability

rier close to the collection station is modeled by the use

of a particle to stay in front of the boom for the duration

of symmetry. The boundary on the right side of the flow

of the experiment. The transportation rate is calculated

box is mirrored, resulting in a V like structure for the bar-

by taking the mean velocity of 5 particles for 300 seconds

rier when looking at it from the top. The boom (or barrier)

as they are drifting in proximity to the barrier. The general

is modeled with a 3 m height.

setup is shown in Figure 3.26. The figure shows a top view
of the system. Figure 3.27 shows the created mesh, with

3.4.1.1.2 Geometry for particle transport simula-

axis convention.

tion
The second geometric setup is used to model the parti-

The boom angle is defined as the angle between the boom

cle speed in front of the barrier. Because the portion of

and the direction perpendicular to the ocean current in-

the flow toward the sink will add up as the barrier gets

flow. Next, the two setups are briefly explained.

larger, a simulation domain 100 x 100 x 20 m³ is used. The
final boom length is expected to be larger, but this setup
should allow to investigate how the boom angle affects
the particle speed in front of the barrier. The geometrical
setup is displayed in Figure 3.29.
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Figure 3.27 Mesh with axis convention

Figure 3.29 Geometry setup 2, the closed V Experiment (100 m)
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3.4.1.1.3 Turbulent flow model technique

3.4.1.1.4 Fluid Properties and Boundary Condi-

The flow acts as a drag force on the plastic particles that

tions

are distributed in the ocean. This drag force moves the

The parameters below provide the model’s main condi-

particles towards the barrier. In front of the barrier, some

tions.

portion of the water flow is directed downwards. The
result is that the plastic particles are also pulled down-

The inlet velocity for all experiments in this study is de-

wards, if the buoyancy force of the particle is smaller

fined as Uin = 0.1 m/s. Furthermore, the inflow turbulent

than the drag force.

intensity is set to IT= 0.05.

The flow of the ocean in this study is simulated by the

Resulting k and ε values are:

turbulent flow k-ε model, which is often used in indus-

k = 3.75·10-5 [m²/s2]

trial applications.

ε = 2.70·10-6 [m²/s3]

In the k- ε model, the k stands for the turbulent kinetic

Due to limited available time, wave and wind forces are

energy and ε stands for the turbulent dissipation rate.

not taken into account in the model.

More information on the used modeling technique for
turbulent flow can be found in Wilcox (1998). This model

For the outlet the boundary condition is defined by pres-

is both relatively robust and computationally inexpen-

sure p0 = 0 and no viscous stress.

sive compared to more advanced turbulence models. One
major reason to why the k-ε model is computationally

In order to model the ocean depth, an open boundary

inexpensive is that it employs wall functions to describe

condition is set for the bottom.

the flow close to walls instead of resolving the very steep
gradients there.

For the walls of the barrier and the top of the flow box, the
“slip wall” boundary condition is applied.
As already mentioned above, the V-shape of the barrier
is modeled by the use of symmetry. The boundary on the
right side of the flow box is mirrored, resulting in a V-like
structure for the barrier when looking at it from the top.
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3.4.1.2. Results and Discussion
3.4.1.2.1. The flow velocity distribution in steadystate condition
An example for the streamlines of the flow is depicted
in Figure 3.30. The streamlines illustrate how the barrier
affects the flow of the ocean current. In the figure, the
streamlines indicate that some part of the flow is directed downwards under the barrier.

Figure 3.30 Streamlines for a 100 m barrier with 40° barrier angle
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The following 3 figures (Figures 3.31, 3.32 & 3.33 illustrate

It can be concluded from figures 3.31 – 3.33 that for in-

how the velocity field changes with the barrier angle.

creasing boom angles, the velocity in front of the barrier

A change in velocity is indicated by a change in color as

increases. Furthermore, it is interesting to see how far

indicated by the color scale on the right side of the graph.

the barrier affects the flow field of the oceanic current.
At a boom angle of 45° it becomes visible that at the outer
tip of the V shape the flow rushes in the area behind the
barrier.
3.4.1.2.2 Catching efficiency
The simulation is performed for geometric setup 1: Closed
V Experiment (6 m) with long distance particle release.
The presented simulations give information on the particles that are very unlikely to be caught due to their lack of
buoyancy. Particles lacking buoyancy cannot withstand

Figure 3.31 Velocity field at 5° barrier angle

the drag forces of the ocean water rushing downwards in
front of the barrier. First, the simulation is run for varying
particle sizes and densities. The following section shows
the influence of boom angle on catching probability. The
results of this study show the catching efficiency for an
idealized case. Wind and waves, for example, are not taken into account. Please note that from the simulations
we can see which particles are very unlikely to be caught.
The simulations cannot give quantitative values for the
particles that are caught, because wind and waves are
not taken into account.

Figure 3.32 Velocity field at 20° barrier angle

Figure 3.33 Velocity field at 45° barrier angle
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Figure 3.34 Catch probability as function of particle size and -density

Particle size and density

Boom angle

Figure 3.34 illustrates the catch probability as a function

The graph below (Figure 3.35) illustrates the change in

of particle size for different particle densities. The catch

catch probability when changing the barrier angle. Again,

probability in this study indicates the probability of a par-

the small setup of closed V with 6 m flow box is used. The

ticle to remain in front of the boom for the duration of the

particles are released at a 35 m distance to the barrier.

experiment.

Particle density is set at 1000 kg/m³ and particle size is
0.5 mm.

For this experiment, the closed V setup with a boom angle
of 45° and flow speed 0.1 m/s was used. In the experi-

From simulations with barrier angles of 10, 20 and 45 de-

ment the particle behavior was simulated for 15 minutes.

grees, it can be seen that the catch probability slightly

During each experiment, 100 particles were released. The

increases for increasing barrier angle.

particles are randomly distributed from the surface down
to 3 m depth at a distance of 35 m from the boom.
The results show that it will be very unlikely to catch a
particle with a diameter of less than 0.1 mm, because
even with the lowest density of 940 kg/m³ almost all particles escape the barrier. With increasing particle size,
the catch probability increases as well. For all simulated
densities, particles with a diameter of larger than 2 mm
show a catch probability close to 1. They seem to have
enough buoyancy to withstand the drag forces of the
ocean that pull them downwards.
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°
Figure 3.35 Catch probability as function of barrier angle

3.4.1.2.3 Transportation rate towards the collecting station
For this simulation, geometric setup 2 (closed V, 100 m)

Theoretically the transport rate in z direction will drop

is used. The transportation rate is calculated by taking

back to zero, when increasing the barrier angle further up

the average of the speed of 5 particles. The particle ve-

to 90°. In order to find the optimal barrier angle it should

locity magnitude is calculated every 0.5 seconds for 300

be noted that increasing boom angles require increased

seconds as the particles are drifting close to the barrier.

boom lengths for equal frontal area.

These values are then averaged.
3.4.1.3. Summary and Recommendations
The particle diameter was set to 1 mm whereas the cur-

In the final design, the boom angle is a key parameter

rent flow speed was kept at 0.1 m/s and the simulation

when considering plastic particle transport towards the

time was set at 25 minutes.

collecting platform.

In Figure 3.36, the particle velocity in the direction of the

Simulations show increasing particle speeds for increas-

collection platform is plotted. The graph illustrates the

ing boom angles. The relation is quasi-linear up to angles

increase of particle speed with increasing boom angle.

of approximately 20° (note that this is the particle speed
in the z-direction, the actual particle speed along the

The relation between the z component of the particle

boom is faster).

velocity and the boom angle approximately follows the
shape of a sin(2x) function. For small angles up to 20° the

From the extraction point of view, a larger barrier angle

relation is approximately linear. At 45° the curve reaches

(up to 45°) is beneficial, because the simulations show a

the maximum value for the z-component of the particle

higher particle speed in front of the barrier for increased

velocity. This means that the highest transport rates in z

barrier angle (up to 45°). Furthermore the calculated

direction can be reached with a barrier angle of 45 °.

catch probability is slightly higher for a larger barrier angle.
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Figure 3.36 Particle velocity in the direction parallel to the array; towards the collecting platform.

Since the velocity in sink direction does not increase

3.4.2. ANSYS CFX 3D CFD model

much for angles that are larger than 35° it is probably

Nandini Sivasubramanian • David Kauzlaric

better to choose a barrier angle between 25° and 35°. This

Boyan Slat • Jan de Sonneville • Leonid Pavlov

will still give a relatively high particle velocity in sink direction, but on the other hand the construction costs and

3.4.2.1. Model Summary

the overall size of the structure will be smaller.

The numerical approach implemented for both computing
the flow behavior around the boom and the transporta-

The study presented in subchapter 3.5 shows that the

tion of the plastic particles along the boom is performed

barrier will also tilt like a pendulum as a result of current

with ANSYS-CFX. To formulate the model of the boom and

and waves hitting the barrier. For simplicity the tilting is

the ocean set up, assumptions and approximation were

neglected in this report, even though it is expected that

made in order to reduce computational efforts, time and

the tilting will have s strong effect on the particle behav-

also to achieve reasonable conclusions from the project

ior around the boom, especially on the catch probability.

in a short time.

With relatively little additional computational effort it
would be possible to tilt the barrier statically in order to

• The Fluid structure interaction (FSI) analysis has been

investigate the influence this will have on the catch prob-

carried out on a scaled down version of the boom span

ability.

with appropriate dimensions instead of taking the
whole structure in to account.

Since it is not clear yet how strong the influence of waves

• The length of the boom designed in the simulation is

and wind is on the catch probability, this should be in-

10m whereas the real booms may be extended over

vestigated first. This could be done on the one hand with

several kilometers. Hence, our reduced simulation do

more sophisticated simulations that take waves and

main is intended to analyze the flow behavior far away

wind into account or on the other hand with comparing

from the collection station by implementing periodic

the simulated results to experiments in reality.

boundary conditions.
• The boom is considered a fixed object with no degrees

Nevertheless the presented results in this study give a

of freedom. As a consequence, the motion or

good estimate on the particle size that will not be catch-

deformation of the boom influenced by the flow

able with the barriers.

behavior is not taken into account.
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Figure 3.37 Simulation domain with boom connecting the two op-

Figure 3.38 Closer view of the boom with its relevant dimensions

posite translationally periodic boundaries.

3.4.2.1.1 Physical modeling
The fluid model consists of a single medium (water),
where the fluid domain is made as a rectangular box
of dimensions 25x10x10 m³ (see Table 3.6). Figure 3.37
shows a closer view of the boom fixed at the translational periodic boundaries of the fluid domain. Figure 3.38
shows a closer view of the boom.
The dimensions of the barrier used in the simulations are

Property

Value

consists of three parts (the top floating tube, middle skirt,

Type

Design modeler

and the bottom ballast). The provisional values available

Length X

25 m

at the time the simulations were carried out were used

Length Y

10 m

for setting up the model. These values, however, did not

Length Z

10 m

change significantly as the feasibility study progressed.

Fluid volume

2489 m³

based on preliminary design drawings where the boom

In the actual situation, the booms have to be buoyant
in seawater and will be partially submerged due to the
weight hanging from the skirt. Hence, the top tube is of
1.499 m diameter that is half submerged in the fluid domain of the simulations. The middle skirt is of the length
2.95 m and thickness 0.03 m. The bottom ballast has a
diameter of 0.37 m (Figure 3.38).
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3.4.2.1.2 Turbulence modeling

Parameter

Value

such as conservation of mass, momentum and energy.

Turbulence model

standard k- E model

All these conservation principles are solved according to

Method

k and length scale

a fluid model given by a set of partial differential equa-

k

3.75*10-5 (m²* s-2)

tions, representing the governing equations of the fluid

Eddy length scale

0.7 (m)

Fluid flow is governed by basic conservation principles

motion.
Table 3.7 Summary of turbulence parameters for the k- E model

Turbulent flow is a type of fluid flow characterized by
fluctuating and chaotic property changes.
In this work, the RANS (Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes)
approach is used to model the effects of turbulence. A
two-equation RANS-turbulence model is used as it offers a good compromise between numerical effort and
computational accuracy. The so-called velocity scale and
length scale are solved using separate transport equations – hence the term two equation model. This model
holds two transport equations, one for turbulent kinetic
energy (k) from which the turbulence velocity scale is
computed and one for turbulent dissipation rate (ε),
therefore the name k-ε model [5].
For the standard k-ε turbulence model, the turbulence
parameters are also to be specified at the inlet boundary.
k value calculation [4] (Ansys, 2010a)
k = 3/2*(inflow velocity * Turbulent intensity)2 =3.75*10-5
= 3/2*(0.1*0.05)2 =3.75*10-5, where the turbulent intensity is set to 0.05
Eddy length scale calculation [4] (Ansys, 2010a)
Eddy length scale,(l)= 0.07* characteristic length
The characteristic length for our model is 10m, hence
l = 0.07*10 = 0.7
The turbulence parameters are summarized in Table 3.7.
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Figure 3.39 Boundary conditions and mesh of the model

Parts of the domain

Type of boundary condition

Inflow

Velocity inlet

Outflow

Pressure- outlet

Top

Wall (free slip)

Bottom

Opening

Side wall 1 & side wall 2

Translational periodic

Boom

Wall (No slip)

Table 3.8 Boundary conditions of the model

3.4.2.1.3 Boundary and initial conditions
Figure 3.39 shows the boundary conditions used in the

The computational mesh of the entire domain is created

simulations. The inlet boundary condition (BC) for all the

with the help of the ANSYS meshing tool. For the imple-

simulations here is specified to be 10 cm/s. representing

mentation of the periodic boundary conditions, first iden-

the ocean current inflow (Figure 3.26).

tical surface meshes at the corresponding opposite side
walls 1 and 2 were created. These surfaces were then

Since the simulation is concerned with the flow behav-

used to create a tetrahedral volume mesh. A side-view

ior in an oceanic environment, the bottom of the model is

on the mesh on sidewall 2 is shown in Figure 3.40, and

considered to be an open type boundary condition (BC).

the used number of elements, nodes, and faces is given

At the surface opposite to the inlet, we specify an outlet

in Table 3.9.

BC, where the flow leaves the computational domain. The
top BC is considered a free slip wall where the flow perpendicular to the boundary is neglected and only the parallel forces are considered. At the boom surface, a non-

Property

Value

zero. At sidewalls 1 and 2, periodic boundary conditions

Elements

316866

are applied, which reinject the material on the opposite

Nodes

59800

domain boundary by preserving its velocity. This allows to

Faces

27116

slip condition is specified, which means the velocity is

mimic a large or infinite simulation domain with the only
error introduced being the neglect of wavelengths larger
than the actually simulated domain. Table 3.8 summarizes the applied boundary conditions.
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Figure 3.40 Side view on sidewall 2 of the mesh.

3.4.2.1.3 Particle transport modeling
The plastic particles are tracked through the flow in a

Particle transport equations

Lagrangian way by modeling a sample of individual par-

Several forces affect the motion of a particle in a fluid:

ticles. The Lagrangian modeling framework is one that

viscous drag (FD), buoyancy force (FB), virtual mass (FVM),

moves with the flow, and is carried out by integrating a

pressure gradient forces (Fp) and the centripetal and Co-

set of ordinary differential equations in time for each par-

riolis forces (FR) in rotating reference frames. The equa-

ticle, for the particles’ positions and velocities.

tion of motion is given by

Material properties
In order to reproduce the correct buoyant behaviour of
the plastic particles, the correct mass densities have to

￼

be assigned, to both plastic and water. They are given in

Where mp is the particle mass, and Up is the particle ve-

Table 3.10.

locity variable. In this study, we consider the effect of the
drag and the buoyancy forces and neglect the others.

The mass density for the plastic particles was chosen as
a worst-case scenario in accordance with the measured

Computation of the drag force and buoyancy forces is

range of densities given in Chapter 9. Since the buoyancy

done using the typical formulas and is not explained in

forces are expected to support the catch of plastic parti-

this report.

cles at the boom and in particular to counteract the suction and escape of particles underneath the boom, the

Phases

Density (kg m-3)

Water

1025

Plastic Particle

1000

worst-case scenario is a low difference in mass density
between plastic and water.

Table 3.10 Densities of water and plastic particles
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Figure 3.41 Magnitude of the flow velocity at a 10° barrier angle

Figure 3.42 Magnitude of the flow velocity at a 30° barrier angle

3.1.1.1.5 Simulation setup

3.4.2.2. Results and Discussion

From the fluidic simulations we would like to determine

3.4.2.2.1 Contours of flow velocity magnitude at

the behaviour of the flow and the plastic particles as they

various barrier angles

approach the collection station. The flow simulations

The changes in the velocity magnitude of the flow field

are performed as steady state. This reduces the compu-

with respect to the barrier angle are presented in this

tational effort and cross checking of these steady state

section. Figures 3.41 & 3.42 show velocity contour plots

results can be done by considering the flow transient

for two different angles of 10° and 30°. It can be observed

and by integrating in time until a steady state solution is

that in the set up with a barrier angle of 10°, the flow ve-

reached. Due to time constraints, transient simulations

locity magnitude along the boom does not exceed 2 cm/s

were not performed in this study. Apart from modelling

within the distance of 1 m to the boom. It increases con-

steady state flow, we also need to analyse which percent-

siderably for the set up with 30° angle with more than 5

age of particles travels along the boom, and which per-

cm/s within the first 1 m. Therefore, it can be said that

centage escapes underneath, and whether the intended

the velocity magnitude of the flow in front of the boom

set up allows for efficient particle transportation along

increases with increased barrier angle.

the boom.
Three different values for the barrier angle α of 10°, 20°
and 30° were tested. Please refer to Figure 3.26 for the
definition of the barrier angle. This tilt in the barrier angle is actually achieved by tilting the inflow velocity and
keeping the geometry unchanged with a boom perpendicular to sidewalls 1 and 2 (cf. Figure 3.37 above). This
allows easy implementation of periodic boundary conditions at the sidewalls 1 and 2 to mimic the flow and particle transport far away from the collection station.
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Figure 3.43 Particle trajectories at 10° barrier angle

3.4.2.2.2 Particle trajectories at various angles
For computational convenience, the plastic particles are
considered to have spherical shape. As stated above,
their density is set to 1000 kg/m³. The particles are characterized by their diameter and are always injected at a
distance of 12.5 metres from the boom. As mentioned
earlier, in order to simplify the model, these simulations
are done considering the booms to be rigid and immovable. Apart from neglecting any turbulence caused due to
the winds and waves in a realistic ocean environment, the
particle-particle interactions and the back action of the
particles on the fluid are ignored.
Figures 3.43 and 3.44 show the particle trajectories for
particles of diameter 3 mm. One hundred particles are
injected, distributed randomly in the inlet region down
to a depth of 4 m. During average weather conditions the
majority of the floating plastics in the ocean environment
are found to be distributed within this depth (Chapter 2.3)
When comparing the results for the tilting angles of
10° and 30°, it becomes clear that the particle velocities along the boom increase with increasing angle. At a
boom angle of 10°, there are some particles that escape
the boom and travel underneath, not able to stay on the
surface by withstanding the ocean’s drag force, whereas
all 100 particle trajectories seem to travel along the boom
indicating that the catch probability is 1 in the flow field
with barrier angle 30°. This catch probability is quantified
in the following paragraph.
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Figure 3.45 Particle transportation along the boom for various

Figure 3.46 Particle transportation probability along the boom for

barrier angles

various particle sizes

3.4.2.2.3 Catch probability vs. boom tilt angle for

The inflow velocity is 0.1 m/s and the size and density of

various diameters

the particle is 1 mm and 1000 kg/m³, respectively. From

With an inflow velocity of 0.1 m/s, Figure 3.45 is again

the information provided in Figure 3.47 it can be conclud-

obtained by injecting 100 plastic particles of sizes 1 mm

ed that the particle speed in front of the barrier increases

and 3 mm. The catch probability can be defined as the

with increasing angle.

ratio of particles transported along the boom to all particles (including the escaped ones). It can be seen that the

3.4.2.3. Conclusions and Recommendations

catch probability increases with increasing boom angle

In summary, the main question about the efficiency of the

from 5 to 35o for both considered particle sizes, but the

particle-catch can be answered as follows: First of all, it

absolute difference in the probabilities for the two parti-

is obvious that even at a tilt angle of 10°, more than 85 per-

cle sizes 1 and 3 mm is dramatic. The size dependence is

cent of the particles with diameter larger than or equal to

further illustrated in the following plot.

3 mm are caught according to the results obtained in this
study. This can be improved to more than 97 percent at a

3.4.2.2.4 Catch probability vs. particle size for a

tilt angle of 30°. The caught particles are transported with

barrier angle of 10°

a velocity of 1.7 to 4.1 cm/s along the boom towards the

The probability of particle transportation along the boom

collection station, depending on the tilt angle (10° - 30°)

increases with increased particle size obviously. The big-

and the current velocity (here taken as 10 cm/s).

ger the particle size, the better is its buoyancy behaviour.
For particles of sizes smaller than 3 mm, the catch prob3.4.2.2.5 Particle velocity vs. boom tilt angle

ability decreases significantly, far below a satisfactory

The velocity of the captured particles in front of the

value, irrespective of the tilt angle, which leads to the

boom is calculated by recording the velocity of a single

conclusion that The Ocean Cleanup Array cannot effi-

particle for 100 seconds along the boom and taking the

ciently catch particles smaller than this size.

time-average. The experiment is repeated for five different angles as shown in the figure below. The net particle
velocity towards the collection station (i.e., perpendicular
to the inflow) is calculated using the cosine-component
of the total particle velocity in front of the barrier, for the
respective tilt angle. Figure 3.47 shows the results.
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Figure 3.47 Particle transportation rate perpendicular to the inflow for various barrier angles

It has been observed that the catch probability strongly

In the case of ANSYS CFX periodic boundary conditions

depends on initial particle depth , which investigated in

were implemented in order to measure the particle trans-

the future work.

portation rate towards the sink.

In addition, it is recommended to introduce realistic

The particle velocities in the direction parallel to the ar-

waves and buoyant motion of the boom, and to perform

ray for array angles ranging from 5 to 35 degrees show

transient simulations.

similar behavior and reach average values of 0.55 cm/s
– 4.4 cm/s (Comsol) and 1.0 cm/s – 4.7 cm/s (ANSYS CFX).

3.4.3. Boom angle modeling conclusions

Both particle velocity ranges correspond to a current

The conclusions regarding catch probability obtained

velocity of 10 cm/s. The deviation in the results can be

during the 3D CFD modeling in both cases support the

explained by the different geometric setups used in the

findings of the 2D CFD models. The results do not match

simulations. The Comsol simulation uses a 100 m barrier

perfectly, but within the range of the highest significance

while the ANSYS simulation uses a quasi-infinite barrier

(macroplastics) and partially for mesoplastics the results

modeled by periodic boundary conditions. The length of

of the 2D and 3D CFD studies are in agreement. Since the

the barrier affects the current velocity that builds up in

2D CFD study covered a wider range of simulation setups,

front of the barrier.

the results of the 3D CFD catch efficiency were used for
reference, benchmarking and comparison, but not in the

The obtained values serve as a solid basis for defining the

catch efficiency calculations.

array angle and length. They also define the achievable
plastic collection rate as a function of the array angle.

The results related to the interaction of the flow with the

The results of the 3D CFD study strengthen the findings

array and the movement of plastic particles along the

of the 2D CFD investigation and confirm the weak points

array are in good agreement between the two 3D CFD

about the uncertainties currently associated with setting

studies. Even though the way of modeling this particu-

up CFD simulations of the particle collection efficiency

lar part of the problem was different in the case of the

problems.

two studies the results are similar. In the case of Comsol
modeling, the computational domain was increased significantly in order to be able to capture particle velocities
in the far field away from the sink.
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Boom Load
Modeling
Sebastiaan van Rossum • Joost de Haan
Jan de Sonneville • Boyan Slat

In previous subchapters, the boom model was
reduced to a line or plane, whereby waves, currents and winds do not affect the shape and
position of the boom. This simplification was
made to get a first estimate of the performance
and capture capability of the boom. The result
of this model is a set of geometric properties
such that the boom can catch and transport
plastic to the platform. The determined properties are boom length, skirt depth and the effect
of skirt orientation.
During operation under environmental loads,
additional parameters become relevant.
Subchapter 3.5 models the system under environmental loads to determine exerted forces
on the boom and mooring system. Using the results, a feasible boom segment length is determined. Additionally, a study was performed to
predict the movement of the skirt and ballast
to identify potential problems regarding water
flow during plastic collection.
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This subchapter is divided into five parts. Before describing the model, an introduction to
the simulation program is given. Second, the
environmental loads are discussed, and the
relevant loads are determined which serve as
inputs for the model. Third, the structural part
of the boom model is presented, including two
boom concepts and the mooring system. The
performance of the boom is determined using wave conditions and ocean currents in a
number of different simulations. The resulting
forces are presented in the fourth part. Further
simulation work on the skirt is discussed in in
the final part. More information on the Orcaflex
model and parameters can be found in Appendix 4.
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Figure 3.48 Boom model overview

3.5.1. Three-dimensional Modeling using Orcaf-

Model limitations

lex

Due to the nature of this feasibility study, the available

Orcaflex software was used by Vuyk Engineering Rotter-

modeling time was shorter that than what will be used

dam to perform the desired simulations. In this program,

during the detailed design phase. The Orcaflex model was

a model of the boom was drawn and placed in a simulated

adjusted in several ways to limit the computation time.

ocean and then a time-series of behavior of the boom to

Adjustments were made regarding water depth, incoming

currents and waves was captured in six degrees of free-

waves and modeling of the skirt.

dom. The model allows for quick alterations of the boom
geometry and/or material for comparison.

The water depth for the model was limited to 100 m. Experiments and common practice show that this water

In Orcaflex, a simulation starts by placing a model in a sea

depth is sufficient to neglect the effects of the seafloor

environment, after which the currents and waves build up

on the wave-boom model. Water depths for the chosen

according to a predefined wave/current model.

locations are in the order of kilometers and would have
significantly increased computation time.

Figure 3.48 shows the overview of the final Orcaflex model under load.

For further modeling time reduction, a combination of
significant wave height (Hs) and wave period (TZ) was cho-

The next section discusses the adjustments that were

sen rather than assessing the performance for the full

implemented due to computation time limitation.

range of sea states. The graphical representation of these
parameters can be seen in Figure 3.49. More elaboration
on this can be found in the section 3.5.2.1. Here, the full
series of measured sea states is presented in form of a
wave scatter diagram.
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Significant wave height
This height is commonly used as a measure
of the height of ocean waves. The significant
wave height (Hs or H1/3) is the mean wave height
(which is the distance from trough to crest, see
picture below) of the highest third of measured/
simulated waves.
Wave period
The wave period (Tz) is defined as the average
time between two up crossings of a wave. This
is commonly used to define a sea state together
with the significant wave height. A longer wave
period equals higher wavelength and decreases
steepness at equal wave height.

Figure 3.49 Explanation on significant wave height (Hs) and wave

Figure 3.50 Sea surface clearance definition

period (T0)

The computation time was further limited by removing

3.5.2.1. Operational limits

the skirt geometry for models where the skirt´s orienta-

The Ocean Cleanup uses a required uptime of 95 percent

tion relevance is minimal. To compensate for the removal

for the feasibility study (see Chapter 2). During this per-

of the skirt geometry, the drag and mass of the boom

centage of time the system’s structural integrity is as-

were increased in these models.

sured and collected plastic is sufficiently contained.

3.5.2. Environmental Loads

For this study, it was assumed that the operational limits

The modeled structure was exposed to environmental

are directly related to the extent to which the boom sub-

forces due to waves and currents. Wind forces were not

merges and emerges. This value is obtained in OrcaFlex

incorporated in the present model.

by recording the output of sea surface clearance. The sea
surface clearance was defined as the distance between

The sections below explain the process of determining

the centerline and the sea surface. Figure 3.50 shows this

the input for the Orcaflex model. As stated in the previous

definition. The left boom has a sea surface clearance of 0,

section, a critical sea state is preferred over the full range

the middle boom has a clearance of the radius r and the

of occurring sea states to reduce computation time. This

right boom’s position is at a clearance of –r.

sea state can be seen as the most severe sea state during
95% of the time. In this section, the selection of the criti-

A fully submerged or emerged boom will obviously cause

cal sea state is discussed.

an efficiency loss. Since plastic collection is the main
purpose of the boom, sea surface clearance is an important design property. This parameter is therefore used for
determining the critical sea state1 for plastic collection.
The extended model uses this sea state for simulation.

1 The sea state with highest fluctuation of sea surface clearance.
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Figure 3.51 Side view of boom and mooring model configuration in Orcaflex

3.5.2.2. Determination of the critical sea state

Environmental conditions

In this section, a simplified model of the boom and moor-

Multiple sea state simulations were run containing a cur-

ing system is used for determining the most critical sea

rent and a dominant significant wave height and period.

state. Using the more extensive boom model would result

The current was kept constant for all simulations while

in long computation times.

the combination of wave height and period was changed
for each simulation.

Boom and mooring
The 1,000 m long boom is connected to the sea bottom

As a result of acquired environmental data, presented

by means of two mooring lines. The chosen water depth

in Chapter 2, the input for current speed was set at 0.15

is 200 m; the lines’ horizontal offset with respect to the

m/s and it was directed perpendicular to the boom. The

boom end is 200 m as well. The polypropylene mooring

perpendicular direction is an operational requirement to

line material is buoyant, which can be seen in Figure 3.51,

collect the plastic.

the mooring line shows a reverse catenary.
Since the sea surface is in fact a summation of different
wave components, the sea state is described by a spectrum representation. Each combination of wave height
and period is represented in a JONSWAP spectrum. The
wave direction was modeled both perpendicular and parallel to the boom. The full range of sea states is shown in
Table 3.11 below.
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HS/TZ

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

11.5

12

10

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

9.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.00%

0.00%

9

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.02%

0.02%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

8.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.01%

0.02%

0.02%

0.03%

0.03%

0.02%

0.02%

0.01%

0.01%

8
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0.29%

0.16%

0.09%

2.5

0.05%
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2.15%

2.20%
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0.43%

0.25%

0.13%

0.07%

2

0.11%

0.39%

0.94%
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2.21%

2.45%

2.31%

1.90%

1.40%

0.94%

0.58%

0.34%

0.18%

0.10%

0.05%

1.5

0.22%

0.67%

1.36%

2.06%

2.48%

2.47%

2.11%

1.59%

1.08%

0.67%

0.39%

0.21%

0.11%

0.05%

0.03%

1

0.15%

0.35%

0.59%

0.75%

0.77%

0.67%

0.50%

0.34%

0.21%

0.12%

0.06%

0.03%

0.01%

0.01%

0.00%

Table 3.11 Wave scatter diagram

3.5.2.3. Results
Table 3.11 shows 95% of the most frequently occurring

The boom assessed here is 1,000 meters long. In order

waves in red, hence the sea states in which the system

to assess the results for each wave climate, sea surface

must remain operational. Yellow plus red text represent

clearance data was recorded at 3 points along the length

99% of the sea states. The black percentages represent

of the boom (Figure 3.52). One at 250 meters from the

sea states that were not existent during the measure-

mooring at one side, one in the middle at 500 meters from

ments. To fit in the report, the table was obtained by style

the mooring and a point at 250 meters from the mooring

modifications from a wave scatter diagram made with

at the other side. The dots in Figure 3.52 indicate the lo-

Octopus at the coordinates 138°W 30°N (Chapter 2).

cations of measurement.

The sea states indicated with black borders are the ones
that were simulated to determine the most critical sea

To obtain the most probable sea surface clearance with a

state. The selection includes the shortest five wave pe-

3-hour return period, the simulation data is assumed to

riods at each significant wave height within the red area.

be Rayleigh distributed. The average of the maxima and

When the shortest 5 wave periods in the red area are the

minima at the three measuring points is used to compare

same for several significant wave heights (for example

the simulated wave climates. It should be noted that the

the Hs of 2 m versus the Hs of 2.5 m), only the highest

extremes of the sea surface clearance are actually not

waves were simulated, as they are more critical.

Rayleigh distributed. Therefore, these maxima and minima should not be used for other purposes than for cur-

For validation purposes, less extreme wave climates from

rent comparison.

the 99% most occurring climates were also chosen. They
may be less critical due to their longer wave period. It is

Tables 3.12 - 3.15 below show the results. The values in-

hypothesized that due to the relatively long wave period,

dicate the sea surface clearance. The 5 highest results in

these sea states will result in the structure being able to

Table 10 and 5 lowest results in Table 3.13 are shown in

follow the waves properly.

red.
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Figure 3.52 Boom model overview
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5

5.5

6

6.5
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8
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9

9.5
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0.23

0.20

2.50
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0.33

3.50
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0.48

0.46

0.44

0.66

0.56

0.51

0.48

0.46

0.78

0.68

0.59

0.54

0.48

0.72

0.65

0.61

0.55

0.54

0.72

0.66

0.60

0.57

0.55

0.64

0.58

0.57

0.56
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0.62

0.59

0.58

0.70
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0.65
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10.5
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4.00
5.00
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6.00
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Table 3.12 Most probable sea surface clearance maxima with a 3-hour return period and parallel waves

HS / TZ
1.50
2.50
3.50
4.00
5.00
5.50
6.00
6.50
7.00

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

-0.34

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

-0.32

-0.27

-0.23

-0.20

-0.51

-0.44

-0.39

-0.35

-0.34

-0.75

-0.61

-0.50

-0.48

-0.45

-0.70

-0.58

-0.53

-0.49

-0.48

-0.84

-0.71

-0.62

-0.56

-0.49

-0.77

-0.67

-0.63

-0.56

-0.56

-0.76

-0.69

-0.62

-0.59

-0.57

-0.66

-0.60

-0.59

-0.58

-0.56

-0.65

-0.66

-0.66

-0.63

-0.61

-0.73

-0.69

-0.67

-0.67

8.00
Table 3.13 Most probable sea surface clearance minima with 3-hour return period and parallel waves
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Tables 3.12 - 3.13, showing the sea surface clearance
with parallel waves, illustrate that the most critical wave
climate is the one with a significant wave height of 5 m
and a mean wave period of 7 s. Critical here means that
the structure was not being able to directly follow the
ocean wave surface. The sea surface clearance ranges
from -0.84 m to 0.78 m. This simulation has the highest
maximum and lowest minimum value for the sea surface
clearance and thus the biggest range between minimum
and maximum.

HS / TZ
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0.49

0.47
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Table 3.14 Most probable sea surface clearance maximum with 3-hour return period and perpendicular waves
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-0.34
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-0.87

-0.81
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-1.03

-0.92

-0.87

-1.14

-1.04

-0.90

-0.82

-1.10
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-0.87

-0.77
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3.50
4.00
5.00
5.50
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8

8.5

9

9.5

10

-0.64

Table 3.15 Most probable sea surface clearance minimum with 3-hour return period and perpendicular waves
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Tables 3.14 and 3.15, presenting the sea surface clear-

3.5.3. Structural Model

ance with perpendicular waves, show that in this case

The simplified structural model used in the previous sec-

the most critical wave climate is the one with a signifi-

tion was no longer used for further simulation. For further

cant wave height (Hs) of 5.5 m and a mean wave period (Tz)

simulation, a 6 line mooring system and more extensive

of 7.5 s with a sea surface clearance reaching from -1.26

boom model were applied.

m to 1.07 m. This range is larger than what was found for
the parallel propagating waves. At increasing wave pe-

Initially, two concepts were selected for modeling the

riods, the extreme values for the sea surface clearance

boom. These are described in the next section. A skirt and

decrease.

ballast were connected to the boom for the purpose of
capturing plastic material.

From the above tables it can also be seen that a lot of the
sea states with higher waves can result in lower extremes
of the sea surface clearance at longer mean wave periods. When the boom cannot operate in a sea state with
relatively short waves, it may be able to operate in an environment with relatively long but higher waves.
From the computations above, it can be concluded that
for a sea state with the main wave direction perpendicular to the boom, a significant wave height of 5.5 m and a
mean wave period of 7.5 s turns out to give the highest
movements relative to the wave surface. This state is assumed to be the most critical one among the previously
defined sea states. This combination was used for further
simulations.
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Figure 3.53 Physical interpretation rigid boom

3.5.3.1. Boom
The Orcaflex boom model was built from three main struc-

in the boom. Please note that this is a first selection of

tures. The required buoyancy was achieved by the float-

materials for this design phase. During detailed design

ing boom elements. The two boom concepts included a

phase, a thorough material selection will be included.

flexible boom and a stiff boom with flexible connecting
elements, to enhance the capability of the boom to follow

The length of a steel section (7.5 m) selected was based

the waves. The selection of these concepts was based on

on 1/10 of the mean wavelength of the most occurring sea

a concept study explained in subchapter 3.2.

state. Longer steel sections tend to bridge waves. When a
steel section bridges a wave, this results in wave crests

Rigid boom

going over the boom and reduced draft from the skirt,

The stiff boom model has a hinge every 8 meters, which

preventing the possibility to capture plastics.

can be seen in Figure 3.53. The left side of the figure
shows the cross section and right shows the side view of

Flexible boom

part of the boom. The stiff sections are the 7.5 m long sec-

The flexible boom outer geometry is equal to the steel

tions in the figure.

boom without the stiff sections. A flexible tube can follow
the waves without the need for hinges. The tube now has

For the hinges, links were used (The 0.5 m long sections

the properties that have been given to the links between

which are drawn a bit wider than the other parts in Figure

the steel sections in the stiff boom. The initial material is

3.53). The skirt was hanging beneath the boom, shown in

chosen as neoprene with an outer diameter of 1.55 m and

white with a black outline. Compared with the CFD simu-

an inner diameter of 1.35 m.

lations presented in subchapters 3.3 and 3.4, the boom
buoyancy element and skirt geometry is slightly different.

During actual simulations, an adjusted type of flexible

This is due to parallel engineering activities.

boom was introduced. For this type the axial stiffness is
equal to a neoprene material boom with a Dyneema cable

As for materials, steel was used for the rigid parts, and for

running through the boom. In the model, the geometry is

the links, neoprene is used. Steel was chosen because it

equal for both materials.

is one of the main materials used in the offshore industry
and neoprene has good environmental resistance, yield
strength and other properties to use as flexible material
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Figure 3.54 Mooring configuration in model

3.5.3.2. Skirt and ballast
A skirt was attached to the boom and oriented vertically.

not final during simulations. The mooring lines are shown

To reduce the loss of captured plastics, a ballast weight

in Figure 3.54.

is likely to be attached to the bottom of the skirt. This ballast was part of the computation as well. The skirt was

The mooring system was modeled using 6 lines, 3 lines

the same in both models, as well as the ballast weight

on each side of the boom. When seen from the top at

underneath the skirt. In Section 3.5.5, the skirt and bal-

each side of the boom, one line is attached parallel to the

last weights are varied for design optimization purposes.

boom and the other 2 lines are placed perpendicular to

More details on modeling of the skirt and ballast can be

the boom in both directions. The parallel mooring lines

found in Appendix 4 where the Orcaflex model and its pa-

transfer the initiated tension in the boom to the seabed

rameters are described in further detail.

while the perpendicular mooring lines transfer the loads
from incoming waves and current.

3.5.3.3. Mooring configuration
Placing mooring lines in the model was important to al-

The lines are fixed to the seabed at a horizontal distance

low the model to reach equilibrium over time under the

of 100 m from the boom end. The vertical distance from

influence of the effects of waves and currents in a rela-

the boom end is also 100 m as this is the water depth

tively constant direction. An estimate of the mooring sys-

of the model. All mooring lines are approximately 145 m

tem configuration was made since mooring design was

long.
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Tension
F

F

Current

waves

Tension

Figure 3.55 Wave and current condition during simulations

3.5.4. Resulting Forces

Waves and current load

One of the main goals of the Orcaflex model is to obtain

In Figure 3.56, the differences in resulting end force can

the initiated forces in the mooring system and tension in

be seen for the steel-, neoprene- and Dyneema booms.

the boom. This result gives a better understanding of the

The graph gives the impression that a linear correlation

relation between boom length and resulting forces.

exists between the length of the boom and the forces. The
formula of this trend is added.

Structural model
The structural model described in section 3.5.3 was used

Note that the parts in the structural model have the fol-

for this simulation. Note that the skirt was not included.

lowing yield strength:

Compensated drag and mass values were used to save
computation time. In section 3.5.5, optimization of the

• Steel sections		

30*103 kN

skirt and ballast is discussed; here, the skirt and ballast

• Neoprene links/boom

1.5*103 kN

are modeled. The forces are determined according to the

• Dyneema cable		

2.0*103 kN

scheme in Figure 3.55.
When forces exceed this value, unwanted plastic defor3.5.4.1. Modeled end forces

mation occurs. Note that the steel boom has the neo-

The resulting end force can be thought of as the total

prene links as weak part. The actual design of the boom

force that needs to be transferred to the sea bottom by

is not the purpose of this part of the study; just an indica-

the mooring system.

tion of the forces is given.

For the forces in the boom, it is important to know the

Current load

highest occurring forces; therefore, the 3-hour return val-

The force as a result of water current (which was modeled

ues of forces from dynamic simulations are shown. They

as 0.15 m/s perpendicular to the boom) is plotted in Fig-

are obtained from Generalized Pareto distributions.

ure 3.57. The calculation time allowed for longer lengths

The results that will be shown are:

when only the static calculation is done.

• The force at the end of the boom due to waves and
current
• The force at the end of the boom due to current
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Figure 3.56 Resulting end force as function of boom length (current/waves)

Figure 3.57 Resulting end force as function of boom length (current)

At increasing lengths, the curve tends to become less

The results for the current can be reflected back to the

steep. It is expected that this is due to the arc-like shape

waves, where longer models were not possible. They

of the boom under perpendicular load. When the boom

show the possibility to extrapolate the forces in Figure

has this shape, a smaller part of the current is directed

3.56 above to longer boom lengths. This extrapolation

perpendicular to the boom. This may cause the current to

may even be a conservative estimate of the force.

flow underneath the boom more easily. The same effect
may occur with waves, however, for that simulation the
boom length was set lower.
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Figure 3.58 Mid effective tension as function of boom length

3.5.4.2. Modeled effective tension forces
In Figure 3.58, effective tension forces at mid-point of the
booms are plotted. This is the force in axial direction of
the boom. Forces in other than axial directions are negligible at this point and only occur near the mooring where
the boom ends are limited in vertical and horizontal
movements. The graph shows the mid effective tension
for waves and current load only.
For boom lengths used in the simulation, the relation
is fairly linear. The fact that for the Dyneema tensioned
boom the tension is higher than both neoprene and steel
boom is due to its high axial stiffness compared to the
other options. The steel boom has neoprene links, which
lower the stiffness significantly.
3.5.4.3. Tension limited boom length

Figure 3.59 Effect of a too high tension force along the boom: in

High axial tension in the boom can result in the boom

the top image, the boom can follow the shape of the wave, but in

not being able to follow the wave surface. This effect is

the bottom image, the tension force spans the boom in such a way

shown in Figure 3.59, where the tension force will cause

that it remains straight

wave overtopping and ‘bridging’ of the structure. This
phenomenon did not happen in most of the simulations,
but it is possible that the boom will be designed for longer lengths than used in the current model.
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Figure 3.60 Schematic force overview

A structural mechanics analysis of this occurrence fol-

When the boom floats at wave trough level instead of

lows. The forces that explain this effect are illustrated

wave crest level, the boom section between the troughs

in Figure 3.60. With the selected mean wave period Tz of

deflects upwards due to buoyancy force. This buoyancy

7.5 s and elevation Hs of 5.5 m, assume a wave length of

force is assumed similar to the gravitational force qG and

88 m and a boom that is positioned on top of the wave

will thus come to the same result with the used formula.

crests. The top of the wave crests is shown as supports.
The boom should then be able to deflect at mid-section,

When looking back at Figure 3.58 (3.5.4.2), this theoreti-

which is 5.5 m lower in order to be able to follow the

cal limit tension force Ft of 1.8*103 kN can be linked to a

shape of the wave.

boom length with the formula given in this figure for the
Dyneema boom.

Due to the tension force Ft, the deflection is restricted to
a certain extent; this is reached when the moment around
the mid-point is zero due to combining Ft and qG only. It is

In which x is the boom length in m and Ft the limit tension

required that the possible deflection is greater than the

force in kN. Solving for x:

wave height.

Before the modeled tension, the force in the boom becomes so large that it is not able to follow these waves
Because the wave height (Hs = 5.5 m), wave length (l =

anymore. For the steel boom this point is at:

88 m), and the weight (qG= ~10 kN/m) of the boom are
known, the theoretical limit tension force in the boom at
which this deflection is still possible can be estimated
with the formula above.
It should be noted that the links between the steel sections of this boom are as flexible as the neoprene boom
and they are the main reason the steel boom has a relatively low force in it
Some assumptions that should be taken note of:
- Under the given length and forces, the moments are

face clearance and boom length for a Dyneema tensioned

such that it behaves like a rope, having no bending

boom is shown in Figure 3.61.

stiffness.
- The boom floats on top of the wave crests and
therefore the middle deflection needs to be equal to
the full wave height.
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Figure 3.61 Boom length versus sea surface clearance

It is shown that up to a boom length of approximately 1

The skirt can move relative to the boom because the

km, the sea surface clearance stays approximately equal.

boom is attached to the mooring at its ends and is re-

However, for longer booms, the sea surface clearance

stricted in its movements while the skirt hangs under-

value reaches a much lower minimum. At 2 km the force

neath it without any obstruction. This causes the skirt to

is above the theoretical limit tension force.

deviate from its vertical orientation as shown in Figure
3.62. If the angle is too big, captured plastics can easily

This confirms the theory that the boom is less able to

flow underneath it. This is both due to a reduced draft

follow the waves when high tension forces are reached

and because fluid flow passes an inclined wall more eas-

within it. By increasing the volume and mass of the boom,

ily than a vertical wall.

the qG estimate in the calculations above will increase.
Higher tension is then allowed before the limit tension

Figure 3.62 shows the boom at a moment where the hori-

force is reached where the boom is unable to follow the

zontal wave forces in the boom are compensated by its

shape of the waves.

restriction at the ends due to mooring, Fh; Boom. The
ballast can still move in wave direction until Fh; Ballast

For a design with equal properties as the models in this

caused by the tension force Fballast is equal to the hori-

study, it is advised not to use independently moored

zontal wave forces.

boom lengths longer than 1,400 meters.
Hanging ballast under the skirt can, in this way, help to
3.5.5. Optimizing Skirt and Ballast Weight

keep the skirt in a vertical position. Properties of the skirt

Besides obtaining loads acting on the system, simula-

itself can have an influence on the movements too. The

tions were run with the purpose of achieving other re-

purpose of this section is to give a rough estimation of the

sults. This section discusses simulations with different

combination of skirt and ballast that work best.

skirts and ballast weights to investigate the influence of
these properties.

In the refined concept described in section 3.6, a different skirt attachment is proposed. This type is not included in this section due to parallel engineering activities.
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Figure 3.62 Skirt motion relative to the boom

Variable

Minimum (°)

Maximum (°)

Mean (°)

Standard Deviation(°)

Ballast: 10 kg/m; Heavy skirt

-52.67 (43.9)

51.50 (60.3)

-8.81

18.22

Ballast: 50 kg/m; Heavy skirt

-47.22 (41.7)

44.04 (49.6)

-5.53

15.70

Ballast: 100 kg/m; Heavy skirt

-40.02 (36.1)

45.05 (49.0)

-3.94

13.03

Ballast: 10 kg/m; Light skirt

-62.68 (40.1)

34.74 (57.3)

-22.59

17.57

Ballast: 50 kg/m; Light skirt

-40.21 (32.8)

34.93 (42.3)

-7.37

12.45

Ballast: 100 kg/m; Light skirt

-32.06 (28.4)

32.93 (36.6)

-3.63

10.46

Table 3.16 Skirt angles

Simulation time

Skirt angle results

The skirt movements relative to the boom started to show

The skirt angles are determined for three different bal-

effects from the boom being held in position by the moor-

lasts and two skirt weights. The resulting angles are

ing after 200 s of simulation time. At 450 s of simulation

shown in Table 3.16. As stated earlier, the angle is with

time and after, some of the simulations became unstable.

respect to the vertical plane. Here, a negative value indi-

Therefore, the comparison is made using a simulation

cates the ballast weight position downstream.

time range of 200 s to 450 s. This is a relatively short time
because the boom had not fully moved into position yet.

Notable is the effect that the maximum and minimum an-

It is expected that longer simulation time will not cause

gles of the light skirt are less significant than those of the

a different conclusion on the ballast to be used. For each

heavy skirt at ballast masses of 50 kg/m or more. Figure

simulation, the angle, the sea surface clearance of the

3.63 shows the reduced angle of the light skirt caused

boom, and the sea surface clearance of the bottom of the

by the ballast tending to bend the skirt back to a verti-

skirt are obtained at the middle of the boom length.

cal orientation at its end. This is more effective for the
more flexible light skirt. In reality, even the stiffness of

They are shown through their maxima, minima, mean and

the heavy skirt is lower than the modeled stiffness for the

standard deviation. The number between brackets is the

light skirt in this direction.

difference between the minimum respectively maximum
and the mean.
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Figure 3.63 Angle on light versus heavy skirt

Stiffness of the skirt versus sea surface clearance
Table 3.16 shows that a ballast of 10 kg/m results in a

The resulting sea surface clearances are shown in Ta-

mean angle of -23°, with a minimum angle of -63°. No fur-

ble 3.17 below. The increase in mean sea surface clear-

ther research has been done yet but it is expected that

ance with increasing ballast can be linked to the boom

these angles will result in a significant loss of plastics.

becoming less buoyant with increasing ballast and the

In comparison, the mean angle of 7° and the maximum

axial stretching of the skirt due to the increased weight

of 40° as listed in the table with a ballast of 50 kg/m are

on it. These results show that with the chosen ballast, the

likely to be sufficient for keeping plastics behind the

draft of the skirt varies between 1.73 m and 4.35 m, with

boom. With a 100 kg/m ballast the angles are even less.

a mean of 2.97 m. Also this will for the time being, be assumed as reasonable for the trapping of plastics in front

For now, the limit is set at a ballast of 50 kg/m as increas-

of the boom.

ing ballast weight would require the skirt to be stronger, and the volume of the boom to increase if a certain

Figure 3.64 shows the difference between the maximum

amount of freeboard is required causing the expenses to

and minimum and gives a graphic representation of what

go up.

is in the table. It can be seen that with increased weight,
the deviations become larger. This may be caused by the
increased weight having a larger effect on the relatively
elastic skirt.
The resulting sea surface clearances are shown in Table
3.18. Figure 3.65 below also shows the difference between the maximum and minimum.
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Variable

Minimum (m)

Maximum (m)

Mean (m)

Standard Deviation(m)

Ballast: 10 kg/m; Heavy skirt

-4.19 (1.40)

-1.74 (1.05)

-2.79

0.35

Ballast: 50 kg/m; Heavy skirt

-4.13 (1.27)

-1.84 (1.02)

-2.86

0.35

Ballast: 100 kg/m; Heavy skirt

-4.39 (1.45)

-1.63 (1.31)

-2.94

0.37

Ballast: 10 kg/m; Light skirt

-3.79 (1.19)

-1.36 (1.24)

-2.60

0.46

Ballast: 50 kg/m; Light skirt

-4.35 (1.38)

-1.73 (1.24)

-2.97

0.42

Ballast: 100 kg/m; Light skirt

-4.81 (1.51)

-2.01 (1.29)

-3.30

0.44

Table 3.17 Skirt bottom sea surface clearance

Figure 3.64 Deviation between maximum and minimum sea surface clearance of the ballast

Variable

Minimum (m)

Maximum (m)

Mean (m)

Standard Deviation(m)

Ballast: 10 kg/m; Heavy skirt

-1.92 (1.65)

0.60 (0.87)

-0.27

0.37

Ballast: 50 kg/m; Heavy skirt

-1.90 (1.59)

0.55 (0.86)

-0.31

0.37

Ballast: 100 kg/m; Heavy skirt

-1.94 (1.59)

0.61 (0.96)

-0.35

0.37

Ballast: 10 kg/m; Light skirt

-1.68 (1.46)

0.60 (0.82)

-0.22

0.35

Ballast: 50 kg/m; Light skirt

-1.77 (1.21)

0.56 (0.82)

-0.26

0.36

Ballast: 100 kg/m; Light skirt

-1.81 (1.52)

0.51 (0.80)

-0.29

0.35

Table 3.18 Skirt top sea surface clearance
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Figure 3.65 Deviation between maximum and minimum sea surface clearance of the boom

The increase in mean sea surface clearance with increas-

Because the boom has a diameter of about 1.5 meter

ing ballast can be linked to the boom becoming less

and thus a radius of 0.75 meter, every time a sea sur-

buoyant with increasing ballast. For this, less ballast will

face clearance of -0.75 meter is reached, the boom is

be slightly better as a wave going over the boom could

overtopped by the wave. This means that the given sea

take plastics with it.

surface clearance of minus 1.77 meter as a minimum at
the chosen ballast, will negatively influence the plastic

Increased weight does not show a significant difference

collection.

between the differences between the maximum and the
minimum as shown in the figure above. This corresponds

For now it is only important to know that heavier ballast

with the expectation that the increased ballast has

does not have a lot of effect on the buoyant properties of

greater effects on the stretching of the skirt as opposed

the boom itself. Except that the mean and, with that, the

to it having a lot of effect on the deviations of the boom.

minimum and maximum sea surface clearance drop a bit
due to the structure as a whole becoming heavier.

Especially noticeable here is the difference between
the minimum and the mean relative to the difference
between the maximum and the mean. This means that
the boom is more prone to submerging than to emerging
in waves. This can be assigned to gravity forces and the
boom at its ends being attached to the bottom.
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3.5.6. Summary and Conclusions
During simulation, a number of aspects of the boom were

The skirt is removed from the model for force calculation

determined by doing a series of simulations.

due to computational time limitation and model instability. The model is adjusted with increased drag area and

The design sea state is determined through a series of

coefficient, resulting in a conservative estimate of the

simulations by comparing sea states that are expected

forces.

to result in the structure not being able to properly follow
the water surface. The selected sea state is characterized

The relation between tension and high frequency flexibil-

with a significant wave height Hs of 5.5 m and mean wave

ity was modeled. The limit tension force was estimated at

period Tz of 7.5 s.

1,800 kN per 1,500 m of boom.

The boom and skirt model is simulated with 3 different

The boom will shape like an arc under wave and current

ballast masses and 2 different skirt thicknesses. The

load. Large horizontal excursion can have a negative in-

skirt behavior is compared and the maximum skirt angle

fluence on guiding plastic towards the collection termi-

value is compared with a subjectively estimated limit.

nal, so the booms must be placed under a tension where

This resulted in the preference for a ballast weight of 50

a positive angle of the booms still exists.

kg/m and skirt thickness of 0.05 m. While the ballast has
almost no effect on the draft of the boom, it does have a

Results not presented in the report show that for the cur-

larger effect on the draft of the ballast, which is located

rent floater diameter wave overtopping could occur fre-

at the bottom of the skirt. This is because the skirt is

quently. It is advisable to investigate the result of a higher

stretched significantly by the weight.

freeboard on overtopping and boom tension.
The simulations led to a better understanding of the
boom behavior under wave load. Axial stiffness is required to limit the horizontal offset under load, while the
bending stiffness should be limited to allow the boom to
follow the waves.
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1.1

Boom
Concept
Refinement
Joost de Haan • Stefan van Ruyven • Sam van der
Horst • Emile Arens • Jan de Sonneville • Boyan Slat

As a result of the design criteria mentioned in
section 3.2.1 and simulation results in section
3.5, the most promising concept is the combination of a flexible boom and tension member. This concept allows the boom to follow the
ocean surface, while preventing extreme horizontal excursions because of the connected
tension member.
The design exists of buoyancy elements covered by a skirt, which blocks and transfers the
plastic to the platform. At the bottom of the
skirt a steel cable will be applied to guarantee
enough down force for the skirt to remain in a
vertical orientation.

HOW THE OCEANS CAN CLEAN THEMSELVES

The simulations in chapter 3.5 showed that if
booms became too long, they would not be able
to follow the waves any more, due to the tension in the boom. Hence, it was advised keeping the booms shorter than 1400 m. And since
a total distance of approximate 100,000 m has
to be bridged, we propose a new type of mooring system, where the tension cable and boom
have been separated.
This cable will be connected to a steel cable
(tension cable), which is located 30 meter under the water surface. This tension cable will be
connected to the mooring cables. See Figures
3.66, 3.67 and 3.68.
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Figure 3.66 Boom section and tension cable – front view

Figure 3.67 Left: Boom section and tension cable – side view.

Figure 3.68 Top view of the boom.

Before explaining the concept more detailed, relevant
boundary conditions are outlined.
Main conditions
• The fixed connection points for the tension cable will

tension cable between the mooring cables is 465 MT.

optimization in chapter 3.7).

This requirement results from a calculated lateral

• The boom is installed with an angle of 45 degrees with
respect to the (horizontal) tension member. Due to the
arc shape, this angle increases towards the
midsection between moorings, see also the top view of
the boom in Figure 3.68
• The total width covered by the boom must be at least
50 km to both side of the platform.

A FEASIBILITY STUDY

• With current dimensions, the maximum tension in the

be applied with an interval of 4 km (see boom length

force of 600 N/m.
• The depth of the tension cable will be 30 m, for it to not
be harmed if a ship accidentally crosses it.
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Figure 3.69 Tension cable impression

3.6.1. Tension Cable

3.6.2. Connection Cable

The tension cable is the part of the design that will trans-

A steel cable (see Figure 3.70) will be applied to connect

fer the loads on the boom to the mooring cables. It is con-

the boom to the tension cable. This cable will be 20 mm in

nected to the boom every 60 meters allowing the 54 km

diameter; this is with taking a conservative safety factor

long boom to transfer its forces to the tension cable, see

of 3.3 into consideration as well. The cable length is such

the impression in Figure 3.69. This way, large forces on

that the skirt will not have an angle along the current so

the flexible boom are prevented.

the plastic cannot escape.

The weight of the tension cable and cable connecting it
to the boom combined should be lower than the booms
buoyancy. Otherwise, the boom would be pulled under the
water surface. Under current dimensions, the tension cable has a weight of 70 kg/m. To avoid the boom being lower in the water where the connection cables are attached
to the boom, extra buoyancy is added to these places by
adding buoys. Treatment against the environmental conditions is crucial for this cable as the cable is constantly
submerged, exposed to sea water and ocean life.
The boom should be designed for at least 10 years of
operation time. This results in the demand for a fatigue
study. Due to wave frequency load, cyclic loading in the
order of millions is present. For fatigue analysis, the expected loads and probabilities are used for determining
the fatigue life. However, for the tension cable a steel
cable of 120 mm is chosen which has a safety factor of
2.5, which is higher than the industry standard of 1.82 for
mooring lines, thereby making fatigue-induced failure
unlikely. Alternatively, a creep-resistant DM²0 Dyneema
cable could also be used for this application, saving on
weight and required buoyancy.
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SKIRT

Figure 3.71 Boom skirt

3.6.3. SKIRT
The skirt (see Figure 3.71) is applied to collect and transfer the plastic to the platform. It will be applied around
the buoyancy element and steel cable. This way there is
no need for an additional connection between the skirt
and the buoyancy element to carry the load of the skirt.
However, some connection is required to prevent the
buoyancy elements to travel in the boom’s axial direction leaving the skirt not lifted by buoyancy elements at
certain areas. Furthermore the positive slope of the skirt
may negatively affect the fluid dynamics.
It can also be considered to apply the skirt as shown below, with a skirt around and closed at the buoyancy element. This would save material for the skirt but will require an extra connection. Because of the uncertainties
the boom shown in 3.71 creates, the skirt shown in Figure
3.72 has been selected for the final concept.
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Figure 3.72 Boom skirt 2
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Figure 3.73 Orca fabric layers

Material

Orca® fabric

The skirt material will be exposed to all occurring envi-

This fabric is often used for inflatable tubes in motor-

ronmental conditions for a period of 10 years. The mate-

boats. Figure 3.73 shows the distinct layers that make the

rial must be resistant for exposure to sea water, uv-light

fabric. The base fabric is made from high tenacity polyes-

and mechanical abrasion. This combined with the flex-

ter. Neoprene is highly suitable to give the skirt its non-

ibility of the skirt results in a limit amount of suitable

permeability, and synthetic rubber could give the skirt its

materials. The material consists of multiple layers of high

durability for UV and abrasion.

strength texture and non-permeable coating.
Proven technology materials that should be further in-

No data on fatigue behavior of the materials is available.

vestigated for use as skirt:

In the subsequent design phase, manufacturers will be
contacted to provide information on fatigue properties.

Trevira polyester
The material is constructed from high tensile Trevira
polyester base cloth, (pattern weaved) with heavy duty
UV-stabilized PVC or polyurthane coating. This material is
selected for use in buoyancy elements and ballast bags
used in crane testing. The actual desired skirt structure
is not for sale currently, but the company Seaflex can provide this material for the skirt.
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Connection point for connection cable

Tension cable

Ø134
220

Ø104

300

Figure 3.74 Connector for tension cable

3.6.4.Connectors
Connection cable to tension cable

Connection cable to bottom of skirt

As can be seen in the next chapter it is most favorable

This concept is similar to the one described above. The

for installation to have a quick and easy connection be-

difference is that now a connection is added for a cable/

tween these two cables. Therefore the next concept is

rope going to the buoyancy element (See Figure 3.75). The

suggested.

advantage for this connection is that more time is available to mount it since it can be done in advance.

A connection piece will be mounted to the end of the connection cable. Then it can be bolted around the tension
cable with pretension in order to prevent the connection
to slide along the tension cable. In Figure 3.74 a sketch is
shown of the concept.
The bolted connections could be replaced by another
connection. At the connection cable side it can be chosen to make the connection piece hinged for example. As
mentioned before, fatigue at this point might be an issue,
for this reason this connection will require extra attention in the next phase. The bolted connection could also
be welded, but when this has to be done on the vessel it
is less favorable.
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Figure 3.75 Connector for skirt bottom

Attention should be given to the skirt that has to be ap-

Another option is to apply dredging pipes that are very

plied around the connection, which means a small open-

flexible and suitable to apply in marine environment. This

ing should be made in the skirt for the connection cable.

option however will be rather expensive compared to the

Again the bolted connection could be replaced by a weld-

buoyancy elements. Three options are outlined below.

ed connection as long as a pretension on the connection
can be guaranteed so the connection won’t slide along

Option 1

the cable at bottom of the skirt.

The first option is to use foam filled or pneumatic fenders. These fenders will be placed every 4 meters. The skirt

3.6.5. Buoyancy Elements

is placed around the fenders. The advantages and disad-

To keep the boom floating, buoyancy elements will be ap-

vantages of the fenders are briefly described below.

plied. First a variant was investigated with steel pipes but
this variant was found not suitable due to the wave movements at the surface will more easily lead to overtopping
(waves going over the boom). Therefore a flexible boom
concept was preferred over a stiff one. For the buoyancy
elements there are multiple options.
Off the shelf buoyancy elements are preferred. Simple
buoyancy elements can be applied. These elements are
designed to last in marine environment and capable to
take wave and wind impact. Other use of these elements
is as fender for ships, preventing the ships to bump
against quay walls.
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Figure 3.76 Foam fender impression

Figure 3.77 Pneumatic fender impression

Foam filled fenders
Foam filled fenders (Figure 3.76) require little to no maintenance, in comparison to air-filled fenders. Those have a
chance of deflation, and according to its manufacturer a
yearly inspection of the valves is recommended.
Pneumatic fenders (See Figure 3.77)
• Cheaper than foam filled fenders
• More environmental friendly than foam based fenders
• More compact to transport
Option 2
The second option is to use pipes as uses in dredging industry. The pipe used there consists of a rigid pipe piece
made from HDPE connected with flexible rubber hoses
(Figure 3.78) to ensure the flexibility of the pipe to follow
the waves. To ensure floatation of the pipe special floatation buoys are placed around the pipe.
Pros
• Proven technology, used in offshore dredging
operations
• Little to no maintenance required
Cons
• Expensive
• Non flexible pipe used, suitability for flexible booms
should be investigated
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Option 3
The third option uses floaters made out of an UV protective shell filled with unsinkable foam (Figure 3.79). The
barrier has a freeboard of 1 meter above the water line,
below the waterline a skirt can be attached to the barrier.
The floatation pieces are bolted together which enables
the option to place the skirt between them.
Pros
• Rigid floaters
• Skirt can be attached to the buoys relatively easy
Cons
• Expensive compared to fenders
• Time consuming installation
Concluding remarks
Based on the input from multiple fender manufacturers,
the reliability of pneumatic is uncertain for a deployment
time of 10 years. Hence, we will now assume foam-filled
fenders in this feasibility study. However, considering the
benefits in terms of transportability, deployment time
and recyclability, the suitability of pneumatic fenders, it

Figure 3.79 Floaters with connectable skirt

is still recommended to further investigate the suitability
of pneumatic fenders in a later phase.

3.6.6. Costs

3.6.7. Summary and conclusions

Table 3.19 shows the estimation for the production cost

By reconsidering the preliminary concepts with the help

of the boom concept.

of studies presented earlier in this chapter, the most
promising design is presented. The design consists of a
flexible floater connected to a tension member to avoid
excessive horizontal excursions. The model is dimensioned using the results of the Orcaflex study. For now
two types of skirt material are investigated, in both cases
the material consists of multiple layers of high strength
texture and non-permeable coating. Buoyancy elements
are connected to the skirt allowing the structure to follow
the wave surface elevation.
The presented concept is the first step in the design of a
structure that can operate well at harsh environmental
conditions for the design life of at least 10 years.
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Part name

Cost per piece

€880

Fender, diameter 150 cm,

# of pieces

Total cost

Source

28,868

€25,403,840

Huisman Equipment b.v.

885,500 m²

€21,252,000

ERIKS b.v.

length 200 cm
€ 24 per m²

Skirt fabric, synthetic rubber,
1 cm thickness

(extrapolated from

(7.7 m * 115,000 m)

2.5 cm plate)
Ballast cable,

€ 29.25 per m

115,000 m

€3,363,750

Huisman Equipment b.v.

€ 227,49 per m

115,000 m

€26,161,350

Huisman Equipment b.v.

€660,949

Huisman Equipment b.v.

40 mm diameter, steel
Tension cable, 113 mm
diameter, steel, MBL 1200 MT
€ 7,63 per m

Connection cable, 20 mm,

86,625 m

steel, MBL 24 MT
€ 145

Navigation light

Manufacturing    

€ 16.66 / m (based

319 (one every 360 m)

115,000 m

€46,255

€1,916,000

Alibaba (estimation)

Estimation

on assembly speed
of 1 m/min, 10 people at €100/h)
Table 3.19 Cost calculation of the boom concept

In the subsequent project phase, the design will be further evaluated and detailed. This will result in the most
cost efficient and technically feasible design.
‘‘For the Ocean cleanup feasibility study Huisman equip-

a) To investigate the installation method

ment B.V. was involved in the design of the so called float-

b) To investigate the dynamic behavior in extreme

ing collecting boom and underwater placed tension mem-

weather and wave conditions and, if necessary,

ber. Although the design of a collecting boom of this scale

to investigate an abandonment and recovery system of

is a unique concept, can’t be compared with anything ever

the floating boom concept.

build and doesn’t fall within our field of expertise, Huisman believes the concept is feasible and executable with

c) To investigate the dynamic behavior of the floating
boom either by scale or computer models.’’

the use of existing floating barriers. Concerning the tension member we believe the internal forces that can be

Eric Romeijn

generated by the boom will be transferred through the

Technical Manager, Huisman Equipment B.V.

cables and guided to the mooring lines. We find three important recommendations, which may strongly influence
the final design, feasibility and costs:
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Station
keeping
Joost de Haan • Senol Ozmutlu • Christophe
Limouzin • Jan de Sonneville • Boyan Slat

Station-keeping capability during operation
is an integral part of the Ocean Cleanup Array
concept. Throughout the feasibility study, the
selected location is the Northern Pacific Ocean
(30˚ N, 138˚ W). Furthermore, water depths
range from approximately 1,800 to 4,800 meters. Station keeping is challenging, because of
the extreme water depths and also because the
length of the moored structure is two orders of
magnitude greater than anything that has been
deployed offshore in the past.
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Figure 3.80 Typical mooring configurations and line type by water depth. Courtesy of Bridon.

3.7.1. Concepts

3.7.1.1. Mooring configurations and rope types

Station keeping in open water can be done either actively

It can be seen that the water depths of 3-5 km are not

or passively. Active station keeping is commonly done

incorporated in the graph. Current water depth record for

using a Dynamic Positioning (DP) system. The system

offshore structure mooring is about 2,400 m water depth

consists of multiple propellers or thrusters, for which

(Shell Perdido Spar). Furthermore, in deep water environ-

the thrust and direction are controlled. In this study no

ments steel wire rope or chain cannot be used, because

further elaboration is given on active station keeping. Al-

the line’s deadweight results in line tension exceeding

though capital expenditures may be lower, the continu-

the breaking strength.

ous power requirement is high in operational costs and
impacts the environment negatively. This is especially the

The lower density of polyester rope makes it useful for

case because of the large drag forces created by the 100

deep water mooring systems. It is advisable to use chain

km of floating barriers.

or steel wire rope at the lower part of the mooring lines. At
the touchdown point abrasion of the fiber rope impacts

Passive systems typically consist of mooring line, an-

the rope’s integrity. Even with a jacket for abrasion pro-

choring and connectors. The mooring configuration and

tection wear is expected. The touchdown point is shown

line type are highly dependent on duration of operation

in the picture below. This is the point in between number

and water depth. Figure 3.80 depicts the typical mooring

13 and 14.

configurations and line types by water depth.
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Figure 3.81 Components in a typical mooring line. Courtesy of Vryhof Anchor.

Polyester ropes are commonly used in taut leg configura-

3.7.1.2. Anchoring

tion (Figure 3.82). Taut leg mooring has smaller footprint

Deep-water anchoring in taut leg (or semi taut leg) con-

and requires less rope length at equal mooring capac-

figuration is performed using three proven methods.

ity. Recent study showed that a combination of taut leg

These are the Vertical Load Anchor (VLA), suction pile and

and catenary mooring results in smaller movement of

the fairly new penetrating torpedo anchors.

the moored structure. Furthermore, this mooring system
is also compatible with the characteristics of catenary
mooring system, which eliminates the requirement of
anti-uplift capacity of the anchors.
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Figure 3.82 Catenary and taut leg configuration. Courtesy of C-leg media

3.7.2. Concept of Choice
In the current concept, the Stevmanta VLA is chosen (Fig-

a front and side view of the anchor. The required size for

ure 3.83). This is a product of collaboration partner Vryhof

the concept should follow from mooring system calcula-

Anchors. It allows uplift at the anchor point, present at

tions. It is available for anchor areas ranging from 5 to 20

taut leg mooring systems. The anchor can be installed

square meters. The area of choice depends on the load,

from one anchor handling vessel (AHV). No ROV is re-

anchor line arrangement and soil conditions.

quired, cutting installation costs. The figure below shows

Main dimensions Stevmanta VLA (dimensions in mm, area in m²)
Area

5

8

10

15

17

20

B

3143

3975

4445

4869

5443

5795

6286

C

2976

3765

4209

4611

5155

5488

5953

D

1945

2460

2750

3013

3368

3586

3890

E0

3075

3890

4349

4764

5326

5670

6150

E1

3371

4264

4767

5222

5839

6216

6742

F

172

217

243

266

298

317

344

H

1459

1845

2063

2260

2527

2690

2918

T

639

809

904

991

1107

1179

1279

Figure 3.83 Stevmanta VLA, Courtesy of Vryhof Anchor
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Undrained shear

Submerged unit

Averaged soil

strength (kPa)

weight (kN/m³)

sensitivity (St)

Lower Bound

1.2 x z

4

4

Upper Bound

1.4 x z

4

4

z is the depth below mudline in meters
Table 3.20 Upper and Lower bound soil properties

Figure 3.84 Lower and Upper Bound soil design profiles

Soil conditions

segment. The mooring lines shall be selected based on

At this preliminary phase, the site and soil conditions

the preliminary design load of 3600 kN. The average an-

at/around the planned anchor locations are not known.

gle between each mooring line and the vertical axis is 20

Based on Vryhof’s experience at deep water mooring lo-

degrees.

cations 2000 – 3000 meters depth, the soil is assumed to
be very soft clay. The assumed soil properties for Lower

For the anchor forerunner (i.e. the line segment in the soil

and Upper Bound design are tabulated below (Table

from anchor shackle to the mud-line) a spiral strand wire

3.20). The Lower and Upper Bound soil design profiles are

rope is selected. The use of wire rope forerunner instead

shown in Figure 3.84.

of chain will have positive influence in anchor penetration depth thus the required Stevmanta VLA size will be

Anchor line arrangement

smaller. Per API RP 2SK or class regulations the MBL of

There will be 29 nodes (submerged buoy elements) in the

the line should be 1.67 x the maximum intact load (calcu-

system. Every node (submerged buoy) will be moored by

lated from dynamic analysis). Considering the maximum

using three mooring lines. Each mooring leg, from mud-

line load of 3600 kN, a spiral stand of 70 mm with 8 mm

line to buoy, is comprised of: a bottom chain segment,

sheathing thickness is selected. The Minimum Braking

a polyester rope segment, and a top chain or wire rope

Load (MBL) of the selected forerunner is 6012 kN.
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LB Soil

UB Soil

Anchor size used

14 m² Stevmanta VLA

14 m² Stevmanta VLA

Installation load at anchor shackle (Fins@anchor) = shear pin size

1834 kN

1834 kN

Estimated tension at seabed 0° uplift (Fins@mudline)

1971 kN

1956 kN

Penetration depth anchor shackle

32.8 m

27.9 m

Penetration depth center of area anchor

35.8 m

33 m

Estimated drag length

36 m – 51 m

33 - 47 m

Nc factor used

12

12

UPC

7209 kN

7209 kN

Table 3.21 A comparison between the upper and lower bound estimates in terms of soil conditions

Design loads
The maximum mooring design load is specified by The
Ocean Cleanup as 3,600 kN. The required ultimate pullout capacity is doubled due to API RP 2SK recommended
safety factor for plate anchors. Therefore, the UPC is
7200 kN
Required Stevmanta VLA size
For the upper and lower bound (UB and LB respectively)
soil conditions the required anchor size and installation
depth are calculated by Vryhof.
The proposed 14 m² Stevmanta VLA, when installed with
an installation load of 187 tons at the anchor (i.e. shear
pin break load), will obtain the required capacity under
the assumed soil conditions. Table 3.21 summarizes the
anchor installation, capacity, and performance values.
The estimated drag length refers to the horizontal distance between anchor drop points to the shear pin break
point during installation stage. After the shear pin has
broken there is no extra drag for the selected Stevmanta
VLAs up to its UPC of 7,200 kN.
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Approximate mass
Diameter*

MBL

in

mm

kN

4 15/16

126

5 1/2

139

5 15/16

In air

Submerged

kips

kg/m

lb/ft

kg/m

lb/ft

3924

882

10.0

6.7

2.5

1.7

4905

1102

12.1

8.1

3.0

2.0

3.6

2.4

Post installation

Intermediate

drift stiffness

stiffness

Storm stiffness

103 kips

MN

103 kips

51.0

11.5

105.9

23.8

109.9

24.7

63.8

14.3

132.4

29.8

137.3

30.9

80.3

18.1

166.9

37.5

173.0

38.9

MN

MN

103 kips

151

6180

1389

14.4

9.7

1/4

158

6959

1565

15.9

10.7

4.0

2.7

90.5

20.3

187.9

42.3

194.9

43.8

6 5/8

168

7848

1764

18.0

12.1

4.5

3.0

102.0

22.9

211.9

47.6

219.7

49.4

6 15/16

177

8829

1984

19.9

13.4

5.0

3.4

114.8

25.8

238.4

53.6

247.2

55.6

7 1/4

185

9810

2205

21.9

14.7

5.5

3.7

127.5

28.7

264.9

59.5

274.7

61.7
69.1

6

7

201

10987

2469

25.8

17.3

6.5

4.3

142.8

32.1

296.6

66.7

307.6

8 3/8

213

12263

2756

28.9

19.4

7.2

4.9

159.4

35.8

331.1

74.4

343.4

77.2

8 3/4

223

13734

3086

31.8

21.4

8.0

5.4

178.5

40.1

370.8

83.3

384.6

86.4

9

92.6

15/16
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14715

3307

33.6

22.6

8.4

5.7

191.3

43.0

397.3

89.3

412.0

1/2

241

15696

3527

37.2

25.0

9.3

6.3

204.0

45.9

423.8

95.2

439.5

98.8

9 3/4

247

16677

3748

39.2

26.3

9.8

6.6

216.8

48.7

450.3

101.2

467.0

104.9
111.1

9

10 1/8

257

17858

3968

42.4

28.5

10.6

7.1

232.2

51.6

482.2

107.1

500.0

10 3/8

263

18639

4189

44.4

29.8

11.1

7.5

242.3

54.5

503.3

113.1

521.9

117.3

10 9/16

268

19620

4409

46.4

31.2

11.6

7.8

255.1

57.3

529.7

119.0

549.4

123.5

10 13/16

274

20601

4630

48.5

32.6

12.1

8.2

267.8

60.2

556.2

125.0

576.8

129.6

11 1/16

281

21582

4850

50.7

34.1

12.7

8.5

280.6

63.1

582.7

131.0

604.3

135.8

11 1/4

286

22563

5071

52.6

35.3

13.2

8.8

293.3

65.9

609.2

136.9

631.8

142.0

11 7/16

291

23544

5291

54.7

36.8

13.7

9.2

306.1

68.8

635.7

142.9

659.2

148.1

11 5/8

296

24525

5512

56.7

38.1

14.2

9.5

318.8

71.7

662.2

148.8

686.7

154.3

Figure 3.85 Specification sheet Bridon Polyester mooring rope

Mooring rope
As stated earlier, the mooring rope material selected is

From calculations the required MBL can be found. Figure

Polyester. The material is not natural buoyant, increasing

3.85 shows specifications at various diameters.

the required buoyancy. In the boom concept, a surface
floater (boom element) is connected to the subsurface

The factors influencing the MBL are stated in section

buoy. The subsurface buoy is located at about 30 meters

3.7.4. After outlining the environmental conditions that

below the waterline.

must be taken into account, analysis steps are summed.
In current stage no extensive calculations are completed.
This should be further investigated
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Figure 3.86 Initial mooring cost optimization

3.7.3. Cost Optimization
While designing the boom and mooring system, one has

On the other hand, with a larger distance between moor-

to deal with many decisions that all influence both price

ings, the placement becomes cheaper as less cables

and the design.

have to be connected to the ocean floor.

To solve this, an iteration has been made on the distance

In addition the cables themselves are thicker, but in less-

between mooring points. In Figure 3.86 the costs of major

er amount still less expensive than more, thinner cables.

components are plotted, calculated for different distanc-

In total the costs have an optimum for a distance of about

es between moorings.

4 km between moorings (bottom of top line in the graph),
en hence this distance has been used to dimension the

One can see that the distance has an almost linear effect

tension cable (see chapter 3.6), and the mooring equip-

on the tension member costs, because the tension cables

ment.

between moorings have to become thicker to support the
boom, when the distance is increased.
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3.7.4. Mooring Configuration Design Considerations
When evaluating mooring system strength, the maximum

Soil and seafloor conditions

design condition and maximum operating condition are

Bottom soil conditions should be determined for the

used.

intended site to provide data for the anchoring system
design. Sea floor shape should be accounted for in the

Maximum design condition is the most severe weather

mooring analysis. Also, a bottom hazard survey should be

condition. For permanent mooring, structures are de-

performed. Currently no data is available in house for the

signed to survive at 100 year return period storm con-

selected location.

ditions. This is the condition for a storm occurring once
every 100 years at that location. This statistical sea state

Marine growth

is extrapolated from long term in situ measurements.

Type and accumulation rate of marine growth is unknown

As the term announces, the maximum operating condi-

currently. Growth may affect weight, hydrodynamic di-

tion is the limit for operation. In case of the array, this

ameters and drag coefficients of the mooring lines and

means that for more severe weather conditions plastic

moored array.

collection cannot continue.
Strength analysis
Wind

The design should be modeled to obtain responses such

For the final design of permanent moorings, fluctuating

as line tensions, anchor loads and array offsets under the

wind should be modeled. This is usually based on the 1

design environment. The responses are checked against

hour average velocity, plus a time-varying component

allowable values to ensure adequate strength. Simula-

calculated from a suitable empirical wind gust spectrum.

tion exists of dynamics of the boom, coupled with mooring line dynamics. API’s recommended practice is used

Waves

for writing this section.

In situ measurements allow for accurate determination
of the wave height versus wave period relationships. The

Combined time and frequency domain simulation is often

period can significantly affect the wave drift forces and

applied. The combined method reduces complexity and

array motions. Therefore a range of wave periods should

the computational effort associated with full time do-

be examined. Fatigue analysis uses the long-term joint

main simulation. Mean and low frequency responses are

distribution (often presented as scatter plot)

simulated in the time domain while the wave frequency
responses are solved separately in the frequency domain.

Current

Regarding mooring line response, dynamic analysis is

Most common categories of currents are tidal currents,

required. Here: mass, damping and fluid acceleration is

circulation currents (loop/eddy), storm generated cur-

accounted for as well. Four nonlinear effects can have

rents and soliton currents.

important influence on mooring line behavior:

In certain geographic areas, current force can be the gov-

• Nonlinear stretching behavior of the line

erning design load. The selection of appropriate current

• Changes in geometry

profile requires careful consideration.

• Fluid loading
• Bottom effects
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Additionally, low frequency motion determination is un-

Fatigue analysis

certain due to damping. Low frequency damping consists

Mooring system fatigue analysis compares the long-term

of:

cyclic loading in a component with the resistance to fa-

• Viscous damping of the array (wind, wave and

mally used. The T-N curve used shows a number of cycles

tigue damage of that component. A T-N approach is norcurrent drag)

to failure for a component as function of the constant

• Wave drift damping

normalized tension range. The Miner’s Rule is used to

• Mooring system damping.

calculate the annual cumulative fatigue damage ratio D.

Here, the wave drift damping and mooring system damp-

Analysis in short:

ing are sometimes neglected because of a lack of understanding in these damping components. Under con-

1 Represent the long term environmental events by a

ditions these can be higher than the viscous damping,

number of discrete environmental states. In general

leading to significant over-estimation of low frequency

8 to 12 reference directions provide a good

motions.

representation of the directional distribution of a long
term environment. The required number of sea states

Analysis conditions can include damaged mooring systems. Most important outcomes are mean and maximum
offset, and line tension.

is normally in the range of 10 to 50.
2 For each state, a strength analysis should be
performed.
3 Compute the annual fatigue damage for one sea state

Analysis in short:

in one direction due to both the low frequency and
wave frequency tension.

1 Determine environmental criteria
2 Determine mooring pattern, characteristics of wire
and initial tension
3 Determine the mean environmental loads acting on
the boom
4 Using static mooring analysis, determine the mean
offset
5 Determine low frequency motions
6 Determine significant and maximum wave frequency
motions
7 Determine maximum offset, tension and anchor loads
8 Compare results with the design criteria

A FEASIBILITY STUDY

4 Repeat for all states and compute the total annual
fatigue damage D and fatigue life L using the
probability of occurrence for each sea state.
Note that L = 1/D.
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3.7.5. Operations
Please refer to Chapter 5 for more information on operational aspects including installation. Inspection and
maintenance is not considered, since the mooring system
is placed to remain operational during the 10 years the
boom is put into place.
3.7.6. costs
The total length has been derived based on the depth
profile of a straight line across the pre-determined location as seen in chapter 2.4, resulting in a mean depth
of 3,915 m (minimum: 2,000 m, maximum: 4,900 m). The
used mooring angle is 70° relative to the seabed.

Part name
14 m² Stevmanta VLA
150m Common link bottom

Cost per piece

# of pieces

Total cost

Source

€108,250

90

€9,742,500

Vryhof Anchors B.V.

€54,338

90

€4,890420

Vryhof Anchors B.V.

€36,892,958

Vryhof Anchors B.V.

chain, grade 3, dia. 84 mm,
MBL 5886 kN
Polyester rope, 120 mm di-

€107 / m

344,794 m*

€120,622

29

ameter, MBL 600 MT, spooled
onto steel transportation reel
Underwater buoy

Table 3.22 Cost calculation for the mooring system
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3.7.7. conclusions
Keeping the array in position at all times will place substantial demands on a passive mooring system. At the
given water depths, a fiber rope mooring system is the
only option to use. To ensure integrity of the system,
chain and wire rope is used at the bottom and top ends.
A Stevmanta Vertical Load Anchor (surface area 14 m²)
is sufficient to withstand the design loads including the
safety factor.
“Although it is a new type of floating concept, the size and
weight of the object as well as the potential risks (environmental as well as commercial) are less severe than the
majority of offshore structures in oil and gas. The tools and
methods that are available to offshore engineering world
can readily be applied for the realization of this project.
It is Vryhof’s professional opinion that with the current
knowledge and technology, the mooring of the objects at
the given water depths is feasible. The mooring configuration and deployment procedures are similar to proven solutions at 2500 m water depth. The concept is executable
regarding anchor and mooring line installation and load
transfer from the tension member to the seafloor.”
Senol Ozmutlu, PhD
Projects Director, Vryhof Anchors
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1.1

Platform,
extraction
and transport

Once plastic has been concentrated using the
moored floating barriers, the plastic will need
to be physically extracted from the seawater,
pre-processed, transshipped, and transported
to shore. This chapter explores the possibilities for using existing solutions, including the
platform, processing equipment, and transport
vessel.

HOWOCEAN
THE OCEANS
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CLEANUP
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1.1

Debris
collection
rate
Sjoerd Drenkelford • Boyan Slat	

To determine the required dimensions for machines, transport capacities and power requirements, a baseline for the material flow
needs to be established. This baseline is calculated based on external research and multiple
efficiency factors.
The total amount of plastic in the North Pacific
garbage patch is estimated to be 140,546 metric tons (see Chapter 2.2). This amount will be
the basis of the material flow calculations.
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4.1.1 Calculations
Multiple efficiency factors are used in the material cal-

With these efficiencies and the total amount of plastic

culation:

debris in the North Pacific gyre, the total amount of theoretically collectable plastic can be determined by the fol-

(F)

lowing formula:

Field efficiency: the Array’s length will be shorter than the
radius of the gyre, so some debris will flow past the barri-

This results in 70,320 tons of collectable material in the

ers. A field efficiency of 0.5 was found by using computa-

North Pacific gyre. It is assumed that this amount will be

tional modeling (see Chapter 2.6).

collected in 10 years. This running time comes from the
computational modeling performed by The Ocean Clean-

(U)

up. More information about this computational modeling

Underflow efficiency: some debris will have too little

can be found in Chapter 2.7. This results in the following

buoyancy and will follow the current of the ocean under-

material flows:

neath the booms. The value of this efficiency was found
to be 79 percent. This was determined by performing a

•

7032 tons per year

2-dimensional computational fluid dynamics analysis

•

586 tons per month

(see Chapter 3.3).

•

1.20 tons per hour

(t)

Due to ecological issues the extraction equipment will

Time efficiency: the platform is presumed to be able to be

not operate at night. The hourly material flow presented

operational 95 percent of the time. The remaining 5 per-

above is based on an assumed eight-hour night, leaving

cent of the time the weather conditions will be too rough,

16 working hours per day for the collection.

and hence the equipment will not operate.

Measurements on small fragments of the plastic samples collected in Hawaii have shown the plastic to have a

(C)

bulk density of 300 kg/m³. Volume-wise, the flow of mate-

Collection efficiency: there will always be an amount of

rial will be:

debris that finds its way around the extraction equipment. Since this cannot be determined before tests are

•

23,440 m³ per year

done, this parameter is set to 100 percent.

•

1,953 m³ per month

•

4.01 m³ per hour

(com)
Composition efficiency: in addition to floating plastic

A material flow of 1.20 tons or 4.01 m³ per hour can be

there will be some organic material collected, such as

expected for 16 operating hours per day and a running

pieces of wood and small organisms. The Ocean Clean-

time of 10 years. Note that the flow of material is taken

up is not aware of any studies undertaken to determine

as a constant function, although it will probably vary over

the ratio of plastic and non-plastic marine debris for the

time.

location focused on. However it is commonly estimated
that 50 to 80 percent of marine debris is made up of plastic (Barnes, 2009), reflecting results of beach surveys.
For example, on West European coasts, 63-81 percent of
garbage consists of plastic, with an average of 75 percent
across all surveyed beaches (OSPAR, 2007). This 75 percent value will be used for the material flow calculations.
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1.1

Plastic
Extraction
from Seawater
Sjoerd Drenkelford • Boyan Slat	

The booms accumulate plastic in front of the
platform where it can be extracted. In this chapter the method of extraction and processing is
selected based on functional requirements
and prerequisites. After that, concepts are assessed to determine the optimum solutions.
These optimal concepts are then finalized and
conclusions are drawn.
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Figure 4. 1 First level scheme of The Ocean Cleanup’s process

Figure 4. 2 Functions of the process

4.2.1 System requirements
To be able to generate and assess different solutions

When zooming in on this operation, four basic functions

for collection and processing, system requirements are

can be identified: collection, treatment, storage and

needed. These are based on the functional requirements

transport (see Figure 4.2).

and prerequisites.
These four basic functions can be further expanded to
4.2.1.1 Functional requirements

describe the whole process. This is shown in Figure 4.3.,

The goal of The Ocean Cleanup is to remove floating plas-

where the scope of the research of subchapter 4.2 is

tic contaminants from the world’s oceans. The operation

shown. The gathering of the material is not discussed,

can be described as a process to move from a current

since the floating booms do that step. They guide the

state to a desired state. The current state is that plas-

floating material to the platform, where the collection

tic debris is floating within the gyres. At the end of the

stage begins. The last three functions are not reviewed,

process, the plastic should be at its destination, which

since they can be done by existing industries.

is probably a processing plant. The process is schematically shown in Figure 4.1. Although the cycle is not completed until the plastic is processed, this last step is not
considered in this section, since it will probably be performed at established industries. It is therefore not a step
in the design process.
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Figure 4.3 Scheme of total process, split into basic functions, including extraction scope

The three process steps within the scope each have their

Maintenance-friendly

own function(s):

Due to the environmental conditions as described in
Chapter 2, maintenance can be a difficult task. Ease of

Collection

maintenance needs to be taken into account when gen-

The main function of the collection step is to remove the

erating and assessing solutions.

floating debris from the ocean and to transport it to a
working location on the platform.

Blockage
Blockage can cause the transshipment to come to a halt

Dewatering

and this would delay the transport. More importantly,

To decrease the water content of the collected debris.

blockage can damage the equipment. Therefore, it must
be prevented. Blockage can be caused by, for example,

Size reduction

plastic parts that are too large for the equipment or by

To reduce the maximum particle size of the collected ma-

mechanical failure.

terial. This is required for more efficient storage, transshipment and transportation.

Spillage
Spillage of the plastic has to be minimized to optimize

4.2.1.2 Prerequisites

the efficiency of the project.

Apart from the direct functions that are implied by the
process of The Ocean Cleanup, prerequisites have to be

Power

stated. Some of these requirements, like safety, cannot

From a practical and sustainable viewpoint, the plat-

be compromised. Others can be used as guidelines to as-

forms need to be as energy efficient as possible.

sess the generated solutions.
Costs
Safety

The solution has to be cost efficient so as to make the

The solution provided by The Ocean Cleanup has to be

Ocean Cleanup economically acceptable.

safe for humans.
Bulk density
Durability

Measurements taken from the samples collected from

The presented solution will consist of a platform in the

Hawaii have produced a mean bulk density of 300 kg/m³.

middle of the Pacific Ocean and all of the systems must

This was determined by Norbert Fraunholcz, of Recycling

be durable enough to withstand the environmental condi-

Avenue, who examined the samples. More information on

tions of wind and waves that are specified in Chapter 2.

this subject can be found in Chapter 9.
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Collection depth

4.2.2.1 Collection

A multi-level trawl was created and used by The Ocean

The plastic debris is caught by the booms, and accumu-

Cleanup in the North Atlantic gyre. Analysis of the sam-

lates where they converge, in front of the platform. In

ples resulted in an optimal collection depth of three me-

this zone, the debris is collected as it floats into a semi-

ters (Chapter 2.5).

protected area through large holes. Due to the size range
of the debris, the collection needs to be done in multiple

Material flow specifications

steps, to ensure that all the debris is picked up and to

The calculations in Chapter 4.1 have shown that a mate-

prevent clogging. This choice was made in consultation

rial flow of 1.20 tons per hour can be expected.

with Norbert Fraunholz (Fraunholcz, 2014) of Recycling
Avenue.

4.2.1.3 Resulting system requirements
The system requirements for the logistical systems are a

The first step will catch debris larger than 1 meter. The

combination of the functional requirements and the pre-

second step will collect medium-sized debris, from 10

requisites.

mm to 1 meter and the last step will extract particles
smaller than 10 mm. These values have been selected as

Functional requirements

starting boundaries and might need later adjustment to

• Remove floating plastic debris from the ocean:

meet equipment sizes. The proposed solutions will be as-

1.20 tons per hour

sessed for each size range.

• Up to a depth of 3 meters
• Of a particle size range of 1 mm to 3 m

Scoops

• Treat the collected debris:

By using scoops that are made out from a meshed mate-

Reduce the water content as much as possible

rial, debris can be collected from the water. The principle

Decrease the particle size to one that the equipment

is very simple and can be found in lots of applications on

can handle

many scales. The simplest being a children’s fishing net.
Depending on the size of the scoop related to the mate-

Prerequisites

rial flow, one scoop or a cascade of scoops might be used.

• Durable and maintenance-friendly

The cascade would work like a bucket chain excavator.

• Safe for humans
• Low risk of blockage

AdvantageS

• Low spillage

Since the scoop also collects the entire body of water

• Low energy consumption

that surrounds the plastic particles, even the smallest

• Cost efficient

particles are collected without washing away.
Depending on the size of the scoops, all particles sizes

4.2.2 Concepts

can be collected from the ocean.

To be able to create concepts for the entire operation, the
basic functions that are presented in the system require-

Disadvantages

ments are used. Multiple solutions are presented for

These buckets typically displace a lot of water during the

each of these functions, along with their advantages and

scooping action, which leads to higher energy consump-

disadvantages.

tion.
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Pocket belt conveyor

Mesh conveyor

A pocket belt conveyor (See Figure 4.4) has corrugated

A mesh conveyor has a belt made out of meshed material.

sidewalls running along the length of the belt and straight

The mesh acts like a sieve to filter out particles. Depend-

walls running across the belt. Due to this geometry it

ing on the desired minimum particle size and the avail-

forms pockets, which can capture debris along with some

able mesh, an additional dewatering stage might not be

of the water. This solution ensures that even the small-

necessary.

est particles are collected, since the entire batch of water
that they float in is picked up. It does however require a

Advantages

preliminary step that collects the larger particles, since

• Since the excess water goes through the conveyor, no

the belt pockets would otherwise have to be very large to

energy is wasted to lift extra water

be able to collect the largest particles. Depending on the
acceptable water amount, a dewatering step is required.

Disadvantages
• Depending on the size of the holes in the belt, the

Advantages

small particles cannot be collected.

• Similar to the scoops, the entire body of water that
surrounds the plastic particles is collected, which
ensures that even the smallest particles are caught.

• The holes in the belt can get clogged, due to particles
of a critical size or flexible particles. Belt cleaning is
therefore required to ensure the dewatering properties

• Depending on the depth of the pockets, the angle of
the conveyor can become steeper, which makes it
shorter and thus will require a smaller support
structure.
Disadvantages
• If plastic parts are larger than the pockets, they might
fall off the conveyor.
• A body of water is always collected, which will lead to
higher energy consumption.

Figure 4.4 Pocket belt conveyor. Courtesy of Loibl Allen-Sherman-Hoff GmbH
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Cleated belt conveyor

Suction pipe

A cleated belt conveyor (Figure 4.5) has rubber strips on

In the dredging industry suction pipes are widely used to

its carrying side, called cleats. These cleats can have a lot

collect slurries of clay, sand and water. A similar system

of shapes, like straight lines, arrows and V-shapes. The

could be used in this case. The inlet of the pipe should be

cleats reduce or prevent the material from rolling down

located near or on the water surface, to enable it to suck

the conveyor. Depending on their height, they can collect

up all of the floating debris. This technique also collects

the smaller particles, along with some water.

water, so the slurry of water and debris needs to be dewatered on the platform.

This solution can be used for all of the particle sizes, depending on the height and spread of the cleats. The shape

Advantages

of the cleats determines how much water is collected

• This method has proven its durability in the dredging

along with the plastic debris. Smaller particles can be
washed off when water is removed, and therefore caution
is required.

industry.
• Even the smallest particles are collected, since the
entire body of surrounding water is sucked up.

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Since the belt has no holes, it cannot get clogged.

• Depending on the size and design of the pump, the
maximum particles size is limited. If parts are too

• Depending on the size of the cleats and the distance

large, the pump could get clogged or jammed.

between them, this belt type can handle large parts.
• To be able to collect the smallest particles, a large
Disadvantages

body is displaced, which leads to a higher energy

• Small particles can wash off the sides of the belt.

consumption.

Figure 4. 5 Example of a cleated belt conveyor. Courtesy of The
Knotts Company
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4.2.2.2 Dewatering

Hydrocyclone

Collected debris must be dewatered to reduce transpor-

A hydrocyclone (Figure 4.6) is a device in which a mixture

tation weight and therefore fuel consumption and cost,

is separated by using the differences in density of the

as well as to minimize storage space.

entering materials. The incoming stream is forced into a
conical shaped chamber, in which a cyclone is generated.

Filters

This cyclone promotes the natural segregation of the var-

Filters can be used to separate water from solid parti-

ious materials. The heavy fragments flow out through the

cles. Typically, the filter has the shape of a screen or a

lower end, while the lighter ones will pass through a pipe

bag. When the filter is full, it needs to be replaced with

in the center of the topside.

a new one.
Advantages
Advantages
• Filters are available with very small mesh sizes, so the

• The hydrocyclone has no moving parts, which makes it
very durable.

smallest particles can easily be extracted from the
water.

Disadvantages
• Since the high pressure of the incoming flow generates

Disadvantages
• A filter is only suitable for a certain size range,
depending on the mesh size. Larger parts could clog
the filters or even tear it apart.
• Filters are not suitable for large quantities of material
and might need to be replaced often, depending on the

the vortex that promotes the segregation, a pump is
required to add this pressure.
• Since the inner core of the vortex is forced out of the
widest section of the cone, there will always be some
water with this exit flow. A completely dry exit flow is
therefore not possible.

material flow.

Figure 4. 6 Example of a hydrocyclone.
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Voraxial separator

Screw conveyor

A voraxial separator is basically an improved version of a

Screw conveyors are used in sink-float tanks to skim

hydrocyclone. Similar to a hydrocyclone it uses centrifu-

the floating particles from the surface. The particles

gal forces to remove lighter and heavier masses from a

are caught between the screw blades and are pushed

main stream. The difference between the two machines

up through a tube. The principle was invented by Archi-

is that the voraxial separator uses an impeller to accel-

medes to lift water. In this application, the central axle

erate the stream of material into a vortex, instead of a

is placed under a small inclination angle, to ensure little

conical chamber, causing the fractions to segregate. The

water enclosure, as can be seen in Figure 4.7.

vortex makes the heaviest matter move to the outside of
a large tube. The lighter material – in this case, plastic

Advantages

– is at the same time forced into the center of this tube,

• The screw conveyor moves the parts with a low speed,

where it flows into a smaller tube and is removed. Contra-

which enables the collection of small parts with only a

ry to a hydrocyclone, a voraxial separator does not require

small body of water.

a large pressure drop, since pressure is not the source of
the vortex.

Disadvantages
• A steady water surface is required to operate

Advantages

efficiently, or else the waves will wash out the parts.

• Since an impeller generates the separation vortex,
a high incoming pressure is not required.
Disadvantages
• Since the working principle is similar to that of a
hydrocyclone, it has the same disadvantage that it
cannot produce a completely dry product flow.
Figure 4. 7 Example of a dewatering screw conveyor. Courtesy of
Nordic Water
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Rotary drum screen

4.2.3 Discarded design choices

A rotary drum screen is a rotating filter. The incoming

Several design choices can be discarded before the final

stream passes through one side of the drum; the solid

assessment. These are design choices whose operational

particles stick to the screen and are deposited on the

parameters are clearly unsuitable to the task at hand, or

other side of the tank. A scraper cleans the drum when it

that have been seriously discouraged by field experts.

passes the waste collection screw conveyor.
Dewatering solution: screw conveyor
Advantages

Screw conveyors can only dewater properly if the water

• Depending on the size of the mesh, the smallest

surface is smooth. Since this condition is infrequent in

particles can be removed from the water stream.

open water, this solution is discarded.

Disadvantages

Collection: large parts

• Since material can be washed over the drum, large

Due to the low number of large parts of floating plastic,

rolling angles of the platform pose a problem.

it is assumed that an active mechanical collection system would be a waste of material and energy. Instead, a

4.2.2.2 Size reduction

passive screen in front of the collection equipment will

Reducing the maximum particle size of the material al-

collect these parts. As required, large debris can then

lows for more efficient storage and transportation, and

be removed by a small vessel and fed to the processing

reduces the chance that the debris clogs machines.

equipment manually.

Shredder
In a shredder, material is torn apart by large rollers which
have cutters to tear up the material and pull it into the
machine until it is small enough to be discharged. Other types of size reduction equipment are available, like
granulators and grinders, and all work in the same way as
the shredder. The difference between these machines is
the input size, output size and material flow. Which specific machine should be used will be decided in the final
concept.
Advantages
• Storing the material is more efficient when it is
shredded, since less empty space is trapped between
the parts.
• If the material is shredded to a smaller maximum size,
this makes it easier to handle during transshipment.
Disadvantages
• Shredding material requires a large energy input,
which is not desired.
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4.2.4 Assessment
In this section the best solutions are determined for

Four promising concepts are selected from the morpho-

each of the basic functions. First, possible solutions are

logic scheme. Each of these concepts is split into two

shown in a morphological scheme (Table 4.1), then, the

variants, denoted by the letters A and B. The A-variants

most promising concepts are assessed for the applicable

are based on a SWATH vessel platform, the B-variants

criteria.

on a Spar buoy platform. These promising concepts and
their basic functions are presented in Table 4.2.

Basic function

Possible solutions

Collection small parts

Scoops

Pocket Belt conveyor

Mesh conveyor

Cleated belt conveyor

Suction pipe

Collection medium parts

Scoops

Pocket Belt conveyor

Mesh conveyor

Cleated belt conveyor

Suction pipe

Size reduction

Shredder

Dewatering

Filters

Hydro-cyclone

Voraxial separator

Rotary drum screen

Table 4.1 Morphological scheme

Solution 1A

Solution 2A

Solution 2B

Collection small parts

Scoops

Scoops

Pocket Belt conveyor

Pocket Belt conveyor

Collection medium parts

Scoops

Scoops

Pocket Belt conveyor

Pocket Belt conveyor

Size reduction

Shredder

Shredder

Shredder

Shredder

Dewatering

Filters

Filters

Hydro cyclone

Hydro cyclone

Solution 3A

Solution 3B

Solution 4A

Solution 4B

Collection small parts

Suction pipe

Suction pipe

Suction pipe

Suction pipe

Collection medium parts

Mesh conveyor

Mesh conveyor

Cleated belt conveyor

Cleated belt conveyor

Size reduction

Shredder

Shredder

Shredder

Shredder

Dewatering

Voraxial separator

Voraxial separator

Rotary drum screen

Rotary drum screen

Table 4.2 Selected promising solutions
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Weighing factor

1A

1B

2A

2B

3A

3B

4A

4B

Safety

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

Durability

3

2

1

2

1

5

5

5

5

Maintenance

2

4

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

Blockage

3

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

Spillage

2

3

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

Power

1

3

2

3

2

4

3

4

3

Costs

1

2

1

2

1

5

5

5

5

Total

-

46

39

44

37

61

60

61

60

Criterion

Table 4.3 Criteria for collection of small particles

The selected concepts are assessed for each of the re-

For the assessment of the collection of medium-sized

maining basic functions. The criteria on which they are

particles (Table 4.4), the same weighing factors have

assessed come forth from the prerequisites. Not every

been applied as for the assessment collection of small

criterion is used for every assessment, since they do not

particles.

always apply. Weighing factors are applied to represent
the relative importance of the criteria:

For the assessment of the dewatering (Table 4.5), the
same weighing factors have been applied as for the as-

• Less important

sessment collection of small particles.

• Normally important
• Very important

The resulting assessment is presented in Table 4.6.

The concepts will receive grades for each criterion, vary-

From this assessment it is clear that concept 3A is the

ing between 1 and 5:

most promising concept. This is based on a SWATH vessel
platform. The most promising concept regarding a Spar

• Bad

buoy platform is concept 3B. In the next section, concept

• Poor

3 is finalized for both platform types and practical reali-

• Average

zations presented.

• Good
• Excellent
See Table 4.3 for the assessment. There is no assessment
for the size reduction function, since there is only one solution.
For this assessment the most important factors are safety, durability and blockage, since these factors cannot
be compromised. Spillage and maintenance have been
graded as normally important, since they are unwanted,
but can be dealt with. Power and costs have been rated
as less important, but may act as final decision criteria.
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Weighing factor

1A

1B

2A

2B

3A

3B

4A

4B

Safety

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

3

4

Durability

3

2

1

2

1

5

4

3

2

Maintenance

2

4

3

3

2

3

2

4

3

Blockage

3

4

4

4

4

3

3

4

4

Spillage

2

3

3

3

3

5

5

3

5

Power

1

3

2

3

2

4

3

4

3

Costs

1

2

1

2

1

5

4

3

4

Total

-

46

39

44

37

61

54

51

53

Criterion

Table 4.4 Collection of medium-sized particles

Weighing factor

1A

1B

2A

2B

3A

3B

4A

4B

Safety

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

5

5

Durability

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

Maintenance

2

1

1

4

4

3

3

3

3

Blockage

3

1

1

5

5

5

5

3

3

Spillage

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

Power

1

3

3

3

3

4

4

5

5

Costs

1

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

Total

-

36

36

57

57

58

58

54

54

1A

1B

2A

2B

3A

3B

4A

4B

Criterion

Table 4.5 Criteria for dewatering

Basic function
Collection small particles

46

39

44

37

61

60

61

60

Collection medium particles

46

39

44

37

61

54

51

53

Dewatering

36

36

57

57

58

58

54

54

Total

128

114

145

131

180

172

166

167

Table 4.6 Resulting assessment
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4.2.5 Final concept
In collaboration with Dutch national and international

Collection of medium-sized particles: mesh con-

companies, suitable machines are selected for each of

veyor

the basic functions, whilst considering costs, dimen-

Due to the vertical distribution of the plastic particles,

sions, weights and power consumption.

the conveyor needs to reach 3 meters below the water
surface. To discharge the debris into the hopper of the

Collection of small particles: slurry pump

shredder, the conveyor needs to reach up to 2 meters

The slurry pump to collect small parts of plastic has been

above the deck. For a SWATH vessel platform this comes

selected in consultancy with the Dutch company Delta-

down to a total height of 9 meters and for the Spar Buoy

pompen B.V. (Deltapompen) it was chosen together with

platform this is 18 meters. An angle of 45 degrees was

the slurry pump that will perform the transshipment

chosen, so the lengths of the two conveyors are 13 meters

function, explained in Chapter 4.4. The material flow to be

and 26 meters. The belt speed was chosen to be 1 meter

pumped by this second slurry pump was the basis of the

per second for both platforms.

pump capacity. Deltapompen have specified that plastic
material flow of 1.20 tons or 4.01 m³ per hour must be ac-

In collaboration with the Dutch company Ammeraal Belt-

companied by a water flow of 300 m³/h. The first slurry

ech, a plastic mesh conveyor was selected (Beltech). This

pump needs to supply this body of water, so the capacity

belt type is frequently used in apparatus for washing

of this pump was also set to 300 m³/h. Deltapompen has

heavy fruit and potatoes and is therefore impact resist-

selected a centrifugal slurry pump that can handle parti-

ant, a favorable property in an environment with continu-

cles with a maximum size of 50 mm and that uses 22 kW

ous waves. A belt width of 1,371 mm was selected to be

of electrical power. The costs of this pump, the motor and

able to handle debris up to 1 meter in size. Ammeraal

the mounting are €10,500. Since the pump will be oper-

Beltech has specified the costs of this conveyor to be

ating in a salt-water environment, it will be made from a

€6,064 for a SWATH vessel platform and €12,127 for a

material called super duplex, which is a type of steel with

Spar buoy platform.

high corrosion resistance.
The selected conveyor includes cleats that will prevent
For a pump to be able to transport slurry, it needs to be

the material from sliding down the conveyor. Ammeraal

below the water surface, since it requires an incoming

Beltech has also provided an engineering manual to be

pressure. Self-priming pumps exist, but due to the mul-

able to calculate tensile strengths and required motor

tiple suction chambers, solid particles would get stuck in

power.

the pump. To be below the water requires the pump to be
placed in one of the submerged parts of the platform, or
for the entire pump to be submerged.
It is assumed that this slurry pump can be applied in both
platform types.
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Component

Description

Costs (€)

Belt

Uni-SNB-M²-50%

Electric motor

ML 71A4, 1500 rpm, 230V, 0,25 kW

115

Worm wheel redactor

CM 30, Gear Ratio = 10

163

Frequency controller

Fuji Frenic Mini, 0.4 kW

6,064

236
6,578

Total
Table 4.7 Components and costs of the mesh conveyor for a SWATH vessel platform

Component

Description

Costs (€)

Belt

Uni-SNB-M²-50%

Electric motor

ML 71B4, 1500 rpm, 230 V, 0,37 kW

125

Worm wheel redactor

CM 30, Gear Ratio = 10

163

Frequency controller

Fuji Frenic Mini, 0.4 kW

236

12,127

12,651

Total
Table 4.8 Components of the mesh conveyor system for a Spar buoy platform

For a SWATH vessel platform, the calculated tensile

Size reduction

strength was 80 N and the required motor power was 190

Since the majority of the collected plastic is medium-

W. For a Spar buoy platform, these values are 160 N and

sized particles, the assumption is that all the weight

220 W respectively. Both of the required motor powers

needs to be shredded. The pieces of debris too large for

include the power required to lift the collected material.

the mesh conveyor will be manually removed from the

Drive chains were selected to power these conveyor

water and fed to the shredder.

belts. Their components and the costs of the two systems
are shown in Table 4.7 for a SWATH vessel platform and in

A shredder has been found that is capable of handling

Table 4.8 for a Spar buoy platform. Frequency controllers

this material flow from the American company Gra-

have been selected along with the drive chains to ensure

nutech-Saturn Systems Corporation: the Roto-Grind

smooth starting and stopping, which is beneficial for the

110H (Corporation). This machine is capable of handling

life of the belts.

the required material flow and consumes 90 kW. It shreds
the material to a maximum size of 20 mm. This is more

It must be noted that the required power consumption is

than the desired 10 mm maximum size, but is not a prob-

very low. As can be seen from the two tables above, the

lem since the slurry pumps, which are the bottlenecks for

drives have therefore been overpowered. Since these cal-

the particle size, can handle particles with a maximum of

culations do not take the required power for water dis-

50 mm. The costs for this machine are $225,000, which is

placement of the cleats and the conveyor into account,

approximately €165,000. The rotor length is approximate-

tests will need to be done to determine the actual re-

ly 1.25 meters, so this confirms the size boundary choice

quired power in Phase 2 of the project.

of 1 meter that was specified in the system requirements.
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Dewatering

4.2.6 ConclusionS

In collaboration with the Dutch company Auxill Neder-

The optimal solution is a slurry pump and mesh conveyor

land B.V., the Voraxial Separator 8000, which can handle

for the extraction of the plastic, and a grinder to reduce

flows from 225 m³/h to 1150 m³/h, was selected (Auxill).

the particle size. The total costs and the maximum power

This machine costs €190,000 and consumes 37.5 kW. Two

consumption of this equipment for both platform types

transport vessels will be required as determined in Chap-

are shown in Table 4.9. The last row represents the costs

ter 4.4. Both of these vessels will receive a Voraxial Sepa-

per ton of collectable plastic, calculated using the total

rator, so the total costs will be €380,000. Since these ma-

amount of collectable plastic in the North Pacific gyre;

chines can handle flows much larger than the 300 m³/h

70,320 tons (see Chapter 4.1). This result will be used in

that they will encounter in this project, the required pow-

the total costs analysis in Chapter 10.

er will probably be lower than 37.5 kW, although tests are
required to confirm this. The Ocean Cleanup Array cannot

Secondary equipment and supporting constructions will

produce a completely dry material flow and for now it is

be designed in the second phase of the project. This will

assumed that the flow will be 50 percent material and

include apparatus to connect the equipment presented

50 percent water, and that tests are needed to confirm

above and the structures that support the mesh conveyor

this. These tests will need to be performed in the second

and the inlet of the first slurry pump. Due to the uncer-

phase of the project.

tainty of the costs, the costs for all of the equipment have
been increased by 50percent for both platforms.
This section will describe the design of the plastic collection platform. The focus will mainly be on the structural
aspect of the platform and less on the processing equipment that will be onboard. First the functions the platform has to fulfill and the requirements that follow from
these functions will be discussed, as well as possible
design solutions that can fulfill the requirements. Thereafter the two most promising solutions will be elaborated
further. Finally the two alternatives will be compared and
one will be chosen as the concept that will be used in the
final design.
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Function

Costs (€)

Maximum platform power

Costs (€)

consumption (kW)
Collection of small particles
Collection of medium-sized particles

Maximum platform power
consumption (kW)

10,500

22

10,500

22

6,578

1

12,651

1

90

165,000

90

Shredder

165,000

Dewatering

380,000

380,000

and supporting constructions

281,039

284,076

Total costs

843,117

Secondary equipment
113

852,227

113

Total on-platform processing costs
per ton of collected plastic

11,99

-

Table 4.9 Total costs extraction and processing equipment for both platform types
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1.1

Choice of
processing
platform
Marijn Dekker • Sjoerd Drenkelford
Jabe Faber • Boyan Slat

This section will describe the design of the
plastic collection platform. The focus will mainly be on the structural aspect of the platform
and less on the processing equipment that will
be onboard. First the functions the platform
has to fulfill and the requirements that follow
from these functions will be discussed, as well
as possible design solutions that can fulfill the
requirements. Thereafter the two most promising solutions will be elaborated further. Finally
the two alternatives will be compared and one
will be chosen as the concept that will be used
in the final design.
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4.3.1 Assessment of requirements and possible
solutions
The platform has three functions that together form a

The plastic collection will be discontinued during these

part of the handling of the plastic from gyre to new use.

events but the platform should be able to survive without

The first function of the platform is to extract the plas-

any damage to the platform itself or the onboard equip-

tic from the ocean, as discussed in Section 4.2. The next

ment, as it should be possible to restart the operations

is to perform some initial processing of the plastic. The

afterwards without any issues. The need for maintenance

platform has to host the equipment necessary for the re-

after survival conditions should be avoided as much as

trieval and processing of the plastic, which means that

possible. Normal operation maintenance should also be

there has to be sufficient space onboard of the platform

limited, since the platform will be located in a remote lo-

and the platform has to be able to carry the weight of the

cation and mobilization costs for repair operations will

equipment. The platform also has to provide the right

thus be significant.

conditions for the equipment to operate. Most machinery
has an operational limit with regard to the accelerations

To summarize the aforementioned requirements are list-

it can undergo. This puts restrictions on the motions of

ed below. The platform should:

the platform.
• have sufficient space available for processing
Finally the platform has to store the plastic until it is re-

equipment and plastic storage

trieved for transport to shore. This buffer function either

• be able to carry the equipment and plastic

requires a large amount of space available for storage on-

• provide workable conditions for the equipment,

board the platform or the use of an additional vessel for

i.e. regarding the motions of the platform

the storage, for instance a barge.

• stay in position both during normal operations and

During the operations the platform has to stay in posi-

• require as little maintenance as possible, both during

survival events
tion and connected to the booms, as it has to be at the

normal operations and after survival events.

place where the plastic is collected. Exactly how much
movement is allowed depends on the characteristics of

4.3.2 Design alternatives

the extraction method, which is described in Section 4.2.

In the following paragraphs a short description of the

There are two possible solutions to keep the platform in

various design alternatives that meet the requirements

position. Either a connection to the sea bed (mooring) or a

is given.

propulsion system that counters the environmental loads
(Dynamic Positioning or DP) can be used. Given the long
operational period of the platform the latter is not feasible, since the energy consumption would be tremendous.
During the operational life time of the platform, there
will be many storms and other severe weather events.
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Figure 4. 8 Examples of an FPSO vessel and a barge used for transport.

4.3.2.1 Conventional monohull

4.3.2.2 SWATH vessel

Monohull vessels are widely used in the offshore sector,

An alternative design that gives a higher stability than

for instance as floating production, storage and offload-

a monohull vessel for the same dimensions is the Small

ing (FPSO) vessels, or floating barges (Figure 8). These

Water Area Twin Hull (SWATH). Similar to a catamaran

vessels are designed to be sail for a significant part of

this hull design has two separate areas that penetrate

their life and are thus optimized to have a low resistance

the waterline, as is shown in Figure 4.9. The distance

during transport. Therefore the length of the vessel is

between the areas gives a high roll stability. The differ-

usually significantly larger than the draught or breadth,

ence with a catamaran is that a SWATH vessel has a much

resulting in a small ratio of frontal area over displace-

smaller cross-sectional area at the waterline, hence the

ment.

name. The required buoyancy is provided by two bulges
that are fully submerged. A similar hull design used in

The optimization for transport comes at a cost, as mono-

the offshore sector is the semisubmersible (Figure 4.10),

hulls are vulnerable to environmental loads on the vessel

which consists of one or multiple submerged pontoons

coming from the side. This can lead to large roll motions,

that are connected to the topside by a series of columns.

which is not desirable for the machinery onboard the ves-

The waterline cross-section only consists of the columns,

sel. FPSO’s can avoid the large roll motions on location by

which gives an area that is much smaller than the total

weathervaning (rotating) around a central turret.

area of the topside.

Since the platform must stay connected to the booms and

The small waterline area means a SWATH attracts only

the plastic will be cumulated at one side of the platform,

little wave loads, which further increases the stability

weathervaning will only be possible to a limited extent.

and allows for an economic design. The mooring system

This means that significant side loads are still possible

of the platform also can be designed for smaller loads in

and large motions are to be expected. Therefore a vessel-

this case.

shaped monohull is not a suitable option for the platform.
The downside of the small waterline area is that a small
change in weight leads to a large change in the draught of
the vessel. This makes a SWATH design less suited for the
storage of variable amounts of plastic. Since the storage
space onboard is also limited an external barge for the
plastic storage would be required.
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Figure 4. 9 Example of a 25 m SWATH vessel

Figure 4. 10 Example of a semisubmersible crane platform

4.3.2.3 Spar Buoy
A spar buoy is a slender vertical buoy with a large submerged volume that provides the buoyancy for the topside that is located on top of the buoy (S. Chakrabarti,
2005). The stability is provided by a low center of gravity,
which is achieved by ballasting the lower end of the buoy.
A spar buoy is characterized by its high stability (R. Gianville et al., 1991). This makes it very suitable for the use of
sensitive equipment onboard. For this reason a spar buoy
is used for the Hywind floating wind turbine developed by
Statoil, shown in Figure 4.11. Another benefit of the use
of a spar buoy as basis for the platform design is that the
large hull has sufficient volume to store the collected
plastic before it is transported to shore.
The large hull construction also means that a relatively
large amount of material is required however, resulting in
higher construction costs. The wave and especially cur-

Figure 4. 11 Artist’s rendering of the Statoil Hywind spar turbine

rent forces on the platform are also relatively large due to

platform

the large submerged volume, resulting in large mooring
loads and thus an extensive mooring system.
Another point of concern is the transportation to location.
The large draught of the spar buoy means that it is usually
not possible to transport it in upright position near shore.
Therefore the buoy needs to be transported horizontally
and upended at location. This requires a rather complex
installation using controlled buoyancy tanks and furthermore means that the topside of the platform either needs
to be transported on its side and in contact with water
or connected to the buoy afterwards, both options posing
some problems for the design.
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4.3.2.4 TLP
A spar buoy is a slender vertical buoy with a large submerged volume that provides the buoyancy for the topside that is located on top of the buoy (S. Chakrabarti,
2005). The stability is provided by a low center of gravity,
which is achieved by ballasting the lower end of the buoy.
A spar buoy is characterized by its high stability (R. Gianville et al., 1991). This makes it very suitable for the use of
sensitive equipment onboard. For this reason a spar buoy
is used for the Hywind floating wind turbine developed by
Statoil, shown in Figure 4.11. Another benefit of the use
of a spar buoy as basis for the platform design is that the
large hull has sufficient volume to store the collected
plastic before it is transported to shore.
The large hull construction also means that a relatively
large amount of material is required however, resulting in
higher construction costs. The wave and especially current forces on the platform are also relatively large due to
the large submerged volume, resulting in large mooring
loads and thus an extensive mooring system.
Another point of concern is the transportation to location.
The large draught of the spar buoy means that it is usually
not possible to transport it in upright position near shore.
Therefore the buoy needs to be transported horizontally
and upended at location. This requires a rather complex
installation using controlled buoyancy tanks and furthermore means that the topside of the platform either needs
to be transported on its side and in contact with water
or connected to the buoy afterwards, both options posing
some problems for the design.
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4.3.2.5 Preliminary comparison
The four concepts discussed in the previous section are
compared below. Both the SWATH and the Spar Buoy
look promising, whereas the monohull and the TLP are
less suited as a basis for the platform. Therefore only
the SWATH and Spar Buoy concepts will be elaborated
further in the following sections. Subsequently, the final
choice for a preferred concept will be presented.

Platform

Monohull

SWATH

Spar Buoy

TLP

High stability

High stability

Very stiff for vertical

Small wave loads

Storage room for

and roll motions

types
Advantages

plastic
Disadvantages

Small roll stability

Sensitive for change

Large environmental

High tensile load in

of weight

loads

anchors required to

No storage room for

Complex

plastic

transportation

prevent large horizontal motions.
Expensive anchors
due to tensile loads.
Risk of breaking
anchors
Table 4.10 Preliminary comparison between platform types
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Mass

Buoyancy
4342 t

Submerged volume 4236 m³
Topside incl. equipment

1000 t

Hull incl. equipment

2000 t

Plastic 3000 m

900 t

Ballast

442 t

Total

4342 t

³

4342 t

Table 4.11 Preliminary comparison between platform types

4.3.3 Spar Buoy Concept
The second concept is a spar buoy design. This design

The inlet pump for small plastic and the voraxial separa-

consists of storage for the collected plastic in the hull of

tor will be located just below the water surface to avoid

the spar with a deck on top of it. As the hull of the spar

pumping the plastic flow to a higher point. The pump and

buoy is needed to store the plastic, the outer shell of the

the separator will be accessible by a staircase located at

hull will be solid and no lattice structures are used. An

the side of the storage area. The bottom of the hull will

impression of the spar is given in Figure 4.13.

be filled with steel ballast to provide the required stability for the spar. The exact mass of the ballast has to be

The hull is a cylindrical shape with a diameter of 11.4 m

determined from buoyancy and stability calculations, but

and a height of 57.5 m, of which 41.5 m will be submerged.

based on designs of other spar buoys a mass of approxi-

The hull will mainly be used for the storage of plastic. For

mately 500 tons filling the lowest meter of the hull over

this, a volume of 3000 m³ - situated as a cylinder with 8.4

the full diameter has been estimated. A preliminary buoy-

m diameter and 54.5 m - is reserved. Although for trans-

ancy calculation is given in Table 4.11.

port a volume of 6000 m³ has been reserved, this includes
the added water necessary to pump it from platform to

The deck area will be a square area of 11.5 by 11.5 me-

ship. To reduce the size of the buffer, water will be added

ters. The deck will be placed directly on top of the hull,

to the mixture while pumping, by means of a seacock. As

16 meters above the water surface, to give clearance for

discussed in Section 4.1 the plastic collection rate will

waves in extreme conditions. The deck will be used for

total 65 m³/day, which means the plastic has to be col-

the processing equipment (as determined in Chapter

lected every 45 days.

4.2): the shredder for larger plastic particles; the connection to the mesh conveyer and (likely) a structure used to
haul it in case of severe weather; a maintenance area; the
main switch board; a diesel generator; an entrance to the
staircase into the hull; a 50 ton crane to lift spare parts
and other equipment; and an entrance to the boat landing. A sketch of the preliminary deck lay-out is given in
Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13 Preliminary design of a classic spar as a processing platform (left), and a possible deck arrangement (right). Dimensions are
in meter.

The maintenance area will have an area of 4 by 3 m. It will

On top of the main deck there will be a roof filled with PV

only be suited for visits during maintenance operations

panels for the platform’s power supply. As discussed in

and not for overnight stays. In the case of maintenance

Section 4.5 the platform’s average power demand is 60

that requires more than one day the crew can stay on-

kW, which requires 400 m² of solar cells. Since the deck

board the support vessel overnight. The platform has ex-

area is only 132 m², the roof with PV panels will extend

plicitly been designed to be unmanned, since a manned

from the main deck at an angle of approximately 45 de-

platform requires a separated water supply and waste

grees. It will be located 5 m above the main deck. The

storage, living quarters and emergency evacuation, which

electricity generated by the solar cells will be stored in a

would induce significant costs. Instead, periodical main-

battery located in the bottom of the hull. Because of the

tenance would be performed by crew of a service vessel.

significant weight of the battery pack, it will be placed

A Platform Supply Vessel (PSV) is likely suitable for such

at the bottom of the platform, contributing to the ballast

purpose. During these visits, the crew would also be able

weight.

to inspect the booms and moorings, as well as perform
small-scale repairs on the floating barriers when neces-

In terms of cost, based on a processed steel price of € 4

sary.

to € 6 per kg, and a total weight of the steel structure of
2800 t (which excludes plastic and equipment), we estimate the cost of this platform (excluding equipment and
mooring) to be between € 11,200,000 and € 16,800,000.
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4.3.4 SWATH Concept
The SWATH vessel that is used for the platform is based

The usage of an additional vessel for the storage of the

on a design by Abeking & Rasmussen with a length of 60.5

plastic influences the operational window of the plat-

m, width of 24 m and draught of 5 m. This design consists

form. In extreme weather conditions, the storage vessel

of two water-piercing bodies that provide the required

will have to disconnect from the platform and move to a

buoyancy and stability for the platform. On top of this, a

sheltered area. Since the booms will also disconnect in

large open deck space is placed, with a three story struc-

severe weather (wave heights of 5.5 m and larger), the

ture on the front half of the vessel. In this structure, the

disconnection of the storage vessel from the platform

area needed to accommodate maintenance can be situ-

does not reduce the operational window as such. How-

ated, as well as a control room containing the main switch

ever the movement of the storage vessel to and from the

board for the onboard machinery and communication de-

sheltered area will require some additional time, depend-

vices for contact with nearby ships and the mainland.

ing on the distance from the deployment location. As
shown in Chapter 4.4, the storage vessel will most likely

USG engineering has developed two different deck lay-

have a sailing speed of 10 to 11 knots. The platform itself

outs to place the processing equipment on the hull de-

can remain at its position during a storm, as the SWATH

sign. As described in Section 4.2.3 the processing equip-

hull is in principle designed to withstand any weather

ment consists of a mesh conveyor belt, shredder for the

conditions (Nils Olschner, Abeking & Rasmussen, person-

large plastic parts, a suction pipe with pump, and voraxial

al communication). We estimate the capital expenditures

separator for dewatering for the small plastic parts. A

of a SWATH vessel to be around € 50 million.

small container will also be placed on the deck for temporary storage of the processed plastic. A support vessel is

4.3.5 Choice of Concept

required for the bulk storage of the plastic however, since

Because of its superior stability and beneficial capital

the SWATH design lacks both the required storage space

and operational costs, the decision has been made to use

and additional buoyancy to store the plastic directly on

a spar platform concept as the preliminary platform type

the platform. Therefore a second pump is placed on the

of choice.

platform to transport the plastic to the storage vessel.
Although detailed engineering is needed to design the
In the first layout concept. the conveyor belt and intake

most suitable platform, this chapter has demonstrated

pipe are placed at the bow of the ship, as shown in Fig-

that there are several readily available solutions for a

ure 4.14. The other equipment is placed on the open

sea-worthy floating body to house plastic extraction and

deck on the aft of the platform, where there is sufficient

processing equipment, as well as the optional in-plat-

space to place a 60 m³ container for temporary storage.

form plastic buffer. Basic dimensioning has also given

The second layout has the conveyor belt and intake for

us a sense of the order of magnitude the costs would be

small plastic located at the aft of the platform, near the

expected.

other equipment. This layout is shown in Figure 4.15. In
this case, the overall length of the pipes connecting the

In terms of cost, Iemants Steel Constructions NV has

equipment, as well as the required pump capacity, can be

quoted a base case of € 14,000,000 (based on a mean

reduced. Therefore this concept is preferable to the first

steel and manufacturing cost of € 5 per kg). The best-

layout option.

case scenario was estimated to be € 11,200,000, while
the worst-case scenario was € 16,800,000.

The SWATH vessel is usually equipped with 4 dieselelectric engines that have a total capacity of 2400 kW
and consume 600 kg of fuel per hour at full power (Nils
Olschner, Abeking & Rasmussen, personal communication). The power requirements for the platform will be
much smaller, in the order of 100 kW. Therefore it can be
equipped with smaller engines in order to decrease costs
and fuel.
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Figure 4. 14 Artist’s renderings showing a possible equipment arrangement on an existing 60 m SWATH vessel

Figure 4. 15 Artist’s renderings showing another possible equipment arrangement on an existing 60 m SWATH vessel
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1.1

Plastic
transshipment
and
transport
Sjoerd Drenkelford

Completely processing the material on the
platform is not desirable since the rolling motion of the platform poses a problem for the
chemical processes as proposed in Chapter 9.
Therefore, the collected and size-reduced material needs to be transshipped from the platform and shipped to shore. This section discusses the methods for this: first, the system
of requirements is created; second, concepts
for the basic functions are presented. In the assessment that follows, these are reviewed, the
best concept is selected and the final conclusions are presented.
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Figure 4. 16 Scheme of total process with scope on transshipment and transport

4.4.1 System requirements
To be able to generate and assess different solutions for

Safety

the collection and processing, system requirements are

The solution provided by The Ocean Cleanup has to be

needed. These are based on functional requirements and

safe for humans.

prerequisites.
Durability
Functional requirements

The presented solution will consist of a platform in the

In Chapter 4.2 the system requirements are presented

middle of the Pacific Ocean and all of the systems must

for the entire Ocean Cleanup system. In Figure 4.16 the

be durable enough to withstand the environmental condi-

scheme of the total process is repeated, but with a differ-

tions of wind and waves that are specified in Chapter 2.

ent scope that is here limited to the relevant areas.
Maintenance-friendly
The process steps within this scope have their own

Due to the environmental conditions described in Chap-

function(s):

ter 2, maintenance can be a difficult task. Ease of maintenance needs to be taken into account when generating

Transshipment

and assessing solutions.

To move the collected material from the buffer to a transport medium.

Blockage
Blockage can cause the transshipment to come to a halt

Transport

and this would delay the transport. More importantly,

To transport the collected debris from the collection plat-

blockage can damage the equipment. Therefore, it must

forms to the mainland and to protect the material from

be prevented. Blockage can be caused by, for example,

the environment during the trip to shore.

plastic parts that are too large for the equipment or by
mechanical failure.

Prerequisites
Apart from the direct functions that are implied by the

Spillage

process of The Ocean Cleanup, prerequisites have to be

Spillage of the plastic has to be minimized to optimize the

stated. Some of these requirements cannot be compro-

efficiency of the project.

mised, like safety. Others can be used as guidelines, to
assess the generated solutions.

Power
From a practical and sustainable viewpoint, the platforms need to be as energy efficient as possible.
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Costs

4.4.2 Concepts

The solution has to be as cost efficient as possible to

To be able to create concepts for the entire operation, the

make The Ocean Cleanup economically acceptable.

basic functions that are presented in the system require-

Bulk density: Measurements taken from the samples col-

ments are used. Multiple solutions are presented for

lected from Hawaii have produced a mean bulk density of

each of these functions, along with their advantages and

300 kg/m³. This was determined by Norbert Fraunholcz,

disadvantages. It should be noted that the plastic will be

of Recycling Avenue, who examined the samples. More

shipped as bulk cargo, or large quantities of unpacked

information on this subject can be found in Chapter 9.

material, due to the volume of the material flow as calcu-

Material flow specifications: The calculations in Chapter

lated in Chapter 4.1.

4.1 have shown that a material flow of 1.20 tons per hour
can be expected.

4.4.2.1 Transshipment
When the buffer is full or has reached a certain capac-

Resulting system requirements

ity, the plastic will be shipped to shore. One of the most

The system requirements that apply to the logistical sys-

critical steps in this process is the transshipment of the

tems are comprised of the functional requirements and

debris from the buffer to the transport medium, because

the prerequisites.

the conditions at sea can be very rough. High waves and
wind can hamper the operation and have a serious poten-

Functional requirements

tial to put strain on mechanical components. The follow-

• Transship the collected plastic into a transport vessel

ing transshipment options were considered:

• Transport the collected plastic to shore
Prerequisites
• Durable and maintenance-friendly
• Safe for humans
• Low risk of blockage
• Low spillage
• Low power consumption
• Cost efficient
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Grab cranes

Belt conveyor system

Grab cranes are used around the world in bulk solids

A frequently-used solution for the transshipment of bulk

handling. In many ports they are used to load and unload

solid materials is a belt conveyor system. A schematic

ships. An example of a typical bulk handling grab crane is

view of such a system is shown in Figure 4.18. A truss

shown in Figure 4.17.

structure is used to position the end of a conveyor belt
directly above a vessel’s cargo hatches. The material

Advantages

(drawn in blue) is fed from the platform and carried by

• Relatively low capital investment.

the conveyor belt to the end of the truss structure and is
discharged into the vessel.

Disadvantages
• Since the grab can only reach material that is directly

Advantages

underneath it, the entire floor surface of the buffer

• A belt conveyor system is a continuous loading system,

needs to be reachable for the grab. This implies that

which ensures a very stable and controllable trans

either the entire roof coverage of the buffer can be

shipment regime.

opened or removed, or that an internal conveying
system is required, to transport the material to a

Disadvantages

location where the grab can reach it.

• As can be seen in Figure 4.18, the range of this system

• As can be seen in Figure 2, a grab crane is a high

is limited by the supporting structure. The transport

structure with a heavy grab that is hanging on steel

vessel needs to be within the range of the belt convey

cables. This high structure and the grab are very

or and, while within this range, it is vital that the

sensitive to the rolling movement of the platform and

transport vessel and platform do not collide.

can cause the grab to swing uncontrollably, posing a
threat to the safety of workers and equipment.

• The belt conveyor system is positioned above the
transport vessel. Therefore, to avoid potential
damage, it needs to be high enough so that it does not
make physical contact with the transport vessel due to
weather conditions presented in Chapter 2.

Figure 4.17 Typical grab crane. Courtesy of Pim Stouten
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Buffer exchange

Slurry pump

The previous methods imply a stationary buffer integrat-

If the plastic debris is small enough, it can be mixed with

ed or attached to the platform. Here, a mobile buffer such

water and pumped from a buffer to a transport medium.

as a barge or a large floating container, is discussed. An

The pumps that are used for this are centrifugal pumps,

example of such a system can be seen in the pictures of

which use an impeller to provide the pressure to force the

the early concept in Chapter 1. When the buffer is full, it is

slurry through the pipes. This method of transshipment

removed and replaced with an empty one. The buffer can

has been successfully applied to petroleum products in

then be transported to shore.

the oil industry.

Advantages

In the oil industry, large pumps are used to transport oil

• This method makes the transshipment move fast,

and other petroleum products from one container into

since only one storage unit needs to be replaced with

another. These pumps employ centrifugal forces using

an empty one. This results in short changeover times.

the same principles that could be applied for the plastic
parts here. These parts have to be shredded to below a

Disadvantages

certain maximum size and mixed with water. This slurry

• Similar to the belt conveyor system solution, the buffer

can then be pumped through a pipe to the transporting

needs to be in close range of the equipment that fills

vessel. On board the ship the water can then be removed

it, but it also must be prevented from crashing into the

by one of the dewatering solutions presented earlier in

platform.

Chapter 4.2.
Advantages
• Since a retractable hose can be used to connect them,
the distance between the platform and the transport
medium is not limited by a solid structure.
• A slurry pump does not require high structures, since \
pipes or hoses do not need to be lifted to a high point
above the transport vessel, but can be forced upwards
through the same hose or pipe.
Disadvantages
• This method pumps water with the plastic, which
results in higher energy consumption.
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4.4.2.1 Transport
One of the most important processes is the transporta-

Push boat

tion of the collected debris to shore. Due to the location

Push boats can transport push barges to and from the

of the Ocean Cleanup Array (a distance of approximately

platform. These barges can be used as a buffer; an empty

1852 km to the US coast), it is essential that the transpor-

barge would be delivered and a full one collected in a sin-

tation is done efficiently. The following transport options

gle trip.

were considered:
Advantages
Bulk carrier

• Since it would be already filled, transshipment only

Bulk carriers are the world’s backbone when it comes

requires time to exchange the full with the empty

to the transportation of dry bulk. The transported mate-

buffer.

rial is stored in multiple cargo holds, each one reachable
through its own hatch on the deck. The hatch covers are

Disadvantages

clearly visible in Figure 4.19.

• To be able to safely cross the ocean without flooding,
hatch covers need to be designed, along with a method

Advantages
• The large hatches on the deck of a bulk carrier enable

of applying and storing them.
• Push barges and boats have a slow sailing speed

fast transshipment, since there can be a high volume

(approximately 5 knots), which will result in a longer

flow of material.

sailing time to shore than for example a bulk carrier,

• Bulk carriers are designed to withstand naval

which typically sails at 10 to 15 knots.

environments, so they are suited for the conditions at
the preliminary location in the North Pacific Ocean, as
described in Chapter 2.
Disadvantages
• The transshipment through the hatches on deck
would be dependent on the weather conditions, since
high waves could cause the transshipment equipment
to crash into the transport vessel.
Figure 4.20 Drawing of a push barge

Figure 4.19 An example of a bulk carrier. Courtesy of Pacific Carriers Limited
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Product tanker

4.4.3 Discarded design choices

Product tankers, or oil tankers, are used to transport all

Several design choices can be discarded before the final

kinds of liquids around the world. Their holds are closed

assessment.

and they are filled through a manifold on deck. A manifold
is a piping system that uses valves to redirect the mate-

Transshipment solution: grab crane

rial flow to the desired destination.

A grab crane requires a high structure and large moving
parts. This creates a very hazardous working environ-

Advantages

ment for both people and machinery. This method would

• Product tankers are designed to withstand naval

also require that a large vessel is moored onto a relatively

environments, so they are suited for the conditions at

small platform, which is actively discouraged by a field

the preliminary location in the North Pacific Ocean.

expert (Mammoet Salvage). This method was therefore

• The manifold on deck enables transshipment without

discarded.

having to reattach the transshipment hoses or pipes to
fill different cargo holds.

Transshipment solution: belt conveyor system
This solution was discarded for the same reasons as

Disadvantages

those for the grab crane.

• Plastic needs to be mixed with a liquid (water) to
create a slurry that can be pumped. This implies extra

Transport problem: push boat

volume displacement and therefore higher energy

Push boats and barges have been actively discouraged by

consumption. It also limits the possibilities for trans

a field expert (Mammoet Salvage). These combinations

shipment. Depending on the size of the transport

are just not suited for use on large open waters, due to

vessel, it might be required to dewater this slurry on

the large impact forces that occur between the pusher

the vessel.

and the barge. This solution is therefore discarded for
safety and durability reasons.
4.4.4 Assessment
In this section the best solutions are determined for the
basic functions. First, all of the presented concept solutions are shown in a morphological scheme (Table 4.12).
After that, promising concepts are set up and assessed
for the applicable criteria.
Since a SWATH vessel platform cannot hold a buffer, it
always requires an external vessel to act as a buffer. Although the buffer is exchanged when it is full, the trans-

Figure 4. 21 Example of a product tanker. Courtesy of the Irish Ma-

shipment to the buffer can only be done safely by using a

rine Development Office.

slurry pump. For each platform type, two possible solutions can be selected.
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The chosen concepts are assessed for each of the remaining basic functions, which are drawn from the prerequi-

Basic function

Possible solutions

since they do not always apply. Factors are weighted to

Transshipment

Slurry pump

Buffer exchange

represent the relative importance of the criteria:

Transport

Bulk carrier

Product tanker

sites. Not every criterion is used for every assessment,

• Less important

Table 4.12 Morphological scheme

• Normally important
• Very important
The concepts will receive grades for each criterion, varying between 1 and 5:
• Bad
• Poor
• Average
• Good
• Excellent
Since all of the solutions share the same transshipment
basic function, no assessment is required for this function. The only remaining assessment is that of the transport function, which is shown in Table 4.14

Solution 1A

Solution 1B

Solution 2A

Solution 2B

SWATH

Spar

SWATH

Spar

Transshipment

Slurry pump

Slurry pump

Slurry pump

Slurry pump

Transport

Bulk carrier

Bulk carrier

Product tanker

Product tanker

Table 4.13 Selecting promising solutions
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4.4.5.2 Transport
For this assessment the most important factors are safe-

There are two options for the transportation of the col-

ty, durability and blockage, since these cannot be com-

lected debris: buying or chartering a vessel. Which is the

promised. Spillage and maintenance have been graded as

most economical depends on the type of platform to be

nominally important, since they are unwanted, but they

used.

can be dealt with. Power and costs have been rated as
less important and may act as final decision criteria.

SWATH Vessel
For a SWATH vessel platform, which cannot hold a buffer,

From this assessment it is clear that Concept 2 is the

the constant nearby mooring of a vessel is required to

most promising. In the next section, this concept is final-

perform continuous processing. This also implies that

ized for both platform types and practical realizations are

two vessels are required, due to the transportation time.

presented.

This would result in very high costs when a vessel is chartered. For this platform type, the only practical economic

4.4.5 Final concept

option is to buy a vessel.

In collaboration with Dutch and international companies,
suitable machines were selected for each of the basic

The SWATH vessel platform needs to be supplied with

functions and information regarding costs, dimensions,

marine gas oil every 14 days to keep its generators run-

weights and power consumptions were provided.

ning. It makes sense to synchronize the transport vessel
periods, so that they can also transport fuel and other

4.4.5.1 Transshipment

supplies. In 14 days, the Ocean Cleanup Array would col-

The Dutch company Deltapompen B.V. was consulted for

lect approximately 899 m³ of plastic debris. Since the

the selection of the slurry pumps. For the transshipment

Voraxial Separator produces a 50-50 mix of plastic and

slurry pump they selected a pump with a capacity of 300

water, as explained in Section 4.2, twice the amount of

m³/h, which uses 90 kW of electrical power. This pump

cargo capacity is required. Thus, required cargo capacity

will cost € 19,000, including the motor and the mounting.

of the transporting vessels is 1,798 m³.

Similar to the slurry pump that extracts the small particles from the ocean, this pump will be made from the

To calculate the order of magnitude of the costs of trans-

corrosion resistant material super duplex and is able to

portation, a tanker vessel of sufficient size has been cho-

pump slurries with a maximum particle size of 50 mm.

sen as a baseline. The specifications of this vessel are

This pump is suitable for both platform types.

stated in Table 4.15. It should be noted that this vessel
does not have a bow thruster, so it is not capable of using
Dynamic Positioning (DP), necessary for the continuous
mooring of the vessel during the 14-day loading period.
A calculation based on actual data is not possible, so the
fuel consumption of dynamic positioning is assumed to
be 50 percent of the fuel consumption of sailing. An example given to support this assumption is the MSV Fennica, which uses 30 MT of fuel at normal sailing speed
and 15 MT of fuel for dynamic positioning (Offshore).
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Criterion

Weighing

1A

1B

2A

2B

factor

Cargo capacity

2,538 m³

Length

75 m

Sailing speed

10 knots

Safety

3

4

4

5

5

Fuel consumption

3.5 MT heavy fuel per day

Durability

3

5

5

5

5

Price

€ 1,258,000

Maintenance

2

4

4

3

3

Blockage

3

5

5

4

4

Table 4.15 Specifications example vessel for a SWATH vessel plat-

Spillage

2

4

4

5

5

form, taken from www.maritimesales.com on 24-2-2014

Costs

1

2

2

4

4

Total

-

60

60

62

62

Table 4.14 Criteria for transport

Cargo capacity

8,664 m³

Length

118 m

Sailing speed

12 knots

Fuel consumption

6.1 MT heavy fuel per day
0.7 MT MGO per day

Price

€ 1,000,000

Table 4.16 Specifications of an example vessel for a Spar buoy
platform²

For the vessel needed, the Spliethoff Group has indicated

As mentioned before, two ships are required to ensure

that a crew of 6 people is required, which would cost ap-

continuous operation. The costs for the ships themselves

proximately € 350 per day. For two vessels with a running

are therefore € 2,516,000. The total costs for the trans-

time of 10 years, this results in a total ship crew cost of

portation of the plastic debris for a SWATH vessel plat-

€ 2,548,200.

form, involving two ships, their fuel and their crew, are
therefore € 11,005,936.

The example ship consumes 3.5 MT of heavy fuel oil per
day. The price of heavy fuel oil is € 424 per Metric ton1. The

Spar buoy platform

total fuel costs are calculated by using the total sailing

For the Spar buoy, either chartering or buying a vessel is

time of 100 hours (8.4 days) and a mooring time on site of

realistic, since this platform type is able to hold a buffer.

14 days, during which dynamic positioning is used. Two

The costs for buying a vessel have been calculated with

days are allowed for loading and unloading. The remain-

the same method as was used for a SWATH vessel plat-

ing days are uncertain, but in the worst case scenario,

form. The specifications of the example ship are shown

the vessel would be required to use dynamic position-

in Table 4.16. The same assumption was made about the

ing, which is also accounted for in the fuel calculations.

fuel consumption of dynamic positioning as for the exam-

The resulting fuel cost of one journey for one vessel is €

ple vessel for a SWATH vessel platform.

22,854. Multiplying this with the number of cycles that
are implied with a running time of 10 years and two vessels, the total fuel costs are € 5,941,936. It has to be noted that this estimate does not account for inflation and
changes to the price of oil.
2
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It is assumed that this vessel constantly needs a crew on

Buying a vessel will be less expensive than chartering

board for the full running time of the project and that they

one. There is another reason to prefer to buy a vessel and

cost the same as the crew for the transport vessel for the

that is the supply regime of the platform. This can be eas-

SWATH vessel platform, which is € 350 per day. The crew

ily facilitated with an owned vessel, but it is much more

costs are therefore calculated to be € 1,277,500.

complicated when chartered ships are used. For these
two reasons, the optimal solution is to buy a vessel.

The example ship consumes 6.1 MT heavy fuel oil and
0.7 MT of marine gas oil per day with prices of € 424 per

4.4.6 ConclusionS

Metric ton and € 862 per Metric ton3, respectively. With a

The optimal solution for the transshipment and transport

sailing time of 8 days and an on-site time of 32 days, the

of the collected debris will be to use a slurry pump and

fuel costs for a 10 year period are € 7,794,559. Inflation

owned product tankers. The total costs and the maximum

and oil price variation are not taken into account in this

power consumption of this equipment for both platform

calculation.

types are shown in Table 8. The last rows represent the
costs per ton of collectable plastic, which is calculated

With the ship’s purchase cost at € 1,000,000, the total

using the total amount of collectable plastic in the North

costs for buying a ship will result in transportation costs

Pacific gyre; 70,230 tons (see Chapter 4.1). This result will

of € 10,072,059.

eventually be used in the total costs analysis in Chapter
10.

For chartering a vessel, the Spliethoff Group has indicated that the cost to transport 6,000 m³ of plastic over the

Similarly to the extraction equipment, the secondary

required distance would be € 210,000. At the collection

equipment and the supporting constructions will be de-

rate of 1953 m³ per month, such a journey would be need-

signed in the second phase of the project. Therefore, the

ed every 1.5 month (assuming a volume of water equal to

costs for all of the equipment have been increased by 50

the collected plastic). With a running time of 10 years, this

percent for both platforms.

results in the total transportation costs of € 16,800,000.
The presented chartering costs are based on dry bulk
vessels, which cannot transport wet cargo without capsizing. It is assumed that the costs of product tankers of
similar size are similar to those of bulk carriers.

3

fuel price in the Rotterdam harbor on 24-02-2014 (Bunkerworld.com).
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Function
Costs (€)

Transshipment

Spar Buoy

SWATH vessel

19,000

Maximum platform

Costs (€)

Maximum platform

power consumption

power consumption

[kW]

[kW]

90

19,000

90

Secondary equipment and supporting
9,500

-

9,500

-

Transport

11,005,936

-

10,072,059

-

Total costs

11,034,436

90

10,100,559

90

constructions

Total transport costs per ton
of collected plastic

157.12

-

Table 4.17 Total costs transshipment and transport for both platform types
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1.1

Platform
POWER
generation
Remko Leinenga • Herbert Peek

Electricity is required for the platform to operate. The great distance from shore makes visits
for maintenance and refueling very expensive.
For this reason, it is assumed that the system
should be as autonomous as possible, and can
be monitored from a distance.
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Function

Estimated platform power

Estimated operational

consumption [kW]

time

22

8h/day

2

8h/day

Shredder

90

4h/day

Transshipment

90

13.5h/month

Dewatering

37.5

8h/day

5

24h/day

Collection of small particles
Collection of medium-sized particles

Lighting, communication, autonomy

Table 4.18 Consumption of processing equipment and support equipment on the platform

4.5.1 Requirements
Because The Ocean Cleanup aims to improve the environ-

For these reasons it has been decided that the more con-

ment, a sustainable solution for electricity generation is

stant electricity required for the passive cleanup, 66.5 kW

preferred to minimize the carbon footprint of the opera-

(22+ 2 + 37.5 + 5),will be generated by means of solar and

tion. The levels of energy required must be understood in

possibly wind power, and that the 180 kW for the shred-

order to find possible solutions for power generation. Es-

der and transshipment will be generated using a diesel

timated electrical consumption on the platform is listed

generator. This means that the system will work 20 hours

below in Table 4.18.

per day on the battery and 4 hours per day on a combination of diesel and solar power.

As can be seen from Table 4.18, the two most energy-intensive processes are shredding and transshipment, with

4.5.2 Power generation

each consuming 90 kW. Additionally, since each process

To ensure a constant supply of power the total consump-

occurs for a relatively short time period, operating only

tion of the system in different situations must be as-

for a few hours per day or per month, presents a problem.

sessed. The situations considered were: emergency, nor-

Sustainable energy sources, such as wind or solar power,

mal sea conditions, and transshipment.

would deliver too much energy when the equipment is
turned off and probably too little when it is on. The use

Using the outcome of this analysis, the various energy

of a battery could solve this problem; however, the tech-

generating options can be assessed. As shown in Table

nical aspects involved in integrating a complex battery

4.19, 66.5 kW will not be needed at all times: an average

pack would not only make the system more expensive,

load factor of 0.9 is enough to ensure continuous opera-

but would also reduce the array’s flexibility by restricting

tion. This means that a total of more than 60 kW must be

it to a timetable.

generated using solar panels on the platform to provide
power for normal sea conditions. With an average of 160
Watt/m², a solar panel field of around 400m² would be
required.
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Description

#

kW

Load

U

Preferences

Emergency?

SEA Normal

Trans-

(time)

shipment

factor
V

Ind.

%

kW

%

kW

%

kW

Loading
Total load

247

247

11

28

86

Deck equipment
Collection of
small particles

1

22.00

0.9

400

v

0.00

35

6.93

0.00

Collection of
medium-sized particles

1

2.00

0.9

400

v

0.00

35

0.63

Shredder

1

90.00

0.9

400

v

0.00

5

4.05

Transshipment

1

90.00

0.9

400

v

Dewatering

1

37.50

0.9

400

v

1

5.00

0.9

400

6.75

35

11.81

100

4.50

100

4.50

4.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

v

100

Table 4.19 Different situations of use

4.5.3 Power storage

4.5.4 Results

Battery

Weight

A Lithium Ion battery in a DC grid is preferred for its

The total weight of:

weight, compact nature, long life and energy storage sta-

• Switchboards and cables is estimate at 2.5 ton.

bility. A battery pack able to deliver 40 kW would require

• Solar panels 10 ton. (250x25 kg)

40 cells with each weighing 200 kg.

• Battery pack including chargers: 12 ton

Fuel tank

Not including: fuel, plastic, etc.

Total fuel consumption would be at a rate of 0.2 dm³/
kW. For the generator calculated this will result in a con-

Dimensions

sumption of +/- 28 dm³ diesel fuel per hour. Based on a

• Switchboard: HxLxD 2x3.6x0.5 m

4 hour run time per day the consumption will be 100 dm³

• Generator: HxLxD 1.5x2x1.5 m

a day.

• Solar panels: 400 m²

The current configuration will use 3 m³ of gasoline a

Not including: fuel tank etc.

month. An appropriately sized fuel tank would need to be
installed to meet this level of consumption.
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20

communication,
autonomy

0.00
81.00

0.00

0.00

Lighting,

0.00
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Figure 4.22 A schematic view of the electricity grid on the platform

Costs
These prices are based on the services provided by eL-Tec
elektrotechnologie. Since not all the technical specifications are currently known, changes in design can have
financial consequences:
Battery pack

€ 40,000

Redundancy bus system / managed switch

Battery charge system

€ 80,000

Double PLC witch redundancy

Solar panels

€ 100,000

I/O redundancy

Switchboards and cable

€ 150,000

On site location

Starters / remote monitoring and control

Visualization

Conveyor belt inlet		

Sensors/transmitters

€ 50,000

Slurry pomp		

Camera system

€ 30,000

Shredder

Fire detection

Separator		
Communication
Conveyor outlet		

Generator (140 kW)

Control equipment		

Illumination & basic alarms

Light 		

Expectation for the total

Monitoring and control

electrical installation will be

including hard and software
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€ 200,000

€ 5,000
€ 20,000
€ 100,000
€ 15,000
€ 790,000
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1.1

Operations

Chapter 5 gives an overview of procedures during operation of the array. These procedures
are described for the entire life cycle of the
structure. Once fabricated, the structure must
be transported to the chosen location, where
installation of mooring, boom and collection platform will take place. After placement,
maintenance is required due to degradation
and incidents. More information on bio fouling
is discussed after the maintenance subchapter. The chapter closes with final remarks about
decommissioning. It is expected that decommissioning costs will be equal to or less than
than the installation costs.
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CHAPTER 5.1
1.1

Placement
Joost de Haan • Boyan Slat • Jan de Sonneville

The array’s installation is an enormous operation. First estimations are that placing the
mooring and structure will take several months
to complete. This section briefly outlines the installation of mooring, booms and the collection
platform.
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PENETRATION MODE

VERTICAL MODE

a) penetration,
retrieval modes
of Stevmanta
a) penetration, vertical
loading andvertical
retrievalloading
modesand
of Stevmanta
VLA with
special VLA with

Figure 5.1
Stevmanta VLA
(permanentrecovery
version) in installation
sockets(left - shear pin in angle adjuster is still intact) and normal loading mode
recovery
sockets
(right - after the shear pin in angle adjuster is broken)

5.1.1. Mooring Installation
In the concept, the mooring consists of a single vertical

Steps

polyester rope connected to the seabed using a vertical

1 Optional: attach the tail to the anchor.

load anchor (VLA).

This tail assists in orientation on the seabed.
2 Connect the mooring line to the angle adjuster on the

The Stevmanta VLA allows for single line installation using the shear pin angle adjuster, see Figure 5.1. During in-

AHV.
3 Lower the anchor overboard, descend tail first. Please

stallation, the installation line is the same polyester line

note that multiple rope elements are required to

as the one used for the mooring.

obtain the required length.
4 After touchdown, the AHV pays out the line while it

Installation can be performed using one anchor-handling
vessel (AHV). A typical AHV, with around 200 tons of Bol-

slowly sails away from the anchor.
5 Increase line tension, the anchor will start to embed

lard Pull, will be able to install and retrieve the anchor.
Typical day rate of deep-water AHV is in the order of
$80,000 USD, and an additional $20,000 USD will be cal-

into the seabed.
6 The shear pin will fail when the predetermined

penetration
penetration
vertical
culated for a barge carrying and storing the large volume
mode
mode
mode 7
of mooring lines
and anchors. The mode
of the anchor

installation load has been reached with the AHVs

vertical retrieval
retrieval
mode
The anchor ismode
now in normal
loading mode; tensionmode
can
bollard pull.

changes when the shear pin breaks at a load equal to the

be increased for proof loading.
b) penetration,
retrieval modes
of Stevmanta
b) penetration, vertical
loading andvertical
retrievalloading
modesand
of Stevmanta
VLA with
release VLA with
8 Attach submerged buoy to the polyester line end and
mechanism
in
the
angle
adjuster
mechanism in the angle adjuster
overboard.
Figure
6: Stevmanta
VLA
versions
for MODUs
and temporary
systems:
a)
Figure 6: Stevmanta
VLA versions
for MODUs
and temporary
systems:
a) with special
recover
Stevmanta VLA, there is no
setup
time
required.
sockets,
b) special
adjuster
with release mechanism
sockets, b) special angle
adjuster
with angle
release
mechanism

required installation load.
For

Therefore, the anchor can be connected to the floating
unit immediately after the installation.

A brief introduction to the required installation steps follows.
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soz-9188
ocean cleanup
- stevmanta
vla for floa
soz-9188 - ocean cleanup - stevmanta
vla for-floating
barrier and
platform moorings.
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Figure 5.2 The installation process, where first the mooring would be installed under low tension (1), the tension cable would be attached
to the underwater mooring, while still at the surface (2), the boom would be rolled out and attached to the next mooring point (3). When
the booms have been coupled to both sides of the underwater buoy, the mooring would be tensioned, pulling the buoy to a depth of 30 m.

Challenges

5.1.2. Boom and Tension Cable Installation

The AHV must carry rope lengths exceeding 4000 meters.

The installation of the tension cable and connection ca-

Available deck space should be considered.

bles can all be performed from deck (without requiring
the use of expensive ROVs) following these steps:

Mooring dynamic calculations are not included in the
feasibility study. At the chosen location, severe weather
conditions are of great influence.

1 The underwater buoys are connected to the
mooring lines, but tension is not applied, meaning that
these buoys will be floating initially.

The project-specific installation details and procedures
shall be developed in the detailed design phase.

2 While connecting the tension cable to the underwater
buoys, the connection cables are attached and
connected to buoyancy elements, to keep these
connection cables available and prevent the tension
cable from sinking under its own weight
3 The mooring lines connected to the underwater buoy
are pulled through the buoy until the desired tension is
reached; this applied tension will position the buoys at
a depth of 30 m.
4 The boom segments are connected to the connection
cables.
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Figure 5.2 above gives an impression of the components,

Challenges

when installed. The more detailed steps of installing the

• The 4 km long tension cable will be transported on a

tension cable are:

reel. So when one side of the tension cable is
connected to the mooring point and the boat sails to

1 One side of the tension cable which is on a reel will be
connected to the mooring point.
2 While the boat sails to the next mooring point the
tension cable will be unrolled.
3 While unrolling the tension cable the connection
cables and buoyancy elements will be connected to it.
4 When the next mooring point is reached, the tension

the next mooring point, the connection cables have to
be connected to the tension cable on deck while the
tension cable is unrolled from its reel. Since this has
to be done often, a quick connection process has to
be created on board so the tension cable can be un
rolled continuously.
• When the tension cable is installed the boom has to

cable will be connected to the mooring point.

be installed to the connection cables. In order to do so,

5 The boom is installed to the connection cables.

first the buoyancy element at the connection cable has
to be removed which is extra work. However, the

Alternatively, the booms can be connected to the tension

buoyancy element can also be used by connecting the

cable onshore, creating long sections of 4 km long that

boom to it. In this case the buoyancy element should

can be tugged with a transport vessel to the site.

be provided with a connection for the boom to be
connected to, making the installation of the boom

In this case, the installation steps would be:

easier and faster.

1 The underwater buoys are connected to the
mooring lines, but tension is not applied, meaning that

A more detailed investigation into the installation of

these buoys will be floating initially.

booms and tension cables should be done in a later

2 For each section the tension cable and boom are
connected to the underwater buoys
3 The mooring lines connected to the underwater buoy
are pulled through the buoy until the desired tension is
reached. This applied tension will position the buoys at
a depth of 30 meter.
This alternative makes installation offshore quicker, but
the transport will be less efficient if only one boom segment can be pulled by one boat at a time (reducing the
risk of booms entangling with each other).
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Figure 5.3 Spar buoy tugged

5.1.3. Platform Transportation and Installation

Installation

The chosen spar buoy concept for the platform is not

Installation depends on the actual transport price:

equipped with self-propulsion, which would only be required for transportation to the destination location. For

1 In case of the semi-submersible transport vessel the

that reason, the platform must be transported by other

draft is increased, after which the vessel floats away

vessels. Two options are considered.

from the barge again.
2 The spar is put in upright position by filling its ballast

Tugboats
Usually used for low to medium distance transport, tugs

tanks with sea water.
3 Mooring is applied as described in section 5.1.1.

are relatively broad available and widely used; therefore,

Multiple polyester ropes are connected to the spar

they might be economically more feasible than using a

instead of the single vertical line for the booms. The

heavy transport vessel. Tugboat sailing speeds are slight-

lines are in taut configuration to minimize the rope

ly lower than that of a transport vessel. The image below

length.

shows an example. Please note that the dimensions of
spars shown in this section are larger than the collecting platform concept. The illustrated spars are used for
offshore oil and gas development projects.
Semi-submersible heavy transport vessel
Depending on the availability, a heavy transport vessel
can be economical as well. The vessel submerges by filling the ballast tanks. In submerged position it can sail underneath the spar. It is lifted again and can then be transported by the supporting vessel. The company Dockwise
is a leader in transport using this method. Cruise speeds
of 12 knots and over are realizable.
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Figure 5.4 Spar transport using a heavy transport vessel

5.1.4. Installation Costs
5.1.4.1. MOORING
Mooring will require one day per cable line, based on

In terms of operation time, it has been estimated by Vry-

an estimation by Vryhof. The mooring can be done using

hof Anchors that it takes one day to install a single moor-

a large anchor-handling vessel, costing approximately

ing lime. A total of 30 mooring points are required for The

$80,000 USD per day as of 2012 (Overview of the Offshore

Ocean Cleanup Array (29 for the booms, and 1 for the

Supply Vessel Industry, 2012), while a large ocean-going

platform), meaning a total deployment time of 90 days.

barge is estimated to be around $20,000 USD. Since the

However, transportation time to and from location must

steel transportation reels of the mooring ropes have a di-

also be taken into account.

ameter of 5 m, and a flange diameter of 4 m (for a 2000
m rope), a large barge with a deck area of at least 2250

For decommissioning these costs are assumed to be the

m² (e.g. 32 by 70 m) will be sufficient to store all mooring

same as for installation.

lines. However, it may be more cost-effective to use multiple smaller barges instead. The total mass of the cables
is around 7200 MT, which is well in limits of large ocean
barges.
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Operation

Scenario 1

Time per

Total

Total

Vessel

operation

amount

cumulative

Day

costs

required

time (1 vessel)

Rate

per day

115,000 m

22 days *

€12k

€2,160

5 m / min

Deployment from barge

(€10k -

Boom deployment off-

€23k)

Fuel

Source

Marinemoney.
com

shore (AHTS)
16.6 days
Boom transport, 8000 m

back and

boom capacity, 9.26 km /

forth

14 trips

233 days

€26.5k

€5,184

(€24.5k -

hour (AHTS + Barge)

Marinemoney.
com

€37.5k)

Scenario 2
Deployment from land

16.6 days

Tugging of 4 km boom

29 sections

481 days

sections (AHTS)

€12k

€5,184

(€10k -

Marinemoney.
com

€23k)
1 day
Installation time of boom

29 sections

35 days *

section (AHTS)

€12k

€2,160

(€10k -

com

€23k)
Table 5.1 Cost calculation of boom installation, in two scenarios

Total costs

Base

Best

Worst

Scenario 1

€ 7,693,892

€ 7,183,892

€ 10,498,892

Scenario 2

€ 7,447,392

€ 6,415,392

€ 13,123,392

* includes 6 days travel time, based on 23 km/h
Table 5.2 Operation cost estimations for boom installation
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5.1.4.2. Boom and tension member

5.1.4.3. Platform

Based on the cost calculations given in Table 5.1 and 5.2,

Tugging the Spar platform will require a specialized ship,

Scenario 2 is likely cheaper (3% difference in base case).

the estimated day-rate for such a ship is 400,000 euro

However, due to the uncertainties this dragging operation

per day. Sailing for 7 days this comes to an estimated

also adds new risks and uncertainties, for this feasibility

2,800,000 euro.

study we choose for scenario 1, and will be using those
numbers for the cost calculations in chapter 10.

The swath vessel can just sail itself to the required location, the marine fuel required for this is negligible relative

For decommissioning, these costs are assumed to be the

to the scope of this project.

same as for installation.
These costs are assumed to be the same for decommissioning as for installation.
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Maintenance
Joost de Haan • Boyan Slat

The location of the array is remote compared
to other offshore structures. It is located approximately 1,000 nautical miles from land. For
maintenance, it is important to store sufficient
amounts of spare parts offshore. Possible locations for storage are the collection platform or
on the maintenance vessel.
A more complete formulation of required maintenance will be acquired after identifying the
involved risks during operation. This requires
a thorough risk assessment. In the feasibility
study, only part of the required maintenance is
included.
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Scenario

Operational days

Total cost per year

Best

5 days per month (1 operation per 2 months)

€ 1,149,167

Base

11 days per month (1 operation per month)

€ 2,298,333

Worst

29 days per month (permanent presence, back-and-forth once per month)

€ 6,066,667

Table 5.3 Cost calculation for vessel maintenance

5.2.1. Types of Maintenance

5.2.2. Maintenance Vessel and Cost

In the selected concept, the boom and skirt are made

Multiple options for vessel type can be considered. For

from a flexible material. No data is currently available

minor maintenance, a monohull, catamaran or SWATH

on the required maintenance interval of these materi-

type vessels are suitable. Monohulls provide relatively

als when subjected to long term mid ocean conditions.

high cruising speeds (approx. 25 knots) whereas catama-

In collaboration with the manufacturer, the required re-

ran type vessels normally cruise at 20 knots and SWATH

peating maintenance interval will be determined. Due to

vessels at 15 knots. SWATH vessel operational limits al-

possible unforeseen incidents, additional unscheduled

low for wave heights of up to 60% higher than that for

maintenance may be required.

monohull vessels. However, since SWATH day rates are
unknown to us, we chose a monohull AHTS for this sce-

Maintenance tasks include:

nario. For major maintenance operations, heavy lift vessels might be required.

• Removal of debris and salt from solar panels
• Mechanical removal of biofouling

Based on an average AHTS vessel with a day rate of €

• Recoupling boom sections after storm

12,000, and fuel costs of € 4,500/day (based on a con-

• Replace boom sections after collision or storm

sumption of 10 tons/day), and a cost of € 1,000 per day

• Replacement of electrical components (lights, radar)

for crew, the costs of 3 scenarios were calculated in Table

and mechanical components (shredder blades, pump
impellers)
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CHAPTER 5.3
1.1

Prevention
and Fighting
of Biofouling
Gabrielle S. Prendergast

Biofouling, or biological fouling, is the accumulation of microorganisms, plants, algae, or
animals on wet surfaces, typically barnacles,
seaweeds and mussels. Biofouling can damage
the performance of floating, submerged, fixed
or mobile structures in contact with the sea because of the following:
•

Deformation of the shape of a surface – the
resulting reduced hydrodynamic efficiency
requires more power to propel a vessel.
It can also clog up moving parts of
mechanical structures.

•

Weighing down a structure - impacts
performance due to the level at which it
sits in the water. Typically the design of 1
floating structures are optimized based
upon water level.

•

Degradation of structures - some
organisms bore into wood or other organic
materials. Others may interfere with the
efficacy of a surface’s coating, putting salt
water in direct contact with the metal
beneath resulting in corrosion.

HOW THE OCEANS CAN CLEAN THEMSELVES

At the time of writing, the design of the Ocean
Cleanup Array has not been finalized. Furthermore, the number of species that could foul the
array is unknown. The aim of this chapter is not
to describe the species that will colonize the
array, when or how quickly biofouling will occur, nor the specific physical attributes of the
biofouling accumulation such as its weight or
effect on hydrodynamics. Instead, the chapter
aims to describe at a high level: the problem, its
source and progression, its probable high-level
effects on the Array and to make recommendations for its mitigation.
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5.3.1. Introduction to Biofouling
Biofouling refers to unwanted life growing attached to an

After the biofilm has formed, a succession of algal and

interface, such as between seawater and the surface of

animal macrofoulers develops. The specific species com-

the Ocean Cleanup Array. Biofouling can be separated into

prising the macrofouling community can be highly un-

two functional categories; microfouling and macrofouling,

predictable, as is their rate of arrival, spread and growth.

but the size range is in fact a continuum that ranges from

Most animal fouling species are fixed to the surface as

micrometers, such as bacteria, to meters, such as kelp.

adults and therefore the larval stages are responsible for

Many species considered macrofoulers may begin life as

the spread of fouling communities. Algal spores can be

microfoulers. Species vary enormously worldwide based

only a few microns in size on arrival but grow and spread

on factors such as season, geographic location, depth,

to form large mats or fronds. Similarly, animal larvae tend

current speed, light, temperature, salinity, food availabil-

to be on the order of hundreds of microns, but can grow

ity, surface type, surface texture, and presence of mates.

to be very large.

Some accumulations are highly biodiverse and others are
dominated by a single species. Some are temporary and

Where it comes from and how it grows

precondition the surface for the next wave of colonization,

There are various ways that marine fouling organisms re-

while others are considered ‘mature’ and ‘stable’ commu-

produce and spread. Some release their eggs and sperm

nities. Within an accumulation a bare patch can appear,

into the ocean where fertilization takes place. Others may

perhaps by the action of a storm or a predator. These

brood their larvae and release them locally. Some spread

patches may become colonized by an entirely different

clonally: one individual buds genetically identical sisters

pattern of life than its surroundings. For the small number

and spreads out to colonize a surface. When larvae and

of organisms that cause the greatest problems in indus-

spores are released into the environment, most can only

try - typically shipping - a large amount of research exists.

survive for a very short period of time unless they find a

Much less information is available for the larger popula-

place to settle. The amount of time they can survive af-

tion of species and locations which do not cause issues,

fects how far they can travel - if carried by currents - to
colonize a new area. Algal dispersal tends to be limited

The first phase of biofouling (after chemical conditioning

from meters to hundreds of meters, but for animal lar-

of the surface upon introduction to seawater) is the ac-

vae the range of dispersal potential spans many orders

cumulation of a biofilm. A biofilm is a microbial layer com-

of magnitude - from tens of meters to thousands of kilo-

posed of a variety of microscopic species enmeshed in a

meters. An example of this is seen in the islands of the

slimy polysaccharide matrix. Marine bacteria, photosyn-

Pacific where groups with high dispersal potential are

thetic microalgae and cyanobacteria are typical kinds of

better represented.

organisms found here. They are the first to form because
of their ubiquity in the marine environment in addition to

The attachment of only one individual organism can po-

their short generation time. A biofilm thickness ranges

tentially spread and colonize large areas. Sponges, cor-

from about 50 micrometers to about 2 millimeters, but

als, ascidians, bryozoans and algae are examples of spe-

can be highly heterogeneous. Microbes in a biofilm are

cies that commonly colonize a surface by clonal growth

able to create an environment very different to that of the

or the release of larvae or gametes (eggs and sperm).

surrounding water. For instance, they may increase the

Coastal waters host fouling communities because there

oxygen content (in the presence of photosynthesisers) to

are so many solid structures in a habitable zone. For

300% saturation, but become anoxic in the dark and in-

instance, the sea floor is shallower, manmade coastal

crease the pH to 10. Biofilm formation can begin within

structures abound, rocks and the intertidal zone are all

hours of a surface being introduced into the marine en-

solid surfaces that are easily encountered by marine or-

vironment.

ganisms.
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Because they live there, their offspring are released lo-

Temperate coastal regions typically display strong sea-

cally and are more likely to find a suitable place to settle.

sonality of recruitment, growth and reproduction of foul-

They can have very high densities in the coastal waters

ing species. Many locations under the heaviest fouling

and competition for space to settle can be fierce as most

pressure are located in tropical and subtropical regions.

spaces are already colonized.

Because of their limited seasonality, they tend to have
relatively constant temperatures and seasonal variations

Within the open ocean, it is difficult to track the source

are dominated by differences in precipitation only. As the

of fouling organisms, so how species get to where they

Array is initially intended for deployment in a subtropical

are found is often very poorly understood. The only solid

region, effects of seasonality can be expected to corre-

structures are transient passing vessels or the surfaces

late well with this.

of larger animals. The hulls and ballast tanks of shipping
vessels passing the Array must therefore be considered

5.3.2. Likely effects on the array

as potential sources of fouling species.

Weight
One of the largest problems presented by fouling on a

It can be assumed that most of the plastic debris this

floating structure is that of increased weight. The struc-

project seeks to intercept came from a number of coastal

ture will be designed to sit at an optimal position on

sources, where it may have collected a fouling communi-

the surface. But if the weight is significantly increased,

ty, and therefore the number of potential species must be

it could float below the surface or even sink entirely. As

higher than for any one geographic region. Because of the

the Array’s booms are estimated to be tens to hundreds

intense competition for space to settle, it is reasonable

of kilometers in length, the potential for fouling weight

to assume that the plastic will carry fouling organisms.

problems is substantial. Under optimal conditions the

Indeed, one study found a healthy adult barnacle growing

mass of biofouling can reach tens to hundreds of kilo-

attached to the tag ring on the leg of a migrating seabird.

grams per square meter. The conditions in the open ocean

Barnacles often grow on oceanic species, such as turtles

are far from optimal, but this value may serve as a useful

and whales. The Array will provide an attractive source

worst case scenario for designers.

of shelter for these species, where it would otherwise be
unavailable. It is reasonable to assume that the array will

Structural damage

be approached by a greater number of mobile species

The amount of structural damage depends on the materi-

than an equivalent patch of open water. These mobile

als used for construction. The material must be protected

species could carry potential fouling recruits to the array.

from the corrosive properties of salt water and will re-

Additionally, it has been shown for many fouling species

quire a coating to perform this function. The open ocean

that biofilms can act as an attracting cue to settlement.

environment is often referred to as a desert and any solid

Depending on how the Array is deployed, it may acquire

structure within it may be likened to an oasis because it

organisms en route from the coast to its fixed location in

offers shelter normally unavailable. They become fouled

the gyre. If towed it will likely carry its own potential foul-

by photosynthesising algae and by animals. The fouling

ing community with it.

assemblage will attract grazing species as the microcosm develops. Grazing species may significantly damage any coatings that protect the surface. Once the underlying surface is exposed, the seawater may quickly
cause serious structural damage.
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Differential fouling

accumulating capacity. However, as with all fouling, the

At least four distinct niches, or ecological habitats, are

potential for weight increase and other damage to the un-

expected to emerge on the array.

derlying structure is not trivial.

The first is the surface that is not submerged, but is peri-

Further niches may or may not be present on the Array.

odically splashed and sprayed, in direct sunlight and ex-

These include:

posed to fresh water when it rains. This will be the most
hostile environment to species as it fluctuates from wet

Indentations, which offer a microclimate different to that

to dry, from hot to cold, and from hypersaline (through

of the surrounding niche, are more likely to become heav-

evaporation) to freshwater conditions will be the most

ily fouled. These areas are also less likely to have flow to

extreme on the Array. Consequently, minimal fouling

remove the fouling, due to shelter from shear. If the Array

is expected in this niche and will most likely limited to

is constructed from composite parts, special attention

biofilm or to monospecies accumulations of particularly

must be given to the joints.

hardy macrofoulers.
Surface texture and roughness can be optimized for foulThe next niche is the underside of the Array which, if flat

ing reduction; for example, the fine structure of shark

and broad, will be shaded from direct sunlight. This area

skin has antimicrobial qualities based on its texture. A

is most likely to be dominated by biofilm and animal com-

commercial product called “Sharklet” is available which

munities. It is possible that current flow will be sufficient

covers a surface in this type of microstructure and has

to dislodge species from this surface if the design per-

antibacterial effects. Research is currently being funded

mits the flow to pass over this surface in such a way as to

to assess this material’s anti-macrofouling potential, but

maximize surface shear.

it is not yet available on the scale required for this project.
Submerged moving parts, intake pipes, filters and nets,

The third niche is that of the immersed vertical sides

are also likely to become destructively fouled unless op-

facing into the flow of currents. This area is capable of

timized for flow to shear off any organisms (by coating

supporting biofilm, algal and animal assemblages of spe-

with a ‘foul-release’ coating, see table below), or coated

cies. Depending on the angle of incidence of the current

with toxic antifoulants.

with the boom arms of the Array and the quality of the
antifouling measures applied, this area also has the pos-

Anchoring mechanisms must also be considered at risk

sibility for fouling to be removed by water flow. This niche

to fouling. The depth to which photosynthetically active

has the most functional importance to the operational

light can penetrate the marine environment is greater in

performance of the Array, and possible effects of fouling

the open ocean, so the fouling community is likely to be

in this area are discussed further below, under ‘fluid dy-

mixed biofilm, animal and algal up to a depth of around

namics’.

200 meters, below which animals will dominate. As food
availability is so low in the open ocean, and decreases

The fourth niche comprises the vertical surfaces of the

with depth, the density of fouling organisms that can

Array that are not exposed to the current and are shel-

be supported is likely to be very low. However, any solid

tered from flow. This area, like the third niche, is also ca-

structure in an almost dark, three dimensional liquid en-

pable of supporting mixed assemblages of species. How-

vironment has great potential to act as a magnet for life.

ever, their chances of being dislodged by flow are minimal
and likely limited to effects of rough seas. Fouling on this
aspect of the Array is unlikely to interfere with the plastic
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Fluid dynamics

5.3.3. Possible Combat Strategies

The third niche described above, that of the immersed

The two best strategies to combat fouling are antifoul-

vertical sides facing into the flow of currents, was cited

ing coatings and cleaning. These approaches work best

as most likely to impact the plastic collecting perfor-

when used together and both have significant cost impli-

mance of the Array.

cations.

There are two major factors to consider: first, whether the

The author knows of no unmanned open ocean structures.

booms are fouled with a biofilm or with macrofouling; and

Manned structures in shallower waters, such as oil rigs,

second, the size distribution of the plastic particles being

are able to be cleaned by divers and mobile structures are

gathered. In the case of only a biofilm being present, the

able to move to locations where they can more easily be

slimy polysaccharide matrix that houses the microbes

accessed for cleaning. Mobile structures are designed to

can be very sticky and will pose a larger problem than the

cut through the water with hydrodynamic efficiency. The

smaller particles of plastic. It is very possible that even in

hydrodynamics of a vessel are very well understood and

the absence of macrofouling, sufficient small particles of

are factored into the design of antifouling coatings. The

plastic will clump and stick to the biofilm, subsequently

flow velocities experienced by a ship’s hull are likely to be

becoming biofilmed themselves. A macrofouled Array will

far greater than those passing across the Array. As such,

have greater potential to entrap larger plastic particles.

the Array will be an experiment to reveal how a fouling as-

The plastic may become integrated with the fouling as-

semblage might develop on a fixed position, unmanned,

semblage and increase the surfaces available for coloni-

open ocean structure. Limited nutrients may constrain

zation and affect its structural integrity. Instead of plastic

algal growth and too few larvae may encounter the sur-

debris smoothly progressing with the current along the

face for a fouling community to grow. Animal life may not

smooth surface of the boom in the direction of the cap-

be able to acquire sufficient appropriate food to grow and

ture apparatus, it will accumulate on surface features

reproduce. It is possibe that growth will be slow enough

created by marine life and/or become ‘stuck’ to a biofilm.

to be manageable, flow will be able to dislodge all at-

The shear strength of flow across the array will be related

tached species, or that a sustainable cleaning regime will

to the incidence angle of the boom arms to the prevailing

allow the Array to function. However these are best-case

current flow. Of course, all marine fouling assemblages

scenarios and are improbable. A good design will neces-

are different and exist in different oceanographic condi-

sarily allow for a range of scenarios to ensure that the

tions, but a general estimate is that the critical current

project is not lost.

velocity for many species to reach their maximum biomass is 0.2 to 0.5 meters per second. If this critical limit

Antifouling coating options

is exceeded the biomass tends to decrease rapidly. This

There are three solutions, each with pros and cons. The

is a generalization, as many fouling species prefer shelter

table below summarizes these solutions and estimates

from flow while others require flow to feed, for example.

of average prices. However, these prices are for marine
vessels and may differ depending on the structure being
coated and the customer (for instance, a shipping company is likely to get lower prices with a fleet of vessels
than for a single project). The data also assumes that the
structure would be made from metal, as data is mostly
available from the shipping industry.
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Coating Type

Pros

Cons

Cost (in Euros)

No coating

Anticorrosive (‘A/C’) primer only

Likely structure will become heavily

A/C primer is around €5 / l and one

fouled, rate of which will depend on

liter covers about 4 m³ at the recom-

fouling intensity in that area. Regular

mended dry film thickness (150 μm).

cleaning necessary to keep the fouling

Coating one square meter would cost

off (maybe every 2-3 months)

about €1.25.

Fouling Release

Environmentally friendly.

This type of coating will foul quickly if

Scheme is:

(‘F/R’) coatings -

Easy to clean (Some owners have

not cleaned regularly (approximately

Foul-release Top Coat (2 options, A or B

(these coatings rely

started to use it on stationary marine

every 2 - 3 months). If the fouling chal-

(B is top quality performance and lon-

on flow to dislodge, or

structures as it’s easy to clean com-

lenge is low, the time between cleans

gevity)) – 1 coat x 150μm

‘release’, the fouling)

pared to biocidal coatings).

can be extended. If cleans are not done

A/C primer – 2 coats x 150 μm

properly, and the surface is scratched,

Intermediate (attaches the primer to

Recoat options are easy, if existing fin-

performance will drop off and more

the top coat) – 1 coat x 100μm

ish is in good condition, another finish

frequent cleaning will be necessary.

Primer costs around €33/l and 1l covers 5.7 m³

coat can be simply sprayed on top.
F/R coatings are soft, so likely to be

Intermediate costs around the same

easily damaged by sharp pieces of

and covers 4.8 m³

plastic.

Top coat costs around €50/l and 1l
covers around 4.9 m³

Will likely require sufficient flow

The ‘A’ scheme would cost €14 /m³

across the structure to slough off the

The high performance ‘B’ scheme,

fouling (i.e. comparable to shipping

would cost €18 /m³

speeds)
Biocidal coatings

Cheaper than F/R coatings.

For re-coat options, three coats of fin-

Scheme is:

Likely to work for longer on static

ish need to be applied.

A/C primer – 2 coats x 150μm

structures.

Harder to clean.

Intermediate – 1 coat x 100μm
Biocidal top coat – 3 coats x 125μm.

Leaches biocides into the sea.
This is biocidal technology that has
been established for years. The outlook is simple, the more biocidal coating that is applied, the longer it lasts.
Three coats should be enough for five
years.
Intermediate paint costs around €4/l
and covers 5.7 m³
Top coat costs around €14/l and covers 4.3 m³
Total cost is therefore approximately
€11 /m³.

Table 5.4 Antifouling coating options
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This table does not include the cost of application, which

5.3.4. Conclusions

must be performed by professionals in appropriate facili-

An effective and cost-efficient solution to biofouling

ties. Each coating of paint has a specific application pro-

needs to be designed and deployed as part of the project

cess and needs time to cure before subsequent coatings

to avoid later problems with structural damage, addition-

can be applied. Application costs will vary with location

al weight, mechanical blockage etc. In terms of costing,

due to labor costs, the costs of land to accommodate a

€ 14/m² will be used as a base case, while the best-case

large scale project, and any applicable customs fees.

scenario will be set at € 11/m², and the worst-case scenario at € 18/m².

Surface cleaning
The best antifouling strategies combine coatings with
cleaning. Ships are typically cleaned with brush carts
or jet sprays, close to the shore in dry docks and/or by
divers. Cleaning ships can cost tens of thousands of US
dollars even in an accessible location, because of the
professional employees and facilities necessary. It is
unknown whether cleaning companies would consider
travelling to a remote location to clean the Array in situ,
but this would significantly increase the cost. A cleaning
rotation could be added to the procedure for the collection of plastic gathered by the Array.
If not in situ, the Array would need to be detached and
returned to a shipyard, harbor or other facility for professional cleaning before redeployment. This would be very
costly.
Another option is to use a robot to continuously groom the
Array surface. Such machines exist and are designed to
deploy on the sides of large metal ships that are staffed.
They can be monitored, collected during bad weather and
cleaned when moving parts stop working due to fouling.
This approach is therefore not considered viable for the
Array.
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1.1

Storms
and Impact
Joost de Haan • Boyan Slat

The array is designed for operation at 95% uptime; hence, design loads have been based on a
significant wave height of 5.5 m. This is based
on the wave climate data produced by BMT Argoss, which is more conservative than the data
calculated in chapter 2 (which indicated an Hs
of 4.5 m in more than 95% of the time). In the
first part of this chapter, two examples of storm
condition management are illustrated. Later, a
short note on collision impact during operation
is included.
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UNCOUPLED

60 M STRIP

COUPLED

Figure 5.5 Boom sections, uncoupled during storm (above) and coupled in normal condition.

5.4.1. Storm Conditions
For the structure to survive the amount of axial loads in

Because the first strategy would involve a major redesign

extreme conditions, it could either be dimensioned for

of the booms, and would likely require complex systems

the forces it will have to endure during a 100-year storm

to flood and re-inflate the barriers, we further investigat-

(Hs = 12.2 m), or strategies could be implemented which

ed the second strategy in this chapter, divided into two

would compromise the primary function of the device

options:

while reducing the amount of forces on the structure.
Since we expect the capture efficiency to be low in ex-

Option 1

treme conditions due to the expanded vertical distribu-

The boom sections will be installed with an attachment

tion, it has been decided that the device will not operate

to the tension cable every 60 m. During a storm these in-

in these conditions. The two force-reducing strategies

dividual booms could be disconnected from the connec-

that have been identified are:

tion cable (attached to the tension cable) at one side of
the boom (see Figure 5.5). This disconnection is initiated

• Sinking the booms to a depth at which they are less
affected by the waves
• Semi-decoupling the booms, so that they are able to

by a breaking pin, designed to fail when the booms’ maximum design load has been crossed, causing it to uncouple. This way, the decoupling procedure can be executed

orient in the direction of the waves and winds,

without any human interference. Furthermore, the con-

reducing dynamic loads

nection cable will always stay at the water surface and
the boom section is free to float along the wave direction,
reducing loads on the booms, and therefore also reducing
loads on the tension cable and connection cables.
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WIRE TO PULL BACK
STRIP AFTER STORM

Figure 5.6 Boom configuration option with rope connecting the free end of a strip to the beginning of the adjacent rope

However, assuming the recoupling of the booms would

Option 2

not be done automatically, the challenge would be to re-

The second option would be similar to the first one, but

couple the over 1900 boom segments in a matter of days.

instead of decoupling individual booms, entire 4000 m-

Another option is to apply a winch which pulls the strip

long mooring-to-mooring segments would be decoupled.

to its original position again but this is also unfavorable

This still reduces the loads on the structure, but would

since it would require many winches, resulting in greater

reduce the amount of time needed to recouple, since it

power consumption and more intensive maintenance.

would now only constitute 29 elements that would have
to be recoupled. The disadvantage would be that more

Another variant could be a wire/rope which connects the

force would be necessary to pull the boom back into its

free end of the strip to the beginning of the strip next to

position.

it, long enough for the strip to still move along the wave
direction (Figure 5.6). This rope can be pulled from a boat

The required bollard pull can be limited by the forces

to bring the strip back to its original position. In this vari-

caused by the current and waves, by first dragging the

ant, the boat does not have to sail the strip to its correct

boom against the current while the boom has a small sur-

position since it will be pulled automatically to its cor-

face area, followed by pulling the boom in the direction of

rect position. An additional advantage is that no ROV is

the buoy to which it should be recoupled.

required for this operation.
To recouple, the underwater buoys attached to the moorings could be jacked up to the sea surface, the tension
cables could then be attached to the buoys without the
need of ROVs, after which the buoys could be jacked
down again to a depth of 30 m.
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Collision impact

5.4.2. Conclusions

The Array will be equipped with visual beacons, as well as

Events such as collision or operation in storm condi-

radar reflectors, to increase its chances of being detect-

tions require solutions that reduce the amount of result-

ed by vessels in its vicinity. Additionally, an active system

ing downtime. In this chapter several potential solutions

(Automatic Identification System and/or radio) can be

have been described. The concepts presented here will

used to broadcast the Array’s position.

significantly lower the chance of severe loss in structural
integrity.

Even though measures will be taken to prevent conflicts,
a crossing by a vessel cannot be ruled out entirely. In the

Additional research on this can be done during the fol-

current concept, the tension member and submerged

lowing project phases, with particular focus on optimiz-

buoy are placed at about 30 m below the water surface,

ing the costs between engineering for more extreme

preventing any damage to the most expensive part of the

conditions (increasing capital expenditures), or requiring

boom. The modular structure ensures that only a limited

more operations to recouple sections (increasing opera-

length of boom would need replacement. If such an in-

tional expenditures).

cident occurs, it is expected that a maximum of 120 m
of floating barrier (two 60 m sections) would have to be
replaced.
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Environmental
impacts

For the project to be a worthwhile venture,
contributing to a better environment, the benefits should naturally significantly outweigh
the costs of the project. The removal of plastic
from the oceans using nets would likely harm
the aquatic ecosystem and emit vast amounts
of carbon dioxide. The Ocean Cleanup hypothesizes this could be avoided by using the passive system described in Chapter 3. This chapter aims to quantify the impact of the array on
the environment.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION
Robbert Zuijderwijk • Katherine Schmidt
Mark van Dijk

Plastic pollution has a profound impact on sea
life (Chapter 1). There are benefits to sea life
from removing some of this plastic, however it
is necessary to look holistically at the impact
of the cleanup operation on the environment
as well. The solution to the plastic problem
should not be worse than the problem itself
and therefore, in this chapter, an analysis of the
impact of The Ocean Cleanup Array on the oceanic ecosystem is included. It is estimated that
although The Ocean Cleanup Array can have a
significant influence on local ecologic properties, precautions have been taken to ensure
that biomass removal is limited.
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Figure 6.1 Overview of oceanic divisions. The Ocean Cleanup Array will float on the surface, affecting the photic zone (0 - 200 m) directly.
Image from Wikipedia.

6.1.1 Ecology of the Ocean
The world’s oceans cover about 71% of the surface of the
Earth and contain 97% of the planet’s water (NOAA). The
largest portion of the ocean consists of the pelagic zone
and can reach depths of over 10 km (Figure 6.1). Most
oceanic research however is focused on the upper 200
meters of the water column, known as the euphotic or
epipelagic zone, where enough light penetrates the water
to enable photosynthesis. The mesopelagic zone stretches from 200 to 1,000 meters below the surface. Together
these zones are home to the ocean’s primary producers,
phytoplankton, which are estimated to fix 40% of the atmospheric carbon through photosynthesis (Falkowski,
1994). They are the foundation of the oceanic food web
and play an important role in the structure of the pelagic
system (Adjou, Bendtsen, & Richardson, 2012). Therefore, phytoplankton bycatch by the Ocean Cleanup Array,
which will interact with the surface part of the epipelagic
zone, has the potential to have an effect on other marine
organisms. Additionally, removal of larger animals would
also impact their populations and local ecology in a more
direct way.
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Figure 6.2 Map of the North Pacific Ocean showing several important features of the NPSG. Major circulation patterns define the approximate boundaries of the NPSG. Redrawn from (McGowan, 1974) and (D. M. Karl, 1999). Sampling stations ALOHA (▄) and CLIMAX (▲) are
nearest to the proposed location for The Ocean Cleanup Array (●) and therefore serve best to estimate the ecologic impact of the array.
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6.1.2 The North Pacific Subtropical Gyre
The Ocean Cleanup Array will be placed within the North

Efforts to make repeated measurements of key param-

Pacific Subtropical Gyre (NPSG), in what is known as ‘The

eters in the same area within the NPSG resulted in the

Great Pacific Garbage Patch’. The NPSG is the largest

founding of the Hawaiian Ocean Time-Series (HOT), situ-

ecosystem on the planet and extends from approximate-

ated at Station ALOHA (A Long-term Oligotrophic Habitat

ly 15°N to 35°N latitude and 135°E to 135°W longitude

Assessment, 22°45’N, 158°W) (D. M. Karl & Lukas, 1996)

(Sverdrup, 1942). Due to the size of the NPSG, it exhibits

and measurements in the CLIMAX-area (28°N, 155°W)

physical, chemical, and biological variability on a variety

(Venrick, McGowan, Cayan, & Hayward, 1987). The passive

of time scales (D. M. Karl, 1999). The NPSG is character-

cleanup of the NPSG’s plastic will take place at approxi-

ized as an oligotrophic or nutrient-poor area, and primary

mately 31°N, 142°W (Figure 6.2). As these locations are

production is thought to be strongly nutrient limited (Hay-

all situated in roughly the same ecological area, HOT and

ward, 1987). Furthermore, global climatic phenomena

CLIMAX data might be used to predict faunal composi-

such as ENSO (El Niño / Southern Oscillation (Stenseth et

tion at the site of The Ocean Cleanup Array. Furthermore,

al., 2003)) and PDO (Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Mantua

remote sensing of photosynthetic pigments using satel-

& Hare, 2002)) have profound effects on the abundance

lites can provide accurate data on the concentration of

of primary producers (Bouman et al., 2011). These phe-

phytoplankton in the ocean (Peloquin et al., 2012).

nomena change sea surface temperature (SST) and cause
eddies and fronts, inducing horizontal and vertical mixing
of cold and warm waters. This forcing has implications
for the distribution and abundance of primary producers
in the NPSG (Polovina, Howell, Kobayashi, & Seki, 2001).
These are factors that should be taken into account when
assessing the influence of The Ocean Cleanup Array on
marine life.
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1.1

Phytoplankton
Robbert Zuijderwijk • Nathan Walworth
Katherine Schmidt • Tadzio Holtrop

Most of the phytoplankton present in the NPSG
consist of autotrophic bacteria (cyanobacteria)
that obtain their energy through photosynthesis; around 90% of the photosynthetic pigment
chlorophyll a present in the NPSG is contributed by these bacteria (Li, M., Letelier, & Church,
2011). These species vary in size from 0.2 to 2
µm, with species of Synechococcus measuring ~1.0 µm (Johnson & Sieburth, 1979) and
Prochlorococcus spp. ~0.6 µm (Chisholm et al.,
1988). Samples taken during HOT cruises found
Prochlorococcus spp. cells to account for 98%
of total phytoplankton cell count (Campbell &
Vaulot, 1993). In nutrient poor areas, smaller
organisms tend to dominate biomass because
of their larger surface-to-volume ratio (Raven,
1998). Cells larger than 8 µm were seldom observed in samples taken at Sta. ALOHA (Andersen, Bidigare, Keller, & Latasa, 1996).
Cyanobacteria are present all year, but satellite, ship, and mooring data also reveal recurring phytoplankton blooms during summer
(Dore, Letelier, Church, Lukas, & Karl, 2008; Wilson, 2003). These blooms can stretch out over
an area of 350,000 km² and persist for up to 4
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months (Wilson, 2003). The blooms are distinct
from the seasonal chlorophyll cycle in time
and magnitude and are consistently centered
around 29 - 31°N, although variability in longitudinal positioning was observed. Because
of its natural buoyancy, population densities
are greatest at depths of between 20 and 40
m. However, during low wind regimes extensive
surface blooms of Trichodesmium spp. can occur (Capone, Zehr, Paerl, Bergman, & Carpenter,
1997). During surveys near 28°N and Sta. ALOHA, blooms were observed that primarily contained Rhizosolenia spp. diatoms, hosting nitrogen-fixing endophytes, and Trichodesmium
spp. (Dore et al., 2008; D. Karl et al., 1997; Wilson,
2003). Mats of these species can become up to
several centimeters in length. Blooms provide
an input of organic and inorganic nutrients as
well as a habitat for other phytoplankton, (cyano) bacteria, protozoa, fungi, hydrozoans and
copepods (Capone et al., 1997). It is estimated
that nitrogen fixation provides more than half
the nitrogen demand in the NPSG ecosystem
and can account for a net sequestering of CO2
(Capone et al., 1997; Church et al., 2009; Dore et
al., 2008; D. Karl et al., 1997).
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Organism condition

Cell concentration

Carbon*

Nitrogen*

Phosphorus*

(106 cells.ml-1 )
Prochlorococcus MED4
P-replete

110 (5)

45.8 (4.0)

9.4 (0.9)

0.98 (0.19)

P-limited

56 (4)

60.9 (1.8)

9.6 (0.07)

0.34 (0.08)

Student’s t

-

p < 0.01

NS

p < 0.01

P-replete

54 (11)

92.4 (13.3)

20.0 (2.7)

1.84 (0.13)

P-limited

49 (10)

132 (6.2)

20.6 (2.0)

0.46 (0.17)

Student’s t

-

p < 0.01

NS

p < 0.01

P-replete

11 (0.6)

213 (7.3)

50.2 (1.8)

3.34 (0.51)

P-limited

31 (4)

244 (20.7)

39.8 (3.8)

0.81 (0.01)

Student’s t

-

p < 0.1

p < 0.05

p < 0.01

Synechococcus WH8012

Synechococcus WH8103

* in fg.cell-1 | NS = Not significant (p > 0.1)
Table 6.1 Cellular carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus in axenic cultures of Prochlorococcus marinus MED4 and Synechococcus WH8012
and WH8103 in P-replete or P-limited conditions (Bertilsson et al., 2003)

6.2.1 Phytoplankton Abundance
There are two ways to calculate the amount of biomass

log AODC = 5.867 + 0.776 * log chlorophyll a (Bird &

present in the water of the NPSG; extrapolation of chloro-

Kalff, 1984)

phyll a measurements obtained from satellite data, or by
using the rate of carbon incorporation: the primary pro-

AODC (Acridine Orange Direct Count) is the number of

duction. These methods are described below as Method

bacteria per milliliter and chlorophyll a is in micrograms

1 and Method 2, respectively.

of chlorophyll a per liter:
5.867 + 0.776 * log 0.107 = 5.11, then

Method 1

log 5.11 = 0.708 bacteria per milliliter in the top 5 meters

The MAREDAT dataset has been used to estimate the

of the water column.

phytoplankton abundance in the top 5 meters of the water column. According to this dataset, chlorophyll a con-

Bacterial cellular content has been determined previ-

centrations in the top 5 meters was on average 0.107 mg

ously for Prochlorococcus MED4 and Synechococcus

m-3 (Peloquin et al., 2012). HOT program data suggests

WH8012 and WH8103 in a phosphorus-limited environ-

that the amount of chlorophyll a in the water column

ment (Table 6.1) (Bertilsson, Berglund, Karl, & Chisholm,

changes with seasons and with depth. There are two dif-

2003), similar to the current state of NPSG waters (D. M.

ferent reasons; increased chlorophyll a per cell to capture

Karl et al., 1995).

more light in winter, and increased total chlorophyll a as
a result of more cells during spring (D. M. Karl, 1999). Estimating photoautotrophic biomass from chlorophyll a is
rather inaccurate, even with remote sensing techniques
(D. M Karl & Dobbs, 1998). To estimate the amount of biomass present in 0.107 mg m-3 chlorophyll a, this value can
be converted to bacterial cell count with the formula postulated by Bird & Kalff:
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Method 2
Another option to assess the influence of The Ocean

Relative to the total NPSG surface, this area equals:

Cleanup Array on phytoplankton abundance is to deter-

1210 km² d-1 / 20*106 km² * 100% = 6.05 *10-3 % of total

mine the net reduction in primary production. Primary

NPSG surface water each day, or 2.21% annually.

production is considered to be the rate at which inorganic
carbon is incorporated into organic compounds. Because

A conservative estimate of the amount of water that flows

phototrophic organisms also use some of these com-

through the entire array per day equals the array’s width

pounds for their own metabolic processes, the primary

times the array’s depth times the ocean surface current

production mentioned here is the net primary production.

speed (m.d-1): 1.0*105 m * 3 m * 0.14 m.s-1 * 3,600 seconds

During a 9 year monthly observation period performed at

* 24 hours = 3.63*109 m³ d-1

Sta. ALOHA, primary production varied between 219 and
1055 mg C.m-2 d-1 for a water column of 200 meters depth

Phytoplankton bycatch can be estimated by at least two

(D. M. Karl, 1999). Using a production of approximately 6

methods, as explained below:

mg C.m-2·d (Figure 6.3) and a mean carbon flux of 14.5
-1

mol C.m-2 annually (Table 6.1, Karl,1999) or 476 mg C.m-2

Method 1

d-1 it is calculated that approximately 6 percent of total

According to the remotely sensed chlorophyll a value of

primary production takes place in the top 5 meters of the

0.107 mg m-3, the top 5 meters of NPSG waters contain

ocean’s surface.

on average 708 bacteria per liter. Multiplying with the
amount of water passing through the platform gives the

6.2.2 Phytoplankton Bycatch Estimations

amount of bacteria that come into contact with the array:

The world’s oceans are estimated to produce 48.5 pe-

708*103 bacteria m-3 * 3.63*109 m³ d.-1 = 2.57*1015 bac-

tagrams (Pg=10

teria / day.

15

g) carbon annually (Field, Behrenfeld,

Randerson, & Falkowski, 1998). The total size of the Pacific Ocean is 165*106 km² (Encyclopedia Britannica) with

98% of picoplankton cells from samples taken at station

the NPSG making up approximately 20*106 km² (12.1% of

ALOHA were found to be Prochlorococcus spp. (Campbell

the Pacific Ocean) (Sverdrup, 1942). The total width of The

& Vaulot, 1993). Multiplying the amount of this bacterium

Ocean Cleanup Array is 100 km, the average speed of the

with its elemental constitution (Table 6.1) gives an esti-

water current in this part of the gyre is estimated at 0.14

mate of the total amount of cyanobacterial phytoplank-

m / s-1 (Chapter 2.4.3) and the booms extend up to 3 me-

ton biomass that comes into contact with The Ocean

ters below the surface. The area of water flowing through

Cleanup Array for the elements C, N, and P per day in both

The Ocean Cleanup Array per day equals the array width

femtograms and grams. The results of the calculation can

times the ocean surface current speed (m·d-1): 1.0*105m

be found in Table 6.2.

* 0.14 m.s-1 * 3,600 sec * 24 hours = 1.21*109 m² day-1, or
1210 km2 day-1.

To estimate annual cyanobacterial bycatch daily flow of
this species is multiplied by 365 days:
For carbon (C), this is 156.52 * 365 = 57.13 kg
For nitrogen (N), this is 24.67 * 365 = 9.00 kg
For phosphorus (P), 0.87 * 365 = 0.32 kg
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Figure 6.3 Left: Chlorophyll a (ng·l-1) vs. depth; right: primary production (mg C·m-2·d-1) vs depth. In the top 5 meters the primary production
is about 6 mg C·m-2·d-1. Image from Karl, 1999.

Method 2
Under the previously explained assumption that 6% of

Therefore, the daily primary production of water flowing

the total primary production in NPSG euphotic zone oc-

through The Ocean Cleanup Array equals:

curs in the first 5 meters of the water column, the part of

Minimum: 1210 km² / day * 219*106 mg C / km² / day * 6%

the primary production that comes into contact with the

= 15.9*109 mg C, or 15.9*103 kg carbon daily

array equals the daily water flow times the net primary

Maximum: 1210 km² / day * 1055*106 mg C / km² / day *

production in the top 5 meters:

6% = 76.6*109 mg C, or 76.6*103 kg carbon daily

Primary production of 219 mg C*m-2*day-1 equals 219*106

Therefore annually, a body of water with a net primary

mg C*km *day .

production between 58.0*105 and 280*105 kg carbon

-2

-1

flows through The Ocean Cleanup Array.
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Prochlorococcus,

Bacterial

Total

Total

P-limited

cell count

biomass (fg)

biomass (g)

60.9

2.57*1015

1.57*1017

156.52

Nitrogen content*

9.6

2.57*1015

2.47*1016

24.67

Phosporus content*

0.34

2.57*1015

8.74*1014

0.87

Carbon content*

* in fg*cell -1
Table 6.2 Calculation of the mass of C, N, and P captured daily by The Ocean Cleanup Array

Worst case scenario

The slurry pump in the design has a capacity of 300,000

Assuming a total loss of all phytoplankton that comes

l*h-1, and is expected to be in operation 8 hours per day.

into contact with The Ocean Cleanup Array, estimated

The amount of water drawn in by the pump then equals:

phytoplankton biomass loss is 66.4 kg (C+N+P) annually.

300,000 L*h-1 * 8h *d-1 = 2,400,000 L*d-1

The primary production achieved by this amount of biomass is estimated between 58.0*105 kg and 280*105 kg

The fraction of contact water that passes through the

annually.

processing platform equals the 8 hour pump capacity divided by total water flow through the array:

When expressed as a percentage of total oceanic produc-

2,400 m³ d-1 / 36.29*108 m³ d-1 = 6.61*10-7

tion within the NPSG, this is:
58*105 kg / 48.5*1015 g * 100% = 1.19*10-5 % minimum

Where 36.29*108 m³*d-1 is the total daily volume that

280*10 kg / 48.5*10 g * 100% = 5.77*10 % maximum

comes in contact with the array.

Best case scenario

Multiplying the estimated biomass loss with this factor

Because the boom skirts are designed to generate a

gives the biomass losses caused by the platform’s pump:

downward current, most phytoplankton is expected to

For carbon, this is 57.13 kg * 6.61*10-7 = 3.78*10-5 kg

escape capture by the booms. The fraction of phyto-

For nitrogen, this is 9.00 kg * 6.61*10-7 = 5.96 * 10-6 kg

plankton captured in front of the booms might also be

For phosphorus, 0.32 kg * 6.61*10-7 = 2.11 * 10-7 kg

5

15

-5

consumed by zooplankton, leading to a (partial) recycling
of nutrients within the ecosystem. However, the phytoplankton that is drawn directly into the platform by the
slurry pump is assumed to be removed from the ecosystem entirely.
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Multiplying this factor with the net primary production of
the water passing through the platform gives the annual
loss of primary production caused by the pump:
Minimum 58.0*105 kg C * 6.61*10-7 = 3.8 kg carbon per
year
Maximum 280*105 kg C * 6.61*10-7 = 18.5 kg carbon per
year
As mentioned, phytoplankton blooms of Rhizosolenia
spp. and Trichodesmium spp. temporarily increase primary production during summer. Because of their temporary nature, bycatch of these producers is difficult to
predict, however, the effects of their presence should not
be underestimated. One mediating factor in bycatch during bloom conditions is that Rhizosolenia spp. mats show
extensive vertical migration in the central North Pacific
gyre during which they acquire nitrate at depth and resurface for photosynthesis (Dore et al., 2008; Singler &
Villareal, 2005). This would allow them to pass under the
booms unscathed. Trichodesmium spp. is also capable of
vertical migration through ballasting with dense carbohydrates accumulated during photosynthesis at the surface (Capone et al., 1997). Accumulation of Trichodesmium spp. in front of the booms might attract other pelagic
life such as zooplankton grazers, and in this way impact
the food web indirectly. The impact of The Ocean Cleanup
Array on zooplankton species will therefore be assessed
in the next paragraph.
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1.1

Zooplankton
Marleen Roelofs • Moritz Schmid
Robbert Zuijderwijk

Plankton (singular plankter) is a diverse group
of organisms that live in the water column and
have limited ability to swim against a current.
This definition encompasses many species
from bacterial phytoplankton and fish larvae to
mollusks and crustaceans. In this paragraph,
size classes as defined by Omori (1985) (Omori
& Ikeda, 1985) will be used (Table 6.3).
There are three factors related to zooplankton
that need to be taken into consideration when
estimating the amount of bycatch by the Ocean
Cleanup Array. These are the species diversity,
their biomass and the vertical distribution of
the zooplankton.
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TYPE

SIZE

EXAMPLES

SOURCE

Picoplankton

0.2 - 2 µm

Bacterial phytoplankton

wikimedia.org

Nanoplankton

2 - 20 µm

Small Diatoms; algae

botanyjohn.org

Microplankton

20 - 200 µm

Protozoa; Rotifera

wikimedia.org

Mesoplankton

0.2 - 2 mm

Cladocera, Ostracoda

wikimedia.org

Macroplankton

2 - 20 mm

Euphausiacea (krill); salps

wikimedia.org

Megaplankton

> 20 mm

Jellyfish

wikimedia.org

6.3.1 Zooplankton abundance
Two important representatives of zooplankton occur in

The experimental site Sta. ALOHA at 22.45°N, 158°W is

the top 7 meters of the water column (PICES); Euphausia-

currently the best available predictor of the ecological

cea, or krill (10 – 20 mm; macrozooplankton), and Cope-

environment at the location of the array placement. In re-

pods (1- 2 mm; mesozooplankton). Abundances of these

cent years, an increase in mesozooplankton biomass has

groups vary considerably over the years (Figure 6.4)

been reported there (Sheridan & Landry, 2004). A continuation of this trend would imply current biomass amounts
of 1.7 g(dry)/m² for night tows and 1.15 g(dry)/m² for daytime tows (Figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.4 Population densities of euphausiacea and copepoda in samples taken at Western North Pacific, 165°E, 50°N (A) and offshore
British Columbia, 140°W, 55°N (B). (“The Continuous Plankton Recorder Survey of the North Pacific,”) Source: http://www.pices.int/projects/cpr ; Pacific CPR data collection is supported by a consortium for the North Pacific CPR survey coordinated by the North Pacific
Marine Science Organisation (PICES) and comprising the North Pacific Research Board (NPRB), Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council
(EVOS TC), Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) and the Sir Alister Hardy Foundation for Ocean Science (SAHFOS).

However, the results shown were obtained from oblique

plankton itself (Cooney, 1986). Recently, microzooplank-

tows to the base of the euphotic zone (for methods, see

ton grazing was estimated to be as high as 60-75% of

(Landry, Al-Mutairi, Selph, Christensen, & Nunnery, 2001)),

daily phytoplankton production (Landry & Calbet, 2004).

and do not represent the upper 3 meters of the ocean.
Older studies have reported higher zooplankton stand-

6.3.3 Zooplankton vertical distribution

ing stocks, ranging from 1.5 g/m² in winter to 30 g/m² in

Zooplankton range in size from several microns up to a

summer, with near shore waters found to have a very high

few centimeters, and have size specific adaptations to

standing stock of up to 1,600 g/m² in summer and fall for

ensure their survival. Plankton size largely determines

a water column up to 500 m deep (Cooney, 1986). Due to

their ability to swim in a specific direction or their con-

natural variations in zooplankton over time and large dif-

finement to passive drifting with oceanic currents*. Most

ferences in abundance between coastal waters (where

zooplankton is negatively buoyant and therefore has to

most zooplankton biomass measurements take place)

swim in order to avoid sinking (Haury & Weihs, 1976). Oth-

and the oligotrophic ocean, bycatch estimations for The

er species such as chaetognaths employ specialized oil

Ocean Cleanup are difficult to generate.

sacks to increase buoyancy (Kapp, 1991). It is conceivable
that larger organisms such as jellyfish are able to deal

6.3.2 Zooplankton diversity

with the viscous forces and swim away from the array, but

The North Atlantic species Calanus finmarchicus winters

smaller plankton might not. This microzooplankton might

in deep water and returns to the surface in the spring to

be swept under the booms, potentially suffering damage

feed and reproduce, while the Pacific species N. cris-

from contact with the array, while larger organisms are

tatus, N. plumchrus and E. bungii, mature near the end

able to successfully swim away from potential harm.

of the winter. The growth rates of these copepods are
strongly correlated with the blooming of phytoplankton.

Lastly, zooplankton migrates vertically in the water col-

The coupling between grazers and phytoplankton is so

umn following a circadian rhythm, a process known as

intense that for large portions of the North Pacific Ocean,

Diel Vertical Migration, or DVM. Together, these processes

the evidence for the annual phytoplankton bloom is a

are of major influence to bycatch by The Ocean Cleanup

sizeable increase in zooplankton rather than the phyto-

Array.
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Figure 6.5 Mesozooplankton dry weight biomass measured at Sta. ALOHA from 1994 to 2002. Mean biomass for mesozooplankton collected during the night (A), day (B), and biomass of migrating mesozooplankton (night-day, C) are shown. Linear regressions for each plot
(dashed lines) in g(dry)/m² are: (A, night): 1.62 x 10-4 *d + 0.458; (B, day): 1.23 x 10-4 *d + 0.204; (C, migrant): 3.92 X 10-5 *d + 0.257. Insets
are the unstandardized residuals from each regression (g*DW*m-2) vs. time (days). Image from Sheridan, 2004.

*Apart from gravity and buoyancy, a body moving in water

L is the length of the body (along the flow direction), the

experiences two forces: inertial forces and viscous forc-

speed of the body, the fluid density and µ the fluid vis-

es. Inertial forces are related to momentum and viscous

cosity. The Reynolds number for small organisms is low

forces are related to the tendency of the fluid to resist de-

(small L) and therefore they experience high viscosity in

formation. In hydrodynamics, this is the Reynolds number

seawater, whereas larger organisms with higher Reyn-

(Stokes, 1851).

olds numbers experience mainly inertial forces, and thus
continue to move after exercising the swimming motion.
Most zooplankton live at the transition between viscous
and inertial forces, coping with the advantages and drawbacks of both regimes.
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Figure 6.6 Diel Vertical Migration. Image from (Doney & Steinberg, 2013)

6.3.4 Diel Vertical Migration (DVM)
DVM is the largest synchronized migration of biomass

The pattern of DVM (e.g. depth, surfacing time) varies

on a global scale (Berge et al., 2009) and has been inves-

between zooplankton species (Lo et al., 2004) and with

tigated thoroughly (Liu & Sun, 2010; Lo, Shih, & Hwang,

different developmental stages (Liu & Sun, 2010). Timed

2004). It describes the vertical redistribution of zooplank-

samples taken at different depths suggest that migra-

ton species during the day-night cycle and can be cued

tion extends to the surface of the ocean, with zooplank-

by different triggers (e.g. light intensity (Cottier, Tarling,

ton density highest between 9 PM and 2 AM (Figure 6.7).

Wold, & Falk-Petersen, 2006)). A generally accepted hy-

A study on the dynamics of Euphausia pacifica demon-

pothesis is the predator-avoidance hypothesis, which

strated that certain developmental stages rise to the top

states that zooplankton graze at the food-rich surface

5 meters of the water column at around 3 AM (Liu & Sun,

during night but remain at a greater depth during the day

2010). It should be noted that these surveys were carried

to avoid predation by organisms that hunt by sight (Hays,

out in March and May, possibly omitting any changes in

Harris, & Head, 2001) (Figure 6.6).

migration time and depth due to seasonality.
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Figure 6.7 Diel Vertical Migration of zooplankton. Box A: Species abundance (individuals m ) at different time steps. Box B: Number of
-3

species at different time steps; ND = no data (Lo et al., 2004).
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6.3.5 Zooplankton Bycatch Estimations
Zooplankton bycatch estimations are difficult to gener-

This calculation does not take into account plankton larg-

ate. One way of estimating zooplankton abundance is

er than 200 µm, so these have to be estimated in a differ-

by correlating zooplankton biomass with phytoplankton

ent way. Surface trawls performed using a manta trawl

biomass. Data analysis of plankton assemblages from

with an opening of 0.9 m * 0.15 m and a mesh size of 333

12 globally distributed areas suggests that in areas with

µm within the NPSG found a mean dry weight biomass

low phytoplankton biomass (such as the NPSG during

of 841 g/km² zooplankton (Moore, Moore, Leecaster, &

non-blooming conditions), microzooplankton (2-200 µm)

Weisberg, 2001). Samples taken were evenly distributed

biomass is on average 20% of phytoplankton biomass

between day and night-time hours in August. Biomass

(Irigoien, Huisman, & Harris, 2004). Following the photo-

variation due to seasonality is therefore not taken into

trophic biomass estimations of 380 µmol C*m-3 posed by

account.

Karl, 1999 (D. M. Karl, 1999):
The amount of surface water flowing through the plat380 µmol C*m * 0.20 = 76 µmol C*m for zooplankton

form in km² multiplied by the concentration of plankton

ranging between 2 and 200 µm in size.

in the surface trawls gives an estimate of surface plank-

-3

-3

ton dry weight mass that might be collected daily:
The amount of water that flows through the entire array

1210 km² * 841 g(dry)/km² = 1.02*106 gram (dry), or

per day equals the array’s width times the array’s depth

1.02*103 kg (dry) daily

times the ocean surface current speed (m*s ):
-1

1.0*105 m * 3 m * 0.14 m s-1 * 3,600 seconds * 24 hours

The plankton concentrations were obtained using a man-

= 3.63*109 m³ *d-1

tra trawl with an opening height of 0.15 m. The booms of
The Ocean Cleanup Array will extend 3 meters into the

3.63*109 m³*d-1 * 76 µmol*C*m-3 = 2.76*1011 µmol C, or

water. Assuming an equal concentration of plankton in

2.76*105 mol C

the top 3 meters of the ocean surface, the amount of biomass that might be caught equals:

Multiplying this number with the molar weight of carbon

1.02*103 kg * (3/0.15) = 2.03*104 kg (dry) biomass daily, or

gives the total amount of carbon biomass:

7.43*106 kg annually

2.76*105 * 12.011 g / mol = 3.31*10 g carbon, or 3.31*10
6

3

kg carbon.

Combining the zooplankton fractions together, the estimated amount of zooplankton biomass that comes into

Assuming that carbon makes up 40% of total zooplank-

contact with The Ocean Cleanup Array is:

ton dry weight (Omori, 1969), this amounts to a total bio-

3.02*106 kg + 7.43*106 kg = 1.04*107 kg

mass of:
3.31*103 kg / 0.40 = 8.28*103 kg (dry) of microzooplankton
biomass that flows under The Ocean Cleanup Array daily.
Annually, this amounts to 3.02*106 kg biomass.
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6.3.6 Reduction of zooplankton bycatch by The
Worst case scenario

Ocean Cleanup Array

Assuming that all zooplankton that comes into contact

The amount of bycatch will be highest during the night

with either the booms or the platform will perish, most

when zooplankton surfaces to graze on phytoplankton

of it will sink to the ocean floor and become available

(Lo et al., 2004). To reduce bycatch, platform pumps could

for pelagic recycling or benthic organisms instead of be-

operate 8 hours a day and be switched off at night. This

ing pumped into the platform. So even though they are

enables the zooplankton to surface during the night, for-

themselves killed in the process, nutrient removal from

age on phytoplankton and afterwards sink below boom

the food web is limited to the fraction of zooplankton that

depth.

is sucked into the slurry pump. As a result, The Ocean
Cleanup Array will likely cause a local shift in deep sea

Lastly, recent studies on plastic transfer between

benthic processes as more planktonic remains fall to the

trophic levels showed that microplastics can enter the

seabed. Biomass removal by the Array will then be limit-

food chain through ingestion by microzooplankton and

ed to the fraction of the amount of water that comes into

can then be transferred to higher trophic levels (Setälä,

contact with the array that is pumped into the platform:

Fleming-Lehtinen, & Lehtiniemi, 2014). Considering these
observations and the likelihood of increased concentra-

2,400 m³*d-1 / 36.29*108 m³*d-1 = 6.61*10-7 (daily pump

tions of microplastics in the NPSG, zooplankton bycatch

volume / daily water flow through Array)

might even serve to remove plastic-laden organisms from

6.61*10-7 * 1.04*107 kg = 6.91 kg (dry) zooplankton bio-

the food web.

mass
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6.4

Vertebrates
Robbert Zuijderwijk
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After array deployment, plastic concentrations near

Data on the prevalence of marine vertebrates in the North

the platform will increase until equilibrium has been

Pacific Subtropical Gyre is scarce. Therefore, all verte-

reached; where the influx of plastic particles equals par-

brates known to inhabit the North Pacific are assumed to

ticle removal by the array. Inherent to this equilibrium

come into contact with the platform. The platform might

state is a higher density of plastic in front of the booms

serve them as shelter from the wind, by providing shad-

and near the platform. As the plastic has been in the

ow or as a nutritional Walhalla. The novelty and area of

ocean for some time, at least some of the plastic will be

platform placement make it impossible to estimate the

colonized by microorganisms (Carson, Nerheim, Carroll,

ecological impact, and therefore its impact can only be

& Eriksen, 2013). Furthermore, a percentage of positively

assessed after the array is in operation. However, laws

buoyant phytoplankton and zooplankton (pleuston/neus-

dictate that bycatch of fisheries should be reduced as

ton organisms) will accumulate in front of the array. This

much as possible (see Chapter 8 of this report).

will create an oasis in the middle of a nutrient-starved
oceanic desert, attracting other oceanic life.

According to these definitions, all vertebrates collected
by The Ocean Cleanup Array are considered bycatch, and

The first group that might be attracted to the platform-

efforts should be made to prevent this. A small amount

associated nutrient gradient is the group of filter feeders.

of bycatch is inherent to the platform’s operation, for

This could include species of fish, sharks and/or whales,

instance when animals trapped in a ghost net enter the

which are known to feed near the surface (Bannister,

platform and subsequently perish. Vertebrates present

2008; McKinnell & Dagg, 2010; Sims, 2000). The presence

close to the platform pose the biggest problem. Here,

of these filter feeders near the platform could have a re-

they run the risk of injury or death from the moving parts

cruiting effect on other marine organisms.

of the conveyer belt or the slurry pump. Furthermore, because plastic particles are concentrated in front of the

The booms will also trap ghost nets, fishing lines and oth-

platform, the risk of plastic consumption is also highest

er large (>50 cm) pieces of plastic, in which other types

in this area.

of prey species might be entangled. Entrapment in these
floating bodies usually contributes to an early death of
the entrapped animal, but the trapped animal thereby
also serves as a potential food source for other, freeswimming predators. These predators could include fish,
sharks, whale species, as well as marine birds, dolphins
and sea turtles. Seals are excluded from this assessment
as they inhabit coastal areas, and the array will be too far
from the mainland to be reached by these animals.
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STUDY

OCEAN REGION

SPECIES

REDUCTION IN
BYCATCH (%)*

Kraus et al. 1997

Gulf of Maine

Harbor porpoise

92

(Phocoena phocoena)
Trippel et al. 1999

Bay of Fundy

Harbor porpoise

68-85

Larsen 1999

North Sea

Harbor porpoise

93

Gearin et al. 2000

Washington State

Harbor porpoise

90-93

Bordino et al. 2002

Argentina

Franciscana dolphin

85

Barlow & Cameron 2003

California

(Delphinus franciscana)
Short-beaked common dolphin

85

(D.delphis)
* Change in bycatch between nets with and without pingers.
Table 6.4 Results of experiments to determine marine mammal bycatch reduction in set and drift gill nets (Cox, 2007).
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6.4.1 Bycatch Solutions
Currently there is no solution available to harvest ghost
nets weighing several hundred kilograms while simultaneously locking out vertebrates larger than ~50 cm, and
therefore vertebrates must be deterred from the platform
in a different way. In the past, a scientific approach was
taken to bycatch reduction in commercial fisheries. This
has resulted in the use of nets fitted with turtle exclusion
devices (TEDs), acoustic devices (“pingers”), and changes
in hooks and bait, resulting in significant bycatch reduction (Table 6.4) (Cox et al., 2007). Other means might be
effective as well (Southwood, Fritsches, Brill, & Swimmer,
2008).
Accidental bycatch of marine vertebrates by The Ocean
Cleanup Array might be reduced in the same way. Bycatch
reducing devices (BRDs) are mostly used to deter a specific species of fish, mammal or bird. Because a variety
of animals is expected to accumulate in front of the platform, the BRDs should incorporate an equal variety in
signals used to repel these animals, with an emphasis on
repelling the species listed in the ESA. Companies such
as SaveWave, that provide custom solutions for ecologic
problems, will be employed to reduce vertebrate bycatch.
Mooring
The Ocean Cleanup Array will be moored to the ocean
floor by Stevmanta VLA anchors from the company Vryhof Anchors. These anchors are designed to penetrate the
ocean floor and cause minor disturbance to environment.
On removal of the array, these anchors can be extracted
from the ocean floor. As a result, no significant ecologic
impact is expected from the mooring.
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1.1

Carbon
Footprint
analysis
Evelien Bolle

The main aim of the proposed project is to benefit the environment; therefore a clear requirement must be that there is no net negative
impact to the environment (as mentioned in
section 1.8). Inevitably, during the operations to
remove, transport and treat the ocean plastics,
emissions will be created and energy will be
consumed. In order to get a sense of the order
of magnitude of these negative effects, a carbon footprint analysis has been included in this
feasibility study.
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6.5.1 Method
6.5.1.1 Defining ‘Carbon Footprint’
A ‘carbon footprint’ is a term used to describe the amount

This study is based on the framework set out by the BSI

of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions which arise from the

Publicly Available Specification (PAS) 2050. PAS 2050 is

life cycle of a product. It involves the greenhouse gases;

built on existing life cycle methods

carbon dioxide (CO ), methane (CH ), and nitrous oxide

(BS EN ISO 14040 and BS EN 14044). The PAS 2050 frame-

(N2O), together with families of gases including hydro-

work gives requirements specifically for the assessment

fluorocarbons (HFCs) and perfluorocarbons (PFCs). The

of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions within the life cycle

use of CO2 equivalent (CO2 e) as a standard unit allows for

of goods and services (British Standard Institution, 2011).

the impacts from this wide range of gases to be quanti-

The method provides a powerful way for companies to

fied (British Standards Institution, 2008).

incorporate emission impacts into decision making and

2

4

to demonstrate environmental/corporate responsibility
A ‘life cycle’ can be defined as the “consecutive and in-

leadership (British Standards Institution, 2008).

terlinked stages of a product system, from raw material
acquisition or generation of natural resources, to end of

The calculation of the carbon footprint consists of five

life, inclusive of any recycling or recovery activity” (British

steps:

Standard Institution, 2011; ISO, 2006).
Step 1: Building a process map of the product’s life cycle,
A ‘life cycle assessment’ (LCA) can be defined as a “com-

including all material, energy and waste flows;

pilation and evaluation of inputs, outputs and potential

Step 2: Checking boundaries and prioritization;

environmental impacts of a product throughout its life

Step 3: Collecting data on material amounts, activities

cycle” (ISO, 2006).

and emission factors across all life cycle stages;
Step 4: Calculating the footprint;

A further distinction can be made between life cycle as-

Step 5 (optional): Checking uncertainty to assess the pre-

sessments which are performed ‘cradle-to-gate’ or ‘cra-

cision of the footprint analysis (British Standards Institu-

dle-to-grave’. A cradle-to-grave life cycle is calculated

tion, 2008);

from the extraction or acquisition of raw materials to recycling and disposal of waste. A cradle-to-gate life cycle

6.5.1.2 Goal and functional unit

on the other hand stops at the point at which the prod-

The goal of this study was to perform a streamlined car-

uct leaves the organization undertaking the assessment

bon footprint to determine the emissions associated with

(British Standard Institution, 2011).

the removal of plastics from the ocean and the production of oil through pyrolysis out of this end-of-life plastic.

Carbon footprinting is a special form of a life cycle as-

Different scenarios were compared.

sessment. During a full LCA the climate change, social,
economic and environmental impacts are assessed,

The functional unit is the reference unit used for the cal-

whereas a carbon footprint only looks at the impact cat-

culation of the carbon footprint (British Standard Institu-

egory of climate change (ISO, 2011).

tion, 2011). The aim of this study was to look specifically
at the removal of plastics from the ocean and the treatment of the recycled plastic. The functional unit in this
case was therefore taken to be the weight of 1 ton (MT)
of plastic.
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proCess fLoW

6.5.1.3 Defining the process map of product’s life
cycle

Plastic in the ocean

The scope of this streamlined carbon footprint was from
‘cradle to gate’, which included the life cycle stages re-

Platform Ocean Cleanup

lated to the plastic removal, transport, treatment of the
removed plastic and the disposal of the residue (refer to
Figure 6.8). These stages are summarized below:

Loading of the vessel

Passive cleanup of the ocean
Activities of The Ocean Cleanup Array to remove plastic

Marine transport

waste out of the ocean.
Discharge in harbour

Loading/Transshipment
Charging of the vessel which transports the plastic to
land.

Pyrolysis

Marine transport
Disposal of residue

Fully laden vessel sails from The Ocean Cleanup Array to
land.

Figure 6.8 Life cycle stages

Discharge/Transshipment
Offloading the cargo from the vessel.
Pyrolysis
The end-of-life plastic is transformed into oil and residue.
The carbon footprint is calculated using primary activity
Disposal

data and secondary data. Primary activity data is defined

Transport to dispose the residue.

as quantitative measurements of activity from a product’s life cycle that, when multiplied by the appropriate

No transport was taken into account after the discharge

emission factors, determines the greenhouse gas emis-

of the vessel as the pyrolysis plant was assumed to be

sions arising from a process (British Standard Institution,

situated in the port of arrival of the vessel.

2011).
Secondary data is defined as data obtained from sources
other than direct measurement of the emissions from
processes included in the life cycle of the product (British Standard Institution, 2011).
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6.5.1.4 Boundaries
The start point of the study was the removal of plastic

The carbon footprint of the Spar Buoy platform scenario

from the ocean by The Array. The impact of: all activities

was assessed once for a chartered general cargo with a

performed on the array, transshipments, transport, final

transported volume of 6,000 m³ and once for a purchased

treatment of the plastic and the disposal of the residue

vessel with a transport capacity of 8,664 m³. For the pur-

were included.

chased vessel two different scenarios were investigated. These scenarios did have a minimum or a maximum

The effect of the recovery of energy and plastics was

onsite time.

taken into account by including the impacts avoided as a
result of not having to produce these from other sources.

The SWATH Vessel platform scenario and the four Spar
Buoy platform scenarios each had two included scenar-

The startup of a pyrolysis production plant requires some

ios. Two pyrolysis plants analyzed the plastic samples of

external energy. This external energy was not taken into

The Ocean Cleanup. Each plant had its own results.

account. The production plant was assumed to be working 24h/24h and only a negligible part of the feedstock of

The six scenarios studied were:

the plant was anticipated to be plastic from The Ocean
Cleanup.

1a

SWATH Vessel Platform and pyrolysis plant A;

1b

SWATH Vessel Platform and pyrolysis plant B;

No impacts were accounted for the manufacturing and

2a

Spar Buoy Platform, 6,000 m³ chartered vessel

the disposal of the equipment. The carbon footprint anal-

		

and pyrolysis plant A;

ysis focused on the process of removal and treatment of

2b

Spar Buoy Platform, 6,000 m³ chartered vessel

ocean plastic debris.

		

and pyrolysis plant B;

2c

Spar Buoy platform, 8,664 m³ purchased

6.5.1.5 Avoided impacts

		

vessel, minimum onsite time and pyrolysis

The calculation of avoided burdens due to the production

		

plant A;

of fuel by the pyrolysis process was carried out on the ba-

2d

Spar Buoy platform, 8,664m³ purchased vessel,

sis of taking into account the avoided emissions of not

		

minimum onsite time and pyrolysis plant B;

having to extract this fuel from the ground. As stated by

2e

Spar Buoy platform, 8,664 m³ purchased

Khoo and Than, 2006, the estimated energy required to

		

vessel, maximum onsite time and pyrolysis

extract the fossil fuel from the ground was assumed to be

		

plant A;

138 kWh/ton of oil.

2f

Spar Buoy platform, 8,664 m³ purchased

		

vessel, maximum onsite time and pyrolysis

		

plant B;

6.5.2 Carbon footprinting scenarios
Eight scenarios were assessed. A distinction in the scenarios was based on the type of platform used for The

A presentation with the inputs of the scenarios can be

Array. The first (1) type of platform considered was the

seen in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10.

SWATH Vessel platform (section 4.3.1.2.2). The second (2)
type of platform considered was the Spar Buoy platform
(section 4.3.1.2.3).

As oil is produced through the pyrolysis process, the data
was compared to the emissions due to a fossil fuel reference system. For this comparison, the functional unit was
taken as 1 MT of oil produced.
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sWaTh Vessel platform
inputs

proCess fLoW
Plastic in the ocean

Platform power generation: photovoltaic + generator (28 L/h)

Transshipment included in platform power consumption

Cargo capacity:
Fuel consumption:
1 cycle =

3,385m3
Sailing:3,5 MT/day
DP: 1,75 MT/day
28 days, 14 days plastic removal

Transshipment:

90 kW

No heat input required

HVG (17 MT) transport for residue
Distance
40km (20 km loaded, 20 km unloaded)

Platform Ocean Cleanup

Loading of the vessel

Marine transport

Discharge in harbour

Pyrolysis

Disposal of residue

Figure 6.9 SWATH vessel platform scenario

spar buoy platform
inputs

proCess fLoW
Plastic in the ocean

Platform power generation: photovoltaic + generator (28 L/h)

Transshipment included in platform power consumption

1 cycle =

6,000m3 or 8,664m3
Sailing: 12 m3/day or 17 m3/day
DP: 6 m3/day or 8,5 m3/day
39 days or 42 days

Transshipment:

90 kW

Cargo capacity:
Fuel consumption:

No heat input required

HVG (17 MT) transport for residue
Distance
40km (20 km loaded, 20 km unloaded)

Figure 6.10 SPAR buoy platform scenario
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Loading of the vessel

Marine transport
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Pyrolysis
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6.5.3 Calculating the footprint
The equation used to obtain a carbon footprint is the sum

1. Plant A: 17% syngas, 15% light fraction, 62% diesel

of all materials, energy and waste across all activities in

fraction, 5% char, 1% water;

a product’s life cycle, multiplied by their emission factors

2. Plant B: 15% syngas, 77% marine fuel, 7% char, 1% wa-

(British Standards Institution, 2008).

ter;

The emission factors and the fuel properties (density)

The syngas, water and light fraction obtained through the

were obtained on the website ‘Greenhouse Gas Conver-

pyrolysis were recycled in the process (Fraunholcz, 2014).

sion Factor Repository’ of the UK Department of Environ-

The produced gases that escaped and were emitted to

ment, Food and Rural affairs and are represented re-

the air were assumed to be negligible.

spectively in Table 6.5 and 6.6 (DEFRA, 2013).
The transport distance between the pyrolysis plant and
The Platform’s proposed power sources were through

the disposal facilities for the char residue were esti-

renewable energy (photovoltaics) and a diesel generator

mated to be 20 km. The transport trip was assumed to be

(see also section 4.5). In normal circumstances, the gen-

made by heavy goods vehicle (HGV) with a capacity of 17

erator was assumed to be turning for one hour a day and

MT. The whole capacity of the truck was supposed to be

was supposed to use 28 L/h. The generator was also sup-

used for the char waste produced by the pyrolysis pro-

posed to provide the energy for the transshipment. The

cess of The Ocean Cleanup plastic debris.

estimated time for the transshipment was taken as 13.5
hours/month.

6.5.3.1 Assumptions for the SWATH scenarios 1A
and 1B

When bad weather and cloud cover occurs, the generator

In both scenarios, the generator of The Ocean Cleanup

was assumed to function as the principal power source.

Array was supposed to work for 23.75 hours in 14 days.

Accordingly, an average of three days of bad weather per

This was the sum of one hour a day, 3 hours account-

month was taken into account and on each day the gen-

ing for bad weather (1.5 days) and 7.75 hours needed for

erator was assumed to run for three hours a day.

the transshipment of the plastic. As a consequence the
transshipment to shore was also supposed to take 7.75

The fuel consumption of the vessels required for the

hours. As stated in ‘section 7.1 the example vessel used

transport of collected plastic debris was also taken into

had a capacity of 2,538 m³. The sailing speed of the ves-

account. The fuel consumption estimated the time in-

sel found on www.maritimesales.com was 10 knots, with

volved sailing and the dynamic positioning involved on-

a daily fuel consumption of 3.5 MT of heavy fuel. During

site. The fuel consumption during dynamic positioning

dynamic positioning the vessel was supposed to use 1.75

was supposed to be half of the consumption during sail-

MT of heavy fuel.

ing.
The transport of the char residue was supposed to take
The energy involved for discharge in the harbor was sup-

place in a HGV with 17 MT. A truck will only transport

posed to be provided by electricity. The harbor was as-

char originating from the pyrolysis of The Ocean Cleanup

sumed to be in the United States and the transshipment

plastic debris. If the char produced due to the pyrolysis

was supposed to make use of the same slurry pump as

of one cycle of recycled plastic debris is less than 17 MT,

used for the transshipment between The Ocean Cleanup

the transport for disposal of the char will still take place

Array and the vessel. As a consequence, an equal amount

in a 17 MT truck.

of time was assumed to be needed for the transshipment.
The products of the pyrolysis obtained in the two plants
were (see also Chapter 9 Processing of removed plastic
debris):
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ACTIVITY

Fuel

UNIT

CO2 emission

Liquid Fuels

Diesel (100% mineral diesel)

tonnes

3188.5

Fuel oil

tonnes

3232.7

Petrol (average biofuel blend)

tonnes

3005.8

Gas oil

tonnes

3427.2

Diesel (average biofuel blend)

litres

26.0

Diesel (100% mineral diesel)

litres

26.7

kg CO2 e

Electricity generation

kWh

0.522

CO2 emission

(US, 2013)

ACTIVITY

TYPE

UNIT

kg CO2 e, 0% Laden

kg CO2 e, 100% Laden

HGV (all diesel)

Rigid (>3.5 - 7.5 tonnes)

km

0.548

0.642

Rigid (>7.5 tonnes-17 tonnes)

km

0.655

0.840

Rigid (>17 tonnes)

km

0.789

1.131

All rigids

km

NA

NA

Articulated (>3.5 - 33t)

km

0.732

1.093

Articulated (>33t)

km

0.708

1.172

All artics

km

NA

NA

All HGVs

km

NA

NA

NA = Data not available
Table 6.5 Emission factors (DEFRA, 2013).
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Net CV

Gross CV

Density

Density

GJ/tonne

GJ/tonne

kg/m3

Litres/tonne

Diesel

42.90

45.70

837.52

1.194,00

Fuel Oil

40.70

43.30

985.22

1.015,00

Table 6.6 Fuel properties (DEFRA, 26/02/2013). CV = calorific value

6.5.3.2 Assumptions for the SPAR scenarios 2A, 2B,
2C,2D, 2E and 2F
The scenarios 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D supposed a transport

The scenarios 2C, 2D, 2E and 2F make use of the pur-

frequency of 1.25 months. This was approximated be 39

chased vessel with a transport capacity of 8,664 m³. The

days.

purchased vessel uses 6.1 MT/day heavy fuel oil (HFO) and
0.7 MT/day marine gas oil (MGO). A heavy fuel use of 3.05

The scenarios 2E and 2F supposed a longer cycle time

m³/day was supposed during dynamic positioning.

due to a longer on-site time (See also Chapter 4.4.5 Final
concept (Plastic transshipment and transport)). The cycle

The scenarios 2C and 2D supposed the sailing time to be

time was taken as 42 days or 1.5 months. Although a long-

8 days and the on-site time per cycle to be 1 day. This on-

er cycle time was used, the transported amount of plastic

site time is supposed to be the minimum time. The ves-

remained the same as in the scenarios 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D.

sel is supposed to anchor or have a berth in the harbor in

This is due to the maximum storage capacity of the SPAR

between the cycles.

buoy platform which is 6,000 m³. Half of the 6,000 m³
storage capacity is occupied by plastic and half by water.

The scenarios 2E and 2F supposed the sailing time to be 8
days and the on-site time per cycle to be 32 day. This on-

In all scenarios the generator of The Ocean Cleanup Array

site time is supposed to be the maximum time. During one

was supposed to work for 63.38 hours in 39 days. This is

cycle, the ship is supposed to be sailing for 8 days, to be

the sum of one hour a day, 7.5 hours accounting for bad

on-site for 32 days and to be in the harbor for discharge

weather (3.5 days) and 16.88 hours needed for the trans-

and loading for 2 days. Because of the maximum stor-

shipment of the plastic.

age capacity of the SPAR buoy platform only 39 days of

As a consequence the transshipment to shore was also

plastic removal were accounted for. The on-site dynamic

supposed to take 16.88 hours.

positioning of the vessel is not supposed to be next to the
platform as in the SWATH platform scenarios 1A and 1B.

The scenarios 2A and 2B supposed using a chartered

This scenario is taken into account because of economic

vessel with a transported volume of 6,000 m³. The on-site

reasons from a logistics point of view. An anchored ship

time per cycle was 1 day.

or a moored ship costs a lot. It is supposed to be more
economical to let the ship sail all the time (See also

The heavy fuel consumption of the proposed vessel was

Chapter 4.4.5 Final concept (Plastic transshipment and

12 m³/day at 12 knots sailing speed (Hupkes Wijnstra,

transport))

2014). During transshipment on-site, the vessel was supposed to only make use of dynamic positioning. A heavy
fuel use of 6 m³/day was taken into account for this onsite time.
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Emission (kg CO2 e/MT plastic)

Emission source
1A

Scenario

1B

2A

2B

2C

2D

2E

2F

HFO used

547,93

547,93

323.52

323.52

213.55

213.55

642.47

642.47

Diesel (platform)

5.58

5.58

5.35

5.35

5.35

5.35

5.35

5.35

Energy used for transshipment

1

1

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

Transport (40 km total)

0.11

0.12

0.09

0.12

0.09

0.12

0.09

1.12

Avoided emission

-44.7

-55.5

-44.7

-55.5

-44.7

-55.5

-44.7

-55.5

Total

-38.01

499.13

285.16

274.39

175.19

164.42

604.11

594.34

Table 6.7 Carbon Footprint results for the different scenarios and the different stages.

6.5.4 Results and analysis
The carbon footprints for the different scenarios 1A, 1B,

vealed an average calorific value of 45 MJ/kg. Fraunholcz

2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 2E and 2F are respectively 509.94 kg CO2 e,

N. explained that this calorific value could be kept as an

499.14 kg CO2 e, 285.17 kg CO2 e, 274.39 kg CO2 e, 175.19 kg

average for the produced oil true pyrolysis created from

CO e, 64.42 kg CO e, 604.11 kg CO e and 593.34 kg CO e.

the plastic debris. It should be kept in mind that this is

2

2

2

2

not exact; it depends on the water content and oxygen
The carbon footprint of the marine transport life cycle

content in the fuel next to the carbon content (Fraun-

stage accounts for the largest part of the total carbon

holcz, 2014). As a consequence the environmental impact

footprint for each of the scenarios. The scenarios making

due to the avoided emissions depends on the composi-

use of the SPAR buoy platform and with a maximum on-

tion of the recycled plastic debris.

site time (2E and 2F) do have the biggest carbon footprint.
This is due to the continuous use of a vessel during the

The carbon footprint of the platform’s power consump-

whole collection and transportation process. The large

tion can still be ameliorated by making use of wind ener-

carbon footprint of the SWATH platform scenarios (1A

gy. When wind turbines are implemented on the platform,

and 1B) can be explained by the same cause.

the use of the generator in bad weather conditions could
be limited.

The carbon footprint gives an indication of the vessels
energy efficiency. The difference between the SPAR buoy

6.5.4.2 Carbon Footprint fossil fuel scenario

platform scenarios 2A, 2B and 2C, 2D indicates that the

The estimated energy required to extract the fossil fuel

purchased vessel is more energy efficient than the char-

from the ground was assumed to be 138 kWh/ton of oil.

tered vessel.

Solid waste was reported as 4.97 kg/ton of oil (Khoo &
Tan, 2006). The required energy was supposed to be pro-

A small amelioration of the carbon footprint of the sce-

vided by electricity. The case study was assumed to be in

narios 2E and 2F can be obtained by using the whole stor-

the United States.

age capacity of the used vessel. This is possible through
using the vessel on-site in the same way as in the SWATH

The transport distance between the fossil fuel plant and

platform scenarios. In this way a cycle time of 57 days can

the disposal facilities for the solid waste were estimat-

be used and a total amount of 1295 MT of plastic debris

ed to be 20 km. The transport trip was made by a heavy

can be transported in one cycle.

goods vehicle (HGV) with a capacity of 4 MT. The whole
capacity of the truck was supposed to be used for solid

The avoided emissions are due to the fuel produced dur-

waste, produced by extracting fossil fuel. The carbon

ing the pyrolysis process. Almost no difference can be

footprint of the extraction of oil from the ground and the

observed between pyrolysis plant A and B. The tests con-

disposal of the produced waste is 72.1 kg CO2 e.

ducted on the recycled plastic of The Ocean Cleanup re-
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Figure 6.11 Visualization of the carbon footprint of the different

Figure 6.12 Visualization of the carbon footprint of the different

scenarios and the contribution of each life cycle stage.

scenarios

For comparison, the carbon footprint of the fossil fuel
system and the different scenarios of The Ocean Cleanup
are presented in Figure 6.13. It should be noted that the
functional unit of the scenarios of The Ocean Cleanup
was taken to be 1 MT of produced oil.
The SPAR buoy vessel scenarios with a long on-site time
(2E and 2F) and the SWATH platform scenarios result in
the largest carbon footprint. The SPAR buoy platform
scenarios with the purchased vessel and the minimum
on-site time result in the smallest carbon footprint compared to the fossil fuel scenario.
With the functional unit taken as 1 MT of oil produced, a
difference can be observed between pyrolysis plant A and
pyrolysis plant B. When the other input parameters are
the same Pyrolysis plant A (scenarios 1A, 2A, 2C and 2E)
always leads to a higher carbon footprint than Pyrolysis

Figure 6.13 Carbon Footprint of the fossil fuel scenario and The

plant B (1B, 2B, 2D and 2F).

Ocean Cleanup scenarios with functional unit 1 MT produced oil
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6.6

CONCLUSIONS
Robbert Zuijderwijk • Mark van Dijk
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Even though most phytoplankton likely passes under the

The smallest carbon footprint was obtained for the SPAR

booms without touching the boom itself, assuming that

platform scenarios with a minimum on-site time. The larg-

in an attempt to rid the Pacific Ocean from its plastic The

est carbon footprint was obtained by the SPAR buoy plat-

Ocean Cleanup Array harvests all the plankton it comes

form scenarios with a long on-site time. The calculation

into contact with, this would annually constitute a maxi-

of the carbon footprint revealed that the life cycle stage

mum loss of 1.04*10 kg of planktonic biomass. Given

‘Marine Transport’ has the largest environmental impact.

the immense primary production of all the world oceans

This impact can be reduced by limiting to a minimum the

(48.5*1012 kg), it would take less than 7 seconds to repro-

on-site time of the vessel and by using a vessel with high

duce this amount of biomass. However, these numbers

energy efficiency. The transportation of more plastic per

do not incorporate the possibility of blooming conditions.

vessel and per cycle could lead to a longer cycle time and

Phytoplankton blooms occurring in front of The Array can

a smaller carbon footprint. As the storage capacity of the

have larger ecologic impact due to their size, persistence

SPAR buoy platform is limited, attention should be paid

and role in the NPSG ecosystem. As zooplankton produc-

to the processes dewatering and size reduction.

7

tion is directly related to phytoplankton production, it is
assumed that also impact on the amount of zooplankton

The carbon footprint of the platform’s power consump-

will be negligible.

tion can still be ameliorated by making use of renewable
energy. Given that most carbon is produced during marine

In terms of vertebrates, although harm caused by the bar-

transport of the plastic (and is the only part of the pro-

riers seems unlikely, there may be some bycatch where

cess that prevents The Ocean Cleanup Array from being

plastic is physically extracted from the water. Due to the

a carbon-negative process), local processing should be

low water volumes that are being affected in this process,

considered in the next phase.

this effect is likely negligible. To prevent the possible impact on vertebrates at the collection platform, active deterrents should be used near the extraction equipment,
where the intake of plastic and seawater takes place.
Since some of the animal deterrents have only been tested on moving ships, it is therefore advised to test these
systems on a stationary platform, while carefully monitoring vertebrate presence close to this platform.
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CHAPTER 7
1.1

Preliminary
Testing
Boyan Slat • Wart Luscuere
Ezra Hildering van Lith • Jan de Sonneville

In order to validate the basic concepts that
have been described in chapter 3, The Ocean
Cleanup deployed a 40 m boom segment near
the Azores, Portugal. Methods and observations are described in this chapter.
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Figure 7.1 A schematic drawing of the test set-up. The large curved line represents the floating barrier, and the red dots are points where
the materials are being attached to a vessel or mooring

The large scale test served as a proof-of-concept, dem-

undisturbed environment (i.e. the background concentra-

onstrating the interaction between a boom, plastic and

tion). In the worst-case scenario, all plankton in the top 3

zooplankton in the North Atlantic gyre. This was the larg-

m of the water column that flows through the array would

est test of a series performed by The Ocean Cleanup dur-

be captured. By measuring the zooplankton capture ef-

ing the feasibility study research.

ficiency it was possible to see whether the worst-case
scenario was applicable. To measure zooplankton only, a

A floating barrier segment was moored in oceanic condi-

mesh size was chosen that was too large to capture phy-

tions, perpendicular to the prevalent current, see Figure

toplankton.

7.1. A large trawl (or ‘net’) was placed behind the barrier to
capture what flowed past the barrier (net 2). A second net

To conclude, a number of hypotheses were formulated to

(a copy of the first net) was placed alongside the barrier

be assessed during this test:

(net 1), serving as a control. With a mesh size of 220 µm,
these nets can trap zooplankton and plastics larger than
this, while smaller particles such as phytoplankton would
pass through. To evaluate the influence of the barrier, the
measured results were then compared.

•	Hypothesis 1
Plastic gets trapped in front of the floating barrier.
•	Hypothesis 2
Plastic accumulates in the center of the barrier.
•	Hypothesis 3

The test aimed to serve as a validation for the Compu-

Zooplankton does not get trapped in front of the

tational Fluid Dynamics model (CFD). Here however, the

floating barrier.

boom and particles were subjected to variable ocean
conditions that were not included in the simulations due

To confirm hypothesis 1, there must be less plastic in net

to time constraints. Therefore, these test results improve

2 than in net 1.

the reliability of software-based determinations.
To confirm hypothesis 2, the movement of plastic along
By measuring the volume of zooplankton caught by the

one side of the barrier towards the center must be ob-

floating barrier, the impact on sea life could be investi-

served.

gated. In chapter 6, calculations could only be made using
two scenarios. In the best case scenario, the concentra-

To confirm hypothesis 3, there must be an equal amount

tion of zooplankton found at the mouth of the nets would

of zooplankton in net 1 and net 2.

be equal to the concentration of zooplankton found in an
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Figure 7.2 – Mooring configuration. Schematic drawing of the planned mooring configuration of the booms and trawls

The boom used in the test consisted of two segments,

The samples were collected using two trawls consist-

each 20 m in length, and featured a skirt with a draft of 3

ing of a rectangular frame (constructed out of aluminum

m, and a 70 cm freeboard to provide flotation and prevent

pipes and steel couplings) with an effective opening

over-topping. The skirt was made of PVC-coated fabric,

width of 202 cm, and an effective opening height of 356

floatation was provided by filling the top of the boom with

cm (of which 300 cm is below the water line), see Figure

beach balls (70 cm diameter), and to keep the skirt ver-

7.3a. The trawl net opening extended 56 cm above the wa-

tical a 2 kg dive weight was fitted to the bottom of the

ter line to prevent over-topping. At the water line, fenders

skirt every 2 m. The two segments were joined together

were attached to cross-bars of the frame for floatation

in a watertight manner (using a piece of PVC fabric, duct

and stability. Thin steel wire ropes spanned across the

tape and shackles) to make one 40 m boom, which was

opening of the trawl for stiffness. The trawls were fitted

attached to a mooring point at both sides.

with 220 micrometer nets (polyester, Top7even, the Netherlands), each measuring 8 m in length. The nets connect-

The mooring points were distanced 35 m between each

ed to a PVC cod end (30 cm diameter), fitted with a 150 x

other, at a depth of ~25 m. As can be seen in Figure 7.2,

30 cm² collection bag. Both trawls were fixed to the sea

four lines were attached to each mooring point, these

bed using a single 40 m polypropylene rope and a rock.

were secured to the sea bed using steel grappling anchors. Both mooring points were fitted with a 0.5 m diameter buoy to compensate for the downward pulling force
caused by the boom’s drag force.
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Figure 7.3 Trawl: a) Computer rendering of the trawl design, showing the metal frame, to which a net and fenders have been attached, b)
deployment of trawl.

The boom used in the test consisted of two segments,

and stability. Thin steel wire ropes spanned across the

each 20 m in length, and featured a skirt with a draft of 3

opening of the trawl for stiffness. The trawls were fitted

m, and a 70 cm freeboard to provide flotation and prevent

with 220 micrometer nets (polyester, Top7even, the Neth-

over-topping. The skirt was made of PVC-coated fabric,

erlands), each measuring 8 m in length. The nets connect-

floatation was provided by filling the top of the boom with

ed to a PVC cod end (30 cm diameter), fitted with a 150 x

beach balls (70 cm diameter), and to keep the skirt ver-

30 cm² collection bag. Both trawls were fixed to the sea

tical a 2 kg dive weight was fitted to the bottom of the

bed using a single 40 m polypropylene rope and a rock.

skirt every 2 m. The two segments were joined together
in a watertight manner (using a piece of PVC fabric, duct

The Azores were chosen as the test site for the following

tape and shackles) to make one 40 m boom, which was

reasons: they are located on the edge of the North Atlan-

attached to a mooring point at both sides.

tic gyre and experience similar ocean conditions, while
the plastic and plankton composition (but not concentra-

The mooring points were distanced 35 m between each

tion) are comparable to the chosen preliminary Pacific

other, at a depth of ~25 m. As can be seen in Figure 7.2,

site. The setup was moored in Baía do Canto (near Santa

four lines were attached to each mooring point, these

Amaro on the island of Pico, Azores, Portugal), at the red

were secured to the sea bed using steel grappling an-

dot on Figure 7.4. Specifically, this area was chosen for

chors. Both mooring points were fitted with a 0.5 m diam-

its depth of less than 30 meters, near absence of fishing

eter buoy to compensate for the downward pulling force

activities, and easy access.

caused by the boom’s drag force.
The samples were collected using two trawls consisting of a rectangular frame (constructed out of aluminum
pipes and steel couplings) with an effective opening
width of 202 cm, and an effective opening height of 356
cm (of which 300 cm is below the water line), see Figure
7.3a. The trawl net opening extended 56 cm above the water line to prevent over-topping. At the water line, fenders
were attached to cross-bars of the frame for floatation
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Figure 7.4 Pico map. Map of testing location, 38°27’13” N, 28°8’19” W

During testing, wind and waves were low (wave height Hs
<1 m, whereas mean Hs North Pacific is 2.6 m), but the
current was relatively strong due to the full moon. The
current reversed approximately every 6 hours because of
the tides (at 1 am, 7 am, 1 pm, and 7 pm). Samples were
collected in periods when the current came from the correct direction (East to West), as can be seen in Figure 7.5a
with the moored barrier.
The same barrier was also towed in another experiment
to create an artificial current of about 30 cm s-1, about
double the speed of the mean current in the North Pacific gyre, see Figure 7.5b. From the boat, one buoy, one
bottle, one mesoplastic fragment and one microplastic
fragment were released. Visual observations of the movement of plastic particles in front of the boom were made
from the boat. This plastic was later recovered by a diver,
who also witnessed the plastics’ behavior from under the
water.

Figure 7.5 Moored barrier and pulled barrier: a) Left side, a photo
of the floating barrier, moored to the seabed, b) on the right side,
a photo of towing of the boom to create an artificial current using
boats.
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All released plastic particles were intercepted by the
boom. The plastic items deployed at the side of the boom,
showed that the plastic was transported along the boom
towards the center. Although no measurements could be
taken of the velocity of the plastic along the boom, the
plastic was already moving along the barrier with small
boom angles of less than 20° (estimated).

On the 16th and 17th of March 2014, a single 21 hour
trawl session was performed with both trawls. The time
taken between the emptying of each cod end was less
than 15 minutes and was always done in the same order.
A visual comparison of the zoo plankton found in the cod
net in the lee of the barrier and the control at the side of
the barrier found approximately the same amount in both
nets Figure 7.6. Furthermore, no increase of zooplankton
in front of the barrier was observed. This suggests that
the barrier did not interfere with zooplankton populations. However, changes in the direction of the current
may have resulted in differing orientations of the trawls

Figure 7.6 Cod ends. Cod ends with its zooplankton contents, low-

as well as interference from the boom on the control

er or bottom one as control, and the top one from behind the boom

trawl’s inflow. It was also assumed that turbulence from
the wake of the boom did not result in vertical mixing of
zooplankton. Overall this results in lower reliability of the
data, the effects of which cannot be easily quantified.
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The influence of the environment on the shape and motion of the boom was studied and the following observations were made:
1 Under the influence of currents and waves, the boom
flexed into a curved shape as expected.
2 Even in waves with a short wavelength, the boom
followed the waves. No over-topping of water was
observed.
3 While in the moored position, the ballast attached
to the boom skirt was sufficient to maintain the
vertical orientation of the skirt. However, during the
towing (with speeds estimated to be between 30 and
60 cm/s), the skirt surfaced, indicating that at those
speeds the amount of ballast was insufficient.

CHAPTER 7.5
The large-scale test validated the capture and concen-

An experiment that excludes the effects of variable cur-

tration potential of a floating barrier with a skirt depth of

rents, such as within a river delta, is required to experi-

3 m, in moderate environmental conditions, and for plas-

mentally validate the hypothesis that the boom does not

tic sizes ranging from large microplastics upwards.

catch plankton. Furthermore, scale model tests of a float-

In addition, qualitative data suggests that zooplankton

ing barrier exposed to the spectrum of real environmental

does not get caught by the barrier.

and mooring conditions are required to help determine a
suitable amount of ballast for the barrier.

The flexible floating barrier was shown to be able to follow the motion of the sea surface, thereby preventing
efficiency losses of plastic due to over-topping in the
tested conditions, although the wave height was significantly smaller than the average conditions in the North
Pacific Gyre. During towing of the boom, the skirt surfaced at higher current speeds. Per chapter 2.6, those
current conditions are rare, however it seems that the ~1
kg/m ballast is not sufficient and should be higher during
real-life deployment, such as the 10 - 100 kg/m tested in
chapter 3.
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1.1

Legal
Challenges

Besides the technical and environmental requirements of The Ocean Cleanup Array, several
legal topics that should also be considered. Obviously the potential for conflict with shipping
traffic should be taken into account, as well
as the legal designation of the platforms, and
potential bycatch regulations. Interestingly, the
entire operation takes place in international
waters. This chapter will investigate whether
any major legal hurdles should be overcome
before implementation can take place.
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In this chapter we analyze and discuss the legal chal-

The five issues addressed in this chapter are as follows:

lenges of a cleanup of plastic in the North Pacific Gyre.
For this we formulate many of the legal issues and pro-

ISSUE ONE

vide solutions that will prevent states with major ocean

Who owns the plastic in the oceans?

interests (USA, Canada, Russia, China, India etc.), inter-

What are the legal issues that would prevent the Ocean

national organizations (UNCLOS, EU) and business (ship-

Cleanup from collecting plastic on the high seas? Is there

ping companies, cruise lines) from opposing The Ocean

any issue of ownership of the plastic? Does the law or

Cleanup Project. Our vision from a legal perspective must

customary practice of salvage apply?

be to anticipate and solve problems, assess vested interests, and create a scenario that allows players to buy in

Once it is collected and processed by The Ocean Clean-

and support The Ocean Cleanup Project.

up platforms (thus transformed into pellets or ground
plastic) does the processed plastic belong to The Ocean
Cleanup?
ISSUE TWO
Obstruction of Sea Traffic
Given that the deep-sea platforms will potential lay
across recognized and established sea passages used by
commercial traffic is there any legal issue preventing us
from posing an impediment to such traditional passages?
Is there any international law that applies and relates to
the blockage of sea-lanes?
As impeding deep-sea traffic may impose higher costs on
ocean shipping lines (i.e., going around The Ocean Cleanup
platforms) how do we get the commercial entities to buy
into our project and be prepared to support what we do?
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ISSUE THREE

ISSUE FIVE

What should be the Legal designation of Our

Transport of Processed plastic to Shore

Platforms?

The entire idea of collecting and processing the plastic

Simply put do we register these platforms as a ship under

is to make it a recyclable product that has a commercial

a nation state flag or seek some other designation?

value. In order words, our focus is on the ability of the
Ocean Cleanup to become a commercially viable project.

Do we seek some nation designation as a deep-sea plat-

There is likely to be national legislation that applies the

form and does that make our project subject to diplomatic

moment we bring the processed plastic ashore into a

concerns that the platforms may be used by the enabling

national state port for processing and land-based dis-

nation state for military or spying (listening) purposes?

charge. What kind of laws might we encounter for such

One concern is that if we seek flag state protection do we

landing of the “plastic product” in key states where we

risk becoming an extension of that state? Should we seek

would likely land the plastic? What international treaties

special status from the UN under UNCLOS? What status

and bilateral treaties would govern such transportation

should we seek and how?

from the high seas into territorial water of the plastic pellets? What would they be considered a hazardous good?

There are also liability and insurance issues and any

If not what designation would they be given? Would the

eventual investor may wish to see the platform or array

pellets also be subject to tax as an imported good?

insured.
The chapter finishes with a review of possible legal
ISSUE FOUR

frameworks that could provide a legal foundation for

ByCatch

ocean rehabilitation projects like The Ocean Cleanup.

What happens when The Ocean Cleanup Array accidentally catches a sea turtle or other protected species as
bycatch? Is there liability for such by-catch? What national and international laws and treaties do we need to
be aware of?
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1.1

Plastic
ownership
Nicholas P. Katsepontes

It is estimated that 80 percent of all marine
debris originates from land-based sources
(Sheavly & Register, 2007). Likewise 80 percent of all marine debris is plastic (Weisman,
2007). The plastic that has found its way to the
high seas comprises a variety of forms outlined
in Section 1.1 of this Feasibility Study. What is
important to note for issues of legal ownership is that for the vast majority of the plastic
in the oceans its very nature makes it impossible to ascertain and attribute any ownership
rights. Who owns a water bottle or plastic bags,
or six pack rings? In such instances is ownership even an issue? There are certain types of
plastics that may have characteristics or identification marks that allow for a determination
of ownership such as fishing nets, shipping and
other containers that allow for identification of
their originating owner.
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Plastic that has found its way to the high seas
can be categorized as: i) lost by accident, ii) peril at sea, iii) intentionally dumped, or, iv) abandoned. Each may have it own legal implications
dependent upon the ability to identify a possible owner.
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8.1.1 Law of Salvage
The law of salvage is a concept practiced as part of mari-

While this section does not specifically mention the high

time law that, in the most general terms, provides that

seas, “areas adjacent thereto” suggests in the broadest

a party that recovers another party’s ship or cargo as a

scope areas outside of waters coming under national

result of a peril or loss at sea shall be entitled to a reward

jurisdiction. Further, the nature of pollution and how it

or compensation determined in part by the value of the

spreads on water requires consideration of the fact that

property salvaged (Curfman, 2008). A primary concern of

plastic pollution on the high seas originates from land

motivation of salvage law is the preservation and protec-

and can impact territorial waters. Thus a salvage of plas-

tion of property on the high seas (Schoenbaum, 2004).

tic on the high seas that prevents pollution that impacts

The right to be rewarded for salvage at common law is

coastal waters can be covered by the Convention. There

derived from equitable principles and a public policy

is precedent for the prevention of oil pollution that could

motivation. There is no contractual basis for traditional

cause damage to the environment constituting a valid

salvage rights. Historically, salvage is a right in law, when

basis for salvage and such salvage service constituting

a person, acting as a volunteer (that is, without any pre-

“a valuable service to the community” (“Semco Salvage

existing contractual or other legal duty so to act) pre-

& Marine Pte Ltd. v. Lancer Navigation (The Nagasaki

serves or contributes so to preserving at sea any vessel,

Spirit),” 1995). Thus the concept of preventing pollution in

cargo, freight, or other recognized subject of salvage from

this case plastic that is established as physically harm-

danger.

ful to human health could give rise to a right of salvage in
instances of property clearly identified to an owner.

There are three elements that must be present for salvage law to apply: i) a marine peril or risk, ii) voluntary

This concept may apply to scenarios where plastic is dis-

service by salvor, and iii) a successful outcome where the

carded from a ship due to accident or to peril at sea with

vessel is salvaged or property recovered (Curfman, 2008).

the owner (the ship) having no intention of relinquishing

In the case of defining what property be the subject of

ownership of the plastic in question. In practical terms

salvage, the traditional definition would cover only a ship

one must consider such instances as rare given the na-

or craft (“vessel”), the cargo on board, freight payable,

ture of the majority of plastic in the oceans as being

and bunkers carried on board.

“anonymous plastic” which no defining characteristics
allowing for the establishment of ownership. This may

It is interesting to note that the 1989 Salvage Conven-

apply in instances of plastic containers or their contents

tion has expanded the concept of property. Article 1 (c)

washed or thrown overboard in a storm or to preserve the

defines property as “property means any property not

safety of a vessel. Likewise fishing nets bearing identity

permanently and intentionally attached to the shoreline

marks establishing ownership that were lost or aban-

and includes freight at risk.” (IMO, 1989) The definition

doned to preserve the safety of the fishing vessel may

is therefore quite broad and in a practical sense further

attract salvage rights. In this regard The Ocean Cleanup

defined by Article 14 that allows for Special Compensa-

could be entitled to salvage rights over clearly identifi-

tion when an act of salvage protects or prevents “damage

able plastic where owners still express an interest in

to the environment” (IMO, 1989). The term “damage to the

achieving possession of their property.

environment” is a defined term in Article 1 of the Convention and states: “… substantial physical damage to human
health or to marine life or resources in coastal or inland
waters or areas adjacent thereto, caused by pollution,
contamination, fire, explosion or similar major incidents.”
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8.1.2 The Law of Abandonment

Canada and the United States

The plastic that is categorized as “anonymous” and has

In the United States and Canada the same legal standard

found its way into the oceans has for all intents and pur-

of abandonment has evolved. The Canadian standard has

poses been abandoned by its owners. Abandonment is a

been previously described in Simpson v. Gowers (“Simp-

term of ownership and possession. In a legal sense there

son v. Gowers,” 1981). The American case law states:

are two key elements that must be present or satisfied

“abandonment refers to an owners voluntary and inten-

in order to effect an abandonment of property. “Abandon-

tional relinquishment of a proprietary interest in property

ment occurs when there is a giving up, a total desertion

to the extent that another person may take possession of

and relinquishment of private goods by the former own-

that property and assert a superior right to it.” (“United

er.” (“Simpson v. Gowers,” 1981)

States v. Shelby,”) The case law largely addresses examples of disposal of property in trash bins and generally

The legal act of abandonment may arise when the owner

a property owner who places garbage in a trash bin “re-

with the specific intent of desertion and relinquishment

nounces the key incidents of ownership – title, posses-

casts away or leaves behind his property…” (“Simpson v.

sion, and the right to control.” (“Ananda Church of Self-Re-

Gowers,” 1981) In addition, to the act of abandonment

alization v. Massachusetts Bay In. Co.,” 2002) The key term

there must exist an intended action or motivation on the

under the American and Canadian law is that of “divesting

part of the owner to relinquish all rights of ownership and

abandonment” defined as the party abandoning his or her

in this regard to have no concern or interest in who may

property consciously divesting their future interest in that

take subsequent possession of the property (Saw, 2011).

property. As such possession by the next party creates a

Plastic garbage disposes of by its owner whether thrown

new title interest in the abandoned property (Saw, 2011).

in the garbage or from the window of a car would appear
to be subject to this legal definition of abandonment.

Australia and New Zealand
Australian courts did not initially accept the concept of

There are however competing views amongst jurisdic-

divesting abandonment whereby abandonment was not

tions as to the law of abandonment.

deemed to divest an owner of his title to his property
comparing abandonment to that of property that is lost
and found by another party. The owner is still the original
owner and the funder of the property simply has possession not ownership (“Johnstone v. Wilmot Pty Ltd. v Kaine,”
1928). Ownership was thus a chain of title that could not
be broken by abandonment unless consciously done so by
the owner by transferring title. Subsequent cases while
endorsing the results of the Johnstone case established
and accepted the “possibility” that there was “no reason
in principle why title to property could not be extinguished
by an act of abandonment” (“Moorhouse v. Angus & Robertson (No1) Pty Ltd.,” 1981). Finally, in one case a person
scavenging at a public trash dump was deemed to have
the ability to acquire title to goods found at the trash
dump and deemed abandoned by its owners (“ Leonard
George Munday v. Australian Capital Territory,” 1998).
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England
The English courts take a more narrow view of the legal concept of abandonment. The concept of unilateral
divesting abandonment is not consistent with the concept of property law and the complete right of ownership
cannot be abandoned simply by losing possession (Saw,
2011). Thus a party who simply finds abandoned property could not establish title or ownership of property.
Similar to the “garbage cases” that emerged in the United
States and Canada, English courts have ruled that the act
of leaving one’s garbage outside for the local municipal
authorities to pick up is not an act of abandonment. Until such time as it is taken away by the local authority it
still belongs to the owner. When the local owner takes
the garbage away from the curb it belongs to the local
authority. Thus title or a form of ownership has passed (“
Long v. Dilling,” 1999). English law would appear to require
a conscious and deliberate act by the owner in elation to
unilaterally divesting his ownership to the property that
unequivocally show the intent to abandon as in the case
of the trash left at the curb.
The varying views of the legal concept of abandonment may vary with a more favorable view to The Ocean
Cleanup existing in Canadian and American law. English
and Australian law appear to take a narrower view making less clear who would own garbage found on the high
seas. Central to any jurisdiction is the concept of enforcement of rights to property and in this regard how can any
property owner provide or make a better claim that the
party having taken possession of plastic found on the
high seas.
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8.1.3 Law of Finds
The law of finds is primarily focused upon title to found

Pursuant to the law of finds the establishment of aban-

property. The common law of finds views property that

donment requires evidence that is clear and convincing

is abandoned as returned to a state of nature much as

that the owner has abandoned the property (Curfman,

would apply to fish, ocean plans and other species that

2008). In the case of shipwrecks where the concept has

belong to no one. Courts have been reluctant to apply this

been applied, abandonment has been deemed to be pre-

concept in relation to shipwrecks or salvage claims and

sent where there is an express statement or action that

have rarely done so except where the vessels in question

the owner is abandoning the shipwreck or an absence of

are clearly deemed abandoned by their owners or in re-

any party intervening when a shipwreck is found to claim

lation to treasure at sea (“R.M.S. Titanic, Inc. v. Wrecked

ownership (Schoenbaum, 2004). This may include where

& Abandoned Vessel,”). The preference has been to apply

the passage of time has made it impossible to ascertain

salvage law, as it is more applicable to the commercial

the owner or the owner does not exist any more as a legal

realities of maritime trade and to the policy perspective

entity (i.e., company as owner no long exists).

of providing incentives for volunteer salvors to undertake
salvage operations of vessels, property and protection of

There are real benefits to the law of finds as relating to

the environment (“Henen v. United States,” 1981).

The Ocean Cleanup and ocean based plastic. The application of the principles of the law of finds can be projected

In a historical setting the law of finds has been applied

outside of the historical application of shipwrecks to

in the context of shipwrecks (“Henen v. United States,”

other forms of property. The fact that it will be impossible

1981). However, the necessary elements for its applica-

to ascertain the ownership of the vast majority of ocean

tion can have a wider application to other property situ-

borne plastic satisfies the requirement of abandonment.

ated in the oceans including plastic. In order for the law

This is supported again by the very nature of the plastic in

of finds to apply there must be present: i) intent of the

the oceans, which in part comprises discarded waste and

finding party to establish possession over the property

thus implies a conscious decision of its owners to relin-

in question; ii) actual possession as in exerting physical

quish title, as they would land based garbage. If you knew

control over the property; and iii) a determination that the

who discarded the plastic water bottle would they want it

property has been abandoned by the owner (“R.M.S. Ti-

back? Not likely – thus further evidence of abandonment.

tanic, Inc. v. Wrecked & Abandoned Vessel,”). The first two

Inherent to the application of the law of finds is that the

elements are easy enough to establish as physical acts

owner will not look for the property lost or in this case

of taking possession or in the case of The Ocean Cleanup

plastic in the oceans.

collecting the plastic would satisfy these elements. In the
case of the third element, a level of proof is required to
establish abandonment. By implication applying the concept of abandonment means that the owner cannot be
ascertained. If an owner can be ascertained them courts
have deferred to and applied the law of salvage. (Curfman, 2008)
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Court have also commented upon the societal benefits
of the law of finds in the context of creating different a
set of incentives than those created by the law of salvage, which seeks to return property to owners and get
compensation for so doing. This implies there is a value to
the owners of the property worthy of undertaking the salvage efforts. This is not the case of ocean borne plastic,
to which the individual owners attribute little or no value.
The maritime law of finds creates a form of title to persons who reduce to their possession objects which are
abandoned in or find their way into the oceans (“Odyssey
Marine Explorations, Inc. v. Unidentified, Shipwrecked
Vessel or Vessels,” 2006).
One of the policy benefits of applying the law of finds
to abandoned property such as plastic is that it creates
an incentive to put lost property back to productive use.
(Curfman, 2008) The incentive of creating title by taking
possession of ocean borne plastic is a critical element
to the commercialization of The Ocean Cleanup as a pure
profitable business of cleaning the oceans.
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Obstruction
of Sea Traffic
Rebecca Rushton • Holly Campbell • Paula Walker
Richard G. Hildreth

The planned area for testing and operation of
The Ocean Cleanup arrays will likely encounter
commercial shipping traffic between the continental United States and Hawaiian ports (see
Figure 8.1-3 indicating where common shipping
routes intersect The Ocean Cleanup’s proposed
array site). Two treaties governing sea traffic on
the high seas apply here. The United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)
permits freedom of operation of vessels on
the high seas and guarantees every State the
right to sail ships. Additionally, the Convention
on the International Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea (COLREG) prescribes the rules
of operation for “vessels” on the high seas.
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Figure 8.1 GeoCommons: The Global Shipping Lane Network. Source: (geocommons, 2014). Horizontal and vertical lines indicate longitude
and latitude; other lines indicate common shipping routes
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Figure 8.2 Hawaii Dept. of Transportation, A Guide to Port Hawai’i 11. Source: (A Guide to Port Hawai’i 11, 2012). Lines indicate common
shipping routes; numbers indicate the distance in miles.
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Figure 8.3 China Shipping Container Lines Co, Ltd., America Line. Source: (China Shipping Container Lines Co, 2014). Top middle and
bottom image show three common shipping lanes for container transport from Asia to the US.
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8.2.1 International Law: UNCLOS
Signatory States

Issue

Thailand, European Union, Japan, China, and Canada.

The Ocean Cleanup activities may impinge traditional

(U.S. recognizes as customary international law.)

navigation of commercial vessels by obstructing ships’
routes due to the estimated size of The Ocean Cleanup

• Article 87: Freedom of navigation on the high seas may

array.

be exercised by any State, including landlocked States,
and includes the “freedom to construct artificial is

Application

lands and other installations.”

While every state has the right to sail ships, and ships
have the right of freedom of navigation, UNCLOS does not

• Article 90: Every State has the right to sail ships on the
high seas

proscribe specific routes for ships on the high seas. Since
states also have the right to construct artificial islands,
navigational freedom seems to apply more to the act of
sailing than to the route or physical barriers on the high
seas.
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8.2.2 COLREG
Issue
Signatory States

The size of The Ocean Cleanup arrays may present a

Canada, China, Russia, United States, South Korea, and

safety hazard to other vessels operating on the high

Japan

seas. COLREGs apply to all “vessels” capable of being
used for transportation on water. COLREG does not apply

• Rule 1(a): Rules apply to all ships operating on the high
seas

to platforms, such as oil drilling or LNG platforms. COLREG probably does not include The Ocean Cleanup arrays
because they are likely platforms not “vessels” used for

• Rule 2(b): compliance with the Rules includes ac

transportation. Whether or not the arrays are classified

counting for limitations of vessels that may require a

as “vessels” and subject to COLREG, the arrays should be

departure from the Rules to prevent immediate danger

equipped with safety features to assist ships in avoiding
collisions with the arrays for the safety of shipping traffic

• Rule 3(a): The word “vessel” includes every

and preventing damage to the arrays.

description of watercraft . . . used or capable of being
used as a means of transportation on water.

Application
COLREG applies to vessels “capable of being used as

• Rule 7(d)(ii): the risk of collision may exist if

transportation.” If The Ocean Cleanup arrays were at-

approaching a very large vessel, even if an appreciable

tached to the sea floor as platforms, then COLREG would

bearing change is evident

probably not apply to the arrays, but would apply to ships
transporting material from the arrays. Rule 8(c) suggests

• Rule 8(c): if there is sufficient sea room, alteration of

that ships alter their course to avoid collision with other

course may be the most effective action to avoid

vessels if there is sufficient sea room. This rule may be

collision and pass at a safe distance

the most applicable to commercial vessels that will have
to avoid The Ocean Cleanup arrays, and may require that

• Rule 8(e)(iii): even vessels with priority of passage

commercial vessels take less direct routes from the Unit-

must comply with the Rules when they risk being

ed States mainland to Hawaii in order to avoid possible

involved in a collision

collisions with the arrays.

• Rule 14(a): When two vessels risk a head-on collision,

COLREG probably does not apply to The Ocean Cleanup

each shall alter their course starboard and pass on the

arrays because the arrays do not meet the definition of

portside of the other

“vessel” if they are attached to the sea floor as platforms.
Though neither UNCLOS nor COLREG prevents the array

• Rule 15: when crossing routes risks collision, the

from operating, because it presents a unique situation

vessel that has the other on the starboard side shall

that poses questions regarding shipping right-of-ways

avoid crossing ahead of the other vessel

and hazards to shipping traffic, the array may have to
abide by additional safety regulations from either the
flag-state or IMO.
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Officially established shipping lanes and route measures
do not extend beyond a State’s Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ) into the high seas. However, most ships follow either customary shipping routes between ports or the
Great Circle route travelling East-West around the Pacific
Ocean. Ships following the Great Circle route in opposite
directions meet regularly, but abide by COLREG to avoid
collisions. Additionally, ships use Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) and radar collision avoidance facilities
(ARPA) to change course or speed in order to avoid collisions.
Initial research of COLREG indicates that The Ocean
Cleanup arrays are probably not considered “vessels”
under the COLREG definition. The arrays are more similar
to “platforms” that are excluded from COLREG. They may
nonetheless be expected to abide by COLREG requirements for preventing collisions on the high seas. Regardless, to protect its investment, The Ocean Cleanup will
likely need to take measures to ensure that the arrays
can be detected and avoided by passing ships. This could
include equipping the arrays to be detected by ships’ AIS
and ARPA systems, and/or equipping them to be detected
by outfitting them with reflectors, audio devices and/or
lights.
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8.3

Legal designation
of our platforms
Rebecca Rushton • Holly Campbell • Paula Walker
Richard G. Hildreth
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8.3.1 UNCLOS (LOSC)
Signatory States
There are 162 nations that are signatories to the Law of

If the platforms and vessels were flagged by a state or

the Sea Convention so far. These include the North Pacific

states they would be subject to the laws of that state or

gyre neighboring states Mexico, Japan, China, Russia and

states. An assumption for this feasibility study at this

Canada. The United States has not approved UNCLOS (al-

point, for the sake of analysis, is that platforms will not

though in 2012 only 34 US Senators said they would not

be flagged by a state.

approve the treaty; it takes 67 senators to overcome a
filibuster).

The question then is whether the UN would have some
role in jurisdiction over the platforms, either by flagging

The United States recognizes most of the LOSC as cus-

or otherwise.

tomary international law, except for the 1994 provisions
relating to the International Seabed Authority and sea-

8.3.2

bed mining.

platforms?

Can the United Nations flag vessels or

Possibly. While the UN International Law Commission
• Article 87(1): LOSC Article 87 lists the ability to

(ILC), in preparing the draft of what became the High Seas

construct artificial islands and to conduct scientific

Convention, rejected the flagging of vessels by the UN

research as two of the six “freedoms of the high seas.”

and other international organizations, the 1958 Geneva

The High Seas, beyond the continental shelves and

Conference inserted Article 7 in the High Seas Conven-

EEZs of neighboring countries, are not subject to the

tion stating that the provisions of the Convention “do not

jurisdiction of any state, unless a country flags the

prejudice the question of ships employed on the official

vessels or platforms. See discussion in By-catch paper

service of an intergovernmental organization flying the

submitted by the IOLSI.

flag of the organization.” The Law of the Sea, R.R. Churchill and A.V. Lowe, 1985 ed., pp. 182-3. However, the LOSC

“[C]onstruction of artificial islands or installations on

(UNCLOS) Article 93 allows the UN, its specialized agen-

the high seas does not acquire for the relevant state any

cies and the IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency),

form of sovereignty over that area such as a capacity to

to flag UN vessels.

generate maritime claims nor does it impact upon the delimitation of maritime boundaries. States may also elect

Examples: In 1956 the UN flagged some of its own ships

to construct artificial islands for the purposes of marine

responding as part of the 1956-7 UN Emergency Force in

scientific research, in which case provisions found in Part

Egypt. See discussion of this and other examples at UNC-

XIII of the LOSC would also be applicable.”

LOS I, Official Records, Vol. IV, p. 138.

The International Law of the Sea, Donald R. Rothwell and
Tim Stephens, 2010 ed., p. 157.
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8.3.3 Will the platforms be subject to the Inter-

8.3.4 Can the United Nations, outside of its au-

national Sea Bed Authority (ISA)?

thority for flagging or the ISA, somehow take

Probably not. The ISA, which is not binding on the United

responsibility for the Ocean Cleanup arrays?

States, is the body through which states subject to UN-

Possibly. There is some precedent for the United Nations

CLOS are to control all resource-oriented uses of the

regulating large scale floating arrays on the high seas.

sea bed beyond national jurisdiction, when resources

Before the 1990s there were large-scale pelagic drift

are considered the “common heritage of mankind” and

nets for fishing (primarily for squid) floating in the high

thus beyond any state’s jurisdiction. Although the Ocean

seas, some of which were 48 kilometers (30 miles) long.

Cleanup arrays will likely be anchored in the high seas

Although placed for an entirely different purpose, many

seabed, they will not be subject to the authority of the

of these were similar in some ways to the proposed plas-

UN ISA since (1) the activity is not considered to be re-

tic cleanup arrays. Many of these drift nets were on the

source extraction from the seabed and therefore should

ocean surface in large arrays extending long distances on

not be regulated by the ISA, and (2) even if the activity it-

the surface, and several meters under the surface (some

self were to be considered resource extraction, it is likely

were suspended under the ocean surface). They were

to be considered a non-governed use excluded from ISA

held in place by floats and weights, rather than anchored.

jurisdiction (such as pipeline and cable laying and scien-

The United Nations, in recognition of the large impact the

tific research unconnected with the exploitation of sea-

drift nets had on fishing and living marine resources of

bed resources). (Churchill & Lowe, 1988)

the world’s oceans and seas, banned them by a UN Resolution. Applying the precautionary principle, the United

However, if the activity (e.g. plastic mining) was subject

Nations, through the General Assembly, adopted several

to the UN ISA under UNCLOS, then the IGA “Enterprise” (a

resolutions doing so (McDorman, Bolla, Johnston, & Duff,

part of the United Nations) could manage it and engage in

2005). Therefore, there is some precedent for the UN to

“mining” activities itself, and could enter into joint ven-

take action when there are large-scale impacts on the

tures with commercial operators. The proceeds would be

oceans. This time, however, the action would be to clean

distributed among the signatory states.

up the plastics using large-scale ocean arrays, rather
than to prohibit fishing on high seas using large ocean
drift-net arrays.
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1.1

Bycatch
Rebecca Rushton • Holly Campbell • Paula Walker
Richard G. Hildreth

There are many definitions of “bycatch,” but bycatch is generally considered any non-target
species caught during operations at sea. The
United Nations estimated that more that 20
million tons of bycatch was caught in 2010.
(FAO, 2010) Unmanaged bycatch threatens the
sustainability of fisheries, continued existence
of endangered species, and the economic viability of individuals and countries that depend
on the oceans. Though bycatch from The Ocean
Cleanup will likely be minimal, The Ocean
Cleanup should be aware of international treaties and domestic laws governing by-catch that
may affect cleanup operations. The most applicable international treaties include the Law
of the Sea Convention, Convention on Migratory
Species, and Inter-American Convention for
the Protection and Conservation of Sea Turtles.
Additionally, even when operating on the high
seas domestic laws of the flag state will apply
The Ocean Cleanup operation procedures, and
individuals working on The Ocean Cleanup array are subject to their States’ domestic laws.
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The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea

When the FAO’s species-specific plans failed to suf-

(UNCLOS) is the primary international treaty governing

ficiently address by-catch, it created the first global

actions concerning the oceans. While UNCLOS does not

guidelines for by-catch management and reduction (FAO,

directly address by-catch, it does apply to other interna-

1995). The Guidelines’ objectives include minimizing by-

tional treaties concerning by-catch and includes provi-

catch, improving management, and increasing reporting

sions that may be interpreted as encouraging States to

of by-catch. These objectives are to be implemented by

mitigate the effects of their activities on by-catch. Spe-

States through national laws and policies consistent with

cifically, Article 117 discusses the duty of States to adopt

UNCLOS, the 1995 Code, and the 1995 Fish Stocks Agree-

measures for conservation of living resources on the high

ment. However, it is unclear at this time whether the

seas (UN, 1982). These measures apply to all nationals

Guidelines would apply to the pollution reduction tech-

and ships operating under a State’s jurisdiction.

nology. The Guidelines’ scope covers all “fishing activities” in all oceans but does not further define “fishing ac-

Many international treaties defer to UNCLOS for con-

tivities.” As the Ocean Cleanup Project has the objective

sistency in their basic goals and principles. In 1995, the

of passive collection of floating plastic wastes, it would

Food and Agriculture Organization created the 1995 Code

not qualify as a fishing activity.

of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (The Code), which
adopted UNCLOS’s basic principles and was endorsed by

While it does not use the term “by-catch,” the Convention

all FAO Members. The Code calls for the sustainable use

on Migratory Species (CMS) prohibits any “taking” of an

of aquatic ecosystems and includes minimizing fisher-

endangered migratory species. CMS addresses the ef-

ies impacts on non-target species as a primary objective

fects of maritime activities on all migratory species, but

(FAO, 1995). Even after its implementation, by-catch con-

primarily focuses on migratory species that are currently

tinued to be a pressing concern forcing the FAO to enact

endangered or are at risk of becoming endangered (CMS,

species-specific plans (FAO, 1995). These plans included

1983). In order to protect endangered migratory spe-

the 1999 FAO International Plan of Action for Reducing

cies, CMS prohibits any Party from “taking” an endan-

Incidental Catch of Seabirds in Longline Fisheries (IP-

gered species. “Taking” is defined as fishing, capturing,

OA-Seabirds), the 1999 FAO International Plan of Action

or attempting to engage in such activities. Again, as per

for the Conservation and Management of Sharks (IPOA-

above, the Ocean Cleanup Project activities would not be

Sharks), and the 2009 FAO Guidelines to Reduce Sea Tur-

considered as “taking” of migratory species. Though CMS

tle Mortality in Fishing Operations (FAO, 1995).

mainly addresses activities occurring within national
jurisdiction boundaries, it also directs states to protect
migratory species during activities on the high seas. Article III states that Parties engaged in activities outside
of national jurisdictional boundaries that may result in
the taking of migratory species shall endeavor to prevent,
remove, or minimize the adverse effects of activities or
obstacles that seriously impede or prevent the migration
of species.
The different laws and treaties will be addressed in more
detail in the subsections below, including who are signatory, key provisions and issues, and their application to
The Ocean Cleanup project.
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8.4.1 International Law: UNCLOS

8.4.2 1995 Code of Conduct for Responsible Fish-

Signatory States

eries (The Code)

62 nations including Russia, the European Union, Japan,

Signatory States

China and Canada. (U.S. recognizes as customary inter-

Thailand, Russia, Korea, China, Japan, and U.S.

national law.)
ISSUE
• Article 117: Issue: indirectly implicates prevention of

incorporates UNCLOS principles that could be applied to

by-catch and could be used as legal justification for

The Ocean Cleanup by-catch; does not specifically apply

other by-catch related treaties.

to planktonic species but does include “non-fish” species.

Application
States have a duty to adopt measures for conservation of

Application

living resources on the high seas, so The Ocean Cleanup’s

Code is voluntary and, itself, non-binding.

flag state probably has by-catch laws it must follow.
• 1.1: The Code is voluntary, but includes binding
• Article 56: Limits foreign vessel operations in EEZs

measures from other treaties.

without that State’s permission and applies domestic
laws that affect by-catch.

• 6.5: Absence of information should not be used to fail
to protect non-target species.

Application
Within their EEZ, States have sovereign rights and juris-

• 7.2.2(g): Protective measures should include

diction to, among other things, protect and preserve the

minimization of non-target species catch, both fish

marine environment. The Ocean Cleanup needs permis-

and non-fish species. Plankton may be considered

sion to operate in an EEZ and would need to adhere to the

“non-fish” species but are not specifically addressed

State’s by-catch laws.

under any international laws.

• Article 73: Subjects The Ocean Cleanup to a State’s
domestic by-catch laws.
Application
Within their EEZ, States may enforce laws/regulations
adopted in conformity with UNCLOS.
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8.4.3 International Plan Of Action – Seabirds

8.4.6 2010 Guidelines on Bycatch Management and

(IPOA - Seabirds)

Reduction of Discards (Guidelines)

Only focuses on incidental catch from longlines; probably

Issue

not of concern to The Ocean Cleanup.

Voluntary Guideline to reduce by-catch in “fishing activities.”

8.4.4 International Plan Of Action - Shark (IPOA Sharks)

Application

Issue

Unclear whether it applies to The Ocean Cleanup’s activi-

Language is sufficiently broad to encompass The Ocean

ties because there’s no definition of “fishing activities.”

Cleanup’s operations.
• 2.3: Objective includes minimizing by-catch.
Application
The plan seems to be directed at States with vessels that

8.4.7 Convention on Migratory Species

target sharks for commercial fishing.

Issue
Prohibits the take of any endangered migratory species

• 11: Shark catch includes by-catch.

(Art. II(1))

• 17: Applies to sharks caught on the high seas.
Application
8.4.5 Guidelines to Reduce Sea Turtle Mortality

Large Pacific States, including Canada, U.S., and Japan,

in Fishing Operations

are not parties to the convention but may be parties to

Issue

other agreements.

The Pacific Ocean is considered a high-risk area for
leatherback turtles and loggerheads.

8.4.8 Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species (CITES)

Application

Does not apply to The Ocean Cleanup; only applies to in-

Guidelines are voluntary, based on a best-practices mod-

ternational trade (import/export).

el, so they only apply if the Guidelines have been adopted
in some form by the flag state.
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8.4.9 1995 Fish Stocks Agreement

8.4.11 Western and Central Pacific Fisheries

ISSUE

Commission

Because this project rests in the high seas, straddling

ISSUE

stocks (species that migrate between one or more exclu-

Highly migratory species will be highly affected by this

sive economic zone and the high sea) as well as highly

project. Swordfish, marlin, sailfish, sharks, tuna-like spe-

migratory species (including tuna and tuna-like species,

cies are all highly susceptible to being caught in the hold-

pomfrets, marlin, sailfish, swordfish, saury, cetaceans,

ing tanks, and possibility diverted by the booms into the

and sharks) will be implicated.

platform.

Application

Application

States shall highly monitor the stocks and species in or-

Highly migratory or straddling fisheries are regionally

der to review their status and the efficacy of conservation

managed by cooperating countries. Both (or all) countries

and management measures, and then revise such meas-

assume responsibility for proper fishery management.

ures as needed. Enhanced reporting of vessel locations

This convention applies to all species of highly migratory

and catch and by-catch rates are also required. The U.S.

fish stocks within the convention area.

publishes an annual report entitled the U.S. National Bycatch Report.

Areas affected (thus countries affected): waters surrounding Hawaii, American Samoa, Guam, U.S. Pacific

8.4.10 Inter-American Convention for the Pro-

Remote Island areas, and the Northern Marianas Islands.

tection and Conservation of Sea Turtles

By-catch was approached here on a mostly jurisdictional

Relevant signatories

basis, asking which laws and treaties cover those areas

U.S., Ecuador, Mexico, The Netherlands (relevant to flag-

of the northern Pacific Ocean where The Ocean Cleanup

ging), Panama, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Peru, and Chile.

may operate. This approach is not a catchall. As an accompanying question (#2) notes below, the reach of some

Issue

laws is not restrained by national boundaries. While con-

Sea turtles are a highly protected, high-migratory spe-

cluding that The Ocean Cleanup’s by-catch will likely be

cies. Any kind of “take” of any turtle is to be mitigated.

minimal, the mere prospect of by-catch does bring The
Ocean Cleanup into the realm of regulatory oversight. By-

Application

catch will be but one of several regulatory matters facing

Signatories to the Convention agree to undertake ef-

The Ocean Cleanup. Should The Ocean Cleanup seek ad-

forts, working with the best available scientific data, to

ditional legal analysis of by-catch issues, continued work

decrease the amount of sea turtle catch on their flagged

would develop the regulatory process and where compo-

vessels. The United States implements a monitoring pro-

nents of The Ocean Cleanup qualify within that process.

gram and closes fisheries after the fisheries have made
a cap number of interactions with turtles (quotas established in Biological Opinions).
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Acronym

Full name

C.F.R.

Code of Federal Regulations

CITES

Convention on the International Trade of Endangered Species

CMS

Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals

EEZ

Exclusive Economic Zone

ESA

Endangered Species Act

FAO

U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization

IPOA-Seabirds

1999 International Plan of Action for Reducing Incidental Catch of Seabirds in Longline Fisheries

IPOA-Sharks

1999 International Plan of Action for the Conservation and Management of Sharks

MMPA

Marine Mammal Protection Act

MSA

Magnus0n-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act

NEPA

National Environmental Policy Act

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

U.N.

United Nations

UNCLOS

United Nations Conventen on the Law of the Sea

UNEP

United Nations Environment Programme

U.N.T.S.

United Nations Treaty Series

U.S.

United States

U.S.C.

United States Code
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CHAPTER 8.5
1.1

Transport of
Processed plastic
to shore
Rebecca Rushton • Holly Campbell • Paula Walker
Richard G. Hildreth

Our preliminary research suggests that there
will likely be regulations and legal constraints
facing The Ocean Cleanup in transporting the
plastic to shore. It also suggests that because
the reuse and recycling of plastic is favored
over manufacturing new plastics, there may
also be regulatory incentives providing The
Ocean Cleanup some advantage in transporting plastics to shore to render in some fashion
for reuse or disposal. (DePaolo, 1995)
Transport to shore requires deep and extensive scientific, policy and legal research. What
is presented in this chapter is intended to
merely skim the surface of what may confront
The Ocean Cleanup. The following eight areas,
while not an exhaustive list, give a broad scope
of the necessary considerations and the potential scientific, policy and legal matters involved.
This is intended to point the way for The Ocean
Cleanup to conduct further detailed legal and
policy analysis investigation pending decisions
to actually deploy the arrays.

HOW THE OCEANS CAN CLEAN THEMSELVES

We based our research on United States laws,
policy and regulation. We assume that The
Ocean Cleanup will face similar issues in any of
the developed western nations. We assume as
well that The Ocean Cleanup’s commitment to
improving the environment in performing this
clean up of the ocean, indicates that it intends
to hold itself to the highest standards possible in rendering the marine debris collected to
some benign form for reuse or disposal.
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8.5.1 Toxicity

8.5.4 Invasive Species

Many plastic products are a source of toxic substances

If debris is transported to shore, it may facilitate the

due to chemicals added during manufacturing like poly-

movement and survival of invasive species (EPA, 2012a).

chlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) (EPA, 2012b). Additionally,

Marine debris contributes to the movement of species

plastics act as a sink for toxic substances and may absorb

from one area to another. Floating debris can carry inva-

PCBs or dioxins from the surrounding environment (En-

sive species long distances, including across the Pacific

gler). Many countries, including the United States, require

Ocean. Invasive species threaten native species through

special permits for handling, cleaning up, and disposing of

competition, crowding, and predation (Wildlife, 2013). Cur-

toxic products, such as those containing PCBs.

rent debris management and policy have evolved since
the Japanese Tsunami in 2011, and include contacting

8.5.2 Radioactivity

both state and federal wildlife officials.

Radioactive material is naturally occurring in the environment in small amounts (“ABCs of Radioactivity – Radio-

8.5.5 Waste from Processing

activity 101: Emissions,” 2013). Because plastic absorbs

Waste from processing recycled plastic can be either ben-

substances from the surrounding environment and does

eficial or detrimental. On one hand, plastic waste is a po-

not breakdown easily, there is a possibility that plastics

tential resource for fuel production(UNEP, 2009). Compa-

in the Pacific Ocean could be radioactive. Though some

nies are exploring technology to turn recycled plastic into

may worry about increased radiation from the Fukushima

oil (Romanow, 2014). However, only certain types of plas-

nuclear power plant due to the Japanese Tsunami, this is

tics are effective resources. On the other hand, wastewa-

unlikely because radionuclides dissolve in seawater, dis-

ter produced from the plastic recycling process is cor-

perse, and decay over time (“Mistake Triggers False Alarm

rosive (Beckart Environmental). Potential recyclers may

about Ocean Radioactivity,” 2013).

have to implement new technologies for high volume processing. Recyclers may also have to be concerned about

8.5.3 Bacteria

regulations concerning wastewater and other waste prod-

Scientists recently discovered that plastics in the ocean

ucts from the recycling process.

host microbes, as many as 1,000 different species, some
of which are known to cause diseases in animals and humans (“Microbes on Floating Ocean Plastics: Uncovering
the Secret World of the ‘Plastisphere,” 2014). Research indicates that some forms of harmful bacteria actually favor
plastics over other available sources. Additionally, plastic
debris from medical or personal hygiene products may already contain and transmit bacteria and other pathogens
(NOAA, 2012). This may present legal and policy issues related to protection of human health.
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8.5.6 Emissions

8.6.7 Market

Plastic manufacturing of virgin materials contributes to

For manufacturers, it is still more economically efficient

at least 100 million tons of CO2 emissions and about 14

to use virgin materials than recycled plastics. However,

percent of toxic releases into the atmosphere every year

there is an increasing trend to use recycled plastic as

(“Ecotextiles, Plastics – Part 2: Why recycling is not the

technology improves and cost decreases. There is an on-

answer,”). These numbers could be reduced if more plas-

going effort to recycle more types of plastic, such as lids

tic was recycled (EPA). Maximum achievable reductions in

and buckets, to create new equipment for automobile

greenhouse gas emissions from recycled plastic material

parts, playground equipment, and carpet (EPA).

compared to virgin plastics are about 60 percent (Recovery, 2012). While the emissions are reduced when recy-

8.5.8 Distribution of Original and Processed Ma-

cling plastic, a plant that renders plastic will be subject to

terial

numerous emissions regulations (Recycling).

As mentioned earlier, plastics harvested from the ocean
may contain toxic substances. Distribution of raw plastic

The fact that the plastics gathered would be an un-sep-

material for treatment or recycling in the United States

arated assortment of plastics from various sources may

will be limited to companies with special permits from the

pose some real challenges to recycling and disposing (De-

EPA (EPA, 2012b).

Paolo, 1995). In particular, the fact that this plastic may
come ‘burdened’ with ‘unwanteds’—such as bacteria,
toxins (in addition to original manufacture PCBs), invasive
species—may pose additional challenges to recycling for
reuse (DePaolo, 1995).
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CHAPTER 1.1
8.6

Proposal
for a legal
framework for
international
ocean
rehabilitation
projects
Nicholas Howard • Nicholas P. Katsepontes
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International ocean pollution agreements fail to provide

8.6.2 Current ocean pollution frameworks and

for or encourage the rehabilitation of ocean ecologies

the status of The Ocean Cleanup in internation-

already affected by plastic accumulation. However, the

al law

necessary foundation for ocean rehabilitation projects

The numerous international agreements dealing with

already exists. Emerging international laws of general ap-

ocean pollution focus on prevention by regulating dump-

plication could form political and legal frameworks to de-

ing by ships at sea and states’ obligations in preventing

fine the status of ocean rehabilitation projects and states’

the movement of land-based wastes into the oceans. No

obligations to such projects.

single agreement addresses all sources of plastic pollu-

1

tion and most have been widely criticized for broad exIn the context of ongoing feasibility assessments for The

emptions and vague requirements (Hagen, 1990). Many

Ocean Cleanup, this section seeks to aggregate recent de-

frameworks are specialized, dealing only with particular

velopments in international environmental law to demon-

oceans or types of pollution4. This section will briefly

strate the existence of novel legal frameworks, which are

review several agreements relevant to plastic pollution.

capable of supporting ocean rehabilitation projects such

Though these frameworks provide little direct support for

as The Ocean Cleanup. Although this analysis is specific to

rehabilitation efforts on the high seas, they are helpful to

ocean environments, the basic international legal princi-

provide context and enumerate certain basic principles

ples could support application to other environmental is-

and weaknesses under the current system.

sues. The goals of this section are threefold, and are in order of subsections: 1) to analyze the relevance of current

In addition to the exclusive focus on prevention of further

international maritime legal frameworks in the context

pollution, the agreements, which expressly include plas-

of ocean rehabilitation; 2) to extract relevant principles

tics as prohibited waste, deal primarily with dumping or

from international maritime agreements and laws of gen-

pollution from ships. Dumping causes a relatively small

eral application, particularly related to pollution; and 3) to

minority of the plastic pollution problem, with a vast ma-

suggest a possible legal framework to define and support

jority of plastics coming from land-based sources. The

environmental rehabilitation efforts.

London Dumping Convention, for instance, covers only
land-based materials, which are loaded onto ships for

This chapter will address the most fundamental legal

dumping at sea (IMO, 1972).5 The United Nations Conven-

question: can international law define and support the

tion on the Law of the Sea (“UNCLOS”) appears to provide

existence of ocean cleaning platforms in international

stronger enforcement mechanisms by subjecting dis-

waters? What obligations or responsibilities, if any, would

putes over ocean pollution to compulsory dispute reso-

states have toward the platforms? It is worth noting that

lution. However, land-based pollution under article 207

this analysis assumes that the purpose of the platforms

is mainly subject to “best effort” clauses; states must

is for environmental rehabilitation, not primarily for com-

adopt laws to prevent pollution and endeavour to har-

mercial purposes or profit. In order to define and under-

monize legislation through regional and/or global rules.

stand the status of the platforms under international law,

Conversely, dumping is prohibited except in accordance

it is necessary to look to maritime treaty law. The question

with standards specified by the International Seabed

of states’ obligations requires an analysis of principles

Authority. The enforcement mechanisms in UNCLOS are

outside of treaty law.

effectively limited to dumping since even the most ineffective legislation would meet the requirements under
article 207.

1

For the purposes of this paper, international laws of general application include custom and general principles included under Article

38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice and as defined in judicial decisions.
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Annex V to the MARPOL Convention is most often cited

sovereign rights over the high seas; all states are free, in-

for the prevention of ocean plastics pollution since it ad-

ter alia, to navigate, construct installations, and conduct

dresses the problem of plastic expressly. Annex V impos-

scientific research in international waters. Though instal-

es a complete ban on the disposal of all forms of plastic

lations are not explicitly defined in UNCLOS, the Drafting

at sea

Committee of the Third UN Conference on the Law of the
Sea understood them to include artificial (i.e. manmade)

(IMO, 1972). However, MARPOL, like UNCLOS, has created

structures and islands (Nordquist, Nandan, & Kraska,

a complex permitting system to allow for certain types

2011).

of dumping at sea and leaves the enforcement through
fines and fees to individual states. Unlike UNCLOS, MAR-

The few provisions in UNCLOS applying to installations

POL does not afford dispute resolution mechanisms un-

in international waters are largely independent of a par-

less the states have agreed to particular fora outside

ticular purpose (i.e. installations are not restricted to is-

MARPOL. The trend of avoiding the land-based pollution

sues of shipping, research or any particular field). How-

problem also continues in MARPOL.

ever, UNCLOS pays consistently special attention to the
freedom of scientific research on the high seas, such

Rehabilitation projects like the Ocean Cleanup provide

that installations for scientific research are provided

an option for rehabilitation that can supplement preven-

their own section (Part XIII, section 4). Marine scientific

tion regimes in an attempt to fully mitigate the problem

research, like any scientific research seeks to “observe,

of ocean plastics. Finding room for rehabilitation projects

explain, and eventually to understand sufficiently well

among prevention-focused regimes poses difficult defi-

how to predict and explain changes in the natural (ma-

nitional questions, some of which can be solved through

rine) world.” (Wegelein, 2005) It would be difficult to argue

a broad and constructive reading of UNCLOS.

that the ocean cleaning platforms’ dominant purpose is
scientific research.

Law of the Sea
UNCLOS is the only international framework that deals

As discussed above, their purpose appears to be largely

directly, though not in depth, with installations on the

environmental and rehabilitative, a purpose that remains

high seas. UNCLOS is the most authoritative and exten-

undefined and unregulated in international maritime law.

sive maritime treaty and speaks to general principles for

Part XIII section 4 serves generally to limit the scope of

activities in international waters. The convention is gen-

scientific installations, rather than to regulate activity,

erally considered to reflect customary international law.

placement, longevity or any other of the myriad concerns

According to UNCLOS article 87, no state may exercise

with installations on the high seas. It provides, inter alia,

2

The terms “international waters” and “high seas” are used synonymously to refer to the mare liberum or trans-boundary waters outside

of national jurisdiction. This paper adopts the definition from the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Seas – waters outside the
EEZ (and the territorial and contiguous zones) of any state and any extended continental shelf claims under Article 76.

3

Land-based sources of plastic account for 60 to 80 percent of ocean plastic UCLA report

4

e.g. the Cartagena Convention which deals primarily with pollution from ships in the Caribbean Region

5

London Dumping Convention “Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter 1972”,

6

OTEC on high seas
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that installations do not have EEZs or territorial waters

term mooring of platforms in international waters (par-

and that they do not possess the status of islands. It is

ticularly if they span large areas) could be unreasonable

important to note, however, that article 264, section 6

as they may prevent the establishment or exploration of

Part XIII deals with the settlement of disputes regarding

new shipping lanes or other novel endeavours.6 However,

the conduct of marine scientific research and/or instal-

since treaties must be construed to be internally con-

lations. The procedure involves conciliation and, failing

sistent, it is necessary to read the freedom to construct

that, binding adjudication by the International Tribunal

installations harmoniously with the requirement of rea-

for the Law of the Sea, the International Court of Justice,

sonableness.

or an arbitral tribunal (article 287). It is unclear whether the ocean cleaning platforms would fall under the

Read in context of the whole convention, provisions relat-

framework set out for research installations, since their

ing to installations also suggest that they are not used for

dominant purpose is not research. It is possible that envi-

loading or unloading ships (distinct from ports, specifi-

ronmental purposes could be equated with scientific re-

cally deep-water ports) nor are they are naturally formed

search. However, the derivation of economic benefit, even

areas of land (Wegelein, 2005). Given this definition and

indirectly, from the activities could make the conduct too

the foundational status of UNCLOS, the ocean cleaning

commercial to fall under the research framework or cre-

platforms would likely be considered installations under

ate a convincing parallel.

international law. Whether they are subject to the framework in Part XIII depends on their dominant purpose or

In distinguishing “installation” from “equipment” (an-

whether environmental rehabilitation is a reasonable

other UNCLOS term from Article 258), the former takes on

equivalent to marine scientific research for the purposes

a sense of longevity (i.e. permanency) and purpose. This

of UNCLOS. This topic will be dealt with more in the sec-

inference is supported by certain limitations on the pur-

tion on common heritage.

pose of installations under UNCLOS, demonstrating that
installations are structures constructed for a particular

Attribution of the platforms to a state or inter-

purpose, some of which are prohibited: they must be

national organization under UNCLOS

peaceful (i.e. non-military) and their use must be reason-

UNCLOS article 92 requires that ships sail the flag of one

able with due regard for the interests of other states.

state only, though article 93 preserves the right for ships
“employed on the official service of the United Nations”

Specific to installations, Article 87 provides states with

to fly the UN flag or the flag of a UN organization. No such

the “freedom to construct… installations permitted un-

requirement is expressly provided for installations. Arti-

der international law”. The language of this provision sub-

cle 93 suggests that the freedoms enumerated in article

jects it to other customary or treaty law that may further

87 are enjoyed by any ship or installation flying a state

limit the types of installations or their uses. No such ex-

flag (thereby attributed to a particular state and its ju-

plicit law exists. The freedoms in article 87 are limited in

risdiction under article 92), by clarifying that ships flying

87(2) by the requirement that they be exercised with “due

the flag of the United Nations enjoy the same freedoms.

regard for the interests of other states” and their rights to
the seabed. At its most fundamental, due regard requires
that installations refrain from unreasonably restricting traffic (in known shipping lanes, for instance) and
blocking states’ ability to explore and make use of minerals under the seafloor. The permanency of installations,
as mentioned above, may conflict with the requirement
for due regard. Some authors have suggested that long
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Several provisions appear to contemplate the registra-

Two UN Programmes would provide ideal forums for at-

tion of installations by a state. Article 109, for example,

tribution, but may not possess adequate independence

allows prosecution of persons who illegally broadcast

or agency. UN-Oceans is a coordination organization es-

signals from an installation in the high seas by “the state

tablished by the Administrative Committee on Coordi-

of registry of the installation”. Other provisions allow the

nation pursuant to Agenda 21, Chapter 17 of the United

enforcement of the flag requirement by providing that

Nations Conference on Environment and Development,

warships possess a “right of visit” if a ship is without

1992. Since UN-Oceans is an Oceans and Coastal Areas

nationality or refuses to show its flag (article 110). This

Network, it does not possess the status of “specialized

provision, read in the context of UNCLOS Part VII High

agency” mentioned in article 93 of UNCLOS and may not

Seas, particularly article 109, suggests that the right of

be able to provide attribution. Like the United Nations En-

visit would also apply to installations. Therefore, it is ad-

vironment Program, it is a program rather than an agency

visable that installations fly either a national or organi-

of the UN. Conversely, the International Maritime Or-

zational flag.

ganization (“IMO”) is a specialized agency of the UN that
has a mandate to promote safe, secure, environmentally

Attribution could provide easier coordination and access

sound, efficient and sustainable shipping. Though ship-

to information, particularly if an international organiza-

ping is its primary mandate, it has been instrumental in

tion with significant state representation is able and

numerous environmental treaties on ocean pollution and

agrees to register the platforms. However, if attributed

its member states have adopted many pollution-focused

to a state, jurisdiction over the platforms would become

agreements. Attribution through the IMO is more likely to

clear – the attributing state gains full jurisdiction. Given

fall within the meaning of UNCLOS article 93, but may fall

the international nature of ocean pollution, single-state

outside the organization’s mandate. It is also notable that

or even regional attribution could create issues with

the IMO has almost universal membership.

ownership, monitoring and control. If a UN organization
agreed to register the platforms, jurisdiction could be

General environmental principles in interna-

dealt with through an instrument issued by the adminis-

tional law – states’ obligations

trative branch of the organization. That instrument would

Even if the Ocean Cleanup arrays could be defined under

define issues of jurisdiction, including any dispute reso-

UNCLOS as installations and receive some form of legal

lution mechanisms. UNCLOS provides no guidance on

status through attribution, whether state or organiza-

which UN organizations are competent for attribution of

tion, UNCLOS is not equipped to deal with the sui gen-

installations or ships, suggesting only that ships must be

eris nature of rehabilitation projects on the high seas.

“employed on the official service” of the organization.

UNCLOS primarily deals with states’ ships and the use of
international waters, particularly commercial uses such
as shipping or resource extraction. The rehabilitation
of ocean environments necessarily extends beyond the
pragmatic state-centric approaches to shipping and resource extraction in UNCLOS. It is highly unlikely that an
individual state would be willing to accept the burden of

7

UNCLOS article 302 specifically preserves the right of a state not to disclose information about its activities on the high seas.

8

Though UNCLOS requires that states refrain from use or threat of force on the seas (article 301), there is no prohibition on other activi-

ties, including use of platforms for spying.
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ocean rehabilitation. As mentioned above, rehabilitation

States’ responsibilities for the prevention of ocean pol-

projects by a single state raise issues with control and

lution are clearly enumerated in numerous global agree-

monitoring, since the state would have complete control

ments, though many commentators question the laws’

over the platforms.7 Ensuring effectiveness and account-

effectiveness and strength. The extent of states’ obliga-

ability would also be difficult; UNCLOS does not distin-

tions in rehabilitation projects on the high seas depends

guish between activities, so the platforms could also be

on current agreements and developing laws of general

used for other, less communitarian purposes.8 Since re-

application. The unique political and legal context of the

habilitation lies outside the range of activities described

high seas introduces the concept of “common heritage of

in UNCLOS and other treaties, it is also unclear whether

mankind” into ocean rehabilitation projects. Developed

non-participating states would have any obligation to-

from a long history, the common heritage principle has

ward the platforms and rehabilitation projects generally.

found a home in international maritime and environmental agreements. Recent academic work and decisions

8.6.3 Possible legal frameworks to define and

from the International Court of Justice (“ICJ”) and inter-

support environmental rehabilitation efforts

national arbitrations have begun to recognize new envi-

As stated above, the international nature of ocean pollu-

ronmentally focused international legal principles. The

tion and the high seas requires international governance.

precautionary principle has received particular attention

An international system of governance for pollution miti-

for its evolution as an international law of general appli-

gation projects is a novel suggestion, but could provide

cation, outside the context of particular treaties. Some

opportunities for increased cooperation and scalability.

commentators and decision-makers have hypothesized

When dealing with international commons, such as the

the precautionary and common heritage principles as

high seas, the success of an international governance

general principles of law or as novel customary interna-

model is supported by political and social science re-

tional laws (“CIL”) under Article 38 of the Statute of the

search . Two international legal principles provide further

International Court of Justice. New and developing envi-

support and a basis for international governance of the

ronmental principles of general application may provide

Ocean Cleanup: the common heritage of mankind princi-

an argument in favour of limited state responsibility for

ple, and the precautionary principle.

ocean rehabilitation efforts.

8.6.3.1 Common heritage of mankind

The common heritage of mankind (“CHM”) principle has

As stated above, the international nature of ocean pollu-

emerged as a foundational principle in international law,

tion and the high seas requires international governance.

equivalent to erga omnes obligations and jus cogens

An international system of governance for pollution miti-

rules.9 As such, CHM serves as a standalone principle

gation projects is a novel suggestion, but could provide

derived not by induction from domestic legal systems,

opportunities for increased cooperation and scalability.

or by deduction from international agreements, but from

When dealing with international commons, such as the

natural law as a universal right or obligation.10 States’

high seas, the success of an international governance

interests in preserving their rights in common resources

model is supported by political and social science re-

(access, benefit, preservation etc.) are self-evident. The

search . Two international legal principles provide further

CHM principle ensures that states retain rights to com-

support and a basis for international governance of the

mons spaces, subject to certain limitations. CHM has

Ocean Cleanup: the common heritage of mankind princi-

also been formulated as a general principle of law or cus-

ple, and the precautionary principle.

tomary international law under Article 38 of the Statute
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of the International Court of Justice (Baslar, 1998). Re-

Simply because the CHM principle finds its source in

gardless of the source of its authority, the CHM principle

natural law does not mean that the concept is anchored

is clearly applicable to all states, leaving only the ques-

to the context in which it was first developed; it continues

tion of the contexts to which it should be applied. Applied

to develop through application to new contexts. General

to international waters, the CHM principle could provide

principles of international law are “an authoritative rec-

an effective minimum standard for states’ obligations to-

ognition of a dynamic element in international law, and

ward rehabilitation projects like the Ocean Cleanup. Ex-

of the creative function of the courts which may admin-

tending CHM to international waters is not a significant

ister it.” (Voigt, 2009) The first conceptualization of the

leap from its currently accepted applications. President

CHM principle was in the Antarctic Treaty signed in 1959,

Bedjaoui in the ICJ’s Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion

which required that, the Antarctic “be used for peaceful

demonstrated the flexibility and dynamism of interna-

purposes only”, “in the interests of…the progress of all

tional legal principles, including the CHM, in dealing with

mankind.” (“The Antarctic Treaty,” 1959) The CHM concept

important issues. At the time, nuclear weapons were at

took hold in the numerous discussions, UN resolutions,

the top of the agenda; today environmental issues domi-

and agreements about seabed use leading up to the crea-

nate the list. This section will discuss the scope of the

tion of UNCLOS. The CHM principle was also included in

CHM principle, its applicability to the high seas and its

the Outer Space Treaty, concluded at the same time as

impact on states’ responsibilities toward rehabilitation

the discussions regarding the seabed intensified.

projects, particularly The Ocean Cleanup.
In 1982, the CHM principle was included in the final text
of UNCLOS under article 136, stating that the seabed and
ocean floor under international waters are the CHM. More
recently, the CHM principle has been invoked in environmental contexts, most famously in the UN Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) Declaration on the Responsibilities of the Present Generations
Towards Future Generations.11 Each application of the
CHM principle has four common attributes:

9

In a declaration on the ICJ’s Advisory Opinion on the Legality of

10

In locating the source of general principles of international law,

the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, 1966, President Bedjaoui

Christina Voigt suggested three sources – 1) induction from gen-

spoke to the status of the CHM principle: “Witness the prolifer-

eral acceptance in many domestic legal systems; 2) deduction

ation of international organizations, the gradual substitution of

from general acceptance in international legal frameworks; or

an international law of co-operation for the traditional interna-

3) natural law. These three sources have generally been accept-

tional law of co-existence, the emergence of the concept of “in-

ed as the appropriate analysis for the determination of general

ternational community” and its sometimes successful attempts

international legal principles. http://www.retfaerd.org/gamle_

at subjectivization. A token of all these developments is the

pdf/2008/2/Retfaerd_121_2008_2_s3_25.pdf

place which international law now accords to concepts such as
obligations erga omnes, rules of jus cogens, or the common heritage of mankind.” http://www.icj- cij.org/docket/files/95/7499.
pdf#view=FitH&pagemode=none&search=%22common
tage%22
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• The area must be outside national jurisdiction such
that universal use is permitted;

One of the most common criticisms of the CHM principle
is the lack of precise definition of its contents and effect.

• Benefits should be actively shared among all states;

Given the breadth of its possible application, it is likely

• Any uses should be exclusively peaceful; and

to be interpreted conservatively to impose constraints on

• The area should be conserved, both in form and

the concept. If the CHM applied to international waters,

usability, for future generations. (Pardo, 1983)

ocean rehabilitation projects could receive international
status and create obligations on states. Since projects

UNCLOS only expressly declares the seabed and ocean

like the Ocean Cleanup would be fulfilling the CHM princi-

floor the CHM in article 136. The laissez-faire approach of

ple’s conservation requirement, creation of a novel “com-

the free-access model to the high seas was not expressly

mon heritage conservation” status for such projects is

replaced by the CHM in UNCLOS. When taken together,

conceivable under international law. States would be ob-

the principles governing international waters in UNCLOS

ligated not to interfere with or oppose the project. How-

essentially amount to the equivalent of the CHM, but

ever, such negative obligations are not unlike the current

lacking the preservation requirement.

laissez-faire system in UNCLOS.

Continuing developments in our understanding of ocean

It is conceivable, though significantly more controversial,

ecosystems combined with the UNESCO Declaration and

that the CHM principle applied to international waters

similar instruments suggest that preservation is becom-

would generate positive obligations on states. This con-

ing increasingly central to ocean governance. Ultimately,

clusion is supported by current applications of the CHM

international waters meet all four criteria and are often

principle to the seabed; states must actively share the

viewed as the CHM. Furthermore, article 155 permits the

benefits derived from use of the area, the second of the

UNCLOS Review Conference to determine “the legal sta-

CHM attributes. A similar argument could apply based on

tus of the waters superjacent” to the seabed. The Review

the fourth attribute of the CHM: preservation or conser-

Conference is also tasked with the maintenance of the

vation, where the costs of actions taken to meet the pres-

CHM principle. If international waters are not already the

ervation requirement should be shared between states.

CHM, the argument will be increasingly difficult to repel

Costs could be interpreted broadly, including financial

as damage to the oceans continues. A subsequent sec-

support of new projects. More likely, a narrow positive

tion on “Grotian Moments” will discuss the theory de-

obligation would be preferred, such that states would

scribing the rapid development of generally applicable

share the costs of non-interference. For example, ship-

international laws. Application of the CHM principle to

ping lanes may have to be moved or new lanes could not

international waters is certainly a candidate for rapid ex-

be created if rehabilitation projects were underway in the

pansion in response to evolving circumstances.

same space. Where one state bears the burden of a particular instance of non-interference, this burden could
be redistributed among all states sharing in the common heritage of the ocean. The existence of even limited
positive obligations is further supported by another novel
development in customary international law: the precautionary principle.

11

UNESCO Declaration See specifically articles 4 and 8 which speak to the use of commons by present generations subject to their

continued existence and usability for future generations. Though the declaration is not binding, similar instruments are often cited in
the development of new international legal principles. The UNESCO declaration certainly contributes to our understanding of the CHM
principle and how its content may evolve.
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8.6.3.2 Precautionary Principle
The precautionary principle has been discussed as a

In the Nuclear Tests (1974), Gabcikovo-Nagymaros (1997)

customary international norm or a general principle of

and Pulp Mills (2006) ICJ cases, judges wrote separate

law for more than two decades. Recent appearances in

opinions urging the majority to find new environmental

ICJ decisions and arbitrations suggest that a broader

norms, either as customary international law or general

acceptance is beginning to take hold. First developed in

principles. They provided substantial reasoning to justify

the 1960s and 1970s in response the increasing complex-

the place of certain environmental principles in interna-

ity and uncertainty of environmental scientific data, the

tional law, including the requirement for environmental

precautionary approach requires proportionate action in

impact assessments (EIAs), the principle of sustainable

the face of uncertain data. The principle accepts that sci-

development and the precautionary principle. They pro-

entific data may be incapable of accurately determining

posed, based on state practice, science, and academic

the capacity of an environment to absorb disturbances

writing that the precautionary principle had reached the

like pollution before effects are irreversible. It creates a

status of custom or general principle. The ICJ has played

bias in favor of caution. Most environmental legislation

a major role in “developing customary rules in a number

and international agreements implement a precaution-

of fields”. (Lowe & Fitzmaurice, 1996) It is likely because

ary approach to varying degrees. However, the principle is

CIL’s elements—i.e. state practice and opinio juris—are

most important in the governance of international com-

extensively explored by the International Law Commis-

mons, where the current costs of pollution are almost

sion, the International Law Association, the ICJ, and dis-

non-existent.

tinguished publicists. (Akehurst, 1976; Lepard, 2010; UN,
1950, 2006; Wood, 2013) Indeed, CIL has been developed

Like the CHM principle, the precautionary approach has

recently in human rights law, (Simma & Alston, 1988) en-

generally been applied to require non-interference when

vironmental law, (Birne, Boyle, & Redgwell, 2009; Bodan-

states’ interests conflict with environmental interests.

sky, 1995; ICJ, 2010) maritime law, (Lauterpacht, 1950)

However, like the prevention-focused regimes discussed

and international humanitarian law (Meron, 1989).

above, a preventive application assumes that the current state of an environment, the ocean for instance, is

Judge Weeramantry, in his separate opinion in the Gab-

environmentally sound. In the case of plastic pollution,

cikovo-Nagymaros case, took an exploratory approach

it is abundantly clear that ocean environments are not

to the precautionary principle. He began with the con-

ecologically sound. While the CHM principle may impose

clusion that environmental damage imposes obligations

obligations on states not to interfere with ocean rehabili-

erga omnes.12 In response to such damage, he found that

tation projects, the precautionary principle may create a

states were required by customary international law to

foundation for greater positive obligations on states to

conduct EIAs and adhere to sustainable development

contribute to rehabilitation.

practices. He found that those two instruments had received widespread acceptance in domestic legislation
and were generally viewed as legal obligations (opinio
juris). Though he spent less time with the precautionary principle, Weeramantry did suggest that EIAs and
sustainable development are merely applications of the
precautionary principle, thereby suggesting that the prin-

12

Weeramantry at p 115

13

Ibid 91

14

Trindade at para 90

15

Ibid at para 191
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In the Pulp Mills case, Judge Cançado Trindade, wrote

The CHM principle, as discussed above, suggests that

a lengthy and convincing separate decision in favour of

commons must be preserved for future generations and

the precautionary principle, which largely incorporated

universal use. However, the vagueness of these require-

Weeremantry’s decision. In discussing the principle,

ments has generated conflict over its exact content. The

Judge Trindade emphasized its “inter-temporal” dimen-

precautionary principle could be used to fill the practical

sion, the same concept that forms the basis of the CHM

gaps left by the CHM principle. Significantly more preci-

principle in the UNESCO Declaration – precaution is

sion has been used in describing the content and effect

necessary to fulfill states’ responsibilities toward future

of the precautionary principle. At the very least, the ICJ

generations. He found that the precautionary principle,

cases discussed above suggest that EIAs and sustain-

made up of the responsibility to conduct EIAs and ad-

able development practices are inherent in a precaution-

here to sustainable development principles, “reflect the

ary approach to new activities. However, these practices

opinio juris, which, in turn, lies as the basis of the forma-

are used to assess proposed activities and to mitigate the

tion of law.” The distinction between general principles

environmental damage they cause. The inherent assump-

and customary is unclear in Judge Trindade’s decision,

tion is that prevention is a sufficient precautionary step

since opinion juris is a facet of customary law, though his

to achieve the goal of conservation or preservation set

discussion frequently references general principles. For

out in the CHM. The reality of ocean pollution suggests

the purposes of this study, the difference is irrelevant;

that some rehabilitation is necessary to make any devel-

whether general principle or custom, it is clear that the

opment sustainable.

14

15

precautionary principle is quickly becoming a central
tenet of international environmental law. As ocean plas-

Read together, the precautionary principle and the CHM

tic continues to accumulate with the possibility of irre-

may create obligations for states to actively contribute to

versible effects, the precautionary principle can play a

ocean rehabilitation projects such as the Ocean Cleanup.

greater role in defining states’ obligations. Some publi-

The CHM sets a minimum theoretical standard for the

cists have argued that custom can develop rapidly when

conservation of a particular commons resource, such as

a “Grotian Moment” occurs. Grotian Moments, or times of

international waters, based on use for future generations.

rapid legal development catalyzed by crisis, will be fur-

The precautionary principle suggests that any reasona-

ther explored in the following section.

ble evidence that international waters may not meet the
standard set by the CHM principle will require active rehabilitation. The strength of the precautionary principle’s
impetus toward action is likely to increase if the damage
caused to the oceans is or may become irreversible.
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8.6.3.3 Grotian Moments
The CHM and precautionary principles are candidates

On the sliding scale, very frequent, consistent state prac-

for rapid development through a “Grotian Moment”. The

tice establishes a customary rule without much (or any)

foundations of the two principles have already been laid

affirmative showing of an opinio juris, so long as it is not

by state practice, judicial discussion and academic analy-

negated by evidence of non-normative intent. As the fre-

sis, as discussed above. A “Grotian Moment” occurs when

quency and consistent of the practice decline in any series

“new rules and doctrines of customary international law

of cases, a stronger showing of an opinio juris is required.

emerge with unusual rapidity and acceptance.” (Scharf,

At the other end of the scale, a clear demonstrated opinio

2010) They typically arise after moments of crisis includ-

juris establishes a customary rule without much (or any)

ing after World War II, the September 11th attacks on

affirmative showing that governments are consistently

the United States, and the invention and use of nuclear

behaving in accordance with the asserted rule... (Kirgis,

weapons (Scharf, 2010). Although the term “Grotian Mo-

1987)

ment” was not coined at the time, in the ICJ’s 1969 North
Sea Continental Shelf Cases, the Court ruled that a short

The “sliding scale” and “Grotian Moment” theories may

timeframe does not prevent finding new CIL (ICJ, 1969).

demonstrate international courts’ willingness to apply,
use and even create CIL and general principles of law.

But can a “Grotian Moment” occur with limited state

The two legal frameworks (CIL and general principles) are

practice and opinio juris? The ICJ appears to be flexible

still considered “obscure” and it can be hard to determine

in concluding when CIL has crystallized. For example, in

when to differentiate the two concepts. Often, as was the

the Nicaragua case, the ICJ put great weight on opinio ju-

case in most instances referenced in this paper, gener-

ris without much emphasis on state practice (ICJ, 1986;

al principles and CIL emerge from the same issues and

Kirgis, 1987). Judge Weeramantry adopted a similar ap-

evidence (Charlesworth, 2012). The confusion is particu-

proach in his separate opinion in the Gabcikovo-Nagy-

larly prevalent in international environmental law where

maros case. Conversely, writers have noted that state

many concepts are based not on implicit or express state

practice alone can imply a belief that the practice is re-

concept through general acceptance, practice or opinion

quired or permitted by law if no evidence to the contrary

juris, but on natural law and necessity (jus necessitatis).

exists from the relevant actors (Brownlie, 2008; Lauter-

Until the ICJ, ILC, or distinguished publicists clarify the

pacht, 1958). Certainly, the ICJ has relied solely on state

matter, it will be possible to categorize various norms as

practice.16 Frederic Kirgis observes the ICJ is much more

both CIL and general principle, under the broad heading

flexible in assessing when CIL has crystallized when the

of generally applicable international law. Since both are

stakes are high (Kirgis, 1987). As he noted:

considered equally valid sources of law under Article 38
of the ICJ Statute, the effect of any difference is irrelevant for the purpose of this paper.

16

The SS Wimbledon, 1923 PCIJ, ser A, No 1 at 25; Nottebohm Case (Liechtenstein v Guatemela), Second Phase, 1955 ICJ Rep 4 at 22

(Judgment of April 6).
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8.6.3.4 Conclusion
The volume of plastic in the world’s oceans is already
cause for concern. Our understanding of its devastating
effects on water quality, ecology, and human and marine life appears to only have scratched the surface. The
permanency of plastic demands more than preventative
measures, though prevention is certainly fundamental to
mitigation. The Ocean Cleanup may provide the first effective method to begin rehabilitation efforts in international waters. This opportunity should not be hindered by
ineffective and narrowly interpreted legal regimes. The
foundation for international cooperation on environmental issues already exists, in international agreements and,
particularly in generally applicable legal principles. It is
worth emphasizing, however, that the CHM and precautionary principles are precariously placed as international environmental law. Invoked narrowly and sporadically
in international agreements and disputed vociferously as
custom or general principles, their applicability, content
and force are by no means certain. Most likely, some form
of state action, either through declarations or agreement,
would be necessary to solidify the place of CHM and precautionary principles in international law. However, the
increasing rate of ocean plastic pollution, the development of our understanding of its devastating impact, and
the expansion of the principles through recent judicial
decisions suggest that the CHM and precautionary principles may soon play a significant role in ocean rehabilitation projects. Hopefully states, decision-makers, and
commentators will recognize the opportunity for mitigation presented by these broad foundational concepts and
will attempt to build workable frameworks around them.
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1.1

Processing
of Collected
Plastic Debris

Although the focus of this study is the feasibility of extracting plastic from the oceans, a valid
question is what The Ocean Cleanup would do
with the plastic once this process has been
completed. It is often said that the quality of
plastic found in the ocean is too low to be converted into a product with value. This chapter
will investigate this statement.
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Figure 9.1: Molecular structure of thermoplastics (a) and thermosets (b)

Synthetic polymers can be divided into thermoplastics

ements other than carbon and hydrogen are heavier than

and thermosets. Thermoplastics are referred to as plas-

water.

tics. Plastics consist of large polymeric molecules, see
Figure 9.1. At room temperatures, the individual mole-

Consequently, pure hydrocarbons are the only group of

cules are condensed to a solid phase due to intermolecu-

polymers potentially lighter than water. Although polysty-

lar cohesion forces. By increasing the temperature be-

rene (PS) is a pure hydrocarbon, it is slightly heavier than

yond a critical value – which lies in the range of 180–260

water. This is because PS contains benzene rings in its

°C for most plastic types – plastics will melt. This prop-

macromolecule, which generate substantial interaction

erty makes them suitable for recycling into new plastic

forces making PS relatively densely packed. PS comes

products. Examples of major plastic types are polyethyl-

with densities of 1040 kg/m³ or slightly higher. Since the

ene (PE) and polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), poly-

density of seawater lies in the range of 1030 to 1045 kg/

ethylene terephthalate (PET) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC).

m³ for all open seas and oceans, PS just floats or just
sinks in seawater. Therefore, PS has to be considered as

Objects made of thermoset material can be regarded

possibly present in floating marine litter.

as a single giant molecule, see Figure 9.1. This three-dimensional network of covalent bonds breaks down into

Polyolefins are also pure hydrocarbons, but unlike PS,

smaller molecules at elevated temperatures, i.e., heat-

they are relatively loosely packed due to their linear but

ing will destroy the original thermoset material without

branchy molecules and the absence of benzene rings. As

melting first. Consequently, recycling options of thermo-

a result, all pure polyolefins are lighter than water (1000

sets are limited to energy recovery or to use as filler in

kg/m³) and therefore float on seawater as well. Excep-

new polymer products after grinding to powder. Examples

tions are polyolefin materials in which fillers are used,

of thermosets are polyurethane (PUR) and most types of

such as chalk or glass fibre. Such filled materials may be

rubber (e.g. car tyres). All types of thermosets are heavier

heavier than water depending on the filler content.

than water, except for foamed materials, such as PUR
foam, which therefore may occur in floating marine litter.

Polyolefins are the largest group of plastics, with a share
of approx. 40 percent of global production, and can be di-

The density of polymers depends on both the atomic

vided into the following major sub-groups: polypropylene

weight of the constituting atoms – e.g. carbon (C), hy-

(PP), low-density polyethylene (LDPE), linear low-density

drogen (H) and oxygen (O) – and the spatial structure of

polyethylene (LLDPE) and high-density polyethylene

the macromolecules, i.e. how densely the molecules are

(HDPE). The density of pure polyolefins lies in the range

packed in the material. The latter mainly depends on the

of approx. 900 – 960 kg/m³. As polyolefins are essentially

strength of the interaction forces between the macro-

built of linear chains of C and H only (i.e. –CH2– and –CH3

molecules and their shape (i.e. linear or branched). Since

groups), differences in density within this group are a re-

heavy elements in the macromolecules also tend to gen-

sult of differences in their spatial structures, as shown

erate strong interaction forces that pull the molecules

in Figure 9.2.

closer together, all common polymer types containing el-
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Figure 9.2: Density of different types of polyolefins as a function of their spatial structure (Fraunholcz). Polypropylene is the lightest
polyolefin type due to its large amount of side branches (–CH3)

All polymeric materials degrade under the influence of
heat, UV light and oxidation in general, which results in
the loss of mechanical properties and makes them brittle
C5

(see section Degradation analysis below). Therefore, the

C4

recyclability of plastics is limited to about six return cycles under normal conditions, whereas it can drop to zero
when plastics are exposed to oxidative environments for
substantial periods of time.

C3
C2

9.1.1 Recovery options for waste plastics
Plastics are complex materials for which the optimal way
of treatment after their useful service life is not always
obvious due to the combined influence of quality, raw

Figure 9.3b:, a map showing the two coves in Hanalua bay (C2 and

material prices and legislation. Few experts would argue

C3) and the two coves in (C4 and C5). The volunteers collected de-

on the need and usefulness of recycling metals; however,

bris between C2 and C5 (image courtesy of Google Earth)

the question as to whether polymers from a given waste
source should be recycled as a material or whether the
energy should be recovered, is much more complex. The
main reason is that waste plastics can be used both as a
material and as a fuel, except for halogenated plastics,
such as PVC. In addition, plastics can be recycled as a
material a limited number of times due to degradation,
as outlined above.
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Hanalua Bay

Figure 9.3a: a map showing Hanalua bay in relation to other stretches of coastline near South Point, Island of Hawaii, Hawaii.

There are several options to deal with waste plastics (re-

On July 13th, 2013, a crew of 35 volunteers collected a to-

use and incineration without energy recovery are not re-

tal of 780 kg of marine debris, as part of a three-hour long

garded as recycling options here):

beach clean-up conducted by the Hawai’i Wildlife Foundation (HWF). Of the collected debris, 91 kg was derelict

• Recycling (high value-added material recovery)

netting. The volunteers were instructed to only collect

• Down-cycling (low value-added material recovery)

plastic, and avoided sampling other natural or non-float-

• Back to feedstock recycling

ing materials (including wood, glass, metal and rocks).

• Energy recovery
The sampling took place near the South Point of the IsBack to feedstock recycling describes thermal or chemi-

land of Hawai’i (Hawai’i), on a stretch of coastline meas-

cal processes in which plastics are broken down to mon-

uring over 3 km, covering 4 coves (See Figures 9.3a and

omers or even further, e.g. to CO and H2 (syngas). These

9.3b). Two of these coves are in Hanalua bay, and the oth-

substances can be used again as a feedstock in the syn-

er two coves are at Ka’ahue bay. The last time a clean-up

thesis of new polymers. Pyrolysis and gasification are

had been performed was on November 17th, 2012. During

processes that can be used for both producing raw ma-

the previous clean-up, a total of 1,994 kg of marine debris

terials for feedstock recycling or for producing fuel (oil or

was collected, of which 454 kg was derelict netting. The

gas).

length of Hanalua beach is approximately 400 meters,
while the 2 coves were each approximately 30 meters in

9.1.2 Sample collection

length. The width of the sample area ranged between ap-

In order to collect a sample that is large enough to be

proximately 5 and 15 meters.

subject to a range of analysis, a beach sampling was
commissioned. To make the sample’s consistency as rep-

The sampling took place on a remote and uninhabited

resentative of the North Pacific Gyre marine debris as

location (See Figure 9.4), reducing the possibility of con-

possible, the sampling took place on the Hawaiian island

tamination from direct land-based sources of debris, in-

chain, which is located in the North Pacific Gyre. Since

cluding tourism.

islands are a sink to marine debris, we assumed the consistency of washed-up debris to be similar to the consistency of marine debris.
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Figure 9. 4 Volunteers collecting beached debris (Image courtesy of Megan Lamson/HWF).

While most of the coastline was rocky, the 4 coves were

9.1.3 Sample analysIs

partly sandy. Due to gaps between the rocks, the clean-

Upon arrival at The Ocean Cleanup in The Netherlands,

up crew was not able to retrieve particles from the rocky

the Hawai’i sample was subjected to several analyses

parts of the coastline smaller than approximately 5 cm.

and tests, in order to identify feasible ways of treatment

Micro plastics up to approximately 0.5 cm were collected

of this type of debris for maximum recovery of its intrinsic

by hand on the sandy parts of the coves.

material value. The Dutch company Recycling Avenue BV
has carried out a general characterization including size

Due to transport size constraints, objects larger than 50

and density distribution as well as material composition.

cm were omitted from the sample, including nets. The

Subsequently, several analyses were performed to deter-

leftover debris was then randomly split, creating a sub-

mine to what extent the polyolefin plastics in the sample

sample of 313 kg, which was then sent to The Ocean

are degraded due to weathering (e.g. UV radiation and

Cleanup.

bacterial activity). The degradation tests were carried out
at the Laboratório de Polímeros, Universidade de Caxias

Concluding, we assume to have collected a representa-

do Sul, Brasil. In addition, SITA Benelux and the Hungar-

tive North Pacific gyre plastic sample, apart from:

ian company PowerEnergykft carried out tests to produce
pyrolysis oil from the polyolefin plastics.

• An underrepresentation of debris smaller than
approximately 5 cm
• Not having included debris larger than approximately
50 cm
• The possibility of (small amounts of) land-based
contamination
• The possibility of the presence of non-floating
and natural debris within the sample.
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Fraction

Total mass

Percentage of sinks*

Total mass excl. sinks**

Mass distribution excl. sinks**

(mm)

(kg)

(ma-%)

(ma-%)

(ma-%)

<200

153.7

7.7

141.9

57.1

>200

57.9

0

57.9

23.3

Rope

48.8

0***

48.8

19.6

Total

260

248.6

100

** Sinking in water (1000 kg/m³)
*** Assumed, not measured
Table 9.1: Mass balance of the master sample after manual sorting

Composition and size distribution analyses
Sample preparation
First, the master sample was subjected to tailored prep-

Due to the apparent homogeneity of the rope fraction re-

aration steps in order to facilitate the characterization

garding object shape, size and material composition (i.e.

work and subsequent tests and analyses. The sample

no wood, stones, etc.), characterization work focused on

preparation consisted of the following steps:

the non-rope fractions. The following analyses were carried out on sub-samples of these non-rope fractions:

1 Manual sorting of the whole master sample into
three fractions:

1 Determination of size distribution by screening

1		

Ropes and fishing nets

2 Float-sink analysis in water (1000 kg/m³)

2		

Non-rope objects larger than 200 mm

3 Composition analysis of all size fractions by manual

			(visually estimated)
3		

Non-rope objects smaller than 200 mm

			(visually estimated)

sorting after float-sink analysis
4 Density fractionation of the lighter-than-water
material by float-sink analysis at different densities
in the range of 880 – 1000 kg/m³

2 Taking sub-samples from all fractions from Step 1

5 Determination of plastic types in several fractions by

according to the quartering rules of sampling where

FTIR (Fourier Transform InfraRed spectroscopy)

possible. If required, the quartering procedure was

analysis

repeated a number of times until a suitable sample
amount for the characterization was obtained

Mass balance of the master sample
According to Table 9.1, 80 percent of the plastics in the

3 Determination of the mass balance of the manually
sorted fractions
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Sieve fraction

Mass

Mass distribution

(mm)

(kg)

(ma-%)

Percentage of sinks**

Weighted average of sinks**

(ma-%)

(ma-%)

<2

834

2-11,2

860

4.8

25***

1.19

4.9

8.70

11,2-31,2

0.43

6726

38.4

6.05

2.32

31,2 - 46,5

5218

29.8

7.17

2.14

46,5 - 200

3862

22.1

7.13

1.57

17500

100.00

Total

7.65

** Sinking in water (1000 kg/m³)
*** Estimated
Table 9.2: Particle size distribution of the <200 mm fraction obtained by sieve analysis using standardized laboratory sieves. The weighted
average content of heavier-than-water (1000 kg/m³) material of the <200 mm fraction was calculated using float-sink analysis data from
Table 9.3.

Table 9.2 shows the particle size distribution of the <200
mm fraction. The average content of the <200 mm fraction
on heavier-than-water material (1000 kg/m³) is 7.7 weight
percent (wt%) (or mass percent ma%) as indicated in this
table. The heavier-than-water objects mainly consisted
of organics (e.g. wood) and inert materials (e.g. stones
and batteries), the majority of which clearly got into the
sample unintended during collection on the beach. These
components were, therefore, excluded from further tests
and analyses.
According to Table 9.2, the contamination level of organics and heavier-than-water material in the sample
increases with reducing particle size. The size fraction
200-400 mm contained only plastics floating on water
(PP and PE).
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Size

Fraction

Material

Mass

Mass

Material

Mass

Percentage

Re-

fraction

F=Float

type

(g)

distribution

sub type

(g)

in

marks

(mm)

S=Sink

2 - 11.2

F

S

11.2 - 31.5

F

S

31.5 - 46.5

F

S

46.5 - 200

F

plastic

200 - 400

F

size

fraction

fraction

(ma-%)

(ma-%)

86.7

13
26

3.1

plastic

7

0.8

non plastic**

67

7.9

Total

846

100

plastic

6020

89.50

733
0

0

foam

0.5

0.1

80.1

87

other plastic

5389

fishery plastic

628

9.3

foam

3

0.04

74

2.6

rope

174

organics

125

1.9

plastic

16.9

0.3

non plastic**

390

5.8

Total

6726

100

plastic

4760

90.6

rope

90

1.7

organics

29

0.5
0.9

plastic

46

non plastic**

331

6.3

Total

5255

100

plastic

3518

90.7

84

other plastic
fishery plastic
1.5

rope
organics

rope
S

733.7

in size

other plastic

3890

fishery plastic

867

17

foam

2

0.05

other plastic

3336

86

fishery plastic

103

3

foam

79

2

2.2

organics

0

plastic

276

non plastic**

0

total

3878

100

plastic

5981

100

7.1

other plastic

4841

fishery plastic

917

foam

87

floating PET
bottle
S

0

137

0

**: mainly inorganics, such as stones and batteries

Table 9.3. Float sink analysis of individual size fractions from Table 9.2 in water (1000 kg/m³) followed by composition analysis by manual
sorting
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Remarkably, 60 wt% of the lighter-than-water material

Density fraction

Mass

Percentage

is heavier than 960 kg/m³, as indicated in Table 9.3. Note

(kg/m )

(g)

(wt-%)

³

that polyolefins, such as PP, LDPE and HDPE, typically lie
in the density range of 900-960 kg/m³. Apart from foamed

<880

0

0

resins, polyolefins are the only solid plastics that are

<881

0

0.0

lighter than water. Therefore, two reasonable explana-

<882

2.4

0.5

tions come to mind for the above finding: (1) the majority

<883

13.5

3.0

of the objects in the sample contain a small amount of

<884

10.2

2.3

fillers, such as chalk, or (2) the plastic objects are oxi-

<885

6

1.3

dized due to weathering, which shifts their original den-

<886

17

sity to higher values. The latter phenomenon seems more

<887

49.2

likely after a visual inspection and from indicative rigidity

<888

79.7

17.8

tests of individual pieces from the sample. This assump-

<889

103.1

23.0

tion is also supported by the data in Table 9.4, which

<890

153.3

34.2

shows very little material in the density range of <940 kg/

<891

11.8

2.6

1.7

0.4

m³. Degradation analyses were carried out to ascertain
these issues, see below.

Total

447.9

5.8

3.8
11.0
33.9

60.3

100.00

Infrared spectroscopy showed that approximately 90%

Table 9.4: Density distribution of lighter-than-water (1000 kg/

of the sample was PE as shown in Table 9.5 below. This

m³) material of the 11.2-31.2 mm fraction from Table 9.2. Analysis

finding is consistent with the results obtained by (Rios,

method: float-sink analysis in ethanol-water mixtures of different

Moore, & Jones, 2007).

densities.

Sample

Fraction

RAV PV2 1.0 F
Plastic

2 - 11.2

(plastic)
11.2 - 31.5
31.5 - 46.5
46.5 - 200

P.O.

Mass

Mass % of fraction

# of pcs.

(PE, PP)

(g)

(m%)

(#)

PE

12.1

91.7

73

PP

1.1

8.3

13

PE

166.2

80.6

69

PP

40

19.4

24

PE

448.9

91.1

45

PP

43.9

8.9

11

PE

435.3

90.8

23

PP

44.3

9.2

5

Table 9.5: IR analysis on samples taken from each 1.0 F plastic(plastic) fraction to determine the PE/PP ratio distribution within the
sample
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9.1.4 Degradation analysis
Degradation of polymers is a result of chemical attacks,

As material recycling and pyrolysis are preferred recovery

mainly oxidation, leading to loss of mechanical proper-

options for plastics recovered from marine debris in this

ties, such as tensile and impact strength, strain, and also

project, knowledge on the degree of degradation of these

fading of color. In addition, strong oxidation may also lead

plastics is important. Therefore, we performed analyses

to shortening of the chain length of the polymer, which

to determine the degree of degradation due to oxidation

can be observed as cracks on the surface of a degraded

of the sample. The degradation tests were carried out at

object and which make the material brittle. Degradation

the Laboratório de Polímeros, Universidade de Caxias do

occurs due to one or more environmental factors such

Sul, Brasil.

as heat, (UV) light, oxidative chemicals (e.g. acids, bases
and some types of salt) or bacterial and fungal activity.

Previous findings

Although degradation is an essential process to clean up

Sudhakar et al., (2007) studied the loss of mass of syn-

plastic waste in the natural environment by biodegrada-

thetic plastics in seawater due to (bio)degradation. To

tion, it is clearly undesirable if the polymeric material is

this end, they immersed samples of HDPE, LDPE and PP

to be recycled (material recovery) or is to be converted to

in the Bay of Bengal near Chennai Port (Port) and Fisher-

oil for use as a fuel (pyrolysis). On the other hand, other

ies Survey of India (FSI) for a period of six months with a

recovery options are much less affected when degraded

monthly sample withdrawal. This study indicated maxi-

plastic waste is used as an input, such as gasification

mum losses of mass of 1.5-2.5% for LDPE, 0.5-0.8% for

(converting plastics to syngas) or energy recovery by in-

HDPE and 0.5-0.6% for the PP after 6 months of exposure.

cineration.

In studies of Albertsson & Karlsson (1990) it was found
that the LDPE buried in soil lost 3.5% of its mass in 10

Degradation under atmospheric conditions (which is the

years. This low rate of decomposition is in accordance

case for floating or even submerged plastic pieces in the

with studies of (Otake, Kobayashi, Asabe, Murakami, &

ocean), generally involves - but is not limited to - chemi-

Ono, 1995), in which it was found that 10 years is a rela-

cal absorption of oxygen atoms in the polymer chain in

tively short period of time for biodegradation of synthetic

the form of ketones (C=O), hydroxyl (OH) or carboxylic

polymers, such as polyethylene [3]. The same study re-

(COOH) groups. Due to this oxygen uptake, advanced deg-

ports a mass reduction of 2.5% in LDPE and a decrease

radation leads to an increase of material density, which

in tensile strength of 24 to 20 MPa in 6 months in tropical

we indeed observed in our samples from Hawai’i (see

conditions. The formation of carbonyl groups was found

section Composition and size distribution analyses).

to help microorganisms in the process of degradation.
Note that under tropical conditions, higher levels of bio-

If waste plastics are to be recycled as a material, the

degradation can probably be expected due to the higher

negative influence of degradation is obvious. The reason

levels of temperature, oxygen and microorganisms.

that degradation also affects the quality of pyrolysis oil
lies in the fact that the chemically bound oxygen from the
degraded polymer chains is carried over into to the pyrolysis oil. As a result, the oil becomes acidic and attacks
the inner walls of combustion engines and fuel pipes. In
addition, chemically bound oxygen reduces the heating
value of the oil (i.e. the amount of heat released during
combustion of a given amount of oil, e.g. 1 kg).
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Figure 9.5: Ground mixture of PP and HDPE from marine debris before washing

Sample preparation

Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy

For the analysis, we selected polyolefin objects >2 mm

PP and HDPE samples were analysed separately by spec-

from the Hawai’i sample. Ropes and fishery objects were

trophotometry using the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)

excluded from this analysis. The sample was prepared by

method. A spectrophotometer of the type Nicolet, model

mixing polyolefins from all size fractions from Table 9.3

Impact, with a measurement range of 400 to 4000 cm-1

(see section Composition and size distribution analyses)

was used. This spectrophotometer required the samples

according to their mass ratio in the original raw sample.

be ground to powder and pressed to tablets of defined

The sample was then ground in a cutting mill to <20 mm

dimensions in a potassium bromide (KBr) matrix. The

and washed in a neutral detergent solution and dried

measurements were carried out in threefold for all sam-

in an oven at 90 °C for 72 hours (see Figure 9.5). Subse-

ples.

quently, the prepared polyolefin mixture was separated
into pure fractions of PP and HDPE using the float-sink

For the present purpose of FTIR analysis of polyolefins,

method in a water-ethanol mixture of density 920 kg/m³.

the following bands are characteristics:

This is because the applied method of degradation analysis by infrared spectroscopy required mono-plastic type

Polyethylene (HDPE): 1465 and 731 cm-1

fractions. Finally, the ground samples were subjected to

Polypropylene (PP): 840, 1166, 1455 and 2720 cm-1

cryogenic milling to obtain fine powders, which were subsequently dried for 72 hours in a desiccator.

For the evaluation of the degree of degradation, the carbonyl index (CI) derived from the obtained spectrometric

The resulting dry polymer powders were mixed with KBr

graphs was used. In this work, the CI was calculated as

and pressed to tablets of defined dimensions suitable for

the ratio between the areas of peaks belonging to oxi-

the infrared spectrophotometer used (see next section).

dized components to those belonging to the natural characteristic components of the polymer.
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For polyethylene, the area of the peaks at 1780 and 1700
cm-1 was used for the oxidized components (carbonyl
forming bands) and the area of the peak at 1465 cm-1
was used to represent the natural component of PE. For
polypropylene, the same area of 1780 and 1700 cm-1 was
used for the oxidized components, whereas the area belonging to the peak at 2720 cm-1 was used to represent
the natural component of PP.
Results
The carbonyl index is a useful and broadly used measure to quantify the degree of degradation of polymers.
Yet, it is not an absolute measure of degradation and it
can, therefore, not be directly translated to the loss of

Figure 9.6. FTIR spectrum of the studied PE sample recovered

mechanical properties of the given polymer. Hence, we

from marine debris at the beaches of Hawai’i

compared the data of our measurements with studies in
which degradation was induced under controlled laboratory conditions and in which the carbonyl index was defined in the same way as in our study.
Figure 9.6 and Figure 9.7 show the obtained FTIR spectra
for PE and PP, respectively, showing the formation of the
carbonyl groups at 1720 cm-1, which is characteristic for
the oxidation of the material. Table 9.6 shows the calculated values of the carbonyl index (CI) for the studied PE
and PP samples. Higher values of CI indicate stronger oxidation. Note that CI values of PE and PP cannot directly
be compared to each other, because the basis of calculating the CI value is different for both polymers (i.e. the
area belonging to the peak that represents the natural
component of PE and PP are different).
Figure 9.7. FTIR spectrum of the studied PP sample recovered
from marine debris at the beaches of Hawai’i
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Gulmine, Janissek, Heise, & Akcelrud, (2003) measured

Conclusions

the carbonyl index of LDPE (low density polyethylene)

From the above degradation tests so far it can be con-

and HDPE (high density polyethylene) using the same

cluded that the polyolefin samples originating from ma-

comparison bands which were used in this study. They

rine debris from the beaches of Hawai’i were less degrad-

exposed the samples to UV light of an intensity of 0.35 W/

ed than expected. The degree of degradation of HDPE

m², and to an elevated temperature of 50 °C for 16 days

appears particularly mild both when compared to studies

(LDPE) and 67 days (HDPE) respectively. They obtained CI

of accelerated ageing under controlled conditions and

values close to 0.5 for both LDPE and HDPE, which close-

when compared to the degradation found for PP from the

ly match our data. Further, in a study carried out at the

same sample origin.

University of Caxias do Sul, Brasil, the carbonyl index was
measured for PE that was exposed to accelerated aging

Due to the characteristics of its chemical structure,

by UV light (according to ASTM G154-00) for 2 days and

polypropylene (PP) is more susceptible to degradation

by heat in an air-circulated oven at 55°C for 113 days. The

than polyethylene (PE). In turn, low-density polyethylene

resulting carbonyl indices were 0.86 for UV exposure and

(LDPE) is more susceptible to degradation than high-

0.05 for heat exposure, respectively.

density polyethylene (HDPE) at the same amount of exposure. HDPE has the greatest resistance to degradation

(Rabello & White, 1997) obtained carbonyl index values of

among polyolefins due to the low number of branches in

between 9.1-9.3 for polypropylene that was exposed to UV

its chain when compared to LDPE and PP. In addition, PP

light with an intensity of 2.2 W/m², at a temperature of 30

presents tertiary carbon atoms in its macromolecules, in

°C, for 63 days. They used the same comparison bands as

which hydrogen is easily attacked generating a free radi-

in our study.

cal, which triggers the degradation process (crosslinking
in the case of PP). Among the different types of influences leading to degradation, irradiation by UV light is probably the strongest, especially when compared to exposure
by heat and other environmental influences for the same

Samples

Carbonyl

PE1

0.48

on the surface of the attacked material, but at extended

PE2

0.49

exposure it also affects deeper layers leading to the for-

PE3

0.48

mation of cracks, fissures, brittleness, colour change and

PP1

9.14

fracture. For both PP and PE, which are non-polar poly-

PP2

9.49

mers, a marine environment does not accelerate degra-

PP3

9.26

dation significantly when compared to polar polymers, in

period of time. The degradation effect of UV light begins

which water uptake can promote hydrolysis, indicative of
Table 9.6. Carbonyl index of the PE and PP samples of this study

degradation. This is an aggressive environment not only

as determined by FTIR spectrophotometry. The indicated figures

due to the presence of salts but also due to wind and sea

represent repeated measurements

currents.
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In this work, we evaluated the carbonyl index, which is

The excess weight of the macrofoulant might cause the

a quantitative parameter that can be used to compare

colonized plastic object to become submerged. As the

the degree of oxidation of materials. Higher values of

ultraviolet portion of sunlight is strongly attenuated in

the carbonyl index indicate more advanced degradation.

seawater, submerged plastics will show a slower rate of

However, due to the difficulty of defining exposure time

photo-degradation. On the other hand, microbe-rich fou-

and intensity in marine environments, we compared the

lant film tends to accelerate biodegradation.

results with laboratory degradation tests, in which these
parameters were carefully controlled.

(Pegram & Andrady, 1989) reported on tests, in which
samples of PP, PE, rubber and fishing nets were exposed

The degradation analysis in this work was carried out on

to different natural environmental conditions for one

plastic samples from marine debris collected along the

year. They found that the most favourable environment

coast of Hawai’i (see sections above). It should be noted

for degradation for all samples was in open air, while the

that there might be significant differences in the degree

underwater conditions inhibited degradation due to the

of degradation between samples collected on the coast

cooling effect of samples exposed to seawater. Biofouling

and those collected directly from the sea, depending

of the sample surface leading to reduced light exposure

upon the residence time of the objects in both environ-

may also have decreased the rate of weathering.

ments and weather conditions. There are indications that
the coast is a more aggressive environment with respect
to degradation than the open sea, especially when objects are completely submerged in water. First, objects
lying on the coast show stronger build-up of heat due
to sun irradiation than objects floating in sea, which are
cooled by the water. As a result, objects on the coast may
reach significantly higher temperatures than the surrounding air resulting in an acceleration of light-induced
and thermo-oxidative degradation.
Further, all materials submerged in seawater invariably
undergo fouling. The initial stages of fouling result in the
formation of a biofilm on the surface and gradual enrichment of the biofilm leads to a rich algal growth. Consequently, the biofilm becomes opaque, which reduces the
light intensity reaching the object surface. Hence, the rate
of photo-degradation at sea appears to be partly determined by the rate of fouling. Advanced stages of fouling
are characterized by the colonization by macrofoulants,
such as bryozoans, on the affected plastic surfaces.
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Pyrolysis tests
Norbert Fraunholcz • Jochem Jonkman
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Polyolefin plastics (PP and PE) strongly resemble ali-

Raw pyrolysis oil is a mixture of many different hydro-

phatic (linear-chain) components of crude oil. From that

carbon components and can be compared to crude oil.

point of view, polyolefins can be regarded as petrified oil.

Therefore, refinement of the raw oil is necessary for many

The goal of the pyrolysis process is to convert waste plas-

applications, such as to produce gasoline for combustion

tics into oil at the highest possible yield to replace fos-

engines. On the other hand, large ship engines can take a

sil fuel. Pyrolysis involves thermal decomposition of the

broad range of oil qualities and unrefined pyrolysis oil can

long macromolecular chains of plastics, with the chains

meet quality requirements for marine fuel. As the refin-

becoming liquid at room temperature when their lengths

ery step involves additional costs and converts only part

drop below approximately 20 carbon atoms. Pyrolysis is

of the raw oil input into the target product (e.g. gasoline),

usually carried out in the temperature range of approxi-

marine fuel appears a very attractive application for py-

mately 450 - 550 °C. However, as it is very difficult to con-

rolysis oil despite its somewhat lower market price when

trol where exactly the macromolecular chains are broken

compared to refined products.

by the thermal process, pyrolysis invariably yields decomposition products with a wide range of chain lengths.
As a result, gasses and liquids (oil) as well as solids (char)
are produced in different ratios, mainly depending on the
process parameters and catalysts used. Gases produced
during pyrolysis are usually combusted on-site to maintain the required process temperature, so that pyrolysis
does not depend on external energy sources except when
starting the process.

At the time of writing of this report, Companies A and B have already reported on their results whereas the tests at Company C are still
underway. Both companies A and B have reported that the pyrolysis oil obtained with our samples originating from marine debris met
their quality standards and was comparable to the quality of oil derived from their regular plant input, which usually represents mixtures
of PP, HDPE and LDPE from different waste sources. Both companies stated that they would be able to take such marine debris as an
input material without restriction in their plants when the material is pre-treated in the way similar to our sample. Note that the quality
of pyrolysis oil was in both tests evaluated by visual inspection. Chemical composition analyses were not performed at this stage.
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9.2.1 Test setup

9.2.3 Results

Three companies, either users or suppliers of pyrolysis

The companies involved in the pyrolysis tests preferred

equipment, were requested to test our plastic samples

not to be mentioned by name at this stage in this report.

from marine debris and report on the quality of the ob-

Therefore, the results below are referred to as originating

tained pyrolysis oil. In order to have a basis of reference,

from Company A, B and C.

we sent samples from the very same batches for these
tests as used for the degradation analyses (see para-

9.2.4 Mass balance of pyrolysis

graph on Degradation analysis above). Due to the rela-

Companies A and B provided us with the mass balance

tively small amount of available samples (approx. 5-10 kg

of their full-scale pyrolysis plants when processing their

per test), all tests were carried out on a laboratory scale.

regular input material (all figures in wt%):

9.2.2 Sample preparation

Company A producing gasoline:

For the pyrolysis tests, we selected polyolefin objects >2
mm from the Hawai’i sample, from which ropes and fish-

• 17% syngas

ery objects were excluded. The samples were prepared

• 15% light fraction for internal use in the plant

by mixing polyolefins from all size fractions from Table

• 62% gasoline fraction

9.3 (section Composition and size distribution analyses)

• 5% char

according to their mass ratio in the original raw sample.

• 1% water

The samples were then ground in a cutting mill to <12
mm in order to arrive at a fairly narrow particle size dis-

The gasoline fraction is further treated by column distil-

tribution and subsequently shipped to the test facilities.

lation that yields the mass balance:

These samples represented mixtures of PP and HDPE and
contained a few percent of non-polyolefins, such as wood

• 1% light oil fraction

and foamed plastics, but the samples were free from

• 86% gasoline fraction suited for diesel engines of road

heavier-than-water plastics (e.g. PET).

vehicles
• 7% kerosene suited for power generators
• 7% heavy fraction to be returned to the pyrolysis
process
Company B producing marine fuel:
• 15% syngas
• 77% marine fuel
• 7% char
• 1% water
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Depending on the intended mixing ratio, the pyrolysis oil
can be directly blended into the regular marine fuel for
lower percentages in the fuel or refined first for higher
percentages. There is no data at this point on the ratio of
mixing where refining becomes necessary, or on the mass
balance of the refinery with this type of pyrolysis oil.
9.2.5 Conclusions
The results of pyrolysis tests are very encouraging. According to the companies involved, the quality of the pyrolysis oil obtained from the polyolefin fraction of marine
debris is comparable to that obtained with the regular
input of their pyrolysis plants. It appears from the results
that the process producing marine fuel is more attractive
due to its substantially higher yield of 77% for the target
fraction when compared to the gasoline producing process with a final yield of 53% for the gasoline fraction. In
addition, the less strict quality requirements on marine
fuel are an advantage in an actual application of this recovery route.
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CHAPTER 10
1.1

Financials
Bernd van Dijk • Dario Grassini • Jan de Sonneville
Boyan Slat

The focus of this chapter is to provide insight
into: (i) the estimated required investment in
capital expenditures; and (ii) an indication of
the estimated annual operating expenses.
This also allows for comparison to alternative
cleanup solutions that are currently being utilized.
Section 10.1 presents the investment in capital expenditures; Section 10.2 presents the
estimated operating expenditures and decommissioning costs; Section 10.3 inspects various scenarios to provide an indication of the
break-even costs/price. This is in combination
with the mass of plastic removed assumptions.
The chapter then concludes with section 10.4
cost conclusions and a comparison to alternative solutions.
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The costs and prices are attained from information presented in the appropriate chapters
within the feasibility report. In assessing the
accuracy of the estimated costs, we look at
three broad possible results: base case, best
case, and worse case cost. The case price sensitivity is calculated using quotes received from
potential suppliers, Internet research, intuitive
calculations, and various assumptions. These
unit cost results were applied to three different array lengths (50, 100, and 200 kilometres);
each length with its own determined field efficiency (63 percent, 100 percent, and 200 percent relative to the 100 km value of 45 percent).
The scope of this report does not cover multiple
periods or valuations. It focuses on the initial
capital outlay and the annual costs of platform
operation. Prospective future costs and valuations will be examined in detail during the next
phase when additional information regarding
the masses of plastic to be captured over the
years and sales prices of relevant plastic quality will be gathered to assist in those calculations. From there we will be able to more accurately predict the potential cash flows from
sales and any return on investment.
A FEASIBILITY STUDY

Capital and operating expenditures do not include amounts for insurance, harbour costs,
transport, or installation. In calculating the
costs, certain assumptions are made by using
exchange rates and approximate costs of fuel.
Hedging against currency exchange, inflation,
and fuel price fluctuations, as well as accounting for professional service fees, will be considered in more detail during the coming phases.
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Capital
Expenditures
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Figure 10. 1 Estimated initial Base Capital Expenditure in euro ‘000s

10.1.1 Components of CapEx
TOC has categorised CapEx into five main cost compo-

As can be seen from the top sheet, the five main cost-

nents: the platform, platform equipment, boom, moor-

drivers of the capital expenditures are the mooring lines,

ing, and maintenance (after year 1). These include a va-

tension cable, buoyancy elements, boom fabric, and spar

riety of items with the required minimum mass of units

platform.

at current market rates (in euro). A detailed breakdown
of the costs can be found in Figure 10.8. For a base-case

One significant item to note is the cost of the selected

scenario where a 100 km Array is being utilized, the to-

platform. For this feasibility study, The Ocean Cleanup

tal initial estimated capital expenditure is approximately

(hereafter referred to as TOC) assumes to be using a

€180,193,050. Figure 10.1, shows the breakdown of the

custom-built spar platform with an estimated cost of €

main categories.

14 million. This cost is based on quotes received from
credible platform manufacturers. This selection was also

10.1.2 Main Capital Expenditures

determined to be more effective with regards to our mis-

Table 10.1 below shows the estimated cost per unit of the

sion. In comparison to the other option, a SWATH Vessel

Top 5 items and other significant items. These relate to

with a cost of € 50 million, the spar platform is € 36 mil-

different categories and take into consideration a base-,

lion less expensive.

best-, and worst-case cost scenario for an Array length of
100 kilometres.
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Category

Base

Best

Worst

180,193

147,984

202,685

Mooring lines

Mooring

36,893

25,825

40,582

Cable

Boom

26,161

22,237

30,085

Buoyancy elements

Boom

25,404

22,864

27,944

Fabric

Boom

21,252

19,127

23,377

Spar buoy

Platform

14,000

11,200

16,800

Top 5 total

123,710

101,252

138,789

% of total CapEx

68,65%

68,42%

68,48%

Total CapEx

Other significant CapEx costs
Anchoring

Mooring

9,743

8,769

10,717

Antifouling coating

Boom

9,660

6,859

11,689

Bottom chain

Mooring

4,890

4,401

5,379

Ballast

Boom

3,364

3,028

3,700

Mooring

Mooring

1,995

1,397

2,195

Manufacturing

Boom

1,916

958

2,299

Vessel, fuel & crew

Other

1,000

900

1,100

Table 10.1 Top 5 CapEx cost items (not considering installation costs); in euro ‘000 for a 100 km Array. Table also shows ‘Other significant
CapEx costs’.
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10.1.3 Uncertainties and spread of CapEx
There are a number of assumptions, uncertainties, and
different quotes that cause a spread from the base cost.
For the desired scenario consisting of: a 100 km Array
with a 10 year limited life, geared to capture 7,000 tons
of plastic with a 45 percent efficiency rate, each item on
the list of capital expenditures deviates from the base
cost by its own percentage to provide a best/worst case.
These can also be seen in Figure 10.8. For the total initial
CapEx, the outlay of € 180.2 million is estimated to range
between € 147.9 million (best-case) and € 202.7 million
(worst-case). This is a spread consisting of an 18 percent
decrease and 12 percent increase, respectively. from the
base cost which attempts to demonstrate the range of
the anticipated costs.
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Operating
Expenditures
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Staff
€ 800

Transport of plastic
€ 907

Maintenance
€ 3,268

Platform operations
€ 25

Figure 10.2 Estimated annual base operating expenditure in euro ‘000s for a 100 km Array

10.2.1 Components of OpEx
Operating expenditures have been classified into four

Not included in the OpEx are decommissioning costs.

main categories: maintenance, platform operations,

These will be incurred when removing the platform,

transport of plastic, and staff. These also include a vari-

moorings, and booms from the ocean. The current base-

ety of items with the required minimum volume of units at

decommissioning estimate is € 16.8 million (6.3 + 7.7 +

a current market rate in euro. A detailed breakdown of the

2.8 million respectively).

OpEx costs can be found in Figure 10.8. For a base-case
scenario where a 100 km Array is being utilized, the total annual estimated operating expenditures is approximately € 3,304,000.
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Category
Total OpEx

Base

Best

Worst

5,000

3,428

6,886

Maintenance vessels,
fuel, crew

Maintenance

2,298

1,149

3,769

Spare parts

Maintenance

970

727

1,212

Onshore staff

Staff

800

720

880

Fuel transport

Transport of
779

702

857

plastic
Crew transport

Transport of
128

115

141

Top 5 total

4,975

3,413

6,859

% of total OpEx

99.50%

99,56%

99,60%

plastic

Table 10.2 Top 5 OpEx cost items; in euro ‘000 for a 100km Array
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10.2.2 Main Operations Expenses

10.2.3 Uncertainties and spread of OpEx

To generate an indication of the cost price and compari-

As with CapEx, in the scenario where TOC is able to obtain

son to alternative cleanup methods, annual operating

a 45 percent field efficiency using a 100 km Array to col-

expenses have been calculated. Table 10.2 below shows

lect a mass of 7,000 tons annually, there are uncertainties

the Top 5 Operating Expenses in which TOC also factors

and spreads associated with the operating expenses. The

into consideration the best- and worst-case costs. Fig-

total annual OpEx base is € 5.0 million and is estimated

ure 10.8 shows a total overview including: maintenance

to range between € 3.4 million (best-case) and € 6.9 mil-

labour costs, platform operation fuel, and chartering the

lion (worst-case) allowing for a 31 percent decrease and

plastic transit vessel.

38 percent increase respectively from the base cost. Uncertainties in this area can be a function of the capital
expenditures and on-going expenses required to run the
operations such as: staff costs, the number of times per
year the transport vehicle needs to extract plastic from
the platform, the required spare parts (estimated at 0.6
percent of CapEx) and the maintenance vessel, fuel, and
crew administered.
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1.1

Break-even
Costs/Prices

To determine a first important indication of the
financial feasibility of the project, a break-even
analysis is performed. This analysis compares
total costs (capital depreciation and operational costs) in relation to the total mass of plastic extracted from the ocean. The result is the
minimum price The Ocean Cleanup would have
to sell each kilogram of plastic to “stay above
water” - i.e. the break-even price (euro / kg).
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Figure 10.3 Break-even analysis in price per kilogram for each Array length in kilometres

10.3.1 Method (four variables) and assumptions
In performing the break-even analysis, four variables and

In the calculations, a limited lifetime of 10 years is applied

certain assumptions are considered. The four variables

instead of a general economic lifetime (for most equip-

are: scenario (base-, best-, worst-case cost), length of

ment 20 years). This is because projections indicate the

the Array (50 / 100 / 200 km), the lifetime of the project

mean amount of plastic mass will decrease with time.

in years (20 years (economic) or 10 years (limited)), and

Thus, the average mass of plastic that will be collected

lastly the total mass (7,000 / 15,000 / 45,000) in tons per

per year will likely be lower than what has been calcu-

year of plastic extraction. A field efficiency rate of 63 per-

lated using the 10-year deployment time. Lastly, the re-

cent, 100 percent and 200 percent (relative to the field

sale value of any capital infrastructure is conservatively

efficiency of a 100 km array) has been used for the three

assumed to be zero, as its sales price is too uncertain.

array lengths respectively.

However, any CapEx sales would reduce the total cost of
the project. Resale revenue would also be applied against

Utilizing a financial model that tests the cash (Capex and
Opex) as well as cost (depreciation and operation) outlook
over the project’s period, one can determine the breakeven price considering the above variables, assumptions,
and costs per unit of CapEx and OpEx. For instance: In a
base case scenario, utilizing an Array length or 100 km,
with an limited life (10 years), to capture a mass of 7,000
tons per year, the break-even price is € 4.53 / kg.

A FEASIBILITY STUDY
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10.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis
The below figures represent the results of the scenarios:
Array Length in kilometres (‘000s)
Field efficiency relative to the 100 km array
Total Cost (Euros ‘000 / yr) -

50

100

200

63%

100%

150%

24,496 19,559 28,205

25,068 19,436 28,863

33.747 26,570 38,446

-20%

-22%

-21%

P&L Outlook

15%

15%

14%

% Deviation from Base case
Volume

Breakeven price (€/kg)

Breakeven price (€/kg)

Breakeven price (€/kg)

Ton/year (efficiency 100 km)

7,000

5.84

4.71

6.68

Ton/year (efficiency 100 km)

15,000

2.85

2.33

3.25

1.91

1.54

2.16

1.74

1.42

1.95

Ton/year (efficiency 100 km)

45,000

1.20

1.03

1.34

0.89

0.77

0.98

0.83

0.73

0.90

Table 10.3 Annual Costs - Economic life
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3.01

4.36

3.45

2.77

3.90
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Array Length in kilometres (‘000s)
Field efficiency relative to the 100 km array
Total Cost (Euros ‘000 / yr) -

50

100

200

63%

100%

150%

28,894 22,953 33,171

30,039 23,926 34,487

47,396 36,976 53,654

-21%

-20%

-22%

P&L Outlook

15%

15%

13%

% Deviation from Base case
Volume

Breakeven price (€/kg)

7,000

6.84

5.48

7.82

4.53

Ton/year (efficiency 100 km)

15,000

3.32

2.69

3.78

Ton/year (efficiency 100 km)

45,000

1.36

1.15

1.51

Figure 10. 4 Annual Costs - Limited life

The preferred scenario includes: Base costs, an Array
length of 100 km, a limited life of 10 years; the total cost is
€ 31.7 million per year. At a mass of 7,000 tons, this results
in a break-even price of € 4.53 / kg.

A FEASIBILITY STUDY

Breakeven price (€/kg)

Ton/year (efficiency 100 km)

Breakeven price (€/kg)

3.66

5.16

4.75

3.76

5.35

2.24

1.84

2.54

1.00

0.87

1.10

2.35

1.88

2.62

1.04

0.88

1.13
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Figure 10.4 OpEx in relation to CapEx, euro (best-, base-, and worst-case) over ten years.

10.4.1. Summary of estimated Capital and Operat-

10.4.2 Comparison of break-even price with al-

ing Expenditures

ternative current cleanup concepts

The below figure displays the: best-, base-, and worst-

There have been numerous other cleanup concepts in the

case cost scenarios in euro for (i) the total estimated

past, conducted by various organizations and public vol-

required investment in capital expenditures; and (ii) an

unteers. Furthermore, cleanup efforts are currently being

indication of the estimated operating expenses over ten

undertaken, mostly by means of beach cleanups. To be

years. It also includes the (iii) Replacement cost of equip-

able to judge on the financial viability of the project, this

ment that has a useful life of 5 years and (iv) Decommis-

section will compare the cost per kg to other proposed

sioning costs after 10 years.

and present measures. Figure 10.6 compares The Ocean
Cleanup’s base price to alternative concepts. The figure is

As expected with the passive cleanup concept, capital

far from complete, since most concepts have not shared

expenditures outweigh the operating expenditures. The

details like costs, deployments time and debris collec-

percentage deviation for the above amounts result in:

tion rates.

(i) a 18 percent decrease (best) to a 14 percent increase
(worst) from the base cost for capital expenditures; and
(ii) a 16 percent decrease to 16 percent increase from the
base cost for operating expenditures. The Ocean Cleanup
will take the above figures into account in order to attain
the necessary funding, develop a viable business model
with the required infrastructure and personnel expertise,
and ensure the financial sustainability of the project.
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Figure 10. 5 A comparison of cleanup costs per concept per kg

Figure 10.6 The Ocean Cleanup versus APEC beach efforts (voluntary cleanup cost, average cleanup cost in region, ghost net
cleanup cost) and Plastic recycling value (total cost per kg)

Concluding, based on the costs outlined in Figure 10.8,

Based on the current estimates of costs and the amount

The Ocean Cleanup Array is estimated to be 7x to 33x

of plastic in the oceans, the costs outweigh the profits

cheaper than conventional cleanup proposals per ex-

generated by high-volume solutions, like incineration or

tracted mass of plastics. In order to extract 70,320,000 kg

pyrolysis, but it is unknown what the financial prospective

(42 percent) of garbage from the North Pacific gyre in 10

would be for mechanical recycling, and should be investi-

years, we calculated a total cost of € 317,198,333 (low: €

gated in a later phase.

255,903,864, high: € 368,227,492). This means that in order for it to be profitable, a break-even cost of € 4.53 per

In terms of financial viability, as has been defined in chap-

kg (low: € 3.66, high: € 5.16) must be taken into account.

ter 1.8, we believe The Ocean Cleanup array has a medium

This cost is comparable to beach clean-ups (€ 0.07 – 18.0

to high financial viability.

per kg).
All three cases are cheaper than the direct industry damage in the APEC region (€ 6.51, based on 1.265 billion USD
per year, and 140,000 tons of plastic in the region). We
have not included this number in the comparative graph
(Figure 10.7) though, because first of all this estimation
is an annual value, instead of a one-time cost. Secondly,
most direct economic damage occurs in coastal areas,
whereas The Ocean Cleanup targets pelagic marine debris.
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Table 10.5 Line item break down of capital expenditure, operating expenditure, and decommission costs. Includes unit cost, mass,
base-, best-, and worst-case, economic, and limited life.
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In this feasibility study, we have investigated the techni-

In terms of environmental impact, we have shown that

cal feasibility, financial viability and scalability of large-

the collection platform’s primary energy source can be

scale passive plastic removal from the North Pacific gyre

solar (section 4.5), and that the impact to sea life is neg-

using The Ocean Cleanup Array concept.

ligible (chapter 6). The entire project would emit carbon
emissions equal to 372-1,367 cars.

Plastic pollution is a major threat in terms of ecology,
economics and ecotoxicology, and is likely to continue to

There are currently no major legal hurdles preventing the

increase in the next decades, amplifying its hazardous

implementation of the project on the chosen preliminary

effects (chapter 1).

location (chapter 8). Furthermore, we have shown there is
at least one way to process ocean plastics into a usable

Using vertical distribution measurements, we have

and valuable product (chapter 9).

shown that most plastics can be found in reachable
distances from the sea surface (section 2.3). At the se-

Based on this collected evidence, we conclude The Ocean

lected preliminary location, a dominant wind and current

Cleanup Array likely is a feasible and viable method for

direction has been identified (section 2.5). Using simpli-

large-scale, passive and efficient removal of floating

fied computational methods, we have also shown that a

plastic from the North Pacific Garbage Patch.

passive cleanup array can, in theory, collect significant
amounts of plastic, i.e. just under half the plastic in the

In order to extract 70,320,000 kg (42 %) of garbage from

Great Pacific Garbage Patch with a 100 kilometer span

the North Pacific gyre in 10 years, we calculated a to-

over 10 years (section 2.6).

tal cost of € 329,180,000 (low: € 280,060,000, high: €
368,890,000). This means that in order for it to be profit-

Using CFD simulations, we calculated that the float-

able, a break-even cost of € 4.70 per kg (low: € 4.00, high:

ing barriers are able to capture 79 percent of plastics

€ 5.27) must be taken into account. This has been based

by mass (section 3.2), and also showed that plastic gets

on a conservative estimate of 140,546,000 kg of plastic

transported along an angled barrier, thereby proving it is

within the North Pacific accumulation zone. These costs

a suitable structure to concentrate plastic pollution (sec-

per kg within the range of beach cleanups (€0.07-18.0),

tion 3.3).

and lower than the direct costs to industry in the APEC
region per kg per year (€ 6.51).

We developed a boom suitable to withstand ocean conditions (section 3.6), and dimensioned mooring systems

Finally, for this project to be truly successful in reduc-

suitable for deployment at mid-ocean depths (section

ing the amount of plastics in the Great Pacific Garbage

3.7).

Patch, it is essential for the influx of new plastic pollution
into the oceans to be radically reduced (section 2.6).

We have also shown that existing technology is likely
suitable for the extraction, pre-processing and transport of plastics (chapter 4), as well as for the operations
(chapter 5).
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1.1

Recommendations

The research undertaken has provided the basis not only for drawing conclusions of the concept’s feasibility and financial viability, but also
for recommending necessary future research
before the project is executed in full scale. To
summarize, the two essential elements of future in the second phase of the project are:
• The in-depth engineering and optimization
of the structure; and
• Improving the plastic mass estimate, by
taking spatial and temporal variability, as
well as measured vertical distribution into
account.
These and several other (secondary) recommendations for future work have been outlined
in this chapter, separated into appropriate research fields.
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Figure 11.1 Measuring vertical distribution using a multi-level trawl

11.2.1Physical oceanography
DISTRIBUTION AND MASS
• To reduce the magnitude of uncertainties of the
vertical distribution data, and its relation with
environmental conditions, more multi-level trawl
measurements need to be taken (see Figure 11.1).
Preferably this should be done in the North Pacific
gyre, as this is likely to be the primary target of this
project.
• A large measurement-based dataset of plastic
concentrations of different sizes - both micro and

Figure 11.2 Simultaneous transections of an area could avoid in-

macro plastics - needs to be built in order to

accuracies caused by spatial and temporal variability

confirm the assumption others have made by
extrapolating plastic concentration measurements
over entire gyres. To avoid distortion caused by spatial
variations in time, multiple parallel and simultaneous
gyre transections could be measured (see Figure 11.2).
Such a large-scale experiment could also study the
assumption that the ratio between micro and macro
debris is constant across the gyre. If so, by sampling a
large volume of surface water using a large sampling
device, a mass spectrum could then by obtained which
can then be extrapolated to the gyre, creating a much
more accurate mass estimate.
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LOCAL CONDITIONS
• To be able to accurately scale the required
processing equipment, accurate material flow data
for the chosen location must be collected, including
its fluctuations over time (see Figure 11.3). This could,
for example, be achieved by developing and deploying

Laser

a permanently moored sampling device.
Figure 11.3 An example of a potential (permanently moored) sam-

• Before the project can be executed, detailed studies

pling device, designed to optically measure plastic flux over time.

on the local wave and climate conditions as well as soil
properties must be undertaken. Detailed
measurement-based data for our area of interest is
currently unavailable, due to its remoteness.
Deploying a weather buoy apparatus, e.g. attached to
the sampling device, could do this.
CURRENT MODELLING AND ARRAY INTERACTION
• To increase the accuracy of the field efficiency
determination, the interaction between the floating
barriers and current, as well as the interaction
between the floating barriers and the plastics, should

Figure 11.4 A Weather Buoy

be taken into consideration. It is unknown what the
influence of the barriers will be on the (local) currents.
It could be, for example, that the surface velocity is
lower during ‘reverse-current events’, since the

<v

barrier is absorbing part of that current’s energy (see
Figure 11.5).

<v
v

• Laboratory tests should confirm the ratios between
different driving forces of plastic in the ocean; wind,

v

waves and surface currents

Figure 11.5 An example of a hypothetical trajectory of a particle
in 2D, under influence of the array. The particle approaches the
array with velocity v cm/s, moves along the barrier with velocity <v
cm/s, gets transported away from the array due to a reverse-current event with a velocity that is likely smaller than v cm/s, etc.
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11.2.2 Engineering
DURABILITY
• Improving the quantification of the loads on the
floating barriers and moorings using a series of
up-scaling tests (see section 11.2), and refined
designs.
• Experimentally investigate the sensitivity of structural
elements for fatigue, which could
result in a more efficiently dimensioned structure,
reducing costs.
• Impact resistance of the booms for rare and
exceptionally large debris (from fridges to shipping
containers) should be investigated, to refine current
judgments on maintenance and replacements
requirements of boom sections.
• Investigating and developing alternative storm
survival strategies, with the aim of possibly reducing
costs.
• Validating the speed, impacts and coating
effectiveness in terms of biofouling
ULTRA DEEP SEA MOORINGS
• Although there is most likely no difference between
deep sea moorings currently in use and our ultra-deep
sea moorings (see Chapter 3), detailed mooring
analyses in terms of vibrations, loads and operations
will be necessary to be able to more accurately
estimate the costs of the moorings (see Figure 11.7).
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11.2.3 Fluid dynamics
3D WAVE AND BOOM INFLUENCE ON PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES
• Investigating the effects of wind- and wave-induced
turbulence on the boom capture efficiency.
• Including the interaction between particles and the
structure in the CFD analyses.
• Quantifying the potential efficiency loss due to
over-topping in high wave conditions.
11.2.4 Ecology
LOCAL IMPACT
• Field tests should investigate whether plankton
indeed survives after encountering the floating

Figure 11.7 The trajectory of the plastic particle near the boom

barriers, and these tests should also dictate whether

is not only decided by the (turbulent) current flow (left), but also

any active deterrence of vertebrates at the extraction

by wave mixing (center) and the motion of the barrier under the

equipment is necessary.

influence of waves (right).

11.2.5 Maritime Law
• Engagement of the United Nations is advisable, since
the UNCLOS/Law of the sea currently does not provide
full guidance for the concept that has been proposed
in this feasibility study.
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11.2.6 Recycling

11.2.7 Finance

• Processing tests should be repeated with samples

• The added market value of ocean plastics should be

directly coming out of a gyre, instead of a sample taken

investigated, should mechanical recycling be chosen

from a beach. This includes investigating the ratio

as a processing method.

between plastic and non-plastic debris (by mass)
floating inside the North Pacific Gyre, across all

should be explored, including philanthropic, corporate,

have only been based on beached debris, as well as

governmental and inter-governmental means.

micro-debris samples.
• Investigating the feasibility, advantages and
implications of local (on-platform) processing.
• Investigating the feasibility and advantages of other
processing options, including mechanical recycling,
composites and plasma gasification.
• Investigating if persistent organic pollutants (POPs)
have been decomposed, have settled in the pyrolysis’
slack, or if pre-treatment of the plastics would be
needed to exclude these compounds from the product.

A FEASIBILITY STUDY

• Funding models for the 3rd phase (see Figure 13.7)

particle sizes. At the moment, estimates of this ratio
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Outlook
and
Next Steps

In order to address the uncertainties summarized in Chapter 11.1, the second phase of the
project must serve to bridge the gap between
the results of this feasibility study and the implementation of the technology. In this phase,
we propose a series of up-scaling tests, working towards a large-scale operational pilot. To
be more cost-efficient, The Ocean Cleanup acts
as a facilitator for the research, outsourcing
most of the fundamental research to institutes,
and collaborating with offshore and engineering companies to cover most of the tests’ costs.
Figure 11.9 illustrates the step-by step relation between the project initiation phase (July
2012 to May 2013), the preliminary engineering
phase (Phase 1 - May 2013 to May 2014), followed by phase 2, in which the engineering will
undergo further iteration and validation steps
(starting in 2014).
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Figure 11.9 Phasing of The Ocean Cleanup project

The series of tests will generate new data in a range of

Ideally, the up-scaling tests illustrated in Figure 11.11

structural and physical topics. Furthermore, these up-

would be designed as a functional plastic collection

scaling tests will serve as a platform for the engineering

device; the extracted plastic could then be used for the

and oceanographic research groups, enabling them to

ocean plastic characterization and processing research.

immediately implement newly developed technology or
testing equipment in a real-life environment. This real-

The actual scale and function of each test will depend

time feedback could rapidly increase the speed in which

on the characteristics of the location and the results of

research takes place. As can be seen in Figure 11.10, the

detailed engineering and oceanographic research, as well

identified research topics can be roughly divided into two

as the output of the previous tests. The scale will likely

parts: oceanography and engineering. Each of these re-

range from ~100 m at the scale model test (1:1000) to ~10

search topics can benefit from the results of the tests,

km at the large-scale operational test (1:10).

while the tests can be improved thanks to the knowledge
created in the research groups.
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Figure 11.10 An illustration of the relation between the various in-depth research topics, and the series of up-scaling pilots

The majority of the oceanographic field research will be in

We expect this phase to take 3-4 years. In terms of costs,

the first 1-2 years, because many engineering topics re-

the first phase required about € 100,000 in cash, and an

quire the oceanographic results as input parameters (en-

estimated € 1-2 m of in-kind contributions. In this second

vironmental conditions, soil conditions, plastic flux, etc.).

phase of the project, we project a total cost of € 45 m,

In addition to pre-defined research topics (including

of which €40 m will most likely be covered thanks to col-

forces, boom-particle interaction, moorings, survivability,

laborations, sponsorships and in-kind contributions.

etc.), these tests also serve to uncover any unforeseen
interactions between the structure and the environment,

Further notices on the future plans, and the execution of

as well as practicing operational procedures.

the work after the feasibility study can be found on www.
theoceancleanup.com.

As can be seen in Figure 11.11, a testing project is followed
by another testing project. Depending on the available resources, the tests may or may not overlap. The mission
control center will coordinate the other work throughout
the phase, and will fulfill the managerial role in the testing projects.
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Figure 11.11 How work will be distributed in relation to time
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During the two expeditions in the North Atlantic
Gyre, a total of 12 trawls were conducted. The
available environmental conditions and sample
results are listed in Table A1.1. An ‘x’ indicates a
discarded or non-recorded sample.
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APPENDIX 1

EXPEDITION 1
Trawl 1

Trawl 2

Trawl 3

Trawl 4

Date

11/18/13

11/19/13

11/19/13

11/20/13

Starting coordinate latitude (deg.min.milli)

N 21°45.89

N 19°56.22

N 19°57.85

N 18°16.59

Starting coordinate longitude(deg.min.milli)

W 64°28.92

W 64°35.93

W 64°35.16

W 64°50.97

Ending coordinate Latitude(deg.min.milli)

N 21°46.89

N 19°58.88

N 19°59.56

N 18°16.49

Ending coordinate Longitude(deg.min.milli)

W 64°28.19

W 64°35.06

W 64°34.96

W 64°49.41

Starting time (UTC)

15:52

11:17

13:37

9:04

Ending time (UTC)

16:52

13:20

15:41

10:07

Trawl duration

1:00 h

1:57 h

1:04 h

1:03 h

Vessel speed (Kts)

06-1.8 Kts

1.3 Kts

1.5Kts

1.5Kts

Vessel speed (ms-1)

0.3-0.9 ms-1

0.7 ms-1

0.8 ms-1

0.8 ms-1

Vessel course

050°T

040°T

035°T

102°T

Wind speed (Kts)

20Kts

6Kts

5Kts

10Kts

Wind speed (ms-1)

10 ms-1

3 ms-1

2,6 ms-1

5 ms-1

Wind direction

040°T

050°T

030°T

97°T

Wave height (ft)

6-9ft.

1-4ft

1-2ft

1ft

Wave height (m)

1.8-2.7 m

0.3-1.2 m

0.3-0.6 m

0.3 m

Flow value difference

6586

8239

2763

1178

Sampled water volume per net

316,13m³

395,47m³

132,62m³

56,54m³

Net 1 total plastic mass [g]

0.0026

0.0013

0.0061

0.001

Net 1 number of plastic particles

8

4

15

1

Net 2 total plastic mass [g]

0.0103

0.0081

0.0298

0

Net 2 number of plastic particles

4

17

25

0

Net 3 total plastic mass [g]

0.0017

0.0003

x

x

Net 3 number of plastic particles

5

2

x

x

Net 4 total plastic mass [g]

0.006

0.0001

0.0005

<0,00005

Net 4 number of plastic particles

4

6

2

1

Net 5 total plastic mass [g]

* 0,0012 (0,0021)

0

x

x

Net 5 number of plastic particles

1 (3)

0

x

x

Net 6 total plastic mass [g]

** 0,0032

0.0016

0

0

Net 6 number of plastic particles

5

4

0

0

Net 7 total plastic mass [g]

0

<0,00005

0.0003

0.0006

Net 7 number of plastic particles

0

1

5

1

Net 8 total plastic mass [g]

<0,00005

0.0007

0.0002

0

Net 8 number of plastic particles

3

1

3

0

Net 9 total plastic mass [g]

x

0.0001

0.0013

x

Net 9 number of plastic particles

x

5

1

x

Net 10 total plastic mass [g]

x

0.0001

0.0006

<0,00005

Net 10 number of plastic particles

x

6

3

1

Net 11 total plastic mass [g]

0.0044

<0,00005

0.0055

0

Net 11 number of plastic particles

7

3

7

0
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* T1A5 (T1A5(2))
** T1Afliepel

EXPEDITION 2
Trawl 5

Trawl 6

Trawl 7

Trawl 8

Date

12/21/13

12/22/13

12/23/13

12/24/13

Starting coordinate latitude (deg.min.milli)

N 29°589,592

N 29°753,591

N 29°782,073

N 32°344,079

Starting coordinate longitude(deg.min.milli)

W 61°108,742

W 58°843,688

W 57°109,372

W 57°169,484

Ending coordinate Latitude(deg.min.milli)

N 29°593,498

N 29°732,629

N 29°780,574

N 32°339,993

Ending coordinate Longitude(deg.min.milli)

W 61°079,299

W 58°838,799

W 57°100,461

W 57°153,289

Starting time (UTC)

20:22:34

16:33:54

11:36:50

13:14:54

Ending time (UTC)

21:34:31

17:57:52

12:43:07

14:19:18

Trawl duration

1:14 h

1:25 h

1:07 h

1:05 h

Vessel speed (Kts)

1Kts

1Kts

1Kts

1Kts

Vessel speed (ms-1)

0.5 ms-1

0.5 ms-1

0.5 ms-1

0.5 ms-1

Vessel course

71°T

20°T

338°T

111°T

Wind speed (Kts)

17,5Kts

19Kts

19Kts

8Kts

Wind speed (ms-1)

9 ms-1

10 ms-1

10 ms-1

4 ms-1

Wind direction

354°T

24°T

15°T

42°T

Wave height (ft)

4-5ft

4-5ft

4-5ft

5-6ft

Wave height (m)

1.4 m

1.3 m

1.5 m

1.6

Flow value difference

6224

6040

5222

3241

Sampled water volume per net

298,75m³

289,92m³

250,66m³

155,57m³

Net 1 total plastic mass [g]

x

x

x

0.0002

Net 1 number of plastic particles

x

x

x

1

Net 2 total plastic mass [g]

0.0563

0.152

0

< 0,00005

Net 2 number of plastic particles

1

15

0

1

Net 3 total plastic mass [g]

<0,00005

0.0987

0

0

Net 3 number of plastic particles

1

13

0

0

Net 4 total plastic mass [g]

0.0016

0.0445

x

0.0008

Net 4 number of plastic particles

3

11

x

5

Net 5 total plastic mass [g]

0.0108

0.0585

0.005

0.0012

Net 5 number of plastic particles

6

8

15

4

Net 6 total plastic mass [g]

<0,00005

0.0013

0.0055

0.0012

Net 6 number of plastic particles

1

3

11

3

Net 7 total plastic mass [g]

0.0033

0.0431

0.0009

0

Net 7 number of plastic particles

3

7

3

0

Net 8 total plastic mass [g]

0.0003

0.0731

0.0023

< 0,00005

Net 8 number of plastic particles

4

6

13

3

Net 9 total plastic mass [g]

0.0014

0.0168

0.0033

0.0023

Net 9 number of plastic particles

3

5

15

2

Net 10 total plastic mass [g]

1.3788

0.0113

0.0225

0

Net 10 number of plastic particles

10

25

25

0

Net 11 total plastic mass [g]

0.0006

0.0084

0.0074

0.005

Net 11 number of plastic particles

2

8

19

25
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* T1A5 (T1A5(2))
** T1Afliepel

EXPEDITION 2
Trawl 9

Trawl 10

Trawl 11

Trawl 12

Date

12/25/13

27-12-2013

12/28/13

12/29/13

Starting coordinate latitude (deg.min.milli)

N 33°157,226

N 34°005,371

N 34°153,733

N 34°400,515

Starting coordinate longitude(deg.min.milli)

W 54°439,435

W 47°718,114

W 44°325,164

W 39°726,328

Ending coordinate Latitude(deg.min.milli)

N 33°147,064

N 34°014,145

N 34°137,086

N 34°412,154

Ending coordinate Longitude(deg.min.milli)

W 54°448,475

W 47°704,645

W 44°320,812

W 39°731,319

Starting time (UTC)

12:15:37

16:26:32

12:23:55

15:21:05

Ending time (UTC)

13:14:31

17:42:47

13:32:05

16:30:10

Trawl duration

1:01 h

1:16 h

1:09 h

1:09 h

Vessel speed (Kts)

1Kts

1Kts

1Kts

1Kts

Vessel speed (ms-1)

0.5 ms-1

0.5 ms-1

0.5 ms-1

0.5 ms-1

Vessel course

163°T

154°T

130°T

19°T

Wind speed (Kts)

23Kts

18Kts

19Kts

21Kts

Wind speed (ms-1)

12 ms-1

9 ms-1

10 ms-1

11 ms-1

Wind direction

359°T

12°T

38°T

349°T

Wave height (ft)

10-11ft

4-5ft

7-8ft

5-6ft

Wave height (m)

3.3 m

1.5 m

2.4

1.6 m

Flow value difference

6281

5716

6106

4460

Sampled water volume per net

301,49m³

274,37m³

293.09

214.08

Net 1 total plastic mass [g]

x

x

x

x

Net 1 number of plastic particles

x

x

x

x

Net 2 total plastic mass [g]

0.0024

0.0248

0.0001

0.0182

Net 2 number of plastic particles

1

14

8

2

Net 3 total plastic mass [g]

0.0122

0.0083

0.0308

0.0717

Net 3 number of plastic particles

3

6

8

2

Net 4 total plastic mass [g]

0.0132

<0,00005

x

0.0111

Net 4 number of plastic particles

3

4

x

5

Net 5 total plastic mass [g]

0.0045

0

0.0209

0.0184

Net 5 number of plastic particles

4

0

6

6

Net 6 total plastic mass [g]

0

0.0199

0.002

0.0196

Net 6 number of plastic particles

0

7

3

2

Net 7 total plastic mass [g]

0.0024

0.0044

0.0416

0.0144

Net 7 number of plastic particles

1

2

5

6

Net 8 total plastic mass [g]

0.0077

0.0037

<0,00005

0.0034

Net 8 number of plastic particles

5

3

1

1

Net 9 total plastic mass [g]

0.0024

0.0553

x

0.004

Net 9 number of plastic particles

5

9

x

1

Net 10 total plastic mass [g]

0.0112

0.0223

0.0102

<0,00005

Net 10 number of plastic particles

19

5

3

1

Net 11 total plastic mass [g]

0.001

0.0037

x

0.002

Net 11 number of plastic particles

8

2

x

3
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CHAPTER 1.1
APPENDIX
2

Multilevel Trawl
Manual
Hyke Brugman • Jan de Sonneville • Boyan Slat

This document outlines the steps performed to
assemble a multi-level trawl.
Others are encouraged to use the designs to
perform vertical distribution measurements
around the world.
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APPENDIX 2
1. Part list
1.1. parts

TYPE

TYPE

Half

Rubber

Rectangle

11x

22x

Spacer

Nets

9x

11x

Bottom

Middle

Vertical Tube

Vertical Tube

2x

2x

Top

Horizontal

Vertical Tube

Tube

2x

2x

Left Wing

Right Wing

1x

1x
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TYPE

TYPE

Frame Tube

Frame Block

2x

4x

Between Tube

Horizontal

1x

Coupling
1x

Vertical

Buoy

Coupling

2x

4x
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1. Part list

2. Assembly of components

1.2. CONNECTING PARTS

2.1. Overview of components

TYPE

TYPE

Bolt M6x30

The box

92x

11x

Bolt M8x60

The frame

20x

bottom and top
2x

Ringbolt

The horizontal

M8x200

frame

4x

1x

Bolt M6x60
110x

Ringbolt
M8x120
22x
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2. Assembly of components
2.2. THE BOX

Step 1
Place one half rectangle in position.

.

QTY

ITEM

.

NO

1
3

Step 2
1: Place a second half rectangle in position. Move it so it forms a rectangle.
2: Place the rubber in position. Slide it
over the rectangle. 3: Place the net in
position. Slide it over the rubber.

Step 3
Repeat step 1 and 2 ten more times.
Now eleven boxes are fully assembled.

A FEASIBILITY STUDY

3

2

1

2

PART

BER

NUM

n_G
ette
07_N
1_P0
ber_
A00aait_1F _Rub
08
en

1_

A00
1A

1_P0
A00x_1A
bo

2
1

1
alf_

oxH

_B
P002

N

PTIO

CRI

DES
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2. Assembly of components
2.3. The bottom and top

Step 1
1

1: top tube 2: Fasten the two blocks 3:
Fasten four M6x60 bolts to the side

2

ITEM NO

holes of the bottom tube.

.

1
2

3

3

PART NU
MBER
A001_P
ube_1A009_End_S
quret
A001_P
009_En
A1
d_Bloc
k_
A001_P
ng_1A 006_Bolt_M
6_Lo

DESCR

IPTION
QTY.
1
2
4

Step 2
Repeat step 1 for the bottom frame.
Now the bottom and top frame are
fully assembled.

2.4. Component the horizontal frame

Step 1
1: The horizontal connector 2: Place
the left and right horizontal tube in
position as in picture. Slide it over the
horizontal connector. 3: Fasten two
M8x60 bolts as in the picture .Tighten
the nuts.
Step 2
The horizontal frame is now fully
assembled.
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2
3

ITEM NO.

PART NUMBER

1

A001_P10_Horizontal_c
oupling_A1
A001_P005_left_Hirozo
ntal_Section_1A
A001_P006_Bolt_M8_B
asic_1B

2
3
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3. Frame assembly
3.1. Overview of frame assemblies

TYPE
Bottom frame
assembly
1x

Middle frame
assembly
1x

Top frame
assembly
1x
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3. Frame assembly
3.2. Bottom frame assembly

Step 1
1: The vertical tube 2: Fasten box 11.
3: Fasten four M6x60 bolts with the
bottom vertical tube. Tighten the nuts.

ITEM NO.

PART NUMBER

1

A001_P005_Bottom_
Section_2A

1

3

A001_P006_Bolt_M6
_Long_1A

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

1

2

B001_A003_Box_Rub
ber_Netten_Minder_
Bouwten_1A

1

1

2

3

Step 2
1: Place a spacer between the boxes.
Fasten it. 2 Fasten box 10. 3: Fasten
eight M6x30 bolts to the lower rim of
the box. Tighten the nuts.

3
2
1

Step 3
1: Fasten five M6x60 bolts to the bottom vertical tube as shown in picture.
Tighten the nuts.
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ITEM NO.

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

1

A001_P001_Spacer_1
A

1

3

A001_P006_M6S6C18

1

2

B001_A003_Box_Rub
ber_Netten_Minder_
Bouwten_1A

1
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3. Frame assembly
3.2. Bottom frame assembly

Step 4
Attach box 9 and 8 as described in
step 2 and 3. For box 8: fasten three
M6x60 bolts with the bottom vertical
tube as shown in picture. Skip the last
two holes. Tighten the nuts.

Step 5

ITEM NO.

1: Fasten a second bottom vertical

1

1

2

tube as shown in picture. 2: Fasten

PART NUMBER
A001_P006_Bolt_M6_Lo
ng_1A

DESCRIPTION

QTY.
38

A001_P005_Bottom_S
ection_2A

1

2

seventeen M6x60 bolts to the bottom
vertical tube. Skip one hole at the
bottom and two at the top. Tighten
the nuts.

Step 6
1: Place the bottom component in position. Slide the blocks in the bottom

ITEM NO.

vertical tube. 2: Fasten four M6x60
bolts in position as in picture. Tighten
the nuts. 3: Fasten two M8x60 bolts as
shown in picture. Tighten the nuts.

1

2

3

A FEASIBILITY STUDY

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

1

A001_A009_End_2A

2

A001_P006_Bolt_M6_Lo
ng_1A

2

3

A001_P006_Bolt_M8_
Basic_1B

1

1
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3. Frame assembly
3.2. Bottom frame assembly

Step 7
Fasten two M8x120 ringbolts as shown
in picture. Tighten the nuts.

Step 8
The bottom frame assembly is now
fully assembled.
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3. Frame assembly
3.3. Middle frame assembly

Step 9
1: The middle vertical tube 2: Fasten
box 7. 3: Fasten three M6x60 bolts
ITEM NO.

to the middle vertical tube as shown
in picture. Skip the first two holes.
Tighten the nuts.

1
3

1

2
2

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

1
1
1

3

Step 10
Attach box 6 and 5 as described in

PART NUMBER

A001_P005_Middle_S
ection_2A
A001_P006_Bolt_M6_
Long_1A
B001_A003_Box_Rub
ber_Netten_Minder_
Bouwten_1A

ITEM NO.

1
2
1

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

A001_P005_Middle_
Section_2A
A001_P006_Bolt_M6_
Long_1A

1
1

step 2, 3 and 4. 1: Fasten the second
middle vertical tube as shown in
picture. 2: Fasten eleven M6x60 bolts

2

to the middle vertical tube. Skip two
holes on the bottom and top. Tighten
the nuts.

Step 11
1: Place four vertical connectors in

1

2: Fasten eight M8x60 bolts as shown
in picture. Tighten the nuts.
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1
2

position as shown in picture. Slide the
connector in the middle vertical tube.

ITEM NO.

2

PART NUMBER
A001_P010_Vertical_c
oupling_A1
A001_P006_Bolt_M8_B
asic_1B

DESCRIPTION

QTY.
4
8
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APPENDIX 2
3. Frame assembly
3.3. Middle frame assembly

Step 12
Fasten four M8x120 ringbolts as
shown in picture. Tighten the nuts.

Step 13
The middle frame assembly is now
fully assembled.
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3. Frame assembly
3.4. The top frame assembly

Step 14
1: The top vertical tube 2: Fasten box 4.

1

3: Fasten three M6x60 bolts with the
middle vertical tube. Skip the first two

ITEM NO.

2

1
2

holes. Tighten the nuts.

3

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

A001_P005_Upper_S
ection_1A
B001_A003_Box_Rub
ber_Netten_Minder_
Bouwten_1A
A001_P006_Bolt_M6
_Long_1A

1
1
1

3

Step 15
Attach box 3 as describes in step 2.
1: Fasten the left wing as shown in

ITEM NO.

2
1

picture. Fasten five M6x60 bolts to the

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

A001_P006_Bolt_M6_
Long_1A
A001_P003_LeftWing
_1A

1
1

left wing. Tighten the nuts.

1

2

Step 16
Attach box 2 as described in step 2
and 3. 1 between tube 2: Fasten box 1.
3: Fasten four M6x60 bolts as shown in
picture. Tighten the nuts.
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ITEM NO.

2

1

A001_P005_Between
_Box_1A

1

3

A001_P006_Bolt_M6_
Long_1A

1

2

B001_A003_Box_Rub
ber_Netten_Minder_
Bouwten_1A

1

1

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

QTY.
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3. Frame assembly
3.4. The top frame assembly

Step 17
Fasten four M6x60 bolts with the left
wing. Skip the last hole. Tighten the
nuts.

Step 18
1: Fasten Second vertical top tube. 2:

ITEM NO.

1
2
3

2

3

1

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

A001_P005_Upper_S
ection_1A
A001_P003_RightWin
g_3A
A001_P006_Bolt_M6_
Long_1A

1
1
1

Fasten right wing. 3: Fasten seventeen
M6x60 bolts as shown in picture.
Tighten the nuts.

Step 19
ITEM NO.

Attach the top component as

1
2

described in step 6. 1: Fasten the

3

horizontal frame as shown in picture.
2: Fasten ten M8x120 ringbolts on outside of the horizontal frame. Tighten
the nuts. 3: Fasten four M8x200 ringbolts on the center of the horizontal
1

frame Tighten the nuts.

2
3
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PART NUMBER
A001_P005_Right_Hiroz
ontal_Section_1A
A001_A006_SD_Oog_L
113_1A
A001_A006_SD_Oog_L
193_1A

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

QTY.
1
10
4
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3. Frame assembly
3.4. The top frame assembly

Step 20
1: Fasten two M8x120 ringbolts in

ITEM NO.

position as in picture. Tighten the nuts.
2: Place two buoy in position as in picture. Conect them with the ringbolts.

1

2

Step 21
The top frame assembly is now fully
assembled.
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1

PART NUMBER
A001_A006_SD_Oog_L
113_1A

2

A001_P011_Boei_2B

DESCRIPTION

QTY.
2

1
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4. The multi-level trawl assembly

Step 1
The bottom frame assembly.

Step 2
1: Place the spacer as shown in
1

2

Slide the two vertical connectors in

PART NUMBER

1

A001_P001_Spacer_
1A

1

3

A001_P006_M6S6C18

16

2

picture. Fasten it. 2: Place the middle
frame assembly as shown in picture.

ITEM NO.

4

DESCRIPTION

A001_Middle_Tool_1
A
A001_P006_Bolt_M8_
Basic_1B

QTY.

1
1

3

4

the bottom vertical tube’s. 3: Fasten
eight M6x30 bolts as shown in picture.
Tighten the nuts. 4: Fasten four M8x60
bolts as in picture. Tighten the nuts.

Step 3
1: Place the spacer as shown in
picture. Fasten it. 2: Place the middle
frame assembly as shown in picture.
Slide the two vertical connectors in
the bottom vertical tubes. 3: Fasten
eight M6x30 bolts as shown in picture.
Tighten the nuts. 4: Fasten four M8x60
bolts as in picture. Tighten the nuts
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2

3

4

ITEM NO.

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

QTY.

1

A001_P001_Spacer_1A

4

A001_P006_Bolt_M8_Ba
sic_1B
A001_Upper_Tool_1A

8

2
3

A001_P006_M6S6C18

16

2

1
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4. The multi-level trawl assembly

Step 4
Place four M8x120 ringbolts in position as in picture. Tighten the bolts.

Step 5
The multi-level trawl in now fully
assembled.
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CHAPTER
APPENDIX1.1
3

Wave
Scatter
Diagram
Sebastiaan van Rossum
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In Chapter 3.5, in order to determine the loads on a floating barrier at 95% conditions (at 30°N, 138°W) a Wave
Scatter Diagram sourced from Octopus software was
produced. The data itself is based on data from BMT Argoss.
In Table 1, the red area indicates conditions equal to
95.76% of the time. The yellow area equals 99.12%.
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Table 1: Percentages of wave occurance

HS/TZ

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

13.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

13

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

12.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

12

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

11.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

11

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

10.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

10

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

9.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

9

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

0.02%

0.02%

0.01%

8.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.01%

0.02%

0.02%

0.03%

0.03%

0.02%

8

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.02%

0.03%

0.04%

0.05%

0.04%

0.04%

7.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.02%

0.04%

0.06%

0.08%

0.08%

0.07%

0.06%

7

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.02%

0.04%

0.08%

0.11%

0.12%

0.13%

0.11%

0.09%

6.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.04%

0.08%

0.13%

0.18%

0.20%

0.19%

0.17%

0.13%

6

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.03%

0.07%

0.14%

0.22%

0.28%

0.30%

0.29%

0.24%

0.18%

5.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.02%

0.05%

0.13%

0.24%

0.35%

0.43%

0.45%

0.41%

0.34%

0.25%

0.63%

0.63%

0.56%

0.44%

0.32%

0.86%

0.73%

0.56%

0.39%

5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.03%

0.10%

0.22%

0.39%

0.54%

4.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.06%

0.18%

0.37%

0.61%

0.80%

0.89%

4

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.03%

0.11%

0.30%

0.59%

0.90%

1.13%

1.19%

1.10%

0.90%

0.66%

0.45%

3.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.06%

0.21%

0.50%

0.90%

1.28%

1.51%

1.51%

1.32%

1.04%

0.74%

0.49%

3

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.02%

0.12%

0.36%

0.79%

1.30%

1.72%

1.89%

1.78%

1.48%

1.11%

0.76%

0.48%

2.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.05%

0.22%

0.60%

1.17%

1.77%

2.15%

2.20%

1.94%

1.53%

1.09%

0.71%

0.43%
0.34%

2

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.02%

0.11%

0.39%

0.94%

1.63%

2.21%

2.45%

2.31%

1.90%

1.40%

0.94%

0.58%

1.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.05%

0.22%

0.67%

1.36%

2.06%

2.48%

2.47%

2.11%

1.59%

1.08%

0.67%

0.39%

0.21%

1

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.04%

0.15%

0.35%

0.59%

0.75%

0.77%

0.67%

0.50%

0.34%

0.21%

0.12%

0.06%

0.03%
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11

11.5

12

12.5

13

13.5

14

14.5

15

15.5

16

16.5

17

17.5

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%
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CHAPTER 1.1
APPENDIX
4

Orcaflex
Model
Parameters
Joost de Haan • Sebastiaan van Rossum

This section acts as reference, indicating the
used parameter values during Orcaflex simulations used in section 3.5.
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4.1 General model properties

4.2 Environmental model properties

The axes:

• Sea surface: 0 m

• Z – direction is pointing vertical upwards

• Kinematic Viscosity: 1.35*10-6 kPa·s

• Y – direction is pointing horizontal in the boom plane

• Temperature: 10 °C

• X – direction is pointing horizontal and normal

• Sea density: 1.025 t/m³

to the boom

• Seabed: flat and at -100 m
• Current: 0.15 m/s normal to the boom

The general data of the model is as follows.
The waves have the following properties (used in section
For the static analyses:

3.5.2):

• Tolerance: 10-6
• Min damping: 2.0

• Angle with respect to normal direction: 15 degrees

• Max damping: 80

• Significant wave height: 5.5 m
• Mean wave period: 7.5 s

For the dynamic analyses:

• Wave type: JONSWAP

• Simulation build up from -250 – 0 s.

• Number of wave directions: 5

• Simulation time of 5,000 s.

• Spreading of wave directions: cos24*

• Time step of 0.01 s.

• Spectral parameters: automatic
• Wave components: 40 per direction and a relative

The rest of the data are left at their default values.

frequency range from 0.5 to 10.0
*The spreading function and the resulting wave direction
are indicated by respectively the line and the dots in the
Figure A4.1 below. This is the default spreading function
in Orcaflex and it resulted in a more realistic sea state
where waves come from several directions. In this figure,
the normal direction is 90°.
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Figure A4.1 Wave spreading

Figure A4.2 Steel boom setup

Steel sections

Links between steel sections

The boom consists of a total of 81 steel sections. The

There are a total of 82 links. The links are 0.5 m long. The

steel sections are 7.50 m long and with infinite connec-

links have the following properties, based on the proper-

tion stiffness connected to the links. Because the links

ties Orcaflex gives to a homogeneous pipe that consists

have a relatively low stiffness compared to the connec-

of a material with a density of 1.1 t/m³ and a Young’s mod-

tion, strains inside the connection are negligible com-

ulus of 700 kPa.

pared to strains in the links. The connection stiffness can
therefore be infinite in the model.

• Outer diameter: 1.55 m
• Inner diameter: 1.35 m

The steel sections have the following properties, based

• Mass per unit length: 0.501 t/m

on the properties Orcaflex provides for a homogeneous

• Bending stiffness: 84.2 kNm²

steel pipe:

• Axial stiffness: 319 kN
• Poisson ratio: 0.50

• Outer diameter: 1.55 m

• Torsional stiffness: 56 kNm²

• Inner diameter: 1.50 m

• Drag Coefficient: 1.2 (Axial 0.008)

• Mass per unit length: 0.940 t/m

• Number of segments: 1

• Bending stiffness: 7.38*106 kNm²
• Axial stiffness: 25.4*106 kN

Density and Young’s modulus for the links were based on

• Poisson ratio: 0.293

neoprene properties (Materials Data Book, 2003).

• Torsional stiffness: 5.71*106 kNm²
• Drag Coefficient: 1.2 (Axial: 0.008)
• Number of segments: 1
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Figure A4.3 Setup of 1 m skirt length

Connections between links and steel sections

The end buoys are needed to prevent the end of the boom

The steel sections and links are connected to each other

to sink due to the submerged weight of the mooring lines.

through 6D Buoys. There are a total of 162 connections;

The used end buoys have the following properties:

in addition, both boom ends have an end buoy. The used
connection buoys have the following properties:

• Mass: 1.0 t
• Mass moment of inertia: 0.610 t*m²

• Mass: 0.694 t

• Volume: 7 m³

• Mass moment of inertia: 0.01 t*m²

• Height: 1.91 m

• Volume: 1.0*10-3 m³

• Center of gravity: -0.1 m

• Height: 1 m

• Drag area: 3.66 m²

• Center of gravity: -0.1 m

• Drag coefficient: 1.5

The mass is based on a 0.05 m thick steel plate that

The mass is left at default; the buoy has been given a

would close off each section. The volume and mass mo-

mass moment of inertia and drag area based on its mass

ment of inertia are negligible because the steel sections

and dimensions. The drag coefficient is set to 1.5.

have much larger dimensions.
Modeling of the skirt in the steel boom model
Height is left as default as this only has an effect on the

Orcaflex does not support calculations for flat shapes, so

buoyancy forces in the model, which are negligible with

the skirt needs to be modelled by means of lines. This is

the negligible volume. The center of gravity is placed un-

successfully done by creating an array of lines that are

derneath the center because the buoys tended to turn

connected to each other through 6D Buoys, as is also

around their axis during static iterations for no apparent

done with the links and steel sections.

reason.
Array of lines
The skirt is hanging from the boom. Each meter of skirt is
build up by four lines as shown in Figure A4.3.
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Figure A4.4 Skirt line-up

All lines have a vertical offset of 0.75 m below their con-

It is possible to do this because the steel sections them-

nection point (-0.75 m in z direction). The lines are num-

selves are so rigid that no important relative displace-

bered from 1 to 8 in Figure A4.4. Lines 1 to 4 are connect-

ments will take place between the top of the vertical lines

ed to the left connection and lines 5 to 8 are connected to

and the point on the steel section where they should ac-

the right connection.

tually be connected to.

Lines 1 to 4 are connected with a horizontal offset (in y-

The lines have the following properties (as determined

direction) of respectively -0.25 m, 0.75 m, 1.75 m and 2.75

from tests done to optimize ballast and skirt thickness

m with respect to the left connection point. Lines 5 to 8

for further simulations). See also subchapter 3.5

are connected with a horizontal offset (in y-direction) of

• Length: 1.0 m

respectively -3.75 m, -2.75 m, -1.75 m and -0.75 m with

• Diameter: 5.0 *10-3 m

respect to the right connection point.

• Mass per unit length: 2.9*10-3 t/m
• Bending stiffness: 0.292 kNm²

By applying the lines in this way beneath each section of

• Axial stiffness: 3.5 kN

the boom, it is possible to get a continuous array of lines

• Poisson ratio: 0.50

for the skirt. The possibility of connecting the lines to 6D

• Torsional stiffness: 10 kNm²

Buoys with an offset reduces the calculation time signifi-

• X drag coefficient: 0.1 (the x direction of the lines is 00

cantly in comparison to placing a 6D Buoy for every line
that needs to be connected to the boom.

defined in the skirt plane, perpendicular to the line)
• Y drag coefficient: 1.2 (the y direction of the lines is
defined normal to the skirt plane, perpendicular to the
line)
• Z drag coefficient: 0.1 (the z direction is the axial
direction of a line)
• Drag diameter: 0.6 m
• Added mass coefficients: 0.01 in x and z direction;
1.0 in y direction
• Number of segments: 2
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Due to the facts that each meter of skirt is modelled by

To create more stability in the model, the stiffness is

4 lines, and each of those lines has a drag diameter of

based upon neoprene sections with 0.3 m wall thickness

0.6 m, the resulting surface area of the skirt for drag pur-

(instead of 0.1 m).

poses will be 2.4 m /m length.
2

The mass is here defined so that the waterline is at nearly
Connection buoys

the same height as the centreline of the neoprene sec-

Underneath each steel section, there are 8 top 6D Buoys

tions in a static situation. This is because OrcaFlex gives

and 8 bottom 6D Buoys at the intersections of the top

the best estimate for the draft of floating tubular sec-

respectively bottom lines. They connect the skirt lines to

tions when their centreline is near the waterline.

each other and are not visible in Figure A4.4. A detailed
view is shown however, in Figure A4.3.

Connection between neoprene sections
The neoprene sections are connected to each other

The top buoys have the following properties:

through 6D Buoys. There are a total of 95 connections;

• Mass: 1.0*10-3 t

in addition, both boom ends have an end buoy. The used

• Height: 1 m

connection buoys have the following properties:

The bottom buoys have the following properties (as deter-

• Mass: 1.0*10-3 t

mined from tests done to optimize ballast and skirt thick-

• Mass moment of inertia: 0.01 t*m²

ness for further simulations). This is done in subchapter

• Volume: 1.0*10-3 m³

3.5:

• Height: 1 m

• Mass: 0.05 t

• Center of gravity: -0.1 m

• Mass moment of inertia: 0.29*10-3 t*m²
• Volume: 6.4*10-3 m³

The mass of the connection buoys is reduced to a negli-

• Height: 0.185 m

gible value in this model because the connections do not
have any physical meaning in the flexible boom. They are

4.4 Modeling of the neoprene boom

present however, to be able to connect the skirt to the

This model is build up out of 2 parts: neoprene sections

neoprene sections.

and the connections between those sections.
Modeling of the skirt in the neoprene boom
Neoprene sections

model

The neoprene boom consists of a total of 96 neoprene
sections of 1 m long. Each section is connected to the

Array of lines

next with infinite bending stiffness. In this way a continu-

In the flexible boom model the skirt is defined in the

ous neoprene tube is modelled. Based on the links in the

same way and has the same properties as for the steel

steel boom model the properties of the neoprene sec-

boom, with one exception.

tions are given by:
Each vertical top line now has its own buoy between the
• Outer diameter: 1.55 m

boom sections to connect to, as can be seen in the Fig-

• Inner diameter: 1.35 m

ure A4.5 below. This is instead of the offsets to a buoy

• Mass per unit length: 0.750 t/m

as described in chapter 4.2, section “Array of Lines” (see

• Bending stiffness: 170 kNm²

above).

• Axial stiffness: 825 kN
• Poisson ratio: 0.50
• Torsional stiffness: 114 kNm²
• Drag Coefficient: 1.2 (Axial: 0.008)
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Figure A4.6 Mooring in wave climate model

The reason is that the flexible boom does not have the ri-

Modeling of the mooring

gidity of the steel boom and connecting the vertical lines

For this model the mooring is modelled by 1 line on each

with offsets to a point several meters away will create

side of the boom, instead of 3. Only the mooring lines par-

relative displacements between the boom and the top of

allel to the boom are kept. This can be seen in Figure A4.6.

the vertical line at that point which cannot be neglected.
Disadvantage is that this also results in longer calcula-

The mooring lines are fixed at the bottom at a horizontal

tion times per stretching meter of boom, because the

distance of 200 m (instead of 100 m in the main model)

segmentation is greater and more buoys are present.

from the boom end. The depth of the sea in this model is
200 m (instead of 100 m in the main model), therefore the

Connection buoys

vertical distance between anchor point and boom end is

The connection buoys for the flexible boom are as de-

200 m. The mooring lines are 290 m long.

scribed in the previous section A4.3, paragraph Connec-

The mooring lines have the following properties, based on

tion buoys.

the properties Orcaflex gives to a Polypropylene (8-strand
Multiplair) rope with a nominal diameter of 0.050 m:

A4.5 Sea state model
Because the boom needs to be simulated in a lot of differ-

• Diameter: 0.040 m

ent wave climates, a very simple model has been created

• Mass per unit length: 1.1*10-3 t/m

from 3 lines. One line models the boom and the other 2

• Axial Stiffness: 2,650 kN

attach the boom to the sea floor.

• Poisson Ratio: 0.50
• Torsional Stiffness: 80.0 kNm²

General model properties

• Drag Coefficients: 1.2 (Axial: 0.008)

The general data of the model is as follows
Due to this change of mooring line, it is not necessary to
For the dynamic analyses:

have a buoyant buoy to compensate for the submerged

• Simulation build up from -50 – 0 s.

weight of it because this line has a lower density than

• Simulation time of 500 s.

water.

• Time step of 0.1 s.
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Modeling of the boom

A4.6 Adjustments for skirt and ballast weight

For these calculations it is chosen to have a boom de-

optimization

fined by a 1,000 m long line between the end buoys as

In order to be able to model several variables, the model

can be seen in Figure A4.6. It has the following properties,

was simplified. Only the adjusted model properties will

based on the properties Orcaflex gives to a homogeneous

be shown, the rest is as described in chapter A4.3.

pipe that consists of a material with a density of 1.23 t/m³
and a Young’s modulus of 700 kPa:

General
The general data of the model is changed to the following:

• Outer diameter: 1.5 m

• Simulation build up from -250 – 0 s.

• Inner diameter: 1.4 m

• Simulation time of 10,800 s.

• Mass per unit length: 0.280 t/m

• Time step of 0.1 s.

• Bending stiffness: 42.0 kNm²
• Axial stiffness: 159 kN

The shortest simulation became unstable at 454.7 s while

• Poisson ratio: 0.50

the longest simulation lasted for the full simulation pe-

• Torsional stiffness: 28.0 kNm²

riod.

• Drag Coefficient: 1.2 (Axial: 0.008)
• Drag diameter: 3 m

Environment

• Number of segments: 1,000

The environmental data of the model is changed to the

• Contents: uniformly filled with a density of 0.407 t/m³

following:

End buoys are present only to connect the boom to the

• Significant wave height: 4 m

mooring lines, they have negligible properties. The boom

• Mean wave period 6.5 s

and the mooring are connected to each other through
these buoys without any connection stiffness.

A less severe wave climate is chosen to come to a longer
stable simulation time for the in the model less stable

The drag diameter is set at 3 m as an estimate to compensate for the fact that the skirt is not present in this model.
Later, it was found that this sort of simplification requires
an even higher drag diameter/drag coefficient (Chapter
A4.6). This is not as crucial for the results in this chapter
as it will just give an indication of the difference between
wave climates.
The contents are set to 0.407 t/m³ in order to let the boom
center line to be at the same height as the water line.
Modeling of the skirt
No skirt was modelled for this purpose.
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Skirt
The skirt is here only applied to the middle 6 sections of

The line diameter is based on the skirt thickness. One

the boom to save calculation time and to be able to simu-

skirt, which will be called the heavy skirt from here on,

late more varieties of properties. The variable properties

has a thickness of 50*10-3 m. The other skirt, which will

are those of the lines and the bottom buoys. All combina-

be called the light skirt, has a thickness of 5.0*10-3 m

tions of the following properties have been modelled.

which is 10 times thinner in order to see clear differences
between the results.

The lines forming the skirt can have the following properties:

The mass is based on the skirt thickness too. With a

• Diameter: 5.0*10 m

thickness of 5.0*10-3 m the skirt should weigh about .

-3

• Mass: 0.0029 t/m
• Bending stiffness: 0.292 kNm²

As may be noticed, a density of 1.16 t/m³ is used here in-

• Axial stiffness: 3.5 kN

stead of the before used density of 1.1 t/m³ for the neoprene connections between the steel sections.

Or:
• Diameter: 50*10-3 m

It should probably be emphasized that the used materi-

• Mass: 0.019 t/m

als are not fully defined and will not be defined by this

• Bending stiffness: 2.920 kNm²

model; therefore a lot of material properties may change

• Axial stiffness: 35 kN

in the final design of the boom and these slight differences that got into the model during creation should not

While the bottom buoys can have the following proper-

be important.

ties:
• Mass: 0.01 t

However, it is important to know which properties are

• Mass moment of inertia: 0.020*10-3 tm²

used within the model exactly in order to determine

• Volume: 1.3*10-3 m³

whether using another material will have significant ef-

• Height: 0.108 m

fects on the results of the model.

Or:

Each meter of skirt is defined by 4 lines as explained in

• Mass: 0.05 t

chapter A4.3, section “Array of Lines”. So the mass of the

• Mass moment of inertia: 0.29*10 tm²

lines in the light skirt should be 0.0116/4 = 2.9 *10-3 t/m

• Volume: 6.4*10 m³

while the mass of the lines in the heavy skirt should be

• Height: 0.185 m

10 * 2.9 *10-3 =29*10-3 t/m. To enhance the visibility of the

-3

-3

effects of adding ballast to the model, this mass for the
Or:

lines in the heavy skirt is reduced to 19*10-3 t/m.

• Mass: 0.1 t
• Mass moment of inertia: 0.91*10-3 tm²

The bending stiffness is chosen in such a way that the

• Volume: 13*10-3 m³

lines do not bend too much in the plane of the skirt, which

• Height: 0.234 m

would create instabilities in the model.
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Figure A4.7 Skirt line height

It is defined by the EI each line should represent in that

The axial stiffness of the skirt is also concentrated in the

plane: E * t * h3/12 = 700 *0.005 * 13/12=0.292 kNm2.

lines in the same way. So each line has an axial stiffness
of E * A = 700 * 1 * 0.005 = 3.5 kN in the light skirt and 3.5

A line represents a height for the bending stiffness of 1

* 10 = 35 kN in the heavy skirt.

m because they are separated in a grid of 1 m and thus
each line is a beam with a height of 1 m (as defined in

Based on small model tests beforehand, 3 ballast mass-

Figure A4.7) and a width (thickness of skirt) of 0.005 m.

es have been chosen for comparison. A mass of 10 kg/m,

The heavy skirt has 10 times this width and thus has an

another of 50 kg/m and one of 100 kg/m, the mass is ap-

EI of 2.92 kNm².

plied to the bottom 6D Buoys in the skirt as they are introduced in chapter A4.3.

Normal to the skirt plane the light skirt should have an EI
of E * 1 * t3/12 = 700 * 0.0053/12 = 7.29 * 10-6 kNm2.

In this way they are concentrated masses at the points
where the skirt axial stiffness is also concentrated. Their

The EI of the heavy skirt should then be 700 * 0.053/12 =

volume is linked to the density of steel of 7,850 kg/m³

7.29 * 10-3 kNm2 .

through the formula:

The lower stiffness in normal direction is not integrated

V = m/p = 50/1,850 = 6.37 * 10-3 m3.

into the model as it would still need to be applied to the
lines. When a line has a weak and a strong direction, it will

For the height they are assumed as cubic and thus the

just turn around its axis until the force acts on its weak

height (and length of the sides) would be:

direction. This creates unstable models and thus is not
applied.

h = 3√V = 3√(6.37 * 10-3) = 0.185 m.

Because of the hinged connections between skirt and

With these values, a mass moment of inertia of

boom, it is possible for the skirt to have lateral move-

(2*h2*m)/12 = (2*0.1852*0.05)/12 = 0.29 * 10-3 t * m2 is

ments relative to the boom. These movements have been

calculated and used. As an example the numbers were

found realistic from observations in the model. The dif-

filled in for the ballast mass of 50 kg/m, the values for the

ference in skirt movements between reality and the

other masses are different.

model due to the high estimate of the stiffness in normal
direction is therefore assumed to remain small.
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A4.7 Adjustments to the model for force calculation
General

A top view of the boom and the waves acting upon it is

Only the time step has been increased to 0.1 s

shown in the Figure A4.8 below. This view shows the
shortest modelled steel boom of 648 m length. The boom

Environment

was also modelled with lengths of 1296 m and 1944 m.

The option to include the current speed in the static analyses is now used. In this way, the forces caused by the

Booms with longer lengths were also used, but only the

current only can also be shown.

resulting forces from the current could be obtained because this could be included in the static calculations.

Modeling of the steel boom

The longer booms did not reach their final shape under

The skirt is removed. To compensate for the drag proper-

the influence of waves within the simulation period.

ties of the skirt, the steel sections have been given the
following adaptations:

These longer lengths are modelled with boom lengths of

• Mass: 1.0 t/m

3,992 m, 7,984 m and 19,960 m. The 2 last models could

• Drag diameter: 5.0 m

not be created without additional 6D Buoys because the

• Drag coefficient: 1.8

model of 3,992 m reached the maximum number of sections in one line.

The links between the steel sections now have the following properties changed to the values:

Additional lines of the same length were attached to each

• Drag diameter: 5.0 m

other with 6D Buoys with negligible properties until the

• Drag coefficient: 1.8

boom lengths of 7,984 m and 19,960 m were reached. It
was still necessary however, to place the center of mass

It has been found through running the model with in-

of these 6D Buoys at -0.1 m to obtain a stable iteration

creasing values for drag diameter and drag coefficients

sequence during the static analyses.

that these parameters of the boom would result in a conservative estimate of the forces in the model.
All 6D Buoys between the links and steel sections were
removed. They were not required anymore for connecting
the boom to the skirt and the links. The skirt is removed
and the line that models the boom is now one long line
that is divided into 7.5 m long steel sections and 0.5 m
long neoprene sections with properties as given in chapter A4.3 and above in this paragraph.
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Figure A4.8 Top view of acting waves and current on the modelled boom

Modeling of the neoprene boom
For the flexible boom, other boom properties have been

Dynamic results of Dyneema were obtained for boom

found to compensate for the removal of the skirt to get to

lengths of 288 m, 648 m and 1,296 m. For neoprene, they

a conservative estimate:

were obtained for boom lengths of 648 m, 1,296 m and

• Mass: 0.75 t/m

2,000 m.

• Drag diameter: 5.0 m
• Drag coefficient: 2.2

Static results (in which the current was included, but no
waves are present) are also obtained for boom lengths of

A secondary flexible boom with increased axial stiffness
has been introduced with the axial stiffness increased to:
96.1*103 kN. This is an increase of 95.3*103 kN based on
a 200 tonne Dyneema cable: FM-D200 (“Fibremax Dyneema Cable,” n.d.)In kN, this cable has a tensile strength of .
Using a load carrying cable came forward from a new design of the flexible boom, as described in Chapter 3.2. The
boom without Dyneema cable is for the remainder of this
chapter called ‘neoprene’, the boom with Dyneema cable
will be called ‘Dyneema’
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This CAD Drawing illustrates the basic dimensions that
have been used in the Computational Fluid Dynamics
simulations in chapter 3.4. The generic boom design features a tube for floatation, a skirt to capture sub-surface
debris, and ballast to maintain a vertical profile.
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ABOUT THE
OCEAN CLEANUP
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Boyan Slat (1994) combines environmentalism, entrepreneurism and technology to tackle global issues of sustainability.
While diving in Greece at the age of 16, he became frustrated by coming across more plastic bags than fish,
and wondered: “why can’t we clean this up?” While still
in secondary school, he then decided to dedicate half a
year of research to understand plastic pollution and the
problems associated with cleaning it up. This ultimately
led to the passive cleanup concept, which he presented
at a TEDx conference in 2012.
Unfazed by the critics who claimed it was impossible
to rid the oceans from plastic, Boyan put his aerospace
engineering studies on hold, assembled a global team of
more than 100 people, and crowdfunded $100,000 to investigate the feasibility of his concept. The Ocean Cleanup report marks the end to the first phase of the project,
and shares with the world for the first time the results of
this remarkable, yearlong tour-de-force.
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